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ABSTRACI' 

The Neo-Confucian philosopher Yang Shih (1053-1135) flourished during one of the most 

fertile periods in me history of Chinese philosophy. His curiosity about differences among the 

Confucian classics, his interest in the Book of Change, his exploration of Buddhist philosophy 

and his reaction against the philosophical foundation of Wang An-shih's political policies mark 

Yang Shih as highly representative of his generati~n. That these factors led to his formulation of 

a Confucian metaphysics makes him philosophically significant. Further, as the Ch'eng 

brothers' emissary to southern China, the founder of the Tung-lin Academy, and a progenitor of 

Chu Hsi, Yang's historical significance is considerable. Yang Shih forms the link between 

northern and southern China, the Ch'eng brothers and Chu Hsi. This study offers two ~s of 

framework within which the diverse elements of Yang Shih's thought may be analyzed: 1) a 

systemic approach based on the centrality of metaphysics to his teachings, and 2) a comparative 

approach examining Yang's reaction to the philosophical underpinnings of Wang An-shih's 

political theories. 

The major portion of the dissenation deals with Yang's concept of the Tao as a palpable 

entity, its operator (the principle of change), and its dynamic (response). It examines the 

ramifications of this groundwork for Yang's theories of human nature and the value of wen (the 

written and cultural heritage) as well as his attitude toward so-called "heterodox" schools, most 

notably Buddhism and Taoism. 

The secondary portion of the dissertation focusses on Yang Shih's criticism of Wang An

shih's Tzu-shuo. Despite the marked divergence of their approaches to political and social 

issues, an examination of their respective philosophical theories shows the difference between 

Yang Shih and Wang An-shih to be predominantly one of discourse and emphasis rather than 



fundamental metaphysical theG(T. 

Three appendices follow the body of the dissenation. The first describes the various 

available editions of the primary source text; the second consists of a biography of Yang Shih; 

and a glossary of Chinese terms forms the third. 
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cHAPrER.ONE 

CONTEXT AND DIREcrION 

The barbarian geese follow the headwinds, 
Flying in fO!mation. they soar southward. 
But I struggle northward. 
The headwin~ blowing through my robes. 
Pulling up on the reins, I star~ off into the clo::ds -
Their night-color is a vivid blue. 
In vain I envy those south-returning wings, 
And harbor growing reseDDnent deep within my breastl . (KSC 39:13a) 

When Yang Shih~ S~ T. Clung-Ii .:f ~ (1053-1135) prepared to return to his 

home county of Cliang-Io in Fukien province in the auDlmn of 1081, his beloved teacher 

Ch'eng Hao.fl ~. ~ ,honored as Master Ming-tao !3.f] ~ (1032-1085) accompanied 

him to the gate to see him off. Watching Yang's retreating form. Ol'eng declared, "Now my 

way goes south"z. His prophecy was fulfilled several times over; in fact. much of Yang Shih's 

life and achievements may be evaluated in terms of his influence on the people of southern 

Yang Shih. honored as the Master of Kuei-shan. was the first to transmit the innovative 

11 

philcsophy of Ch 'eng Hao and his younger brother Cl'eng Yi *1 ! [ , honored as Master 

Yi-ch'uan 1f)1I (1033-1107) to southern Clina. The "Eastern Grove" (Tung-lin) in Wu

hsi, where he delivered popular public lecttues between 1115 and 112S.later became the site of 

1. This poem evokes a c:ontrlISt to tr.c opening chapter of the Chuang Tzu. "Going Rambling Without a Destination". 
As the huge P'eng bird effonlessly "puffs out its chest and flies off', so the barbarian geese follow the headwind. 
The traveller. however. struggles northward against (in Taoist image:y) the "ruuural" tendency of things. battling 
not only the headwind but also the dictates of his own heart. Yang's assertion of the night-color as "vivid blue" is 
an allusion to the Chuang Tzu's question (also in the opening chapter). "is the deep blue of the sky its true color?" 
(Transl. following A.C. Graham. Chuang Tzu the Inner Chaplers. (London: George Allen and Unwin. 1981). 43.) 

2. 55428:187. 
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the prestigious Tung-lin Academy, southern center of Confucian learning during the latter half 

of the Ming dynasty. The official history of the Tung-lin Academy cites Yang Kuei-shan as its 

founder. Among Yang's most notable disciples in the south was La Ts'ung-yen~! ttt. /;t . 

T. Chung-su 1f t (lon-1135), also of Chiang-Io county, teacher in his tum to both the 

father Chu Sung *- *~ (1097-1143) and the earliest Confucian teacher Li T'ung 

~ 1 r-J (1088-1163) of the late-southern Sung philosopher Chu Hsi *- .:! 
T. YUan-hui ~ a~ (1130-1200). Yang Shih thus fonns a bridge between the somewhat 

eclectic leaching of Ch'eng Hao and the exclusivism ofChu Hsi. Yang's final return to ~e soutll 

was in 1126. when he accompanied the court in its flight from the Jurchen, serving as a voice of 

conscience against a corrupt and crumbling military. 

Yang Shih is historically significant for still another reason. one which does not have much 

to do with the south. Subsequent interpretations of his philosophy, from Chu Hsi to the present, 

have branded him a crypto-Taoist and Buddhist sycretiSL Yet Yang Shih was neither of these, a . 

fact which makes both his own philosophical premises and those of his detractors all the more 

fascinating. If Yang Shih was neither a syncretist nor a closet Buddhist, why did so many others 

insist he was? In order to ans-... er s-uch a question. one must first examine Yang's philosophy, 

setting aside previous analyses and going straight to his own words, abandoning selective 

quotations for their fuller contexts. Although a comprehensive answer to the question of others' 

interpretatioll.s of Yang is beyond the scope of this dissertation. it is my hope that some tentative 

conclusions can be drawn based on a careful examination of the philosophical writings of Yang 

Shih. Such is aim of the present study. 

My first intention is to identify the basic issues and concepts implicit in Yang's works and to 

evaluate their cohesiveness. The task is complicated by a number of factors, not the least of 
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which is the disappearance shonly after Yang's death of two texts which might have yielded 

insights into his views on Taoism: his srudies of the Lieh Tzu and the Chua.'lg Tzu . Two further 

works. explanations of the Li Chi and the Chou Yi. are also no longer e)\L2Ilt. 

More daunting still. however. is the very nature of the remai.'ling texts. Birdwhistell has 

discussed the texrual difficulties faced in this type of exercise3, so I will but note them briefly. 

In the first place. there was very little systematic examination of philosophical goals during the 

Sung. Most writers did not consciously set about formulating coherent. consistent philosophical 

systems in the manner of Kant or Hegel. Chu Hsi was among the fim to reflect on precisely 

what he was attempting to accomplish in his written work4. Certainly. there is no evidence that 

Yang Shih himself contemplated the theoretical aspect of philosophizing. nor that he intended to 

provide a neatly-crganized guide to his thoughts. Thus. whatever system or structlll'"e may be 

inherent in Yang's writings must somehow be exttacted without imposing too many 

anachronistic expectations on the texts. 

The second problem in dealing with texts of this period is the proliferation of meanings 

given cenain key words such as tao \13 • yi ,! - (commonly rendered "intention"). ch 'eng 

~ ,and the like. In many cases. the exact meaning of the term was unde~r debate, but the 

flexibility of the Chinese language exacerbates the confusion. In general. Y mg was quite 

precise in his usage. but even he occasionally used one word in several different ways. This is 

particularly true of his explanations of the classics. for in such studies he tended (as was the 

norm) to follow the linguistic structUre of the classic under discussion rather than expressing its 

3. Ame D. Birdwhistcll. Transition to Neo-Confucianism: Shao Yung on Knowledge and Symbols of Reality 
(Stanford: Stanford University Pless. 1989), 8-11. 

4. I am indebrcd to Matthew Levey for this distinction. 
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meaning in his own vocabulary. 

Yang's collected works do not contain any topical essays like those of Shao Yung 

~ ~ • T. Yao-fu ~ 1e- (1011-1077), Chang Tsai 5k ~ . honored as the Master 

ofHeng-ch'u fl!- (1020-1078) and Wang An-shih..±. 1; CJ ,honored as Master 

QUng-kungjf'J ~ (1021-1086), which might offer encapsulated versions of his basic theories 

or expanded explanations of particular doctrines. Further, we cannot rely solely on Yang's 

i.i-Iu. or "collected sayings", even though it is the single largest repository of his philosophical 

remarks. Yang did not himself compose it, It is now impossible to detennine how much its 

content reflects the biases a."ld preferences of the edito:. Its anecdotal style is highly 

disorganized - the vii-Iu is roughly chronologically arranged - and often fragmentary, frequently 

consisting of pronoWlCements unsupported by explanations. Thus we must glean clarifications 

from other texts, sometimes written many years before or after the episodes in the W-I u. This 

method, fommately, is relatively reliable in the case of Yang Shih. due to the surprising lack of 

inconsistency in his thought throughout his life. 

My approach, in light of these impedimenta, shall be to extract from all of Yang's extant 

writings such values and issues as seem to have remained consistent throughout his lifetime. I 

will then attempt to provide a conceptual frnmeworX for understanding Yang's thought a;; a 

witt>ie. 'This will require attention not only to the nature and purpose of each text, but also to the 

trends and events which shaped Yang's discourse. Traces of the thought of Chang Tsai and 

Shao Yung are readily apparent in Yang's work, in addition to the obvious influence of Ch'eng 

Hac and Ch'eng Yi. Yang Shih's personalletteIS demonstrate the degree to which certain of his 

interests were shared by his colleagues; his memorials and remonsuances are evidence of the 

impact of certain political occurrences on his life and thought. A brief exploration of the milieu 



in wltich Yang studied and matured is therefore necessary. that we may be better prep~d to 

make such evaluations. 

The Philosopltical Climate in the Tune of Yang Sltih 

TIle Northern Sung was a time of change and innovation in many areas besides philosophy. 

15 

Alterations in political and economic structures were initiated at the founding of the dynasty. as 

the new emperor. T'ai-tsu. was determined to avoid the errors which had precipitated the fall of 

the T'ang. Such a beginning set the scene for the later. even more radical reforms of Wang An

sltih (1021-1086). Advancements in printing techniques made both Confucian and Buddhist 

texts more widely available. and in combination with the emergence of a merchant class and the 

decline of the old land-owning aristocracy. led to a significant transformation in the composition 

of the shih ta-fu ~ i::..fi:... (the literati class). Medicine. astronomy. chemistry and other 

sciences saw a quickening of interest resulting in new theories and discoveries. This general 

dynamism extended also to the arts and literature (mcluding prose. 9Qetry. history and 

philosophy). where traditional concepts of fem and centent were redefined and in some cases 

even overthrown entirely. 

Yang Shih, then, was fommare to come to maturity in a., age of excitement and optimism. 

His education. both formal and by association. took place in an aanosphere of flexibility and 

broad-mindedness. However. such heady pluralism could also be distracting. and it was 

common for young men to study with several different teachers of conflicting positions before 

settling into one. Such mavericks as Shao Yung never did select an existing school, but created 

their own. Even those considered most loyal to their teachers. as were Yang Shih and his 

fellow-student Hsieh Liang-~t ~ 1Ji. (1050-1103). supplemented their masterS' teachings 

with ideas from other schools. It is imponant to remember. moreover. that even the 
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philosophies of the Ch'eng brothers and Chang Tsai, which were later assimilated into the most 

"orthodox" Confucian tradition, were revolutionary in their own day - ego Chu Hsi's inclusion of 

Chou Tun-yi,i] 1:tq, T. Mao-shU~ .f..~ (1017-1073) in the tao-t'un~.ut ,which was 

hotly contested by those who objected to Chou's use of the Taoist "Diagram of the Supreme 

Ultimate". 

Despite the proliferation of new Confucian interpretations, some shared trends may be 

discerned among the differem schools. Commentaries on the classics had been undertaken for 

centuries, but northern Sung commentators began to re-evaluate the significance and validity of 

classical texts. Truly original ideas crept into the commentaries, as Sung philosophers sought 

answers to questions not posed by their forebears. Wang An-sbih's new interpretations of the 

four books sparked further heated controversy when he forced them on the national curriculum, 

and debate over their canonicity raged for three generations. It was not until Ou Hsi' s 

systematization of the Confucian heritage that there was any semblance of unanimity on the 

subject of the classics. While Yang Shih held opinions on the classics and wrote commentaries 

on several of them, he was interested more in their usefulness as tools for self-cultivation than he 

was in their doctri.nal orthodnxy. His discussions of them necessarily touched on the Validity of 

their insights into the Tao, but he focussed especially on the accessibility of their expressions of 

the Tao. 

Also widespread in the northern Sung was yi-hsii~·~ ,the study of the Book of 

Change especially as it revealed moral and metaphysical truths. Shao Yung, whom Yang Shih 

never met but whom he admired tremendously, looms large in the field of yi-hsiieh, but he was 

by no means alone. Ch'en Kuan ~ 1ft. T. Ying-Chung~ t (1057-1124), a close friend and 

associate of Yang's, wrote an explanation of the book to which Yang Shih wrote an introduction 
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focussing on its epistemological ramificationsS. Yang does not seem to have considered himself 

pan of the yi-hsiieh movement per set but his use of the Book of Change and the central 

position the concept of change holds in his philosophy are characteristic of the time. 

Several of the Confucian schools were outspoken in their condemnations of Buddhism. 

though none was c;s viruperaIive as the T'ang Confucian apologist Han Yii 'f~ .. :~ ,T. T'ui

chihl!.... i- (768-824). The criticisms of Yang's teachers. the Ch'eng brothers, were 

representative of the prevalent Confucian assumption about Buddhism, viz. that it led to acts 

disruptive of society as a whole. Others, notably the school of Su Shih~ i!, honored as the 

Master of Tung-p'o .i ~Jt (1037-1101), embraced much Buddhist doctrine and language while 

yet retaining many of the features of Confucianism6• Yang Shih. as shall be noted in later 

chapters, fell midway between the two positions. While deploring the "anti-social" aspects of 

Buddhist practice, he went beyond the Ch'engs in carefully examining core Buddhist teachings 

so as to understand the origins of such damaging behavior. In the process he discovered cenain . 

key elements which Buddhism and Confucianism. held in common. Yang's equations of cenain 

Buddhist phrases with Confucian counterparts was not unique, but neither was it common. fils 

colleagues Yu Tso::.n-l jf, T. Ting-ruJt..k. (1053-1123), Ch'en Kuan and Hsieh Liang-tso 

(and some of their students) also occasionally drew such parallels. Unlike Yu, Hsieh and Ch 'en. 

however, Yang explored the reasons for the similarities, as well as the point at which the 

similarities broke down. 

5. Ch' en Kua:n. -Liao-weng yi-shuo", in Yi-ching chi-ch 'eng (Taiwan: Ch' eng-wen Publishing Co~ 1976). 
6. Founders of the Su school which was part of the larger ftn-bsUda movement, were Su Hsun (1009-1066) and his 

sons Su Shih (1037-1101) and Su Ch'c, Cf. Perer Ie. Bol "Culture and the Way in Eleventh Century China" (PhD. 
dissenation, Princeton. Univezsity, 1982). 
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A craving for uniformity in the midst of diversity was a fourth characteristic of the 

philosophy of the period7
• This was most pronounced in the attempts of Wang An-shih in the 

northern. and Chu Hsi in the southern Sung, to impose order and strucrure on the multiple 

versions of Confucian learning and to eradicate or discredit opposing views. This tendency is 

not so pronounced in Yang Shih, who was more concerned with understanding the basis of 

doctrinal controversy than with ending it. Implied in his approach is the belief that such 

explanations would in themselves solve the problem. Yet it is clear that Yang, too, believed that 

one interpretation could be closer to the truth than another - despite his openness to other modes 

of discourse, he was neither a syncretist nor a subjectivist. 

FInally, and perhaps most obviously, there was at this time an upsurge of Confucian interest 

in metaphysics. For Chang Tsai, the focus was the generation and decimation of material force; 

for Shao Yung, number; for the the Ch'eng brothers, Iis..!. (principle). It is imponant to bear in 

mind that this was still a formative, explorative stage in Confucian metaphysical speculation. It 

was not Wltil Chu Hsi that any of these concepts was given systematic treannent. Yet the true 

genius of the new Confucian metaphysics was formulated in this early period. Yang Shih's 

curiosity about differences among the Confucian classics, his interest in the Book of Change, 

his exploration of Buddhist philosophy and most of all his reaction to what he saw as the fatal 

flaws in the philosophical foundation of Wang An-shih's pedagogy led to his formulation of 

another facet of Confucian metaphysics, focussing on the Tao and the principle of change. 

7. Cf. Donald 1. Munro. Images of Human Nature: A Sung Portrait (Princeton: Princercn University Press. 1988). 
19. 
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The New Sung Metaphysics 

There are several different theories to explain the abrupt tum to metaphysics on the pan of 

the Sung Confucians. Questions about the ground of being, the basis for self-cultivation and the 

nature of the Tao itself had not hitheno been directly addressed; but suddenly in the early 

eleventh cenrury they became an essential element of Confucian discourse. It is likely that there 

were many factors contributing to this development, most ~f which played at least minor roles in 

Yang Shih's individual case. Once the metaphysical ball was rolling, so to speak. it is not 

surprising that it retained momentum for several generations. particularly considerirlg the 

dynamism of an age in which new ideas were examined with an eagerness unmatched before or 

since. 

One suggestion is that the revival of the Confucian campaign against Buddhism initiated by 

Han Yu in the T'ang necessitated the fonnulation of a "rival" oosmology8. ACCOrding to Han Yii 

and his successors, Buddhist cosmology was essentially nihilistic, denying the ultimate reality of . 

physical substance and advocating the destruction of basic human relationships. A Confucian 

cosmology, so the argument goes, would affum the reality of this world while firmly rooting the 

five righteous relationships in the ground of being itself. 

Evidence for this theory abounds in the ignorant attacks on Buddhism which prevailed 

during the northern Sung portraying Buddhism as nihilistic. Ch.' eng Yi, for example, claimed 

that the differences between Confucian and Buddhist practice stemmed from fundamental 

problems with the Buddhists' "foundation,,9. Furthermore, the Ch'engs' 6 and Clang Tsai's 

8. See. for example. Kenneth Ch'en, 'The Buddhist Contributions to Neo- confucianism and Taoism", in Iames T.e. 
Liu and Wei-ming To, eds .. Traditional China (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall 1970), 155-6. 

9. Edward T. Ch'ien, "The Neo-confuc:ian Confrontation with Buddhism: A Structural and Historical Analysis". 
Iournal ofCbinese Philosophy 9 (1982),309. 



"Western Inscription" went a long way toward linking the five relationships to the t'ai chi 

i.... ~or "Supreme Ultimate". Yet this explanation is not entirely satisfactory. It is not an 
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adequate characterization of the wode of Shao Yung. nor of the implicit metaphysics in some the 

literary theories of Su ShihlO. It also does not explain why Confucians waited until Buddhist 

institutions were on the wane and many sects declining - in shon. until Buddhism was no longer 

a serious threat to society - before taking up the challenge. r· 

A second proposal involves the aforementioned shift in the composition of the shih ta-fu 

class 1 1. Whereas in pre-Sung China the literati were for the most par _ ~embers of the 

aristocracy who studied in preparation for taking up hereditary official duties. now the majority 

were appointed on the basis of their performance in the civil service examinations12• 1bis 

majority. moreover. no longer came from land-owning families. but from a broader spectrum of 

the populace. The original justification for their existence as a class was significantly 

undermined by these changes. and a new source of identity was needed. The emergence of a 

theory of self-cultivation based on fulfillment of personal spirimal potential (as grounded in 

metaphysics) is offered as the result of this search for a class identity. 

A related suggestion centerS on the identity crisis of those shih whose services the coun 

rejected. The highest ideal of Confucianism had traditionally been the sage-king, whose inner 

righteousness naturally extended outward to settling the state. When constant factional 

bickering resulted in hardship posts in far-flung regions or voluntary "exile" in Loyang, highly-

10. Cf. Bol "Culture aM the Way". 107-242. 
11. cr. Bol Peter K.. "Seeking Common Ground: Han Literati under Iurchen Rule". Harvard Jomnal or Asim Studies 

47:2 (December 1987).461-S3e. Dr. Bo1 is developing this notion further in as yet unpublished studies. 
12. Thomas H. C. Lee. Government Educ:ttion and Examinations in Sung China (Hong Kong: The Chinese University 

Pless. 1985), 20-22. 
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educated, dedicated scholars found themselves distanced from the very affairs which were their 

raison d'etre13
• Metaphysics may have served to supplement a way of life whose original 

purpose had been undennined. 

To be sure, changes in the strUctUre and circumstances of the literati as a group must have 

contributed to the shift in orientation from service to the state to contemplation of man's place in 

the cosmic scheme. Nevenheless, it is difficult to make a case for this as the sole catalyst of the 

nonhern Sung absorption in metaphysical speculation, particularly as the full effects of these 

socia-political changes were manifested later, in the southern Sung14• 

There is another factor to be considered which, like the others, does not fully account for the 

inception of Confucian metaphysics but nevenheless contributed to its rapid development. This 

was Wang An·shih's massive program of political, economic and educational restructuring 

during the early pan of the eleventh century. Many of Wang's reforms were drastic measures, 

intended to head off the impending financial crisis of the empire. There was, narurally, a great 

deal of opposition to his plans, from Wang's own generation of young statesmen. like the Su and 

the Ch'eng brothers, as well as the older establishment, such as Wang's mentor, Ssu·ma Kuang 

(1019·1086). 

Political discourse in China has never been entirely divorced from philosophy. Until the 

northern Sung, virtually every Confucian philosopher was also engaged in some type of political 

activity. Political innovations were traditionally justified with quotations suggesting classical 

13. Miriam Leveri1>.g. "Cb'1!! E!ilight!:m!'.ent fer th~ ~...::."l" (ph.D. dissertation. Harvard University, 1978), 67·70. 
14. Joseph A. Adler, "Chu Hsj's Uses of the I Ching", presented to the Columbia University Seminar on Neo
Con.~ Studies, October 1989: to appear in Sung SynastY Uses of the I Ching Kidder Smith. Jr .• Peter K. BoL 
Joseph A. Adler and Don J. Wyan (PriDceL;m: Princeton University Press. forthcoming). 2-3. 
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precedent. and political wrangling was often couched in classical phrases as each side drew on 

ancient texts to legitimize their positions1S The northern Sung was no exception to this. Wang 

An-shih drew primarily on the Chou Li to bolster his arguments. This text was not especially 

revered, as were the Analects, the Spring and Autumn Annals , and the Book of Change, but 

neither had it been generally repudiated. Yet Wang's interpretation of the Chou Li and his 

methodology to many of his contemporaries smacked of Legalism. The Chou Li is particularly 

conducive to use by reformers, as it pomays the various means by which the Chou government 

regulated the empire16• The classical aspect of the conttoversy C2!I1e to a head when Wang 

introduced his educational reforms, including his own reinterpretations of the classics (which 

omitted the Spring and Autumn Annals eruirely)17. Because it culminated in the examination 

system, which in tum now determined the composition of the civil service corps, Wang's 

program had far-reaching political ramifications. Wang's emphasis on testing students' 

understanding of the meaning of the classics rather than on memorization of the texts or mastery 

of their literary forms in practice meant examining students' understanding of Wang's own 

interpretations of the classics. Criticisms of Wang's policies, consequently, alluded frequently 

IS. Cf. DetX Bodde, "Myths of Atlcient China", in Charles I.e Blanc and Dorothy Barei. eds~ Essays on Chinese 
Civilization (Princeton: Prlnman University Press. 1981),51. Also cf. Birdwbistell. Transition, 10. 

16. James T.C. Liu, Reform in Sung China: Wang An-shih (1021-1086) and his New Policies (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1959). 30-2. The Chou Li was actually associated with many reform movemerus. as early as 
Wang Mans in the Han and as rec:eruly as the niner.eenth-=uury T"ai-p'ing Rebellion. Wang An-shih thus was, in 
this respect at least. DOt so revolutionmy as he was depicted by his opponcnIS. Further, it was Li ICou who first had 
drawn on the Cbou Li for his economic: and militaty refanns; Wang followed Li's reasoning (although he de
emphasized the military aspcet). The fact that Wang offered his own comm=ary on the ~ greatly annoyed 
those scholars who had maint1lined the unsuitability of the text on the basis of in obscu:riIy. 

17. According to Williamson. the charge that Wang An-shih dismissed the Spring and Autamn Am1als as "merely a 
series of short md scrappy court records" was deliberate slander, based on • sarcastic remarJc of Wang's to one of 
his less indusIrious studczus. H. R. Williamson. Wang An-shih: A Chinese StaIesman and Educationalist of 
the Sung Dynasty (Wes1pOU. Connecticut: Hyperion Press reprint. 1989). voL n. 314-315. It is tnJe, however. that 
Wang eliminated the Spring and Autumn Annals from the state euminarions. The Sping and Aulumn 
AnnalsIChou Li conuoversy became more heated as conservatives pointed out the relative orientations of the two 
texts - the former a record of strong governm=n control tecbniques. the lancr a critical hisuny of good and bad 
rulers. 



to those texts which could best support anti-legalist arguments. In addition to disputing the 

morality and efficacy of Wang's reforms, opponents began to attack his understanding of the 

Confucian classical heritage. 

Ultimately this led some to probe deeply into the question of whether or not particular texts 

could be said to be repositories of spiriwal truth18
• Where there is no universally-accepted 
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canon of scriptures, such a debate cannot be long sus-l.3ined without turning to the coment of the 

texts themselves. The Confucian classics, however, are notoriously vague on metaphysical 

questions, leaving much room for interpretation and extension. Scholars like Chou Tun-yi, 

Chang Tsai and Shao Yung began to draw on Taoist (and perhaps Buddhist) materials to 

supplement their elucidations of the classics. Issues on which Confucius remained silent were 

summed up in the "Diagram of the Supreme Ultimate". If a text foreign to the Confucian 

tradition could explain sumething implicit in the Analects or exhibited in the Shu Ching , what 

were the implications for the Confucian monopoly on statecraft? 

It is my conviction that this is what happened in the case of Yang Shih. Yang's revulsion for 

Wang An-shih's statecraft forred him to examine its philosophical foundation, and this included 

the predominantly Buddhistic metaphysical underpinnings of Wang's writings. The chronology 

of Yang Shih's works bears this out Yang's criticism of Wang began in his vii-Iu. the 

conversations of which date from 1101 to 1109. Only two passages of the more than twenty 

dealing with Wang An-shih directly address philosophical issues; the vast majority are analyses 

of Wang's policies. In 1133, two years before his death. Yang completed two pien, or critiques, 

18. I am indebted ro Dr. Peter K. Bol for his discussion of this lheoIy at the Harvard workshop on Sung Neo
Confucianism. November 1988. 
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one of the record of Wang An-shih's daily conversations with Emperor Shen-tsUng, the other of 

Wang's controversial etymological dictionary. Both critiques are exclusively concerned with 

philosophical (primarily metaphysical) issues. In the same year Yang also wrote his 

commentaries on the classics. Most of these, also, focus on metaphysical questions. There is an 

early (1086) letter to Wu Yi ~ 11, T. Kuo-huali! * (d. 1107) in which Yang maintains 

that Wang An-shih did not understand the Tao. In this letter. however, Yang does not explain 

his allegation on metaphysical grounds. The first of Yang's metaphysical arguments against 

Wang dates from much later (1133). 

Certainly, Yang Shih may have been inclined toward metaphysics from the inception of his 

srudies with Ch'eng Hao or even earlier. The other factors outlined above also certainly played 

a part in the developmem of his metaphysical theories. Nevertheless, Wang An-shih seems to 

have been a catalyst for Ymg, and the question of his similar influence on others of the period 

remains to be investigated. 

Yang Shih's Teachers and Associates 

For a time. the Ch'eng brothers and their disciples were known as the Loyang School, even 

after Wang An-shih lost power and most of them resumed their official careers. The factors 

contributing to the general character of the literati life of Loyang operated at the individual as 

well as the collective level The careers and writings of figures associated with Yang Shih in his 

early years show how this atmosphere shaped their activities and perspectives in subsequem 

years. 

Yang's first teacher. Ch'eng Hac and Ch'eng Hac's younger brother, Yi came from a family 

of successful statesmen and officials. They were trained in the Confucian tradition of service to 
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the state, but their temperaments differed considerably. Ch'e~g Hao took office immediately 

upon attaining the chin-shih degree, at the age of twenty-one, and except for the period of Wang 

An-shih's refonns remained politically active until he was dismissed and retired five years 

before his death. Ch'eng Yi, however, did not hold office until he was fifty-four years old. 

seeming up to that point to have vel)' little interest in pursuing an official career. 

Between them. these two men displayed virtually every philosophical tendency of their time. 

Both experienced displacement from coun and thus from the administrative process; in the case 

of the elder, this was brief and due entirely to his opposition to Wang An-shih, while his 

younger brother actively pursued a life of srudy and teaching. This indeed was a new type of 

shih, whose existence did not revolve around duty to the state but around spiritual growth. 

Their attacks on Buddhism were of the style outlined above, so that it is vel)' difficult to judge 

how clearly they understood Buddhist doctrines and to what extent their own metaphysical 

theories drew on Buddhist sources. The Ch' engs' criticisms of Wang An-shih, while not so 

virulent nor so prolonged as Yang's, addressed not onI y his policies but r.is interpretations of the 

classics as well. 

Yang Shih is counted among the "four masters" emerging from the Ch'engs' Loyang school. 

His fellow-students Hsieh Liang-tso, Yu Tso, and the shon-lived Lu Ta-lin g ~ T. Vii-shu 

~ ~1046-1(92) all served in government. but each reflected their teachers' personal choices 

slightly differently. Hsieh did not attempt the examinations until he was thirty-five years old, 

after seven years of study with Ch'eng Hao ar~ Ch 'eng Yi; thereupon he emba .. "ked on a 

successf.ll ifunremaItable administrative ca.reer. Yu Tso's case was similar, but his career was 

somewhat more uneven than Hsieh's. After passing the examinations in 1083, Yu took office 

and worted until he was djsmjssed in 1119. Lii Ta-lin, on the otherhar.d, refused to take the 
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examinations altogether. rejecting the changes Wang An-shih had made in the education system 

as a whole. He was granted a post through hereditary privilege while still relatively young. and 

continued to serve until his death at the age of fony-six. Yang Shih himself passed the 

examinations at an earlier age. but did not accept a position for three years due to chronic illness. 

His subsequent career was long and as rocky as Yu ·s. but included one brief burst of glory 

toward the end19• 

Yang Shih's Philosophical Orientation 

In tenns of the questions which concerned him most. Yang Shih was clearly a product of his 

environment. His unusual approach to the popular issues of his day. however. produced an 

unconventional blend of traditional and modem Confucian doctrine. spiced with elements from 

the thought of Yang HsiungJt., tit (53 B.C.-A.D. 18). Chuang Tzu ~1 1- (betw. 399 and 

295 B.C.). Chang Tsai and Buddhist scripture. Most significant was his establishment of a 

metaphysical groundworK for the rest of his pedagogical and epistemological theories. and it is 

on this aspect of his worK that the present study will concentrate. 

Yang Shih was first and foremost a teacher. His writings reflect a concern for the welfare of 

his students reminiscent of the Analects. Yang took teaching to be a weighty responsibility; 

despite his conviction that stUdents must provide the motivation and effon required for self

cultivation. Yang held teachers accountable for the progress of their students. Yang maintained 

that each student's needs and capabilities differed. and that therefore the teacher's role was to 

detennine the most effective course of study for individual srudents rather than forcing srudents 

to confonn to an inflexible curriculum. 

19. cr. Appendix B. 
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Funher. Yang denounced those texts which he deemed misleading. most especially those of 

Buddhist and Taoist origin. The greatest fault of Buddhist and Taoist teaching. he implied. lay 

not in their doctrines but in their pedagogy. Their focus on otherworldly matters led many 

students to practice what most Confucians considered to be anti-social behaviors. This approach 

to textual exegesis had interesting ramifications for his concept of wen 3t.. , the written 

tradition. While others of ru., generation embraced Chang Tsars "Western Inscription" as the 

perfect expression of man's relationship to his universe, Yang cautioned against giving it to 

beginning students to read, as it dwelt on tIle principle uniting all phenomena with the Tao and 

was not sufficiently explicit on their ontological distinctness. This spirit can be seen in Cnu Hsi 

as well; his Chin-ssu lu , intended fer the novice, omitted all te,-ts which seemed ambiguous in 

the slightest. and Chu even excluded Ch'eng Hao's "Understanding Jen 1- .. on much the 

same grounds as Yang had questioned the "Western Inscription"20. 

Yang did not approach metaphysics directly as a means of justifying his epistemological and . 

pedagogical theories. As was common during the nonhern Sung, Yang did not engage in 

metaphilosophy, and there is no evidence in his writings that he consciously intended to 

establish a metaphysical framework for the rest of his philosophy. He was convinced, however, 

that awareness of the fundamental structure of the Tao was prerequisite to achievement of the 

Confucian ideal: sagely service to society. Such an awareness of the workings of the cosmos, 

Yang believed, brought bot!: the ability to tang shih"f e~ -do the right thing in every case -

and to compel others to do right by the sheerfon::e of one's moral power(te q,~- ). Yang 

therefore offered a pedagogical method intended to yield an intimate pen::eption both of the Tao 

20. Thomas A. Wilson. NGenealogy of the Way: Representing the Confucim Tradition in Neo-Confuciln Philosophical 
AnlhDlogiesN (PhD. dissertation. Univezsity of Chicago, 1989).224. 
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and of the murual interrelation of all pheriomena 

In order to uneanh the values and issues underlying Yang Shih's philosophy, I will pose a 

series of questions: What is the fundamental structure of the Tao? In what sense is knowledge 

of this structure n~cessary for self-cultivation? How is such knowledge achieved? What 

motivated Yang to explore the issue in the first place, and how did its development color his 

approach to the thought of others? 

Chapter Two examines Yang's concept of the Tao as a cosmic entity. Most of Yang's views 

of its substance, the Supreme Ultimate, and its principle of operation (change) were drawn from 

the writings of other Sung thinkers but reformulated according to Yang Shih's own schema The 

dynamic of the Tao, mutual response, is rooted in the relationship between man and the Tao. 

Yang's justification of metaphysical knowledge as central to self- cultivation involved 

reuniting the Tao inherent in man with the world around him. Yang interpreted the traditional 

Confucian concept of ch 'eng as the product of this union. Chapter Three will discuss the role of 

metaphysics in spiritual education, while Chapter Four deals with the actual process of self-

cultivation. For Yang this included not only the investigation of phenomena (as taught by 

Ot'eng Yi) and inlrospection (as stressed by Ch'eng Hao), but also the technique of yi 

t:3. 
~ , doubt or analysis. The chapter concludes with a discussion of Yang's attirude toward 

wen, the Confucian cultural heritage. 

Olapter Five presems Yang's case against the philosophy of Wang An- shih. moving from 

his attack on the foundation of Wang's thought to his criticisms of Wang's policies. It is hoped 

that this chapter will dem.onstra1e the manner in which Yang Shih's interest in metaphysics 

developed from his abhorrence of Wang's political theory. 



Chapter Six investigates Yang's impact on later generations. TIlis includes a summary of 

southern and post-Sung evaiuations of Yang Shih's philosophy and heterodoxy. Because so 

many have judged Yang a crypto- Buddhist. this chapter will also address the issue of Yang's 

Buddhist tendencies. Conclusions are presented in Chapter Seven. Finally, three appendices 

contain a brief description of available editions of Yang's works, an account of the life of the 

philosopher and a g!r.ssary. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

DEFINING THE TAO 

His achievements match the times: effecting the Tao has its source in this. (KSC 38:1Ob) 

30 

An illusive, indefineable philosophical given in pre- and post-Sung metaphysics, the term 

tao holds particular significance for certain NoIthem Sung thinkers, as demonstrated by the 

appellation tao-hsiieh~ ~ given the school of the Ch 'eng brothers. While much attention has 

focussed on Chu Hsi's later formulation of the tao-t'ung, or onhodox line of transmission of the 

Confucian philosophical tradition, the Tao as a cosmological entity is very much on the minds 

of several of his predecessors. Yang Shih's concern with identifying the cosmological Tao is 

characteristic of this general endeavor. 

Yang Shih formulates his view of the Tao in direct response to a variety of earlier 

aniculations, beginning with Han Yu and ending with Ch'eng Hao and Ch'eng Yi. This is, to a 

certain extent, true also ofChu Hsi. But Chu's treatment of this concept stops shon of granting 

an a priori status to the Tao. For Chu, the word tao designates a collection of ultimate truths, a 

"moral path" which only the purest and most dedicated seeker may discem21• Thus the tao of 

Chu Hsi is an abstract concept which can be (and was, according to Chu) lost to civilization 

when moral endeavor is insufficienL 

This is not true of Yang's Tao. According to Yang Shih, the Tao has real existence 

independent of man's ability to apprehend it; and yet, the development of the Tao !~ bound up 

with man's conscious understanding of and response to it - in other words, with man's ability to 

follow the moral path. What is notable in Yang's attempt to define the Tao is his melding of the 

21. Donald Munro. Images ofNatme: A Sung Portrait (Princeton: Princeton University Press. 1988).6. 
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two primary philosophical uses of the word: the moral path and the fundament of being. In 

harmonizing these two senses of the tenn, Yang Shih provides a firm foundation for his ethical, 

epistemological and pedagogical theories. 

For Yang, the Tao is not merely a concept. but an entity. In a letter to student Wu Chung

kan~ {+~, Yang refutes Han Yu's claim that, whilejen and yi ~ 23 are "fixed tenns", the 

Tao and moral force (te) are merely concepts, the former describing the process of being jen and 

applying yi, the latter the state of their completion. TIle claim with whic.'l Yang Shih takes issue 

is the first part of Han's An Inquiry on Human Nature: 

Jen and yi are designations [for specific things], whereas the tao and moral force are empty 
place-holders [i.e. have no substance except by reference to jen and yi 24. 

Yang explains that the basis for Han's argument is a passage in the Chung Yung which reads 

"What heaven has conferred is called the nature, and accordance with this nature is called tao .. 25• 

Accordance with the nature is achieved through practicing jen and yi. Thus, Yang continues, 

Han interprets the Chung Yung as suggesting that tao is not substantive but only ideal: 

[Han's] meaning is to say that [the process] of proceeding from jen a.'ld yi is called tao, and 
the stare for which jen and yi are already sufficiem is called teo So [in this way of] speaking 

22. The identity of Wu Chung-bn is uncertain. Chung-kin may be the b80 of Wu Tzu-Ii. whose tzu WIS Tzu-fu. from 
Fu-ch 'um. a ccntanpcnaxy of Y q's prize pupil. 1..0 Ts'ung-yen. 

23. Throughout this disIertarian. I will refer to jeD umrmslaud. fonowing the example of Anhur Wiley, md to yf as 
-righteous distinctions-, following James Legge. Y mg Shih explains the relationship between jea and the 
righteous distil¥:tions by referI:DCe to Chang TSIi's dictum: -rr we know !hat the principle is one. then we can call 
thaI jeD. If we mow its mmifeswions to be diverse, then we can thaI righteous distinctions- [KSC 20-.2&]. Y mg 
defiDes Jell IS that which -does DOt distinguish between the self mel the other •••• acaIing olhe:s IS oneself" [KSC 
5:4&]. Yl, dIen. axe the principles governing the inrmelationship of the myriad mmifeswions, and Yang finds the 
roots of dIeae clistizx:liaas in Jell itself: -'The principle is one. its manifestatiOllS diverse' . • . is the completion of 
taking jeD to get to theriglueous distinc:Ucms- [KSC 16:8b]. For Yq, relatioDal distinctions lie at the heet ofJs, 
and yet axe merged in it. He says. -We can use a body to see this. The four limbs and hundred bones all belong to 
the body, but [have differan] fimctions- [KSC 11:1Ob). 

24. Hm Yii. -An Inquiry on Human Nature-; ttmISl. in Wing-tsit Chm. A Somcebook in Chinese Pmlosophy 
(Princetan: Pliuceron Univmi1y Press, 1963), 452-3. 

25. I have usedJaxaes Legge's lrmSlations of the Four Books. Shu Ching. Shih Chi and theSe mel 
Autumn Annals. except whe:e DOted: The Chinese Classics 5 vots. (Taipei: Southern MIlCrials Cemer, Inc.. 1983). 
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of tao and te they are no more than jen and yi. This is why he takes jen and yi to be 
designations [for specific things] and tao and te to be empty placeholders. (KSC 17:8a-b) 

Yang approaches the problem first by examining the roles cf jen and yi implicit in Wu's 

articulation of Han's argument If lao is no more than the designation we give to the process of 

dOing jen and yi, thenjen and yi must be necessary and sufficient to describe the Tao. "The 

Tao," Yang says, "certainly includesjen an{! yi, butjen and yi do not exhaust the Tao" [ibid.]. 

He enumerates the several other elements that are necessarily part of the Tao and which cannot 

be said to be mere aspects of jen and yi, quoting from the Book of Change: 

. Confucius said, "What is above form is called the Tao"26. He also said, "That which lets 
now the dark, now the light appear is the Tao; as continuer it is good, as oompleter it is the 
essence." So as for jen and yi, they are a pan of the Tao but do not encompass its whole. 
(KSC 17:8a-b) 

The second half of Yang's argument is meant to establish that the Tao is, in fact. a tangible 

thing. 

As [Wu] quoted, "[The sages] put themselves in accord with the Tao and its power, and in . 
conformity with this laid down the order of what is right"Z7. You also quoted [Confucius' 
words on] "the scholar determining upon the tao" .... I say, if we take the Tao and moral 
force to be empty place-holders [i.e. mere concepts], then one could simply depend upon 
jen and that would be sufficient; what need would there be to have to [in Confucius' words] 
"determine upon the Tao" or "be in accord with moral force" in order to "lay down the 
order of what was right"? So how could [jen and yi] be sufficient [to define the Tao]? How 
can [Confucius] have said, "[They] put themselves in accord with the Tao and its power"? 
If there is something with which they could have put themselves in accord, upon which one 
can determine, then the tzo and moral force certamly are not mere intellectual constructs. 
(KSC 17:8a-b) 

To view the Tao and moral force as functions or descriptions of jen and yi is. for Yang, to 

26. All IrIDSlations &om me Book of Chlnge Ire taken &om Richard Wilhelm's The I Ching or Book of Chlnges. 
aansl. Ccy F. Baynes {PriJ!ceton: ~ Univczsity Press. 3rd eel. 1968); 297-8. 

26. ibid.. 298. 
27. ibid.. 262. 
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be utterly muddled in one's grasp of the workings of the cosmos. The Tao and its power, in his 

schema. are higher-oroer conceptS than jen and yi. while the latter two are merely manifestations 

of the former. This dispute is reminiscent of the nominalist/realist conflict among medieval 

European scholars. Han's view of tao and te is similar to the nominalist position. as these tenns 

for him only have concrete reality in particulate manifestations; Yang's insistence that it is, 

rather, the Tao and its power which must be considered ontologically prior is closer to realism28. 

Chang Tsai' s formula Ii yi fen shuLt. - fi'~, "the prinCiple is one. its manifestations 

diverse". had as profound an influence on Yang Shih as on practically every philosopher from 

the Sung on. As a description of the relationship between the fundamental ground of being and 

individual phenomena. Ii yi fen shu expresses Chang's conviction that, even as each individual 

phenomenon is separate and distinct from every other, yet they all arise from the same ultimate 

source. Yang interprets Ii yi fen shu as describing not only the link between the diveISity of 

28. It is ironic that. with this argument, Yang attempts to refute the definitions of the Tao given by both Han yij and 
the Buddhists to which Hm directed so many of his own auacks. 

29. Wing-tsit Chan. in 1he Evolution of the Neo-Confu..;m Cv-ncept of U as Principle-, has pointed out that the 
phrase U yI reD sIIll first appears in the writings of the Sth-century Buddhist monic Tao-sheng Tsing-hua Journal 
of Chinese Studies 4, Feb. 1964, p. 134). Donald Munro nares that the Hua-yen and T'ien-fai sec:u accept this 
fcmnula (~60). 
Something should be said here c:onceming the term U. or principle. Yang Shih generally seems to accept his 
teachers' uses of the term; iDdeed. he never explo:es the amcept other than tlllgc:ntially as it relares to issues with 
which he is more concemed. It is as if, having I.eImed about principle from the Ch'eng bothers. Yang feels there 
is nothing more he can COnlribute on the subject. . 
In Y 1IIl8' s writings, U is applied to two different orders of concepcs. On the spiritual level. 11 is the natUral. 
unforced JDIZmer in which everything in the cosmos flows and interacts spon1IIIeOUSly, such that. -following 
he&veuly principle. there is nothmg that must be [delibentely donln [KSC 12:21&]. k the most fundamental 
principle of the operation of !he Tao, Yang most frequently refers to it IS change, c:enain and inevirable. The 
prescriptive -do wIw is right- means to follow principle. ~eavenly- II. then. is tbe im.erlocking netWOrk of 
principles .a:ordins to which !he cosmos operates. 
LI also refers to the myrial principles of individual phcDomena. which differ at kISt slightly from one another and 
all of which must be exhaustively understood: 

..• do the utmOSt to exhaust ~ priDcipies of [individual] phe:nomeDa. H there is some one principle DOt yet 
~rive1y [known], thm the [myrial] phc:nomena of !he world will be CZIOUgh to confound the 
understanding. (KSC 2O:1b). 

k the ~le of & sin81e pbeDOmenon. U cIenores the essential paaem of its being. SliD on !his individual level 
Yang eqUIIes -pure (bum.mJ nature- with following heavenly principle [KSC 12:8b]. When one's namre is 
unoil5cured. one can r"uow the II. which is the same as following !he Tao. YC18 comes full c:i:t:le, identifying 
heavenly principle with the original natUre and thus with !he Tao itself.. 
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phenomena and the unity of the cosmos as a whole. but also as the metaphysical foundation for 

the classical Confucian conceptS jen and yi. In Yang's view. jen is the feeling of relatedness 

man should have for all creatures. since all arise from the same source. Vi. on the other hand. 

are the distinctions one should recognize between various phenomena. the righteous 

relationships (such as ruler and minister. father and son. husband and wife. friend and friend) 

which come into being through the process of change and differentiation. 

For Chang Tsai. the common sou~ of being is the t'ai-llsiiA. ~ • or Great Vacuity. 

Pb~mena arise there~m and return thereto in an endless cycle. and Chang gives this cycle the 

name tao: 

From the Great Vacuity. there is Heaven. From the tranSformation of m~:ia! fore: [ch'i 
iJ , which is the substance of the Great Vacuity] there is the taO"30. The tao ... embraces 
the narure which underlies all counter processes of floating and sinking, rising and falling. 
and motion and rest. It is the origin of the process of fusion and intermingling. of 
overcoming and being overcome. and of expansion and contraction31• 

What Chang calls tao, Yang calls change. In this respect. Yang Shih does not accept Chang's 

cosmology. because the Tao, in Yang's view. is more than a process. 

On a deeper level, however, Yang's view of the process (whether it be called the Tao or 

change) owes a significant point to Chang Tsai's formulation. Yang follows Chang Tsai's 

rejection of yin ~ and yang ~ as generative forces, although he does not replace them 

with material force (ch'I), as does Chang, but with change. The most significant aspect of 

Clang Tsai's infiuence on Yang Shih is his re-definition of yin and yang as states of being of 

material force. lbis shifts the emphasis from a dualistic interplay of twO fundamental forces to a 

30. Chang Tsai. RCheng MengR. c:h. 1; IrIIISL in Wmg-tsit ChIn. Sourcebook. 504. 
31. ibid.. 500. 
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single principle working through the origin2! source of being, both at the pre-phenomenal and 

phenomenal levels. This principle (which Clang alternately calls Tao and Ii) is ~e bridge 

between the "above-form" or ground of being and the individual phenomenon. and is the basis 

for Olang's Ii yi fen shu. Yin and yang become the modes of the ground of being as it is 

manifested by phenomena, implying an order and a limit to the possible transformations of 

material force. The result is a bounded, strUctured cosmos in which the relationships between 

distinct, individual phenomena (the yi, or righteous distinctions) are ethical as well as 

ontological, by way of their generation through one, overarching principle. In Chang Tsai this 

notion is only implicit Yang's view of the Tao, however, makes it explicit The idea that there 

are no generative forces per se but rather a controlling principle which is the function of the Tao 

makes Yang Shih's Tao a dynamic entity in its own right, as opposed to a term describing the 

cosmic process. 

In this respect, Yang differs significantly from his teachers, the Ch'eng brothers. Ch'eng Yi 

said, in explaining a passage from the Book of Clange. 

"The successive movement of yin and yang constitutes the Tao"32. The Tao is not the 
same as yin and yzng but that by which yin and yang succeed each other. It is like c.'lange. 
which is the succession of closing and openingD. 

Ch' eng Hao, in a sliglUly different formulation. agrees: "[Heaven's] substance is called change; 

its principle. the Tao. • .. To follow the law of our nature is called the Tao"34. For both 

brothels, tao designaIeS a process, whether generative (cosmological) or behavioral (ethical). 

Yang. too. uses "tao" to refer to the moral path, but the origin of this path lies in the ontological 

32. Wilhelm. Book of Changes (ia Chum"), 29 (lraIISlation :nodificd). 

33. Yi-shu. 3:61; ttmsl. in Chan. Sourceboolc. 552. 

34. ibid.. l:3a-b; ttIm!. in Chan. Sourcebook. 527. 
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Tao, which is not an "empty place-holder" but the "designation" of a specific entity. 

As an entity rather than a nebulous intellectual consnuct or process, the Tao is unassailable. 

There is only one Tao. Yang Shih's contention that there are not many different taos (of which 

the Confucian is the sole true one) but only one Tao, should not be misunderstood as an attempt 

to reconcile the various Sung Confucian schools with each other, or with Buddhism and Taoism. 

Yang is not really a proponent of san chiao'=' ~ syncretism, although there is some 

evidence that several of his students may have been3S• Rather, Yang maintains that the different 

schools' versions of the Tao all contain some elements of truth, while only his presents the 

complete picture. 

That other schools' versions contain portions of this picture is because the Tao is all-

pervasive. Here Yang accepts Ol'eng H2O'S statement that 

There is nothing outside the Tao and there is no Tao outside of things. Thus within heaven 
and earth there is nowhere witho:lt the Tao36• 

Since everything is pan of and subject to the Tao, one cannot choose between this Tao and 

Some Other Tao; there are no alternatives. Yang explains that 

To leave this [Tao] and follow another [would mean one] could make a choice between 
selecting or discarding [this Tao]. If, in:;eeking [to understand] the Tao [we say it is 
possible to] select or discard it [for an alternate Tao], will we not grow ever more distant 
from [an understanding of] it? (KSC 18:1a-b) 

The Tao is in this sense inescapable. One cannot decide to replace the Tao with, for 

example, the Ch 'an version of it and have an exhaustive description of the one, true Tao. All 

such a "choice" ultimaIely means is choosing to understand the Tao only panially and therefore 

35. Cf. Miriam Levering, MCb'an Enlightenment for Laymen: T.·!mi and the New Religious Culture of the SungM, 
(PhD disscna!ion. Harvard Univemty. 1978). 

36. Yi·shu4:4b; trIIlSL in Chan. Sourcebook. S35. 
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responding inappropriately to its manifestations. According to Yang Shih. the Ch'anist may 

unknowingly accord with the Tao - he just accords with it rather badly. 

To explain this idea more fully, Yang presents two different examples of what it means to 

accord with the Tao. 

One may still follow the Tao and yet depart from iL But even so, toe will still be [acting] 
within the Tao. For example. the four directions have their fi:>r.ed. positions; if j'Ol1 go east. 
then you leave west. and if you go south. you are mOving away from north. [In] this 
[sense] you can leave [it]. Yet. if there is no place [within L'US scheme] that is not 
[ encompassed by] the Tao. then how can it be a place you can leave? It is [also] like 
donning clothing when cold. eating to allay hunger, going to work at sunrise and resting at 
sunset. seeing and hearing with eyes and ears. raising up and stepping fonh with hands and 
feeL Not one of these [actions] is outside the Tao. (KSC 20:1 a-b) 

In tlle first example. Yang seems to imply that. while it is possible to go eastward when one 

should go west, or south when one should go north. and in this sense depart from the moral tao 

(path). still one has only the several compass-points from which to choose. There is no other 

direction in which it is possible to go which is wholly unrelated to the north-south. east-west 

axes and yet distinct from the Tao37
• In his second example. Yang emphasizes the quotidian 

aspects of the Tao. Again. one can decide to go naked in the snow. to starve to death. or to 

begin work at night. although these all ron counter to the tao-as-path. Similarly. one can be 

perverse enough to refuse to use one's eyes to see or feet to walk: but this is still only a choice 

consistent with the possibilities inherent L-1 the cosmic Tao. One cannot decide to use one's 

hands to see or eyes to hear. and so one can only go against existing possibilities found within 

the Tao. One cannot substitute other alternatives from outside the Tao. because there is none. It 

is as much so with schools of thought as with the ~..sic facts of day-to-day life. Hence Yang 

37. One may. for eumpJe. head East-nonheut but not North-nonbsouIh. 
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Shih cites Confucius' words "How can one go out but !>y the door?" ,38 and states that "man 

cannot escape [the Tao)" [KSC 10:35a]. Yang says repeatedly that following the Tao consists 

in "doing or stOpping, in hastening or being slow" [KSC 8:21a]. In other words, it is a matter of 

the degree to which one follows it, not of following or not following. The Tao so penneates life 

that it can be found in even the most trivial acts. 

What Mencius said was always skilled and subtle. . .. It is like [the ability and mysterious 
use; transporting water and carrying firewood"39. (KSC 13:28a) 

Accordingly, Yang's view of other definitions of the Tao is that they are too biased or 

narrow-minded, and he applies this criticism as much to scholars in the Confucian tradition as to 

those outside il Yang calls up several of the wen-hsueh school for censure, referring to their (m 

his opinion, inadequate) criticisms of Buddhism: 

As for Han T'ui-cbih [Han YuJ of the T'ang, today's SWl Ming-fu* ~ ~tm FuJ.~· , 
992-1057], Shih Shou-taoS -:rut [Shih OliehG ~ ,1005-1045] or Mr. Ou-yang [Hsiu 
f:~ IS! it, 1007-1072]40 .•. !heir wisdom was JI.ot yet sufficient to undeIStand fully the 
Tao of the former kings. In transmitting the study of Confucius and Mencius, those things 
which they did not hold to be against the Tao were rare indeed! How could they [hope to] 
criticize others[' theories effectively]? This [type of argument] is like using a cup of water 
to save someone from a raging fire; it is not enough to overcome [the danger]. (KSC 18:1b) 

In this passage, Yang evaluates these scholars' understanding of the Tao in part on the basis of 

38.~VI:lS. 

39. More popularly Iaxrtm as Layman P'ang. Far his biognphy aDd .1rInSWian of some of his verse.. sec Ruth Fuller 
Sasaki. Yosbitaka Iriya aDd DIID& R. Fraser, The Recorded Sayings of LaYm!!l P'ang. A N"mth-Cemury Zen 
~ (New York: 101m Weazbcmi1l,1Dc., 1971). This passage 1rIDS. in Levering. "C'!1m Enlighrenme:u", 127. 

40. Sun Fu (SS 21/29a) wu mown alaag with Shih Chieh (SS 12:29b) aDd Hu Yuan IS -the first tbree teachers of the 
SuZl~(. Sun Fu'l COIDIDaICIZy on !he Spring and Autumn AmWs c:augIu the aae:mion of Fan Clmng-yen. Finnly 
c:ommiaed to Han YU'I CIUSIISe agaiJlst Buddhism. Shih Chieh reir.crared Han Yu's cgumaUs imialiJI& on the 
vigorous pezsec:ution of Buddhisu. Ou-ymg Hsiu (SYHA 4/11, 3/1.) wu • mauar of the Su brothers, a colleague 
to Fm Chung-ym IIId clUef apologist for Han Yu. Ou-yag's approach to the problem of Buddhism . was to 
discover the tlaws in the currmt soci«>«onomic: situ&ticn wbidl m.se Buddhist pnctic:es so aDmctivc, and make 
the aIterations nec:esscy to remove the appe:al of Buddhism. Yag Shih's primary objecIion to these Ibree men 
seems to be that they IDICked Buddhism on socio.eamomic: grounds alone while remaining rdaIively igDOrlJll of 
what he sees as the more fnndamenral meuphysical dmgers of Buddhism. Ou-ymg Hsiu is perhaps the most 
cele...":!!ed of the 1reD-bsileI: sc:hocl, bitt all three of these men ce c:onsidcft:Q pan of the wu-bAeb movement. 
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their grasp of other, non-Confucian doctrines. As I hope to demonstrate later in this dissertation. 

Yang's disputes with certain points of Buddhist doctrine are founded on the premise that 

Buddhism is a somewhat distoned but not entirely invalid version of the Tao. To dismiss it 

categorically as having no relation to the Tao is not only to present an ignorant. incomplete 

picture of Buddhism, but (far more importantly) to miss entirely one of the most fundamental 

truths about the Tao, viz. that it is found everywhere even if only in garbled form. 

illustrative of Yang's approach are his attacks on the popular Buddhist claim that Buddhism 

will lead man out of the cycle of birth and rebirth. Yang sees this as a shallow argument based 

on a gross misunderstanding of the nature of the Tao. There are two reasons that Yang fi:lds this 

doctrine misleading. In the first place, as has been discussed already above, it is impossible to 

escape the Tao as popular Buddhism promises. In the second place, to view the Tao as 

consisting merely of the cycle of life and death. where "life" is largely defined in terms of social 

relationships. is to have a very limited understanding of the comprehensiveness of the Tao itself. 

In a letter to Lu Hsi-chih ~~ ~ i&...rr. SSU-chung~- f )41, a friend about to become a 

Buddhist monk. he says: 

Being ruler and minister. they have the righteous distinctions between ruler and minister. 
being father and son the jen between father and son; being husband and wife the 
distinctions of husband and wife. This is the way in which the sage never does anything 
that is not the Tao. . .. [But] those who depan from this point have no sympathy with [the 
relationships between} ruler and minister. father and son. husband and wife. To take those 
[relationships] to be [the full extent of] the Tao. is that not nanow? Furthermore. the 
Buddhists say "Our tao is enough to cut off the cycle of birth and rebiIth. to leave behind 
death and life." . •• They say this is enough to be called Tao. How can you believe it? 
(KSC 18:2a) 

To Yang. this perspective is all wrong. The Tao is not simply a set of socio-ethical prescripts. 

41. Lu Ssu-dnmg never passed ~ first of the eumin.ticms but was still c:cmsidered a wise man by mmy. 
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It is the bounded infinity which is the ground of all being. As such, the Tao ttanscends life, 

death and yi (the righteous distinctions). It is simply that through the manifestation of the Tao 

in life, death and socio-ethical relationships that one can most easily perceive the Tao. Yang 

quotes from the Book of Change: 

After you know the power of heaven, you will "come to know the lessons of binh and death 
. . . . Through this you will come to know the conditions of outgoing and reruming 
spirits"42. You will then yourself understand what the Tao really is. (KSC 18:2a-b) 

The I'ZiIlifications of Yang':; perception of the Tao as being found. in one form or another, in 

every school of thought have been far-reaching indeed. Misunderstanding of Yang's meaning 

has led to Chu Hsrs vilification of him as a crypto-Buddhist. to many of Yang's students 

becoming deeply involved with Buddhist teachings, and to subsequent generations of scholars' 

dismissal of Yang as a subject of philosophical Significance. 

If the Tao is everything and everything is the Tao, then what constiwtes following or 

according with it? Yang's image of the compass illustrates this. One CC!mot travel in a direction 

not circumscribed by the compass, but within its boundaries there are infinite possibilities for 

movement. Of all the possible directions open to one, however, at any given time only one very 

specific path leads straight to one's destination. Some may bring one ciose, while others take 

one far astray. To know in which direction to head, one must first understand the workings of 

the compass. 

Yang integrateS his compass metaphor into the traditional one associaIed with the word tao, 

that of a road, in order to explain to a perplexed swdem how it is that the applications of 

apparently conJlicting pbilosophies can still be viewed as following the Tao. Addressing the 

42. Wilhelm. Book of Changes ("Great Treazise").294. 
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contrast between Po Yi's refusal to serve his ruler and Yi Ym's long service to his, Yang says 

All of the myriad smal1 paths in the world ultimately return to the one source [the Tao J. 
Therefore, while the paths are not all the same. ultimately they all invariably return [to the 
same place]. Although the paths[' directions] are not the same. their tendencies are 
identical Po Yi's departing and Yi Yin's notdepaning are borne out in this. (KSC 
14:10b-lla) 

The notion of the many originating in and reruming to the One can be found implicit in classical 

Confucian references and is most clearly articulated in the writings of Chang Tsai. Yang Shih 

builds on it for his own purpose, wrich is two-fold. Fir.;t, he wishes to explain how the principle 

of change operates in the human sphere. This we will examine more closely below. Second. 

Yang is at pains to provide a metaphysical basis for the Tao as more than just a set of socia-

religious rules of behavior. To Yang's mind. the Tao is both an infallible guide to 

understanding the cosmos and everything in it. and the cosmos itself. After establishing the Tao 

as a name for something which really exists. Yang here attemptS to integrate taa-as-path (ethics) 

into the metaphysical pict.ue. For Yang. the Tao encompasses the whole of the cosmos; its 

substance is the Supreme Ultimate (t'ai-dli). and its principle. change. 

O1ange. the Principle of the Tao 

The principle of change is, for Yang Shih. the most fundamental description of the operation 

of the Tao. Because everything participates in the Tao. being affected by the process of change 

is also inevitable. The ways in which phenomena come into being. are ttansformed and cease to 

be follow an invariable pattern which. once apprehended. is the key to understanding the Tao. 

According to traditional representations, the operation of the Tao consists in the alternation 

of the negative and positive forces yin and yang; Yang Shih. as we have seen. does not accept 

this interpretation. For Yang. the terms yin and yang are precisely that: mere words used to 
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designate not actual entities but rather phases or stateS. Of the theory of creative alternation. 

Yang says 

In the space of one day. or in a man's [whole] lifetime. there is still [always] incipient yin 
present in yang and incipient yang present in yin. The incipient [element] is never utterly 
exhausted. and [thus] there is never complete mutual replacement [of yin by yang or vice 
versa].(KSC 7:8a.) With yin and yang's cycling the myriad crearures come. being born 
and culminating therein. But it is not that yin and)'2ng lead them [the myriad phenomena] 
into and out of existence. (KSC 7:8b) 

We can get closest to Yang's understanding of yin and yang as modes of being in a passage 

from his yU-Iu. where he answers a student's question about the hexagrams ch'ien f'L and k'un 

:!:. t in the Book of Change. The first two hexagrams of the Book of Change represent "pure" yin 

and "pure" yang. and so Yang Shih says. nQearly speaking. ch'ien is yang phenomena. k'un is 

yin phenomena" [KSC 13:15a]. He then discusses the hexagrams: 

As for change in ch'ien and k'un. how could it !)C two different [principles]? Which is 
inner. which outer? Calling them ch'ien and k'un is merely naming them [based on their 
actions of] leading and following [each other]. Ch'ien and k'un are precisely changes .•.. 

This is why Confucius said. "If ch'ien and k'un were destroyed. there would be nothing by 
which change could be perceived."43 (KSC 13:13b) 

Yang Shih interprets Confucius' words as meaning that the names ch'ien and k'un refer to 

specific instances of change. or states of being which have come about through change. Thus he 

also defines them as " ••. the correct [way of] speaking about leading and following" [ibid.]. 

Otange itself is a principle of operation. the metamorphosis of an entity from one state to 

another. The undifferentiated yang of the hexagram ch'ien simply describes the result of that 

phenomenon's latest pennutation. It says nothing of the substance which has undergone the 

change. which is why Yang maintains that " ... their substance is the same and only their names 

43. ibid.. 322-323. 
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different" [KSC 13:] :i:!J. We can see this more explicitly later in L'le same passage: 

Ch'ien and k'un at root are insubstantial; [by1 heaven and eanh's being placed [above and 
below each other], ch'ien and k'un are also given placemeru this way. If there were no 
[substantives44 such as] heaven 45 and earth, then how would ch'ien and k'un be 
differentiated? . . .. When change comes about. then the names are established. (KSC 
13:14a) 

Yang Shih implies that yin and yang, as found in their representative hexagrams, are like 

"place-holders" showing the nature of the most recent transition. His argument continues: 

..... the breath of yin and yang has [as its possible attributes] movement and stillness, 
submission and extension ... [these are all] the phenomena of opening and closing. 
Therefore, Confucius said, "Opening a door we call ch'ien, closing a door we C2ll k'un." 46 

(KSC 13:14a) 

To say that yin is stillness and submission, yang movement and extension, then, would be an 

oversimplification. Ym and yang encompass all these possible states, because yin itsP.lf is 

found in yang and vice versa. 

The ch'ien and k'un changes illustrate this in their separate chapaIers in the Book of Change 

as well. Among the many phenomena represented in these two hexagrams, the position of ruler 

is displayed in ch'ien and that of minister in k'DD. Yet Yang Shih also finds the obverse: 

[All of] the six lines of ch'ien [deal with] the position of the minister, and the six llneS of 
k'un lack [mention of] the position of the ruler. Ch'ien's second nine, although speaking 
of the position of minister, actually [represents] the ruler'svinue ...• The Book of Change 
also says, "Dragon appearing in the field. It funhers one to see the great man"4/. This 
[again refers to1 the virtue of the ruler. [It is just like] T'ang, in his treatment ofYi Yin, 

44. By -substaUive- I mean • physic;I manifestation. a opposed to that which IranSCeDds the material world (i.e. the 
Supreme Ubima!c). 

45. -Heaven-, in Ymg's writinp, seems to be bolh. convenient IIId zradirioDal refcence to die operation of the T80. 
In gem:nJ. he cmly uses it u an ~jective (u in "beavenly T80-. "hcavc:nly JWUre-, ""heavenly principle-, etc.). or 
when quoting die cJusics. u • more religious tam which pcno!Iifies the T80. Vezyoc:casionally, ""heaven- is an 
aclllll realm (u in "If dH:ze were DO heaven or earth. how would !he cb'leD IIId t'DD [changes] be difl'crentiarcd'r 
[KSC 13:14&». 

46. Wilhelm. Book of Changes C'1'. chum J. 31B. 
47. ibid., 380. 
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first studying him and then afterwards making him a minister. Isn't this what it's talking 
about? If you view it thusly, then ch'ien and k'un's positions of ruler and minister can be 
extended and known. (KSC 16:12b) 

Ch'ien defines the ruler through descriptions of the minister who serves in his best capacity, 

instead of making outtight pronouncements as to how the good ruler behaves. According to 

Yang's interpretation. the poSition of ruler is defined in this hexagram purely by its relationship 

to that of minister. In this sense, too, k'un (the pure-yin hexagram, representing the minister) is 

contained within ch'ien (the pure-yang hexagram, representing the ruler). The positions of 

ruler and minister, then, are not opposites which alternate, but are inseparable states, just as the 

yin state is inherent in the yang. 

How, then. does Yang define change, if not in terms of the alternation between yin and 

yang? In Yang Shih's scheme, change is :In a prien pf.nciple, the fundamental law of the 

cosmos. Its operation constitutes all that is constant and predictable in the phenomenal world. 

Although Yang does not credit Su Shih with formulating the concept of change as the principle 

or process of the Tao, Su's influence on Yang is notable48• For Su, the forms of phenomena are 

48. For Su Shih's view of change. see Peter K. Bol, ·CullUre mel the W.y in Eleventh Century China", (PhD 
dissenalion. PriDceum lJniymity, 1982). 187-190. It should be pointed out that me Ch'cng broIhc:rs also addressed 
the ever-changing c:hIracteristic of the phcDomenal werle!. but maintained rhat that which was c:onstII1t was If. 
principle. steering clear of Change as a force. 
The historical c:onnection between Su Shih IDd Y illig Shih is difficult to establish. AD we know is that both of 
them c:onsuhed the Ch'ID monk Ch'ang Tsung (see note 60, below). Yang refers to Su only six times in his extant 
writings. and in every case is critic:al. lbe poetry ofTzu-dJan [Su Shih) abounds in irony,ADd is totally lacking in 
the spirit of c:ommiIerI!ian wilh or love for one's ruler" [KSC 10:4b}; ·Su Tung-p'o's poems ••• cn.'y deride the 
court aDd are pcticulady licking in the spirit ofWlm1!h ADd gentleness" [KSC 10:31&). In KSC 12:15. he cau:hes 
Su out in miIquocing • liDe !rem the Otumg-!ZUj in 13:2& IIId 13:26b, Ymg quibbles wiIh Su's ~0I1S of 
puIIFI from the Book of Chge- Yang's most in1eresting comment on Suo however, amcems the Buddhist 
docaiDe that eve:ryIhjJIg in the world bas the cibarma: 

Su', £:poem answering T., Ybn-ming's poem) says, "You are like the smoke Ibove the fire; when the fire is 
extinguisbcd, you disperse. I lID lilr:e the image in • minor; if the minor is c:ncked, I will not be desIroyed. " 
This is to say, die shadow cIepeDds upon the form for ilS exist.c:nce. and this is the pheuomemn of birth snd 
destruction. 'I'he:refore. the Buddhists say that everything bas dbanaa md is Iilr:e • fleeting dream or a 
reftec:tion which is dispezsecl. This is to say that it is not really SUN:rlDri.J (KSC 12:15.) 

It WIS during a lec:mre by Ch'lIIIg Tsung on "insentient beings bespealr: the dbanD." that Su gained sudden 
enligl1tcnment. The paucity of references to Su in Ymg':; ~ suggesu. It any rate. that Yq did not feel 
greatly indebced CD Su for any oflUs philosophical ideas. 
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ever-changing, but the patterns according to which they change remain COnstanL Thus, by 

understanding the principle of change, one perceives the deeper reality underlying phenomena, 

and is then able to express this reality in ways beneficial to society. Yang's focus differs from 

Su's. His interest in establishing change as a metaphysical constant derives not from a concern 

with the lasting value of wen, but rather from his more general goal of providing a firm 

metaphysical foundation on which he can build his ethcal and epistemological philosophies. 

As the principle of the Tao, the representation of change in the Book of Change is its 

clearest aniculation. though by no means the only one. The Book of Clange merely fleshes out 

the patterns along which change occurs; these patterns existed long before they were 

apprehended by the sages. Yang Shih agrees with Shao Yung that "before the (Book of ChangeJ 

was drawn, there already existed the principle of change" [KSC 11:3a]. Yang calls the eight 

trlgra.-ns "the accumulated essence of the world" [KSC 19:13a], for they encompass all possible 

transfonnations as governed by the principle of change. Both the principle that change occurs 

and the patterns which it follows seem, for Yang, to be COnstanL To understand this, we can 

return briefly to the relationship between yin and yang and the sixty-four hexagrams. 

Just as yin is implicit in yang and vice versa. so the potential to become any of the other 

Sixty-three hexagrams is implicit in each one. In a letter to his friend Ol'en Kuan f>l 1ft , 

T. Ying-clmng (1059-1124)49. Yang partially maps out the patterns of change from one 

hexagram to another: 

49. Also known IS LiIo-chai (SS 345:104, SYHA3S). A student of Ch'eng Yi mdclose f'rieDdofYang Shih. Ch'en's 
political c:arec:r WIS even more turbulent dUIn Yang's, CId included. se:1oas conflict with Ts'c Ching (with whom 
Yang also had several disputes). Ch'en was also &om southern fukjen province. although DOt from Ymg's home
town. The two carried on • lively c:orrespcmderIc on topics ranging from CCODOmics to Hua-yen Buddhism. 
although only Yang's leacs areextIDt. Unf'ortunaIdy, only two short pieces of Ch'en's remain: Collection 
Respecting Y., IIId Discussion of the Boot of Change. 



So forch'ien. changing once it becomes kou [#44]; changing five times it becomes po 
[#23]. K'un changing once becomes fu [#24]; changing five times it becomes kuai [#43]. 
As forfu. it begins in yang. as po it has in the highest position yin 50. (KSC 19:10b-lla) 

Not only is the potential for the po change contained within ch'ien. but it is also implicit in 
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k'un. The individual changes may vary. but they still occur according to the patterns inherent in 

them. The cultivated man carefully ObseIVes dissipation and stability. fullness and emptiness. 

These are heaven's doing. Dissipating and stabilizing. filling and emptying - even heaven 

cannot do these precipiwus1r1. This being so. it should be possible to predict changes which 

have not yet come to pass. Yang cites the words of the second hexagram. k·un. to illustrate this. 

The first six of k'un says. "When there is hoarfrost underfoot. solid ice is not far off'S2. 
When it says "The dark power begins to grow rigid", it has not yet gotten to the point of 
becoming solid. but in the end the solidity of the ice is a cenainty of principle. 
Those who see it clearly do not do so in the beginning of its growing rigid but only after it 
is solid. Few reach this full an understanding. (KSC 19:1Ob) [emphasis added] 

The ch'i of yin and yang. increase and decrease. emptiness and fullness necessarily 
alternate slowly. (KSC 10:36b) 

Even heaven cannot do these [alternations] precipitously. (KSC 19:12a) 

The solid and gaseous states are inherent in the liquid state of water in the same way that the 

k'un change is inherent in the ch'ien. This is because change, far from being random. operates 

strictly according to patterns. The transformations and fluctUations are gradual. inevitable and 

therefore predictable. 

Shao Yung's numerological theory may well have been the basis for Yang's understanding 

of the interconnectedness of all pbcnomcna53• Discussing the Book of Change , Shao begins 

- = ~ :: = == so. The hexagrams chmge as follows: ch'iea = to koa __ to po ~~ ; k'aa~~ to rug to 1aW§ The 
first (bottom) line of fa is a yaag line; the five upper liDes of po are yia lines. 

51. Wilh:Jm. Book ofCh=ge. 389. 
52. ibid. 
53. YlIlg SlUh deplores the flet Ihat Shio Yung's philosophy is DO longer popular. YlIlg obviously admires Shao and 

considers him undcntaIucd mel mismIdersrood by most studaus; he says 
When I was small I often heed of K'lIlg<hieh [Shio Yung]. I wiD always regret that I never had the chance 
to meet him. I've met most of his Loysng foDowe%S and also his son. and have asked every one of them about 



Each of the ten-thousand phenomena has its order: t'ai-dli, the two modes, the four 
images, and the eight trigrams. It also contains the images of past and presenrS4

• 

Every manifestation of the t'ai-cbi has inherent within it both the sequence of its own creation 
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and all its past and future permutations. Every phenomenon is a permutation of the t'ai-dli. and 

every phenomenon undergoes its own permutations throughout its existence. These 

permutations are determined by the mixtures of yin and yang. four images and eight trigrams in 

each phenomenon. ShaD distinguishes sequence from permutations (which he calls "images". or 

hsiang ~). 

Binh is about the future: one infers by "going against [the order of time]". Images are about 
what has already come about: one contemplates them by "going along with [the order of 
time]"ss. 

Seeing the future of a particular phenomenon is ~ssible because every phenomenon carries 

his philosophy. Not one wa able to traumit even a frIgman of his r.cac:hings. (KSC 19:12a-13b) 
Yang considered certain portions of Shao's writings beyond his undczstanding, admitting that "my vulg!U' 
knowledge and shallow experience arc not yet sufficient to provide a key to unloc:k its secrets". 
Hsing-li Ta~'iim Shu 39:39a; trIIIS_ in Amle O. Birdwhistcll, Transition to Neo-Confucianism: 
Shao Yuns on Knowledge and Symbols of Reality (Srmford: Stlllford University Press. 1989), 205.} Hsieh 
uang-tso md otbcs, despite !heir appreciation for his usc of II. missed Ihc ethical and political elcmcms in Shao 
Yung's work. arguing that Shao "did not elevote himself to the task of SlUdying dUngs on the [human level)" [Hsieh 
Lill1g-tso, S1!mg-u'aj vii-lu, 1:8a; tnmSl. in ChIn. Sourcebook. 483_ Cf. also Bildwhistcll, 200-1]. Wing-tsit Chan 
also notes that SUo was viewed by some a too myslical. a propbct "who could foretell future events" [ibid., 483}. 
Shao himself was gready cona:med lest his mctaphysical JIunICrOlogy be used a mere forumc-rclling: "ClevCn1ess 
and number can be set forth in a morning. Biit It some time It.ey will be exh.nw Only pe:fcct integrity is &s 

long-lasting a hcavcn-and-canh" iSmilh. Sung Dyn!sty Uses of the I Ching] ; and complained that 
The numbers of the world emerge from principles. If one goes against prinQplcs. thcl ODe entm [engages in} 
tcclmiqucs_ People today use number to enter tcdmiquc; therefore, they do not enter priDciplcs. (ibid.) 

It is likely that the 1heory 1IDdcrlying Shao's numerology is precisely what most appeals to YII18 Shih about Shao. 
Shao may well be !be mmce of Yang's contention that. by penetrating a thing's II. one can pen:eive its future 
tlIZISfomwions before they occur. In my event, Y.i'-g perceives in ShIo's philosoJily III element which he 
incmpora1es inID his own CIhicIlIbecr.y: the notion that all ~ of a phenomc:non's being are inherent within it 
and ~ jmrrydj.Wy apprebcnsiblc. t!ms allowing one to predict how a ~ change will c:ome about. 
Nevcztbeless. Ymg makeI pusing referezx:cs to numczology a not wonhy of SUIdy, IJId does not discuss Shao's 
number 1bcory in deIail.. Pczhaps this is mostly a maaer of personal style, Ymg being more of !Ill intuitionist and 
Shao a rationalist. 
Yang is also panicu1Irly impressed by ShIo's discussions of the Book of Chge IIId credits Shlo with 111 

insightful melding of cosmology IIId me Book of Chmge (KSC 19:5a-9b), faithful to Fu Hsi and yet making 
original c:oruribuIiaas of his own.. 

54. Shao Yung. Humg-chi ChiJIg-sbih , 8B:9b_ 
55. SIuIo, Humg-chi Ching-shih. 8B:2b. 
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within it its transformations through time. The relationships between phenomena are 

comprehensible because they are merely different combinations of yin and yang, the four 

images and the eight trigrams. 

Yang Shih borrows from Shao's theory in formulating his own description of the 

interrelationships and transformations of the myriad phenomena. Substituting the principle of 

change for Shao's yin and yang forces. Yang Shih relegates yin and yang to designative roles, 

where they are merely states or patterns of change. Because the various patterns of change are 

all mutually implicit. each individual change begets another change (or a series of them). With 
-

every element that changes. others necessaiiIy respond. It is the extent to which those responses 

are appropriate by which we measure how closely they follow the Tao; Yang says that "every 

change that occurs is for the purpose offollowing the Tao" [KSC 19:3b]. Again. he returns to 

the ch'ien hexagram for an illustration of this point Presumably building on Confucius' words 

"'The six individual lines open up and unfold the thought. so that the c~.er of the whole is 

explained through its different sidesnS6
• he says: 

As for the six lines of the ch'ien hexagram. in the first [the pattern) is hidden; in the 
second. it appears; in the third, it is [understood to be] creatively o=:.ive. If it is like this, 
then every time there is a change. it will follow the Tao. (KSC 19:3b) 

Each line. itself representing a change. moves to the next in a gradual process of development 

which is similarly gradually understood by the observer. At first. the potential change is not 

apparent. With the second line. however. the change begins to be manifest. and by the third line 

its movement can be traced. All change occurs in this way: by degrees and in accord with the 

Tao. in such a fashion that it can be perceived long before the ttansition is complete. 

56. Wilhelm. Book of Change 378. 
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To sum up, then, change plays a vital role in Yang's philosophical system. It can be called a 

metaphysical constant, because it is an undeniable characteristic of the Tao. ("Every change is 

for the purpose of following the Tao" [19:3b].) !t is (as a characteristic of the one Tao) 

inescapable, because every change has inherent in it the beginnings of every other change; thus 

no entity can be said to be utterly unchanging. It is also a relational concept, in that each state is 

defined through its relations to other states (as in the above example of the ruler/minister 

relationship expressed in the ch'ien hexagram). 

All states having inherent in them all transitions to other states, everything is then in endless 

flux. Yang's great friend, Cll'en Kuan. certainly took this view. "The world's affairs," Cll'en 

says, "are continually changing and therefore without COnstancy"S7. Yet there must be something 

which transcends change, forming the foundation for these patterns of changing 

interrelationships. Yang's assertion that "every change is for the pwpose of followh,g the Tao" 

[KSC 19:3b] onlypanially solves the problem. Since the Tao encompasses everything and even 

when one does wrong one does not completely escape it, this sounds tautological. Moreover, 

such a definition fails to provide any basis for evaluating th: righmess or wrongness of actions, 

and thus bears little or no relation to ethics. Yang must IX>sit something else as the 

transcendental COnstanI. This is the Supreme tntimate, the substance of the Tao. 

The Supreme tntimate 

Forthe Ol'eng brothers, change is the substance and Tao the function of heaven. Yang 

Shih. however, maintains that change is the principle of the Tao, and the t'ai-chi, or Supreme 

57. Huang Tsung-hsi. Sung-yiim hsUeh-m (Taipei: World Book Srott. 1983). 694. 
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Ultimate. its substance. Yet the Supreme Ultimate, in Yang's metaphysical system, is not the 

same as that described by Chou Tun-yi in his Explanation of the Diagram of the Supreme 

Ultimate. To understand what Yang does mean by the tenn, we must tum first to the Book of 

Change , from which he drew much of his inspiration. 

In the Book of Change, the tenn tao refers to "that which is above fonn"S8, a transcendental 

first cause which gives rise to material objects. As "the tao of heaven" , "the tao of eanh" and 

"the tao ofman"S9, it is the three primal, generative powers which make up that first cause. It is 

both the ground of being and the power by which the ground of being is manifested. 

That which lets now the darlc. now the light appear is tao. As continuer it is good. As 
completer it is the essence. . .. It gives life to all things. . .. Its glorious power, its great 
field of action, are of all things the most sublime .... It renews everything daily .... As 
begetter of all begetting, it is called change60• 

T'ai-chi, originally an architectural word meaning "ridgepole" (a building's highest point 

and greatest structural support), denotes in the context of the Book of Change the initial moment 

of generation, what WlIhelm and Baynes translate as "the Great Primal Beginningn 61. It is 

essentially a temporal rather than an ontological concept, as in the "Great Treatise"'s 

Therefore there is in the changes the Great Primal Beginning [t'ai-chi]. This generates the 
two primcuy forces [yin and yang]. The two primcuy forces generate the four images .... 62. 

As we have seen, Yang Shih rejects t.'le notion of two primcuy forces. In dlis he iollows Chang 

Tsai's interpretation. 

If yin and yang do not exist, the [Supreme Ultimate] cannot be revealed. If the Supreme 

58. Wilhelm. Book of CJumge , 323. 
59. ibid.. 350-1. 

60. ibid.. '197-300. 
61. ibid.. Iv. 

62. ibid.. 318. 



Ultimate cannot be revealed. then the function of the two will cease. . .. In the final 
analysis. however. they are One [in the Supreme Ultimate]63. 

Man can only perceive the Supreme Ultimate through changes in its manifestations, different 
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states of which are mixtures of yin and yang. Yin and yang are not principles or forces, but only 

modes of being, and in that respect even though in pure form they are opposites, they are one in 

the Supreme Ultimate. 

Yang sees the Hsien-t'ien T'ai-chi ru as a chart of the substance and workings of the 

cosmos. He says of it, 

The Hsien-t'ien T'ai-chi T'u was derived from the Supreme Ultimate giving birth to the 
eight trigrams. It's not something that a man could create through his own intellect alone. 
(KSe 19:18a) 

The Hsien-t'ien T'ai-chi T'u , Yang seems to conclude, deals with cosmic truths rather than 

metaphorical images. The walk is not simply an intellectual constrUCt, conceived by a sage or a 

genius, but a map of the metaphysical make-up of the cosmos - a son of Confucian maqdala. 

The eight trigrams (or eight basic pattems of change) arose from the Supreme Ultimate. long 

before anyone apprehended the fact and recorded it. "Hsien-t'ien" in this sense refers to Fu 

Hsi's arrangement of the Uigrams. By this, Shao maintains the priority. bot.lt chronC\logically 

and philosophically. of the trigrams to the creation of heaven. earth and the myriad phenomena. 

In Shao's version oftbe diagram, the Supreme Ultimate forms the base, as the "source of 

movement and stillnessH64. Arising from the Supreme Ultimate are the two generative forces, 

63. Chq Tsai. "Che:ag Mq"; ell. I, ttmsL in Chan. Sourcebook, 505. 

63. It is inteR:sting to note that Yang first encountered the Hsien-t'!eJl t'ai<hi t'u in his C01itSjXl~.ce with Ch'en 
Kuan (d. KSC 19:1Sa-b). The r.ezm bsIeD-t'IeD is first found in the MHsiat_t'leD c:hJtt" of the Icgcndary Fu Hsi. 
Bitdwhistell finds dttee diffi:rI:ztt uses of the term in the writings of Shao Yung: 1) III CJqIcssion of the univetSal 
paIUmS aa:otding to which the priD:ipJe of change operates; 2) that period of pre-hisuny before the sage-king Y 10; 
3) the name of the c:hatt drawn by Fu Hsi Cf. Birdwhistdl. Trmsition, 8. 

64. SYHA ch. 10, p. 234. 
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yin and yang, which in tum give binh to the myriad things. While Yang Shih follows Shao's 

general outline, his language does not impan any dynamism to yin and yang. 

'The Supreme Ultimate, in Yang's scheme, may be most simply characterized in Platonic 

tenns as the "Idea" of the Tao. It is perfection, the Tao wh-:n every simation is responded to 

appropriately and the world is in harmony. 

[A student asked], The Book of Change discusses the Supreme Ultimate. Is it or is it not the 
heart of the Tao?" Yang replied, "It is." [The student persisted], "That being so, then that 
which at root is not placed [relative to anything] is the Supreme Ultimate, isn't it?" Yang 
said, "Yes." (KSC 13:16b) 

This last point, that the Supreme Ultimate is "that which at root is not placed [relative to 

anything)", the "I-am-that-I-am" of Confucianism, is extremely important. for it establishes the 

Supreme Ultimate as the foundation of change. As such, it is at the center of the Tao. Being 

"placed relative to things" occurs only in the realm of substance6S• The Supreme Ultimate 

tranSCends the substantial and relatiOnal. The language Yang uses to describe the origins of the 

yin and yang changes clarifies what he means by "being placed". 

[The student asked], "[As for] the two poles, the four directions, and the eight trlgrams, 
how did they come from this?" Yang said, "When we have the Supreme Ultimate, we then 
get [the di=:tions of] above and below. Once we have above and below, we have left and 
right. before and after. Having left and right. before and after and the four directions, we 
have the four axes. All are naturally according to principle. (KSC 13:16b) 

The "two poles" are yin and yang; somehow, although Yang does not explain the process, these 

positions (literally "placements") arise from that which does not require an antonymous concept 

to define its limits: the Supreme Ultimate. The rest of the patterns of change follow therefrom as 

65. This is mnjniscznr of Chang Tsai's swanem dill "As then: Ire forms. then: Ire their opposites" (Chang Tsai. 
"Cheng Meng", 2:101: trmsl in W"ms-!Sit Chm, "1'he Neo-Confucian Solulion to die Problem of Evil", 
The Bulletin of the Institute of Hisrmy and PhilologY. AcIdemia Sinica • vol 28, 1957, 773-791). Being without 
form. the Supreme Ultimate his DO opposite; it is only appropriare to speak of opposites when dealing with 
physical mmifeswious. 
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a natural development. The student is obviously puzzled as to how those which ~ "placed" 

came from that which is not. but Yang does not enlighten him further on that process. We can. 

however. see that Yang views the Supreme Ultimate as being ofa higher order than yin. yang. 

the directions. and their individual transformations. While everything else in the universe is 

affected by or participates in the relational concept of constant change. the Supreme Ultimate 

stands at the very core of being. the one thing which does not change. 

The Supreme Ultimate is the substance of the Tao. It is also. however. the main point of 

contact between Yang's metaphysicai and ethical philosophies. It is at once the ground of being 

and the greatest moral achievement. 

Those who are able to locate and hit the center (chung f ) have reached the highest peak 
of the Tao. Therefore. hitting the center is also called the tntimate. The central pole of the 
house is also called the tntimate; this is because it is both the centermost and the highest 
pan of the house .... If we see the Tao as a great road and walk along it, then we will 
arrive [at the Supreme Ultimate]. (KSC 14:9b) 

Here. Yang is not merely indulging in clever word-play by relating the "central pole" to the 

"ridgepole" f j,.. but drawing on the spiritual interpretation of the term chung as found in the 

Chung Yung and as subsequently accepted by viItUally all Confucian scholars. His equation of 

the term chung wilh the Supreme Ultimate is the key to the moral dimension of the latter. The 

Supreme Ultimate is the most perfect aspect of Ihe Tao. complete. pure and harmonious. To 

attain it is the highest good. 

One of the simplest of the many meanings of chung is "center". Measuring. one can find the 

center exactly. The "ridgepole" can be placed in the one position in which it will suppon the 

structure. The concept of measuring to hit the center is a crucial one in Yang Shih's 

metaphysics. and it is necessary to explore it funher in order to grasp the full impon of his 

equation of the Supreme tntimate with chung. 
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Chung: Hitting the Center 

There seem to be two senses in which Yang Shih uses the term chung. The first is the more 

common. nominal usage traditionally translated in English as "the mean" or "the center": 

The Chung Yung says, "When joy, anger, grief and pleasure are not yet manifest, that is 
called the chung". At the time when joy, anger, grief and pleasure are not yet manifest, [if] 
you use your mind-and-heart ,~ .. 66 to investigate it, then you w'Jl clearly perceive the 
pattern of the chung. \KSC 20:lb) 

1bis chung seems to have overtones of quiescence or lacking any need to acL It appears to be an 

essential human stale which remains unaffeCted by change67• Yet the second and more frequent 

sense which Yang imparts to the term chung implies that it ~ subject to variation. 

Suppose you are sitting in this room. The room has its own center. If you move to the hall, 
and then search for that which you had [previously1 called the center, it is now not the 
center [of the hall where you stand1. The hall definitely has its own distinct center. Ifwe 
combine the hall and the room [as one space1 and examine them together, there is yet 
another center which is the center of the hall-and-room. If we were to hold to the [earlier] 
center [of the room] where we were [before], this would be not knowing how to measure ... 
. It is also like taking an Object of one foot [in length1, meas>Jring out five inches and 
taking that as the center. There is a physical difference between the foot[ -long object]'s 
thickness or size and [its1 weighL If you neven.'1eless hold fast to the five-inch midpoint as 
being the center [regardless of the relative weights or thicknesses of the two halves 1, this is 
not [true1 measuring. The mid-point of length or number is not the mid-point of thickness 
or size. (KSC lO:3b-4a) 

His image is reminiscent of Shao Yung's archery analogy. This is probably no accident, since 

Shao Yung, too, stresses the imponance of recognizing different circumstances. 

65. Qnms-ymuf ,ch. 1:4. 

66. For the most pGt. Yms only uses the teml hsID. Nmind_and-hemN, in quoting others, and in genenl he follows 
Chq Tsai's ~ allbough there are passages which suggest thI1 Yms views it simply IS the organ 
which thinks (urpg SIUdeDII to use their bsID to examine the four emotions. exteDd lL mel dislinguish profit from 
propriety). In ODe puaqe of his vii-lu, Ymg confusingly maintains the -jeD ••• the nature ••• mel the mind
and-heart ~ from !he first, ODe ad the sameN [KSC 12:29a). From this we may infer that to Nexhmst the mind
and-heart- is the same as -following the namreN

, alrhDugh Yang does not explicitly say Ibis. 
I ttaDSlaIe bsJD as NmiDd_mel-hem-, following Theodore DeBazy. A$ awkwcd as it sounds (particularly in the 
plural). it seems to cover lhe meaning more adequately than my of d1c otbc:r alIcmaIives. 

67. Cf. Wei-ming Tu. Cerural.ity mel Commonality. An Essay on Chung-yung (Hawaii: University of Hawaii. 1976). 
27ff. 
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Now, bows are certainly either strong or weak. So if you have a bow and two men pull it. 
then the one with strength will judge the bow to be weak. and the one without strength will 
judge it to be strong. Therefore the one with strength does not consider his own strength 
overplet"..ty bo.!t cor.s:ders t.Jle bow weak. and the one without strength does not consider his 
strength insufficient but considers the bow sttonfS. 

Shao's concern is that one not ascribe to a phenomenon qualities which stem from one's own, 

limited viewpoint Yang's focus is related to this: rather than calculating a phenomenon's center 

on the basis of something eX"'~mal to it, one must examine each phenomenon from its panicular 

perspective. 

For Yang, the chung does not change: it is always the center of that which is being 

examined. But the center of each individual Object or situation must be found within its own 

context; the chung of one object is not necessarily identical to that of another. 

Therefore, one must always weigh and measure to find it Grasping the chung one cannot 
do without measuring. If you grasp the chung without measuring, you grasp partiality [i.e. 
leaning to one end or the other, because the two halves will not be equally divided]. The 
sages' measuring was like measuring the length and weighing the weight, determining 
lighmess and heaviness and then choosing the center therefrom. . .• [But] today things 
have heavy hands and light feet; if you grasp their centers without first weighing, then 
things will lose their equilibrium. This is not the purpose for wbich we use the chung. 
(KSC 20:15b-16a) 

Yang's assertion that "today things have heavy hands and light feet" implies that the current 

situation is out of kilter and unbalanced. as opposed to ancient, more harmonious times. Thus to 

respond to present~y needs with the solutions of bygone days is fruitless: the "center' has been 

loSt, and only a re-evaluation (remeasuring) can CtSCettain the new center to be approached. 

Measuring is not a simple task. It requires the clearest perception of the Tao to find the 

68. Sbao, HlImg-chi Ching·shih , 8B:34b. 
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center. Yang in fact equates hitting the center with this perception. rejecting the notion that 

either is sufficient without the other. 

If one reaches great clarity of perception but yet does not aim for [the center], then even a 
worthy or a wise man will go too far [and miss the marie]. If one follows the center but does 
not reach great clarity of perception [kao ming;t, 1iJ.§], then he is stupid and uneducable, 
and still won't be able to arrive at [the Supreme Ultimate]. Scholars today take clear 
perception and locating the center to be two separate things; this is not truly understanding 
what it is to hit the center. (KSC 14:9a) 

According to Yang's definition, one who is very intelligent but does not look for (or find) the 

center cannot be said to have reached the highest possible wisdom (kao ming, or "great clarity 

of Perception"). Here we mUst draw a distinction between the Western concept of intelligence as 

innate cognitive ability, and Yang's more specific interpretation which includes perception of the 

metaphysical principle of change. One who knows enough to try to find the center but has not 

yet reached such an understanding will also "miss the center". 

When chung is used as a noun, I will translate it as "center". More often, however, Yang 

uses chung as a verb. 'Ibis is because "the purpose for which we use the chung" is response to 

changing phenomena. Chung also has the meaning "to hit the center (or bull's-eye)". In this 

sense, chung is an unchanging concept which in its individual manifestations varies widely. 

Yang maintains the nominal chung, but emphasizes its verbal implications. "Chung is the great 

root of the world. It is not merely grasping and penetrating [the mid-point between] top and 

bottom" [KSC 7:3a]; "The cemermUst be measured. This is the difference between bitting t.~e 

center and measuring [to find it]" [KSC lO:4a]. 

The problem, of course. is how unerringly to locate and hit the center in ;! constantly-

changing universe. Yang's veIbal interpretation of the term chung relies on the notion of 

murual response. 
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Response: the Dynamic of the Tao 

The theme of response runs throughout Yang's writings at both the metaphysical and 

political levels. This notion is not peculiar to Yang. The interplay of yin and yang has 

sometimes been expreSstd in terms of action and reaction, and Ch 'eng Yi says, "Within heaven 

and eanh there is only the process of action and response; what else is there?" 69. Yet Yang 

Shih's emphasis on mutual response as the dynamic of the Tao, or that which causes the Tao to 

develop, is a significant element in his integration of metaphysics and ethics, and the prominent 

place which it holds in his philosophy is notable. 

Yang descn"bes what he calls the "imperative to respond" [KSC 8:11b]; not merely a moral 

imperative but an ontological imperative. An example of this is "in the summer wearing hemp, 

in the winter, silken clothes; when thirsty, drinking, when hcngry eating" [KSC 18:7a-8b), as 

one must respond to seasonal and diurnal conditions. One cannot escape responding in some 

fashion; it is integral to the very make-up of the myriad creatures. 

Yang addresses the question of whether or not one can remain unemotional in a moving 

situation: 

[As to] these four [emotions: happiness, anger, grief and pleasure], we s.ltould discuss their 
[being appropriate] or not, not one's having them or not having them. (KSC 21:3a) 

For Yang Shih, there is no question of trying to rid oneself of all displays or feelings of emotion. 

Emotion is one of the many natural, spontaneous responses which continue the operation of 

change in the world. The question is, rather, to what degree such an emotion should be 

69. Ch 'eng Vi. !!:!!!!! ' lS:7b; trms. in Chan. Sourcebook , 55. 
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manifested; it must be appropriate to the situation. 

The goal of the dllin-tzu ~s to do the right thing at all times. But what that right thing is 

changes from situation to situation. The sage is one who always does what is appropriate to the 

given situation; he "matches the time" (tang shih f tl~ )'0. The method of dealing with a 

problem in ancient times will not necessarily be the most effective in the present. and one must 

determine this by examining the differences between the two. 

Most scholars today judge that Mencius. in teaching King Hsuan of Ch'i the practice of the 
policy of the kings. was not a loyal minister. and deviated from Confucius' "respecting 
one's ruler". This is because they never [make allowances) in speaking of the [situations of 
. differem) eras. In the time of the Spring and Autumn Annals • the name and reputation [of 
the Chou] was not yet lost. .md all the world viewed them as rulers. Therefore Confucius 
said. "If someone warned to employ me, could I not make another Eastern Chou?!"7! But 
by Mencius' time. every feudal prince called himself a "ldng". and the world could no 
longer return to having a Chou. So the times are distinguished as Eastern and Western 
[01ou]. TIle ruler's position and titles were completely lost. Even had [Mencius] wished 
to revere the Chou [line as supreme]. how could he have done so? Sages and worthies 
follow the age and match the changing times. Each [era] has its own set of rules. (KSC 
8:11b-12a) [emphasis added] 

Not only are there different standards or "rules" for different eras. but every illdividual's 

situation warrants re-evaluation of what is the most appropriate thing to do. Writing to Ch' en 

Tzu-an~~. who appa.-ently prefers poverty with integrity to the possibility of getting 

involved in the unsavory dealings of government. Yang chides gently. 

As for the gentleman's poverty. there are. as you mentioned. a number of ways to manage. 
But I still wonder about our talk of the ancients in poverty ruUing a living through 
farming. pottery. fishing and so on. It is true, [as you say, that] Chiao-ke rose up from 
selling salt. and Pai Li-ch'i from the slave-markeL It one does not lose one's 
righteousness, then he can even be a merchant [without shame]. But the chiin·tzu mUst 
also bear in mind his abilities. He does not force his strength past what it can do. Suppose 

70. cr. ~ VB:l.4-S. Legge InnSWes this quality IS -timeous- (371-2). Yang's 1lSC of the tem1 closely follows 
Mcncius, but unlike Mencius Yang emphasizes the principle of c:hange u the basis for tug shIb. 

71. ~ XVII:S. 
72 An unideruificd assoc:iaIe of Yang's who appears only once in the cmirety of Yang's wria.en works. 
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I were to [try to] farm; is that something I could do? No. Suppose I were to try to make a 
living as a potter or a fisherman, could I do it? No. Suppose I were to try ttading with 
merchants in the city, would I be able to earn the value of even one-tenth of the tip of a 
knife-point? No, I couldn't Since I can't do any of these [well enough to support myself], 
then all that is left [other than taking a government appointmem] is to sit and wait to starve 
to death. But would that be right? If it is wrong to let myself starve to death, I would have 
no other recourse but to beg from others, a pair of anns reaching out from the grave. If I 
lose my self-respect through begging from others, how does that compare with accepting a 
salary for righteousness' sake? %jcb is better'? In my last letter, I offered you a position 
for this reason. ... If you have the strength to do [the above-mentioned tasks] without 
losing sight of principle and righteousness, then of course you haVf~ no use for a.Il official 
post ... You said. "To be poor and therefore take office, that is something the ancients 
never did." But on that argument, I'm afraid, I cannot concur with you. (KSC 17: 15b-16a) 

Certainly it is wrong to take a post solely for personal profit But, whereas anciem scholars had 

the opportUnity of making a living in other ways, because of the narure of the society in which 

they lived, Yang feels that in his day and age there are no such alternatives open to the literatus. 

The standard of what is right has changed with the times. and it is better to accept a post than to 

fail to provide the bare necessities for oneself and one's family. It is the worK of the literatus to 

learn how to respond to any situation in which he finds himself. 

lnis is why it is necessary to measure and distinguish between differem circumstances. In a 

letter to Hu An-kuo ~f1 ~ Iil, T. Wen-tin~(1074-1138)73 on the examination of 

phenomena, Yang says, 

The Shu Oling says. "Be discriminating, be undivided, that you may with integrity hold 
fast to the cemer." The way of holding fast to the center is to discriminate. (KSC 20: 1 b) 

Only after recognizing the differences between the old situation and the new can one respond in 

such a fasbion as to stimulate the most desirable reactions in return. 

73. Hu An-kuo was • devoted. if somewhat misguided. sllldmt of Ymg's. He: compiled !he ,u-Iu of Ymg's fellow. 
slUdem. Hsieh Liang-tso. Hu also wrote a naIiona1iszic c:ommentmy on the Spring IJId Autumn Annals so 
inspiraticnal as to hAve caused Lu Hsimg-shm. at sixteen. to take up stUdy of the mililmy arts. ~g to Chu 
Hsi. Hu completely misunderstood Y 1118'S doctriDe of (joodness IIDd WIS ctitec:tly responsible for garbling other of 
Yang's ideas [ef. KSYUbou 2. 2b-4a]. 
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1l1e true sage will behave differently under different circumstances, but different sages will 

all do the same thing in any particular circumstance. Yang is fond of citing the examples of 

Yen Hui. who lived in poverty and seclusion, and Yu, who left the saferi of his own house to 

subdue the flood-waters [cf. KSC 12:14a]. It was not, he maintains, that Yen Hui was ill-suited 

to performing such a feat of public-service, or that Yu would never have bome such deprivation. 

Both were wise enough to match their times. 

Yii, [Hou] Chi, Yen Hui, Tseng-tzu and Tzu-Iu: if they swapped positions they would each 
do the same {as the one who had originally held that position]. Therefore, we say they had 
the same path. If three sages' actions are not the same and they cannot change places 

. [without doing different things in the same situation], then we say it is not the same path. 
(KSC 8:22b) 

Different sages, confronted by the same situation, will choose the same response to iL Thus the 

sage, when he does the right thing, is responding appropriately to the ever-changing world in 

which he lives. He perceives the best action and takes it While each case warrants its own 

approach. every bUe sage will come to the same conclusion as to what that approach should be. 

This response is both a natural part of the human condition. as seen in the example of "when 

thirsty. drinking", and a metaphysical necessity. Not only does one respond by actions; 

emotions, too, are responses. Yang says. 

As for Confucius' crying [over Yen Hui's death] and Mencius' rejoicing over his disciple's 
appoirument], it was because of events that were worth crying or rejoicing over. What was 
it in Confucius and Mencius? Their aying and rejoicing, according to the center [chung of 
each situation] was certainly appropriate. A mirror's reflecting things depends upon the 
things and then the images are diffetent. It is not that the mirror's clarity changes .... 
If the SageS never manifested happiness. anger, grief or pleasure, then the Tao would 
never be developed in the world. (KSC 21 :2b) [emphasis added] 

The image of the mirror is evocative of several ideas 74. Being perfectly clear, a mirror 

74. For a discussion of the hisrory of the mirror-image, see Munro. !!!!!E • 242-3. 
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accurately reflects anything that stands before it. As Shao Yung says. "a mirror reflects because 

it does not obscure the physical form ofthings"7S. The mirror has no influence over the things 

reflected: it cannot choose not to reflect. but can only reflect clearly ormurldly. according to the 

mateti~ from which it is made. And two mirrors of equal quality. in the same position will 

reflect the same image. To liken the sage's expressions of emotion to the reflections of a mirror. 

then. implies that the sage, even when presented by situations not of his making or desire, will 

respond properly to them, and that all sages will respond in the same way to any given situation. 

"The last point in this passage is crucial Not only is it ethically vital that the sage respond as 

appropriately as possible in every circumstance (a moral imperative in the Confucian tradition 

dating back to the Analects ); it is a metaphysical necessity that he do so. The cosmos operates 

on the principle of change. "Every change that occurs is for the purpose of following the Tao" 

[KSC 19:3b]; each change begets another change in response. Even an emotion, if it is the most 

fitting one, furthers the development of the Tao. For Yang Shih, non-response is the equivalent 

of stasis. response the dynamic which continues the cosmic pattern. 

In the philosophy of Shao Yung. the goal of response is the balancing of yin and yang. Such 

a balance attains "completion" (cb'~ ). In this system. right response is that which results 

in the equilibrium of yin and yang76. Shao Yung treats the issue of response on a deeper level 

than does Yang Shih. While Yang emphasizes change through time. Shao is most concerned 

with change represented highly abstractly by number. It is likely. considering Yang's admission 

that he does not adequately grasp this deepest dimension of Shao's thought. simply forebore to 

75. Shao. Huang-cbi elling-shih. 6:26a; traISl. in Chan. Sourcebook. 488. 
76 . .Anne D. BiIdwhistell is developing this norion in cu:m:nt work. 
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anempt a discussion of response on this level. It is also true, however, that metaphysics is not 

Yang's primary vocation, as it is Shao's, but only a necessary step in the process of 

enlightenment. Yang's interest thus lies in the phenomenal rather than in the epiphenomenal. 

Yang does not view the Tao as the cycle of yin/yang alternation. Things are continually 

changing, but they do not retum eventually to the starting-point. Yang's concept of causality 

can only be inferred from his discussions of the stimulation of response. Nevertheless, it follows 

that the future depends inherently on actions taken in the present While the patterns of change 

witI:Un the Tao are constant, their intenningling varies widely according to actions and 

responses. Thus the Tao "develops" with the movement of time, and Yang considers this 

development to be healthy and natural. 

As the sage responds to his situation. all the myriad creatures must likewise respond. This 

can be stimulated by the sage; yet the certainty of the response is unassailable. Discussing 

Wang An-shih's interpretation ofMencius' "Rectify yourself, and others will be rectified"77. 

Yang maintains that it is not that one first rectifies oneself and then afterwards deliberately must 

set about rectifying others; instead, he says, others will respond and "rectify themselves 

naturally". Had Mencius meant that one must intentionally rectify things, Yang continues. he 

would have said "Rectify yourself in order to rectify others" [KSC 13:22a-b]. This may be 

related to the ancient concept of teo the charismatic power of the ruler. The true ruler exudes a 

forceful aura of goodness which compels his subjects to follow him. along the moral path. 

Yang's vision of mutually-responsive phenomena merely broadens the concept of te beyond its 

original scope78. 

77. ~ V1IA:19. 
78. cr. Tu, Cc:r.Jity and Commonality, 100-141. 
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When judging a change in situation or state. Yang contends. one should examine carefully 

before responding. One weighs all relevant factors and gauges one's own position relative to the 

change. Through this process. the sage apprehends the particular chung for that instance. He 

then responds accordingly. If he misses the made and responds improperly. the change 

occasioned by his response will not be for the highest good. and he will not have reached the 

Supreme mtimate. the perfection of the Tao. The Tao rests in hitting the center. 

Those who go out of the bounds of the center transgress; those who don't reach the target 
have not come far enough. Therefore. hitting the center is the highest [good]. and those who 
achieve hitting the center have reached the highest peak of the Tao. Therefore, hitting the 
center is also called the mtimate. (KSC 14:9a) 

Whether one' s response hits the center or not, the response itself is an inescapable necessity. 

One cannot choose not to respond. but only the degree to which one's response is appropriate. 

Even an inappropriate response or a refusal to respond are still fonns of response. 

The Li Chi says. "Doing what one is able to do is called matching the times"; Confucius 
called the sages' matching the times doing what one is able. This is why he said. "If it is 
right to take office. then take it if it is right to remain retired. then remain so; if it is right to 
take it slowly. then take it slowly; ifit is right to hasten. then hasten"79. Every one of these 
is the T.o·s hitting the center. (KSC 20:3a-b) 

Yang gives two instances of wrong response. each only subtly different from the correct 

response: 

Yii saw that the world was drowning. and viewed it as if he himself were drowning. [Hou] 
Chi saw that the world was starVing and viewed it as if he himself were starving. . .. Had 
he not done all that he could. then it would have been like Mo Tzu's pushing back his hair 
and exposing [the bones] on his heels [by running ten days to save Sung]. There would 
have been no difference. Yen-tzu lived in a na.rrow alley. Other men could not have borne 
his sorrows. But Hui did not exchange his joy [to] become an official. Had he not matched 
his abilities. then his would not have been any different from Mr. Yang's "foroneself' 
philosophy. As for Tzu-mo's [injunction to] "hold to the center", it lies between "for 

79.~llA:2. 



oneself' and "univeISallove". [Thinking to] hold fast to·the center, if one does not leave 
room for the exigency of circumstances, it will be like holding fast to one's own single 
viewpoint. When neighboIS in the cotmtryside argue and you do not know to close your 
door [and mind your own business], or when people in the same room with you argue and 
you do not know to [intervene and] rescue them, this is holding fast to your own viewpoint 
[rather than adapting to the situation]. Mencius took this to be harming the Tao .... By 
"leaving room for the exigencies of circumstance"so is meant judging, measuring and 
weighing. If you cannot, when changing circumstances, do this. it is [falling into the erroIS 
of] either Mr. Yang or Mr. Mo. (KSC 8:21b-22a) 

One's innate abilities and the circumstances of the situation should both be taken into account 

when judging how to react. In the above examples, Yang contrasts Yu and Hou Chi's wisdom 

in knowing when it was their duty to intervene in public affaiIS, thus demonstrating their 

compassion and moral responsibility, with Mo Tzu's interfering in something that was not his 

affair on the basis of his belief in "univeISallove". On the other hand, for Yen Hui to step back 

from the affaiIS of the world and live in seclusion, studying and practicingjen. was appropriate; 

such behavior in Yang Chu is mere selfishness. The two cases are just like the difference 

between intervening in an argument in one's own livingroom and discreetly ignoring one going 

on next door. To "hold fast to the center" , Yang maintains, is not to display the same behavior in 

every situation. Such a course would have one botmcing back and fonh between "univeISal 

love" (or interfering in OtheIS' affaiIS) and "for oneself"' (or selfishly refusing to get involved 

even when it is one's duty). 

To chung, then. is to reach the Supreme Ultimate, the perfection of the Tao, neither 

transgressing nor falling shon of it 

"Arriving" [cbib] is the same as "ridgepole" [chi]: chi is like placing a house's ridgepole, 
aniving [at the top]. [If it is too far] beneath [the ceiling], it is because it does not reach 
[far enough]: [if it extends] above, then it has gone too far .... Lofty perception is the 

80. ~ VllA:26. 



essence of chung; to hit the center is the function of lofty perception. Lofty perception is. 
moreover. like the afore-mentioned "arriving". (KSC lO:3a-b) 

When we know the Tao's patterns of change. we can measure and find the center of any given 

situation. Fmding the center. we can hit it, reacting in the manner most befitting the changed 
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ci~stances. Hitting the center. we reach the Supreme Ultimate. the perfect fulfillment of the 

Tao. 

When [happiness. anger. grief and pleasure] are manifested [by a person] and in every case 
hit the center. that is called being in hannony. (KSC 21:2b) 

If this is so. then wrong response - going 100 far (as does Mo Tzu's approach) or not far enough 

(as in Yang Chu's "for oneself") - throws things into dishannony. Unpredictable changes occur. 

out of sequence as it were. and others respond equally inappropriately to those. This theory. 

formulated by Confucius as te and developed by Mencius in discussing the Mandate of Heaven. 

is an implicit assumption in Yang Shih's philosophy. Yang's major conttibution to it is its 

integration into a full-blown metaphysical system, in which he explains why things necessarily 

respond, patterns of response, and the operation of the principle of change. For Cor.fucius. the 

people's negative reaction to a bad ruler is largely a matter of mass psychology; for Mencius. it 

has a strong element of spiriwality. of heaven's will being manifest in the people's actions. For 

Yang. it is pan of the pattern of cosmic change and response. Man must strive to reach the 

Supreme Ultimate and thus perfect the Tao in the world. The e!J"ljccl concept of right response is 

thus grounded in the metaphysics of the Tao. Cl&~e. the principle of the Tao. operates in all 

phenomena. Man's response to change is the catalyst of further change. The quality of his 

response determines the rightness or wrongness (harmony or disharmony, goodness or evil) of 

those ttansformations which his response evokes. 
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Man as the Repository of t.':le Tao 

TIle unity of man and his universe, which Yang maintains;s the result of appropriate 

response, is a staunchly Confucian vision. It is different from the Buddhist union of man with 

the cosmos, which involves his escape from the eanhly realm. In Yang's cosmology, the eanhly 

realm is an inexuicable - and very real- pan of the cosmos. Neither is this a Taoist unity, a 

quietistic state of mind enIirely divorced from the minds of others81 • This harmony, according to 

Yang, consists rather in the active panicipation of all creatures in the dynamic process of mutual 

~nse. The basis for such cosmic consonance resides in the very essence of man: his 

hsing"tl. (or nature). 

Nature is conferred on man by heaven. 1be deSignation hsing or "nature" is mereiy a 

heauristic term, as man's nature, the Tao and heaven's ming~ are all one and the 5a&'1le. Yang 

follows the Chung Yung in this inteIpretation: 

As for nature, heaven's ming and the Tao these three are one substance but with different 
names. At root they do not indlcate different things .... It is only that we speak of it from 
different angles. What is called the "heavenly Tao" is being in accord with one's nature. 
(KSC 14:3a) 

Man's hsing does not come from ming. It is identical to it, which is not the same thing as saying 

it is caused or created by ming. Similarly, man can only respond to, not change, mingo Both 

hsir.g and ming participate in the pattern of cosmic response; both are characteristics of the 

principle of change. We speak of them as separate only in order to understand more clearly the 

various aspectS of tile Tao. Here the influence of Yang's beloved first teacher, Ch'eng Hao, is 

apparent. Unlike his more rationalistic brother Ch'eng Yi, Ch'eng Hao maintains that 

81. Cf. W"mg·tsit Chm, "The Evolution of the Confucim Concept JeD-, Philosophy East and West 4. DO. 1 (Ian. 1985). 
309 and 311. 



The investigation of principle to the utmost. the full development of one' s nature (hsing), 
and the fulfillment of destiny (ming) are one thing.82 

Although the above passage focusses on action rather than defini tion, and the Ch' eng brothers' 

emphasis on principle replaces Yang's Tao, the formula is vinually the same as Yang's. Chu 

Hsi later restates it in his own terms. 
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The mind is the Tao, the mind is principle, and so there is no principle outside the mind 
and no mind outside principle. From the standpoint of the mind's ability to Cl2SSify we call 
it princifle, from the standpoint of principle's being bright so it can be understood we call 
it mind. 3 

In all three. the point is that the phenomenon is the locus of the cosmic whole, while the cosmic 

whole is the essence of the phenomenon. 

Hsing. for Yang Shih, is the entire phenomenon of a being. It is the physical aspect, as well 

as the various transformations of the physical aspect and its responses to change. Recalling his 

contention that everything has inherent within it all its other posSible physical states (as in the 

example of the ice), we see that the term hsing encompasses both form and function, which 

cannot. in Yang's view. be separated from each other, even for heuristic purposes, without 

becoming meaningless terms. Yang does not seem to impan to hsing any additional meaning 

beyond th2t found in the writings of his teachers, the Ol'eng brothers. For all three, hsing is 

used to denote man's original, essential pattem or principle of being. 

In general. Yang Shih subscribes to Mencius' doctrine of the inherent goodness of man. 

As for being good. one is so from binh. (KSC 5:9a) 

At binh, man is upright .•. Being upright. the mind-and-hean is correct. (KSC 11:12a). 

82. Ch' eng. !!:!!!! 11:3b; UlDlSl. in Chan. Sourt:ebook • 539. 

83. Mumo,~, 194. 
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If the mind-and-hean retains or regains its original correcmess, according to Yang, the inherent 

goodness of the nature will become clear. 

If one's mind-and-hean is correct. then one will know the goodness of one's narure .•.. 
The phrase "following one's nature" means to obey heavenly principle. (KSC 12:8a) 

From this passage we can understand two things. Fll'St, that one may fail to comprehend the 

goodness of innate nature - in fact, that it is impossible to see it unless one's mind-and-hean is 

already correct84• This fundamental goodness is not immediately perceptible because, as we see 

secondly in this passage, since hsing is identical to heavenly principle (is, indeed, another aspect 

of the Tao), the nature itself can only be understood thoroughly by one who understands the Tao 

and its patterns. Once hsing is known. its goodness is apparent 

Yang's concept of the goodness ofhsing, although based on Mencian theory, expands and 

elaborates upon it by drawing on the insights of Chang Tsai and the Buddhist monk Ol'ang 

Tsung$ i-J''!.(d. 1091)&5. The debate over good, evil and the nature, resurrected in the early 

T'ang, continued to rage during most of the Nonhem Sung. For Yang, the issue revolves around 

a misinterpretation of Mencius' use oft!Je tetm "good" [shan i ]. He cites Chang Tsai's 

discussion of the relativity of the concepts of good and evil. 

Heng-ch 'u said, "When [an individual] nature is not yet complete[ly formed], goodness and 
evil are mixed and layered. [As long as it is] layered, then continuing [the process of 
completing and perfecting it] is good. Once evil is entirely gone, then goodness is also 

84. Cf. Ta Hs6eh. 
85. Lite Yang Shih. Ch'angTSUDg also hailed from sou!hc:m Fukien. Originally of the She family, Ch'ang TSlDlg left 

nome 10 became a1DDDk at die age of eleven. He was aained in the Huang-lung sect of the Lin-dl'i school 
EvemuaIly, Ch'q TSUDg was IppOimed 10 head die Tung-lin Ch'an Temple on Mount Lu (in Chiu-c:hou in 
Kiangbsi). whete be hid a great many disciples. ODe of Ihese disciples was the poet Su Shih, who experieru:ed 
sudden enlighrauDmt durini Ch'ang Tsung's lecmre on "insemient beings bespeIking the dharm&". It is largely 
because of Su's resulting verse on his expe:rieu:e that Ch'ang Tsung is known. Chu Hsi c:lIims that Yang Shih 
often visited Ch'q Ts&mg on his way 10 the aIpiIOL Ch'ang Tsung WIS awcded die purple robe by !be emperor. 
to whom he wrote gentle memorWs on the subject ofCh'anBuddhism. [Cr. KSYlJbou2; Chung-kuo 
Fo-hsiieh len __ TZ'u-tienl2447; Zmgaku Daijiten, voL I, p. S6Sc.] 



accordingly lost [because it can no longer be found by defining it as the opposite of evil]. 
For this reason. we cannot talk of the goodness [of one's nature], but instead speak of [the 
process of] perfecting it" (KSC 13:23b) 

The goodness of hsing, according to Chang Tsai, is a meaningless concept Goodness only 
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exists in opposition to evil; if the natUre contains no evil, then neither can we describe it as good. 

It transcends such descriptions. Thus the only use to which the adjective "good" can be put is 

describing the continuous process by which one '5 bsi!!g is reStored to oneness with the Tao. 

This is consistent with Yang's description of the Tao as illusuated by his compass analogy. 

Hsing itself cannot be perverted by wrongdoing, but its being obscured or made apparent is a 

function of the course one takes. 

Yang develops the argument funher. Ch'ang Tsung once taught Yang that there are two 

ways to interpret the term shan (good). It can mean the opposite of and equal to evil, as Chang 

Tsai notes. It can also, however, be another way of denoting perfea harmony with the Tao. 

And, as Ch'ang Tsung told Yang, "The 'goodness' of the root is not [that which is] the opposite 

of evil"86. To view hsing as being the same as the Tao implies to Yang that it could never be 

considered perverse. He calls it "good" in the sense of according with the Tao. 

Now, ifhsing and the Tao denote the same one thing, then it follows that all men share the 

same hsine. Yang uses this argument, as well, to illusttate further his interpretation of Mencian 

"good nature": 

There is [only] one Tao, and therefore the place of men's minds-and-hearts is the same. 
There are DOt two different directions in which [men's minds- and-beans] can tum. 
(KSC 8:17b) 

By "two directions", Yang seems to refer to the paths of goodness and evil. It is not possible, he 

86. KSYUhou 2. p. 11464. 
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contends, for some men's minds-and-heans or natures to become evil while others' become 

good, as in Yang Hsiung's theory (modified later by Han Yii). If all men have the same nature, 

then the natUre itself cannot be said to be evil in some mer. and good in others, because this 

nature is as immutable as the Tao. 

We have already examined the dictum "the principle is one, its manifestations diverse". If 

hsing is simply another name for the Tao, as Yang suggests, then its manifestations are 

necessarily subject to the pr'Ulciple of change. There must, then, be something that varies among 

ind:yiduals. For one thing, Yang points out, Confucius himself says that people are not 

identical: 

Confucius said, "By natUre, men are very nearly alike" 87 •••• Talking about being "very 
nearly alike", you can't call that being exactly the same. (KSCI 21:8a) 

This is an important postulate in Yang Shih's system of metaphysics. Yang is at pains to 

demonstrate that such distinctions exist and to provide a metaphysical reason therefor. He 

scrupulously avoids repeating his teachers' claim that 'The man of jen forms one body with all 

things without any differentiation" 88, and "The man of jen regards Heaven and Earth and all 

things as one S'.lbstance"89. Yang is clearly uncomfortable with Ch'eng Haa's emphasis on the 

oneness of all things 90. The precision with which Yang expresses the relationship between the 

87.~xvn:2. 

88. Ch'eng Y"lo wOn Unde:slmding the Na.ture of JeD", ch. 1; transl. in Chan. Soureeboolc, 523. 

89. ibid., 2A:2b; tlIDSL in Chan. Sourcebook , 530. 
90. Tu Wei-ming quea that Ch'eng memt to emphasize aD phenomena being in oneself. Man's mind·lIId·hean is 

idcurical to that of plmls, animals II1d all odler phenomena. so that aD pbaIomcna are Q'III.ajnc:d in each single 
phalouiCllCil, not only in man. Ct Tu. "Neo-Confucian Ontology: A Preliminary Questioning" (Ioumal of 
Chinese ~ 1980, 93-114). Ch'eng HlO's standpoint is similar to the invene of the Hua.yen 
dbarmadbitu. For Ch'eng HIO, Ihcre are no ontological c:lisIinctiOllS between the myriad pbenomena. and the 
"man of JeD" • the sage • recognizes this. The Hua-yen formulIltion centc:s on empciness rllher Ihan phenomena. 
but its meaning is basically the SlIDe, viz. that all distiDctiODS cnong phaIomcna are empty or unreal. (Cf. 
Kenneth Ch'en. Buddhism in China. A Historical Survey (PriDc:eton: PriDceton lJuivenity Press. 1964). 316ff.) 
Chu Hsi is IS suspicious orCh'eng BIo's ~ of "oneness" IS was YIIII8 Shih (Cr. Mumo, ~,95). Bald 
refutation orCh'eng BIo's claim is. tricky business for both Yang m:!Chu. however, because of the ceruraIity of 
the c:cmcept of JeD - the intel... Ii'C't"dness of aD things in the univme - to their ethical philosophies. Having 
gotten past the stage whefe Neo-Confucian aUICks on the Buddhist "ancness" took the form of Confucian 
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self and all other phenomena is evidence of his concern. 

[A srudent asked], "As for the Chung Y1!Ilg's explanation of the principles of loyalty and 
reciprocity, and taking one thread to get the meaning [of the whole system], what do you 
think of it?" Yang replied. What do you say ofit? The student said, "Things and I are one 
substance." Yang said, It is not that things and I are one substance. Were things and lone 
substance, then at root we would be one [i.e. oruologically indistinguishable]. [The 
meaning of] this [passage from the Chung Yung] is, [rather], ... to explain [the 
relationship of] others to self in words. Knowing that Confucius took examples from 
everyday things near us to teach the practice of jen, and that he did not lightly speak 
[directly] aboutjen, we can see this meaning. The student asked, "So self and others can be 
said [to share] one principle, is that it?" Yang said, That is it. (KSC 13:24b) 

By agreeing with his student's statement that "self and others have the same one principle", 

Yang indicates that all creatures share the same nature but are not identical in substance. He 

says that 

In the fullness of the world, an are members of the myriad phenomena, and man is only one 
of them. But he is the highest of them. (KSC S:2b) 

There must be something which distinguishes human hsing and sets it apart from that of other 

creatures. In this, Yang may be referring to Shao Yung's assenion that man is "the perfection of 

phenomena. . .. One can only call the perfection of phenomena the 'phenomenon of 

phenomena 'n 91. It is imponam to note that both Shao and Yang are at once elevating man to 

the highest status among phenomena and yet affirming man's place among the myriad 

phenomena92• 

emlncirJg md affimwion of the pil£:Icmcnal world, Yang and Chu are forced to come up wiIh a cosmology which 
adequarely explains the relationship of tb: individual to pbmomc:na.. 

91. Shao, Huans-c:hi Chins-shih, S:Sb. 
92. One of the re!SOS1S for Yang's emphasis on the naIme being the same in aD phenomena and yet there being 

something which is variable is his desire. in his yolllh. to refute the Mohist docuiDe of c:hIeD-aI. or UDivcsallove. 
Perhaps his early exc:hmge of leiters wiIh Ch'eng Yi CCI. be seen u his iirst auanpc to dell with the doubts raised 
by Ch'eng Hac's "one body" Ipbarism (cf. DOte 69). Munro sees this u "the core dilemma of Confucimism" 
~, 73), although there is some reason to daubt !hit it was ICtUally considered an imponant issue by all SlDlg 
Confucims. 
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As insistent as he is that differences exist. Yang is equallyvehemem that the differences do 

not lie in the nature • 

. . . the myriad phenomena from the beginning lean one way or the other. In their natural 
endowmems they differ, but it is not the bsing that is panial .... We particularly value the 
bsing of man over that of the other creatures; but how could it be that man's bsing and the 
bsing of the myriad creatures are two different things? (KSC 13:24b) [emphasis added) 

By "partial" (p'ien i6 ), Yang means leaning towards one extreme rather than hitting the center. 

Hsing cannot be called "partial" because it is identical with the Tao; the concept of partiality is, 

in fact. defined relative to hsing (which is complete and sufficient unto itself). So, according tc 

Yang Shih. that in men which causes them to be imbalanced or partial, to fail to hit the center, 

can not be the incorruptible nature. The natures of things other than man. while not as great as 

human natUre, are similarly unleaning, precisely because there is at root no difference between 

the bsing of man and those of the other creanues. 

Yang maintains that what varies among the myriad creatures is innate cognitive capacity. In 

t.lUs, he again follows Clang Tsai. 

[Lo] ChlDlg-SU asked, "What do you think of Heng-ch'u's [concept of] the nature of the 
material endowment?" Yang said, As for cognitive capacity and innate semory abilities, of 
course there are different [degrees in different people]. At root. however, they are 
completely good. • •. But as for this [type of) goodness, it is common [as opposed to that 
which transcends the good/evil distinction], and sometimes becomes perverse. In a man's 
life, when his material endowment is harmonious, then he is a happy man; when it falls ill, 
his endowment becomes inbamlonious and he becomes abnormal. That which remains 
constant [throughout] is his nature. This is why Mencius called the nature good. As for 
Heng-ch'u's"nature of the maIerial endowment", he also said it was [due to] hardness or 
softness, slowness or speed, talent or lack of talent. and that is all. He did not attribute 
these qualities to the nature of heaven and earth. This water is clear, in which case it is in 
its constant stale. If it becomes mwky, it is because sand and mud are mixed in. Once you 
get rid of the sand and mUd, the clarity will retum naturally of itself. For this reason. the 
chun-tzu must have as goal the changing ofhis material endowment. purifying and making 
the water clear. (KSC 12:22a) 

There are many things of note in this passage. First. Yang draws a distinction between the two 

ways in which Chang Tsai uses the term hsing. As the "nature of heaven and earth", it is the 
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constant. universal essence which is incorruptible. As the "nature of material endowment". it is 

that in which individuals vary. (Yang says elsewhere quite explicitly that "natural endowments 

differ" [KSC ll:lla].) The two must not be confused. Second. this material endowment seems 

to include innate cognitive ability. Yet Yang says that, even while innate abilities vary. they a.--e 

all still at root completely good. This endowment is not entirely separable from the nature. 

Yang quotes Chang Tsai on these two kinds of "nature". in a context which makes the point 

somewhat clearer. 

Heng-ch'u said. "With the exiStence of fonn. there exists [another kind of] nature. If one 
returns to the original nature and introspects. then the nature of heaven and earth will be 
preserved. 1berefore. in the nature of material endowment, there is something which the 
chiin-tzu does not count as his original hsing"93 (KSC 21:8b) 

When a physical fonn comes into being. not only is it endowed with heavenly hsing. but it also 

receives some-sort of physical hsing. This latter is originally just as good as heavenly hsing. but 

can be either harmed or preserved. Since Yang concludes his quotation of Chang Tsai with "His 

words exhaust the matter". it is reasonable to assume that Yang a) fully accepts Chang's 

position. and b) does not consider it an issue wonhy of his attention. Chang having already 

resolved it satisfactorily. 

Third. when the material endowment somehow becomes bad (which it is not at birth). it 

obscures the clarity oftbe heavenly hsing.1lle water and minor images seem to come from 

Chang Tsai's statement that hsing is good no matter what, just as warer will reflect ,,0 watter 

what its stale. The state of the reflection may be distorted or true. but the fact that images are 

received by and refleaed off of the water is unchanging. While the material endowment may 

93. Chang Tsai. -CbeDg t.~CI8-. ch.2; trans!. in Chan. Sourcebook • Sll. (Trmslllion modified.) 
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somehow obscure the functioning of the heavenly nature, making it difficult to follow that 

nature, it does not mar the nature itself. 

Finally, we come to the question of ch'i, which I have here translated "material force". Yang 

does not adopt entirely Chang Tsai's use of the term ch'i. In other passages, Yang maintains that 

ch'i is as invariable as heavenly nature. Yang defines it as "the animator of the body" which is 

shared by all creatures: 

All under heaven is one ch'i; heaven and eanh are its embodimenL Ch'i is the animator of 
the body. Man is born between heaven and eanh, yet all are one ch'i. For this reason, 
[Mencius calls it] "exceedingly vast". It is produced through the accumulation of righteous 
deeds, and therefore [Mencius calls it] "exceedingly strong" ... , Ch'i has no form and no 
substance that can be named, and so is hard to speak of. When we use the Tao and 
righteousness to match it, that is [as close as we can come to] naming iL (KSC 8:15a-b) 

If everything is one ch'i, and if for Yang it has the vastness and strength which Mencius 

anributed to it, ch'i does not simply refer to innate abilities which differ from person to person. 

It is such a mysterious, fundamental substance as to be ineffable and unknowable. Perhaps, 

however, the ch'i does encompass differences in innate abilities or temperaments, because Yang 

notes that the closest we can come to talking about it is through its relationships to both the Tao 

(which is one and undifferentiated) and righteousness (which is the righteousness of the 

differentiated relationships). If this is the case - and it must be made clear that nowhere else in 

his extant writings does Yang approach this subjeCt, so verification is impossible - ch'i is 

somehow universal and unchanging, yet varies from individual to individual. 

In a Iener to LU Pen-chungg ~ + T. Olu-j~ 1:::", (1084-1145)94, discussing the 

94.55376:13, 5YHA 36:1. One of Ymg Shih's favorite studcn!s. Lu also stUdied with Ymg's associate Ch'en Kuan 
as well as with the Buddbist syc:relist Ta Hui. Lu came from • family of scholars, and made • name for himself as 
• swcsman. ul1imar.ely ending his career dIrough his opposiIian of Ch'in Kuei (a fare he shued with several others 
of Yang's slUdcnrs and assoc:iatcs). His concept of bao-l'a. or uvely :ne:hod" of writing poeuy, was a nawral 
outgrowlh of the classical Confucian tradition of iIo.:ema1izing U (rites). compatible with the wea-bsiieb view of 
creativity IIld Ymg Shih's inte:prewion of cb'eag. 
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issue of variation, Yang quotes from Han Yii's "An Inquiry on Human Nature". 

"When Shu-yii was born, his mother knew, as soon as she looked at him, that he would die 
of love of bribes." This type of person is bad from birth. "When King Wen was in his 
mother's womb, she had no trouble. After he was born, those who assisted him did not 
have to work hard, and those who taught him did not have to labor."95 This type of person 
is good from binh. But Han-tzu did not check into the reasons why, and so accordingly he 
set out the three levels of quality [of hsing] and lost the point. 1be most impottant feature 
in these several theories [of human nature] is that they all originated in [Mencius' theory 
that] the hsing is good from the start, and then developed from there. (KSC 21:8b) 

According to Yang Shih, Han Yii's fonnulation of the "three grades" theory of human nature is 

an amalgam of Mencius' ,Hsun Tzu's and Yang Hsiung's theories which entirely fails to 

understand both human nature and the three theories themselves. Yang maintains that both 

Hsun Tzu and Yang Hsiung were reacting to Mencius' argument that human r&atUre is inherently 

good, and that it is to Mencius we must look for the truth about bsing. Yang continues, 

Heng-ch'u [Clang Tsai] said, "With the existence of physical form, there exists physical 
narure. If one skillfully returns to the original nature endowed by Heaven'and Earth, then it 
will be preserved. Therefore in physical nature there is that which the superior man denies 
to be his original narure"96. He also said, "When moral character (te) does not overcome 
the material force (ch'i), our nature and destiny proceed from the material force. But when 
moral character overcomes the material force, then our nature and destiny proceed from 
moral character"97. These wonts exhaust the matter (ibid). 

Yang accepts Clang Tsai's theory of two natures, one physical and the other original. If the 

qualities of original nature, such as te, control the c:h'i, then the physical nature accords fully 

with the original. Writing to his student Yang Tun-jen~ ~1:::., T. Ctung-yiian1f1t.. 98, Yang 

approaches the problem from a slightly different, classical angle. 

95. Hill Yli. "An IDqUily on Humm NI%IIre"; IrIllSL in Chan. Sourcebook, 452·3. 
96. Chang Tsai. "CheDg MezIg", ell. 2; IrIIlSL in Chan. Sourcebook, S11. 
97. ibid.; trIIISl. in Chan. Sourcebook, SI2. 
98. A disciple from Yang Shih's native Chiang-lo in Fukien. Chung-yiim was firmly commiaed Eo combatting what he 

saw Eo be the faullS of Buddhi5m. and wrote se-... CiIl pieD on the subjec;L Clmng-yijan was especially intereSted in 
questioning Yang Shih about mlDg. Most of YlIlg Shih's Ieaers Eo him take the fonn of encouragement and 
exhortation. displaying the readier's genuine fondness for his pupil md imimating the plPil's emotional reliance on 
his teadu:r. 
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[Kao Tzu said], "Hsing is what is inborn" 99. There is nothing wrong with that phrase. But 
when Kao Tzu discussec1 the reason why that which is inborn is the hsing, he missed the 
point ... It is not that there are two explanations of [the phrase]. It's only that Kao Tzu 
did not understand. (KSC 16:llb) 

Confucius said, "By nature, men are very nearly alike. By practice, they get to be wide 
apart" UXl. [This is why] those above are wise and those below stupid, and they don't 
change places. . .. Mencius' question "Is the whiteness of a white feather like that of white 
snow?" 101 is this. Though neady alike, they are in practice far apan. (KSC 21 :8a-b) 

Yang agrees with Kao Tzu's definition, but not with the reasoning revealed in his answer to 

Mencius' challenge. When we remember Chang Tsai's theory that, with the arising of a 

physical fonn a corresponding physical hsing (distinct from the heavenly hsing) also comes into 

existence, we may begin to unravel Yang's probable intent in referring thus to the Mencius/Kao 

Tzu debate. Whiteness, Yang implies, is like the original hsing in one sense: it is white no 

matter what object it colors. Once it is manifested in particular things, however, there are 

differences not just in hue and pUrity, but in other qualities (such as the texture of the material it 

colors, which affectS the manner in which it scatters the light. e.g. the crystalline structure of 

snow vs. the pilosity of feathers). The same is ttue, to follow the debate further, in the case of 

the natures of men and animals. Their b-..avenly hsing is identical; but their physical natures 

differ. This is why Yang says that "we particularly value the nature of man over that of other 

creatures" [KSC 13:24a]. Although Yang does not say precisely in what way the physical nature 

varies from creature to creature, it seems clear from his use of Chang Tsai's and Me"cius' words 

on ch'i that he views such variation as being linked to the individual physical forms which he 

claims it animates. 

99.~VIA:3. 

100. Analects XVII:2. 
101. Mencius VIA:3. 
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Ming 

Since "material endowment" , or the physical nature, comes from heaven and is beyond 

human control, it falls into the domain of mingo Ming is commonly tranSlated as "fate", 

"decree" or "command". None of these is an appropriate tramlation for Yang Shih's use of the 

tenn. Except in his explications of classical texts, where he tends to adopt the manner and style 

oft!le texts themselves, Yang does not impan any active quality to ming that would imply a 

supernatUral power making decisions about the world. Neither does Yang describe ming in 

fatalistic tenns. In Yang's system, ming is, rather, a name for those changes and variations over 

which the individual h2S no control Ming is not a force, as such, but a principle. 

Yang accepts the Ueh Tzu's description ofming as "I don't know why I am thus, I just ~ 

thus" [KSC 8:2Ob] 102. For Yang, however, ming is not a mysterious force, but another name 

for principle: "Heavenly principle can be called ming" [KSC 12:24b]. Being identical with 

heavenly principle, and thus with the Tao itself, it is also the same as hsing: 

Hsing is already heavenly mingo How could they be two [separate] things? If we say, In 
heaven it is filing, in man it is hsing, such words seem to be faultless. But there is no need 
to talk like this. Say, [rather], that bsing and ming at root are not two principles. [but in 
their extensions] slowly developed differences. Following hsing is called the path. It is 
like the Book of O!ange saying that the sages srudied me ,h2"geS follOwing the principles 
ofhsing and mingo (KSC 12:1~16a) 

We have already seen that an individual hsing cannot be said to be brought about by heaven's 

ming, since the two principles are identical. Particular phenomena, however, including 

individual endowments of talent or disposition, are mingo Man has no control over them, and 

must simply recognize and accept them as such. 

102. It is tempting to specub1e on the JWUreofYang Shih's no longer extant essay an theLich Tzu. 



Mencius' encountering or not encountering [a good prince], [living In an age which was] 
well-ruled or chaotic, the flourishing or decaying [of his career and personal power], all are 
bound up [with heaven] 103. It is heaven, truly, which determines it; it is not something a 
man can decide. So how could one sorrow over it? (KSC 8: 13b-14a) 

Just as one's physical nature is distinct from one's original hsing, many of the events of one's 

circumstances are ontologically distinct from mingo Yang does not say that these are caused by 

ming; ming isn't really a causal concepL The dynamic of Yang's universe is harmonic 

response. The interresponsive changes are not all within man's control, however, and :hose 

which man cannot affect are called mingo This is related to the notion that man's hsing can 

neither be banned nor cultivated by man, only obscured or hidden. Ming and hsing, which are 

identical, are both beyond the realm of man's affecting. 

Yang approaches the relationships between ming and hsing from another angle as well. 
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Following hsing. as we have seen. is the same as following the tao-as-path. The precise actions 

by which one follows the path. r.owever. change with the situation. which is mingo Yang quotes 

Chang Tsai on one example of this. 

"The filial piety of Shun. the military prowess of King Wu. both were actually because of 
the ill luck of these sages" 104. How could battle have been what [King Wu] wanted to do? 
It was just that he had no choice. (KSC 21 :2a) 

Shun's filial piety is one instance of his following the moral path; but it is his being a good son 

in the face of his father's perfidy which allows us to see the full extent of his moral conduct and 

causes him to be held up as a model for all sons to emulate. Similarly. King Wu's righteous 

victory in battle is one instance of his following his hsing and doing the most fitting thing. Thus 

Shun's having a terrible father and Wu's living in unrestful times were their ming; doing the 

103. ct: Mencius IB:16. 
104. Mcncius VIlA:4. 



most fitting thing in such a situation constitutes recognizing and following their ming, 

actualizing their hsing, and thus carrying out the Tao. 

Conclusions 
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This chapter has examined the foundation of Yang Shih's philosophical system, his vision of 

the Tao and its characteriS!ics. The Tao, for Yang Shih, is a real entity, all-embracing and 

inescapable. Such a Tao admits of no alternate possibilities. Thus the goal of study and 

spiritual search is not to detennir.e which of many "taos" is the best. but rather to come to a 

penetrating understanding of the one Tao in order to accord with iL As well as benefitting the 

individual seeker after truth, such awareness of the Tao is an integral part of the Tao's very 

operation. for as the enlightened man "hits the center of'. or responds appropriately to, each 

situation. he participates in the continuing process of change in the Tao. The recognition of 

man's ontological connection with all phenomena and the world as a whole thus allows his 

creative participation in the dynamics of the cosmos. 

TIle Supreme Ultimate is the Tao when its transformations are all entirely harmonious and 

mutually responsive. It is the highest-order concept in Yang Shih's metaphysics. the substance 

of the Tao. Encompassing the principle of change. the Supreme Ultimate yet is not itself subject 

to change. but is constant. 

Underlying the Tao is the principle of change. Change governs the operation of the cosmos. 

This principle, once apprehended. makes intelligible all phenomena. Every change has inherent 

within it all other changes; similarly, every state of a phenomenon carries the latent beginnings 

of every other state. To perceive ~ principle of change fully is to realize t&'lis hidden network 

of individUal ttansformations. 
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The principle of change is only perceptible through its myriad manifestations and their 

interrelationships. "'Ibis is why Confucius said. 'If ch'ien and k'un were destroyed there would 

be nothing by which change could be perceived'" [KSC 13:14a]. Thus the various relationships 

of things to each other are crucial to Yang's system of thought In the Book of Change • the 

"good ruler" is defined with reference to the "good minister" because all the myriad things are 

mutually responsive. and it is only tbrough their right responses to each other that the principle 

of change can be known. If the ruler behaves appropriately. his minister will naturally respond 

to him in like manner. The minister's response. then. reflects the ruler's own merit 

These relationships are the yi. "righteous distinctions" which form the basis for all of human 

behavior. They are brought about by the principle of change. which ensures differentiation 

among the myriad creatures. The metaphysical significance of the yi lies in the nature of mutual 

response. which is the dynamic force behind the operation of the Tao. 

The ontological connection between man and the tao is hsing. the original nature. The Tao 

is not only all around man, but permeates his very being. According to Yang. the Tao and hsing 

are cut two names for the same entity. When a man can purify or control his physical nature and 

allowing his original bsing full operation. Yang notes. his stimulation of change through 

response makes him a vital and creative panicipam in the Tao. Thus the moral and spiritual 

imperative of self-cultivation. when joined with the dynamic force of mutual response, becomes 

a metaphysical imperative as well. 

When the incorruptible. original hsing does not control the physical nature. one's ability to 

respond appropriately to every situation is hampered. A man whose original hsing is controlled 

by his physical nature cannot infallibly find the center (chung). Failing to find the center. he 

cannot tang shih. perfectly match his response to its stimulus. Certainly. he may on occasion do 
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the right thing serendipitously, but he will more often miss the mark than hit it The only way to 

ensure that one follows the Tao, then, is to understand fully one's original nature. 

The significance of Yang's comprehensive metaphysical schema lies in his implicit 

assumption that the Tao is something which man can know directly. Unlike Han Yu, who treats 

the Tao and the power of response (te) as the names of processes, rather than entities directly 

observable by man, Yang maintains that they are observable in and of themselves, once one 

recognizes the Tao within oneself (the hsing). A useful analogy is modem science's view of the 

subatomic particle. We infer its existence through observing its effects. We cannot, however, 

observe subatomic particles directly, but can only note their processes lOS. This is similar to Han 

Yu's notion of the Tao. This is, ultimately, a debate over the very narure of reality. CeitainIy, 

Yang admits that most people need to observe the operation of change in many phenomena and 

engage in lengthy and rigorous study before they truly understand human nature as the Tao. For 

Yang, however, the Tao is not beyond verification, as are subatomic particles, because we can 

directly observe the Tao within ourselves. "Tao" is not the name of an effect or a process (an 

"empty place-holder"), but reality itself. 

Yang's development of the Tao thus distinguishes him from Han Yu and the Ch'eng 

brothers, for whom the term designates a process. He articulateS clearly the conviction which 

has since come to be associated with the tao- hsiieh movement as a whole, that the Tao in its 

entirety is intelligible to man. The following two chapters will address the ramifications of this 

conviction for Yang Shih's epistemology and pedagogy. 

lOS. I am indebted 10 Dr. York Dobyns for %his analogy. 



CHAPl'ER THREE 

EPISTEMOLOGY 

It is like going in one of the four directions: when you don't [yet] know where to go, then you 
must ask where to stan out on the road [tao]. This is [what it means to] "perfect knowledge". 
If you know where to go, then you will know where to stop. (KSC 21:7b) 

The Tao's intelligibility is not of itself compelling grounds for Yang Shih's insistence that 

one must make the effon to grasp it. For Yang, as for most of his contemporaries in the 

Confucian tradition. the impulse toward self-culti~ation is two-fold: social and spiritual. 

Awareness of the fundamental structure of the Tao. according to Yang. is far more than an 

esoteric intellectual pursuit. It is a necessary and sufficient condition for achieving both social 

harmony and spiritual self-fulfillment. The spiritual traveller must, if he wishes to reach 
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enlightenment, discover the metaphysical fou:ldaIion of his goal through inquiry into the Tao 

itself. In shon. metaphysics is integral to self-cultivation. 

It is, in a classical Confucian sense. inappropriate to distinguish the social impulse from the 

spiritual. Herben Fingarette and Wei-ming Tu have both addressOO the issue of the spirituality 

of social harmony in the Analects and the Chung Yung ,respectivelyl06. From the standpoint 

of Sung philosophical innovation. however. such a distinction is not without some 

justification. Toe personal spirituality implicit in Ch'eng Hao's and Yang Shih's writings is 

later approached directly by men like Lu Hsiang-Shan~! ~J.J. T. Chiu-yi:aniL;1ffl (1139-

1193) and Wang Yang-mingl:. fsR5. e)j. honored as Wen-ch 'eng st:.. ~ (1472-1529). This 

element is also what rescues Yang's philosophy from something nearing Jamesian pragmatism, 

106. cf. Herbert Fmgarene, Confucius - The Secular as Sacred (New York: Harper and Row. 1972, and Wei·ming Til, 
Centrality and Commonality: An Essay on Chung-yung . Monograph no. 3 of the Society for Asian and 
Comparative Philosophy (Hawaii: The University of Hawaii Press. 1976). 



despite the fact that Yang only posits it indirectly. This is not to say that Yang (or Cl'eng, Lu 

or Wang) severs the causal connection between spiritual enlightenmem and its application to 

society. Yang still accepts Confucius' view that one who is truly enlightened cannot help but 

put his knowledge into practice, and one who does not engage in the affairs of the world is not 

truly enlightened. But for Yang Shih, the motivation toward spiritual enlightenment can be 

separated to a certain extem from the goal of social harmony. This chapter will explore Yang's 

arguments for the relevance of his metaphysics to both the spiritual and social motivations for 

self-cultivation. 

To Know the Tao 

The sage is one who "embodies the Tao" [KSC lO:3Sb] and "matches the times" [KSC 

20:3a]. Acting, he preserves the righteous distinctions. 

Being ruler or mirdster, he has the righteous distinction between ruler and minister; being 
father or son. the rig"t.teous distinction between father and son . • .. 'Ibis is how the sage 
never does anything which is [not in accord with] the Tao. (KSC 18:2a) 

Speaking, the sage displays his uneerstanding of the Tao. 

If one's speech does not hit the mart on principle [6], then one absolutely does not know 
the Tao. (KSC 17:3a4b) 

He who does "lcmw the Tao" is, in Confucian parlance, a sage. Yang, following in this 

tradition. cquares "knowing the Tao" with understanding the goodness of man's bsing, thus 

imbuing the former with ethical overtones. 

As for [Yao and Slum's] effecting the Tao, we must first understand good~, and then 
we can understand in what sense they effected the Tao. Understanding goodness lies in 
complete knowledge; complete knowledge is attained through the investigation of 
phenomena. (KSC 18:70) 

What is "complereknowledge of the Tao"? Like his second teacher, Cl'eng Yi, Yang's 

interpretation of the phrase "to know the Tao" is quite specific. It is not merely memorization 
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of texts or amassing of data. Facts in and of themselves are of little use to Yang. This is 

because the phenomenal world is constantly in flux; what the scholar therefore strives to 

discover is the pattern underlying it. not isolated bits of trivia about its individual components. 

You asked me ~t the investigation of phenomena. . .. The sages greatly knew the 
[myriad] names of birds, wild animals, grasses and trees; [but] how could they have 
known merely the names and nothing more? (KSC 21:1Ob) 

True knowledge, for Yang as for 01 'eng Yi, consists of an understanding of the principles 

of phenomena - which, in Yang's system, means the ways in which they transform according 
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to the principle of Change. Chang Tsai's "Western Inscription" speaks of "One who knows the 

principles of ttansformation" 107, and this is precisely what Yang Shih means by his assertion 

that only someone who has perceived the metaphysical principle of Change operating in 

phenomena, and can hit the center, may be called kao ming, or "most illnmimtted". This is the 

highest form of knowledge. Factual data about the ever-changing phenomenal realm are only a 

means to an end, clues which can help one discover the constant principles governing them but 

which have no other intrinsic value of their own. Clang Tsai expresses it thus: 

Knowledge gained through enlightenment .•. is the innate knowledge of one's natural 
character. It is not the small knowledge of what is heard or what is seen108• 

Yang says, 

Eyamjning phenomena is for the purpose of reaching an understanding [of the principles] 
of pbeDJmena. 1lms it is I:brough [such] knowledge that one arrives. (KSC 21 :4a) 

"It is through [such] knowledge that one arrives": through understanding the relationships 

between lbings, states, and events, one reaches sagely knowledge of the Tao. True knowledge, 

then, is not so much encyclopedic as syncretic101J• 

107. Chang TAl. "Wesrem 1Dsc:ripcian-. TI1IIISlared in ChIn. Somo:e:bcd , 497. 
108. Chang TAl. -Co!recUDg YombfullponDce-, trIDII. in ChIn. Sowcebcd:. 507. 
109. This extmds even to tnowJed8e of me mimUiac ofuc:rifical YeIIeIs. Yq says. "Even !he sqes did not know 

evel)' [fact] there was ID Imow, md Ibc:ref'ore [Confucius] someIimeI watt ID me ranpJe in order to ask bow ID do 
[vlrious riDWs]. The Mrs md rimalJ ISIOCiared with me sacrificial veuels Ire highly numaoas. IDd it is the 
business [only] of the pezscm in c:haJe of the temple [ID know than anr (KSC 14:12b). 



Yang focusses always on relationships. In his metaphysics, this is the relation of one 

changed state to another, and of one manifestation of the Supreme Ultimate to another. In his 

epistemology, it is expressed as "the principle is one, its manifestations diverse", or the 

interconnectedness of individual facts all of which originate in the same source. The 

fundamental way in which the sages differ from all other men is their awareness of the 

goodness of hsing, of the position of affairs around them, and of their response to change. 

According to Yang, whatever the "stuff' is which varies (and it is not, as we have 

established, the hsing, which is the same in all creatures), it must be shaped or cultivated. It is 

not sufficient merely to do what is right if one is not conscious of why one does so, as Yang 

frequently points out 

Yi Ym said, "I am one of beaven's people who have apprehended earlier [than the 
rest]" 110. 1be common people can only dream, and have not begun to apprehend yet 
(KSC 8:17b) 

As for the Tao of Yao and Shun. how could it be far from us? ••.. Yi Ym loved the Tao 
of Yao and Shun, and this is why he went to cultivate in the fields of the Shang ancestors. 
When cold be donned clothing, when hungry, he ate. Every day he rose at sunrise and 
went out to wort. and at dusk he rested. All of this is according to the Tao. Confucius 
took him as model and teacher: this was also the Tao. 1be commcn people use it every 
day but do not know whylll. If they knew, then everyd:ling they did would be in 
accordance with the Tao. (KSC 8:21a-b) 

In the summer wear hemp, in the winter, silken clothes; when thirsty drink. when hungry 
eat; in the momiDg go out to wort. in the evening rest: all of this is the Tao. All of these 
ale examples of the Tao. EvetyOnC drinks and eats, but "those who UUly know the taste 
ale few indeed"1l2. [We can] extend this [example] and know why. Yao and Shun's 
being the same as otber men rm their hsine] is clear. But as for their fonowing the Tao, 
we must first undemand the goodness [of bsing] before we can understand how they 
carried out the Tao. (KSC 18:7a-b) 

110. Analects V A:7. 

Ill. Wi1hdm. Book ofCbge "TaChfim", 298 (trlDSlaIian modified). 

112.Cf. ~IV:I-2. 
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Although the common people follow the same pattern of behavior in daily life as do the 

sages, they are distinguished by their lack of awareness of the Tao. Blindly doing what is right 

does not constitute righteousness; "irresponsible reasoning is mere guesswork. not [true] 

intelligence" [KSC lO:30b]. Yang's practicality compels him to note that those who do not 

understand ~ sometimes do things which do, and other times do not. accord with the Tao. 

In other words, their responses to particular circumstances will not always be appropriate. But 

in contrasting the one who eats with the one who "truly knows the taste", Yang descnres 

som~thing more fundamental to the issue of cultivation than simply the capacity for invariably 

right behavior. 

Cenainly, doing the right thing sometimes is preferable to dOing the wrong thing always. 

Yang's treatment of Kuan Chung illustrates his concern with actions, on the one hand, and 

intent on the other. When speaking of achievements, Yang is qUick to praise Kuan Chung. 

As for Kuan Chung's accomplishments, Tzu-lu could not &";'e done them. (KSC 8:10:a) 

[Kuan Chung)'s nine times gathering the feudal lords and unifying all under heaven is 
something to which [Tzu-Iu] could not necessarily have attained. (KSC 10:2b) 

Confucius himself praised Kuan Chung in this fashion ("But for Kuan Chung, we should now 

be wearing our hair unbound, and the lappets of our coats buttoned on the left side"113; the 

Confucian emphasis on right action necessiwes such an assesmcnt of Kuan Chung's career. 

Yet for Yang, as for Confucius, the deeds alone are not sufficient. In Yang's view, this is 

because the reason for doing what is proper is to bring about right response and thus further the 

development of the Tao. It is much more than "to control others and put a stop to their chaotic 

113. cr. Am1ectsXIV:18. 
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behavior" [KSC lO:30a]. 

The purpose is not to control others. It is, rather, like someone who in hearing litigations 
must desire to understand precisely the right and wrong of the circumstances. His 
[judgments] will always hit the mark. (KSC lO:30b) 

In Yang's estimation, Kuan Chung is not entirely ignorant of the Tao. Rather, he uses his 

imperfect understanding of it to further his own ambitions. 

Kuan Chung knew [the imponance of] righteousness, and so often borrowed it as an 
excuse to act [as he pleased]. (KSC 1l:4a) 

Take, for example, his chastising of [the state of] Ch 'll. He punished them on account of 
their failing to offer [to the Chou coun the annual tribute of] grasses. His reasoning was 
righL But how could his [true] intent have been because Ch'u was not serving the [Chou] 
king rather than the king of Ch'i? (KSC 12:1Ob) 

In the end, despite Kuan Chung's accomplishments, Yang rejects him as a proper model 

for emulationl14• Of the connection between good actions and sagehood, Yang exclaims, "As 
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fm L'if theory that being a sage is for the purpose of saving the world from error, that is simply _ 

not thinking!" [KSC lO:12b]. The essential characteristic of sagehood does not lie in one's 

actions but in one's incorporation of the Tao into one's actions. Thus sagehood is neither a 

matter of inadvertemly doing the right thing (as does the common man) nor of doing the right 

thing for the wrong reasons (as in the ~ ofKuan Chung). 

A parallel might be drawn between an accidental right response and an isolated piece of 

information. Both are potentially useful but have no moral value because they are 

epistemologically disconnected from the totality of the Tao. To do the right thing without a 

clear understanding of wby it is the right thing does not bring spiritual satisfaction; knowing a 

fact about a given phenomenon without grasping its significance brings no iIUellectual 

114. Ymg Shih's IZSacb OIl Kum Chung me primIrily aimed It Wmg An-sbih. who often used Kum Chung IS an 
example of good govemmem aDd IdminiSU'aIion. 



satisfaction. Yang is practical, but he does not judge the value of a response solely by its 

appropriateness to the situation. nor that of a piece of information by its accuracy. 

For Yang, then. it is necessary to be aware of the Tao - to, as Shao Yung puts it. "know 

how the Tao of heaven, earth and the myriad phenomena are fully expressed by man"llS. 

Being aware, one follows it in order always to hit the mark and do what is right. This 

awareness is the ultimate fulfillment of man's human-ness, the essence of humanity. Yang 

calls this awareness ch'eng, or "integrity". 

Ch'eng 

The term ch'eng is usually translated as "sincerity", but Yang most often uses it in the 

sense of a) havi..ng assimilated and made integral to oneself the fundamental structure and 

principle of the Tao, and b) having found one's own place within the Tao (orimegrated 
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oneself with it). A.C. Graham has proposed "integrity" as best expressing the Ch'eng brothers' 

usage of the character, and I will fonow his lead116• This meaning is not far from Confucius' 

description of the process of learning, which involves practicing ethical behavior until it 

becomes second naturell7• 

The ancients' cultivaling themselves, ordering their homes, ruling the stare and pacifying 
the world was rooted in integrating their intentions [with the Tao]. (KSC 11:17a) 

By defining inIegrity as a relational concept. however, Yang impartS to the term a more 

dynamic role than it bas in the Analects • In Yang's view, integrity involves a thorough 

115. SbIo, Hnmg-cbi Ching-chih , S:7L 
116. The ClmnB Ytmg calls it -self-c:ompletian- (25:1). Ch'erg Yi develops Ibis by explCUDg dill integrity is 

-making the mind ane-. [A.e. Graham, Two Chinese Philosopbezs: Ch'ens Ming-tao md Ch'eug Yi-ch'iim 
(Lcmdon: Lmxl Humphries), 67]. 

117. cr. ~II:4. 



understanding of the relationships between all phenomena and the Tao, as well as a certainty 

of one's place therein. "Sincerity" is not sufficient to describe the completeness with which the 

sage is able, by doing precisely the right thing at the right time, to generate right response in 

others. 

Interestingly enough, there are Neo-Taoist ovenones ro !his u..'!de!'5t3Ilding of the 

ramifications of knowing the Tao; compare the following description of the sage by Kuo 

~e who identifies himself with the profou:-.dly mysterious and understands its wonder to 
the utmost. appreciates the nature of all things, partakes in the creative and uansfonning 
process of the universe, and fulfills the fame of Yao and Shun119. 

Yet the Nee-Taoist vision of sagehood lacks the moral component so vital to Yang's 

Confucianism. Yang says, "If one does not understand the goodness [of human nature], one 

cannot be ch'eng in oneself' [KSC 21 :9aj. One must not only identify oneself with "the 

profoundly mysterious", but also deduce from that the realizaDon ofme i.~'lerent goodness of 

the Tao within oneself. 

Yang's "integrity" is closer to the chUeh, or "awareness", of his two colleagues, Ch'en 

Kuan and Hsieh Liang_tsol20• Ch'en Kuan identifies chiieb-\t with c'heng121• He claims 

that the essential teaching oftbe Diamond Sutra, anuttara-samyaksambodhi, or Buddha-

omniscience. is the perceptiveness which comes from enlightenment (chiieh). In finding this 
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118. ChID DOC5 tbIt KDo Hsiq plagiIriz.ed Hsimg Hsiu' s wmk in his study of the Chumg Tzu • Chan, Sourcebook, 
317. 

119. Kuo Hsimg. Commmrary on the Ommg Tzu , IrInSL in ChIn, Sourcebook , 328. 

120. Hsieh has also been IZeIIed by thole in the Om Hsi rradition u a c:rypto-Buddhist. akbough Chu Hsi conside:cd 
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to have the same meaning as ch'eng, Ch'en combines the Confucian concept of integrity with 

the Buddhist version of enlightenment 

Hsieh Liang-tso, in a much-maligned passage, equates chUeh withjen. The traditional 

(Chu Hsi) reading of this passage charges Hsieh with Portraying jen as a state of consciousness 

rather than what Ch'eng Yi calls a "vital force"l22. Yet Hsieh is merely developing Ch'eng 

Yi's paralysis analogy along lines reminiscent of Chang Tsai's "Western Inscription": 

Heaven is my father and Earth my mother, and even such a small creature as I finds an 
intimate place in their midst Therefore that which fills me universe I regard as my body, 

.. and that which directs the universe I consider as my nature. All things are my brothers 
and sisters, and all things are my companionsl23• 

When Ch'eng Yi speaks of the four limbs, he says "If things are not part of the self. naturally 

they have nothing to do with it" 124. On the other hand, once one is fully aware (chiieh) of 

things being part of the self, Hsieh seems to be saying, jen inevitably results. This is 

consistent, too, with Mencius' version of jen, in which he maUs the connection between one's 

own relations and all olberpeople: 
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Treat the aged of your own family in a manner befitting their age and extend this to the 
aged of others; treat your own young in a manner befitting their youth and extend this to 
the young of othersl2S. 

Yang himself comments that the origin of me "Western Inscription" is found in me teachings 

of Confucius and Mencius, but that the ancients did not speak of it directly for fear of 

confusing studentsl26• Hsieh's use of chueh is very similar to Yang's interpretation of ch'eng, 

122. Ch 'eIIg Y!, X!:!!!!! 2AI2a. ttmsl. in Chan W"1II8-uit. -rhe Evolution of the Confucian Concept of Jen-, Philosophy 
East mel West voL 4, DO. 1 (1m. 1955). p- 313. 

123. Chang Tsai. "Wesrem Insc:riptiou-,1rIDSl. in Chan. Sourcebook, 497. 

124. Ch'eIIg Y!, ~ v.n.a. ttmsl. Chm. Sourcebook, 313. 
12S.~IA:7. 

126. Yang says. -How could Confucius and Mencius have been sec=ive? It WIS rhallbey dIred mt go too far 
[thereby] causing emns in lau:r gmetllioDs of sDJdenls. •• , As for the boot "Wesrcm I:nscripboD-, it UDCOYCZS the 
deep implicaticms of the sagCl mel dismnes substm:e. but does mt go so f •• to diIcua f1mctian. _ (KSC 1 e:6b) 



namely. awareness of the links between oneself. the myriad phenomena and the Tao itself. of 

which the product is necessarily a feeling oftendemess and empathy toward all. Ch'en's 

identification of ch 'eng with chiieh. however, resembles a different aspect of Yang's, 

emphasizing the element of enlightenment more than the concept of jen. 

Yang does use the term ch'eng in other, more specific ways. Sometimes it means 

"honesty". sometimes "singleness of pmpose". In each such case. however. the term retains its 

more general ovettcnes of integration. 

If once you are not honest [ch'eng], then some day you will be [in a position as if] in a 
ooat with other~op!e. [and it will be like] being in enemy teITitory. This is why I say. if 
you are not honest, you cannot move people ...• So forget scheming and be intimate with 
all kinds of people. (KSC 1l:14a) 

The Chung Yung in the end says. "The means by which they carry the duties] into 
pf2Ctice is singleness [ofpwpose]." What is singleness of purpose? Ch'eng. and nothing 
more. (KSC 21 :4a) 

Yet both "honesty" and "singleness of purpose" are implied in the English word "integrity". in 

its meanings of ethics and wholeness. The word "sincerity" overemphasizes. to my mind, the 

element of intent. Once one truly has integrity. there is no question of intent or pmpose; 

seeing the Tao clearly, like Confucius one "desires to do only what is right". Until one has 

reached that point, one is oot yet integrated. The concept of integrity t:ramcends the issue of 

intent and motivation, because it is an ontological and epistemological concept as well as an 

ethical one. Yang says. 

As for the Tao ofYao and Shun. how could it consi~ [merely] ofmaIerial things that one 
could seek and take pleasure in? It was precisely cultivating in the fields of the Hsia and 
that is all. This is that which the farmers and the old men of the fields use daily. And yet, 
do they know that this is that wherein Yi Ym took such pleasure? Therefore, Yi Yin is 
one whom we call knowledgeable. This is the way of uniting the inner and the outer. 
(KSC20:2a) 

Uniting the inner and outer. for Yang. means recognizing man's ontological union with all 
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other phenomena and with the Supreme Ultimate. 

Yang approaches the concept of integrity in another way as well. through the varying 

articulations of it in the classics. A student asks him why the Chung Yung concentrates on 

ch'eng. yet the Analects does not mention the word once. Y311g replies. 

The Analects. in teaching people. always speaks of humility and respect. trustworthiness 
and loyalty .... All are integrity. The Analects shows men the way ofemering [the 
search]; the Chung Yung speaks of the highest ideal. (KSC 11:6b) 

In this contrast. Yang distinguishes integrity as being of a higher order than the other virtues. 

the highest ideal of which the Chung Yung speaks. The contrast between these virtues and 

integrity highliglns another aspect of integrity. "Integrity is a term expressing the completion 

ofloyalty and trustwonhiness ••. " [KSC S:7aJ. The complementary virtues ofloyalty and 

trustworthiness are murually responsive. Integrity is their "completion"l27 as the virtues of 

loyalty and trustworthiness mesh and interlock to become a whole. 
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Loyalty is one part of the sage: it is not sufficient to describe the whole. How could all of 
those who in ancient times \lIere called "loyal ministers" have been sages? (KSC 21 :7a) 

The various virtues can be described on the metaphysical level as appropriate responses in 

certain circumstances. but they do not exhaust the possible relationships to which one could 

respond. Integrity encompasses them an. as it enables the sage to find and hit the center in 

every circumstance. and different circumstances wammt the manifestations of different virtues. 

The differem cases of Po Yi. Yi Y"m. Liu Hsia-hui and other sages illustrate not each sage's 

individual approach but the ability to tang shib which they all share. 

127. It should be IIO~ Jw :be c:h.IrIcla' for -complete- (cb' q $) is. componem of the c:harar:ter for 
-integrity- (cb'eag ~ ). 
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Integrity is rooted in mutual response, which is the dynamic of Yang's cosmos: "If the 

chiin-tzu always behaves with integrity, then ... people will move [respond] themselves [on 

their own initiative]" [KSC lO:21a-b]. The interrelatedness of all things is the fundamental 

element in responding; the myriad creatures all respond to each other sponta.'leously and in the 

most fitting ways, response begetting response, change engendering change, each creature 

nevertheless maintaining its own integrity within the whole. 

If we understand integrity in this way, seemingly wrong behaviour can be seen to be right 

and vice versa. as there are no individual virUles which are absolutely right in every situation. 

A good example of this, according to Yang Shih. are the cases ofLiu Hsia-hui, Yi Yin and Po 

Yi, men who manifested their sageliness in different ways. 

[Someone] said, Yi Yin's taking responsibility was his failing; he too often put himself 
forward and rarely retreated. He harmed righteousness by caprice .... Po Yi's purity was 
his failing; he too often retreated and !'arely put himself forward [for action]. He was too 
strict with himself and too stoic. • .. Liu Hsia-hui's harmony was his failing; he often 
defiled himself and rarely washed [i.e. consorted with good and bad people 
indiscriminately]. He hated differentiating and sought only similarities [among people) .. 
.. Yang said, What extreme thoughtlessness! •.• Yi Ym certainly [exemplified] the 
sage's responsibility. This being so, to judge that he put himself forward is wrong. T'ang 
thrice invited him; thereafter, Yi Ym gladly answered the summons. Had he not been jen, 
he would not have accepted the invitation. Thus we can see that it was not really that Yi 
Yin put himself forward. Po Yi certainly [exemplified] the sage's purity. This being so, 
to judge that he ~ is wrong. He avoided [taint] by moving to the coastal area to 
wait for the world to be purified. He then heard that the Lord of the West succoured the 
old. and thereupon [came out of retirement and] followed him. Therefore, we can see that 
it was not really that Po Yi retreated. It was like this with Liu Hsia-hui as well. (KSC 
lO:llb) 

Having a great sense of responsibility, being extremely pure, and getting along well with all 

statUre of men are certainly virtues. Yet such behavior has limited applications. Yang judges 

that Yi Ym. Po Yi and Liu Hsia-hui were not so much acting of their own accord, but 

responding naturally to their circumstances. To take individual vinues such as responsibility 

or purity to be universally applicable would. Yang maintains, be like "holding fast to [their] 



own single viewpoints" [KSC 8:22a]. Such is not an error to which the sage is susceptible. 

Rephrasing it. Yang explains that 

All the myriad small paths in the world ultimately return to the one source [the Tao]. 
Therefore, the paths are not all the same, but ultimately in their returning they are the 
same. Although the paths differ, yet their tendencies are the same. As for Po Yi and Yi 
Yin's [respective] departing and not departing, it is borne out in this. (KSC 14:10b-11a) 

Yang gives another example, this time one in which what seems like an unvinuous (or 

unchivalrous) act is actually the most appropriate one. 

Generals ... should not always inevitably use tricks [against the enemy]. But those who 
are wise in strategy were never of the type who Categorically refused to use tricks [or 
ambush]. (KSC 10:21a) 

Assuming one is in the right, there are times when ambush is wiser, more efficient and less 

costly than confrontation, and is therefore the most fitting action. The man of integrity can 

determine in which circumstance a certain type of behavior is proper. He does not attempt to 
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apply the same ethical absolutes to every setting. This carries into all aspects of life, but one of 

Yang Shih's favorite examples is the acceptance of rewards for one's contributions to society. 

Yi Yin alone was able to know when one shell should be accepted or given OUL 

Therefore he was able to offer emoluments to others .•.. In the chUn-tzu's taking and 
giving, he reached to what was proper and that was all. As to mise~ of giving or 
meanness in accepting, it harms propriety. . .. Confucius, confronted with [KunJ] Hsi
ch'i's wea1thl28 did IlOtgran1 his request. nor because ofYiian HsUan's poverty did 
Confucius allow him to take his leave. This is knowing what to give. Mencius said, "If it 
is not in accordance with my Tao, then even one basket of rice I cannot accept from 
another"l30. As with his Tao, Shun accepted Yao's world and did not consider it 
excessive. This is knowing what to accept. (KSC 10:18a-b) 

One who speaks of righteousness takes either a small basket of rice or a large emolument. 
as befits his situation. (KSC II:2a) 

128. ~ VI:3 and VII:33. teSpCCtively. 

129. ~ VI:33. 
130.~mB:4. 



When rewarded with money, if one should accept it, then accept it; if one should refuse it, 
then refuse it How could one accept it and then give it away?! (KSC 13:1a-b) 

Although at first it may seem as if one should ask for or accept no reward for one's good 

deeds, each case wanants separate consideration. False modesty is as bad as greed, and over-

generousness as wrong as miserliness. 

Being able to "leave room for exigencies" [KSC 8:21b], he who has integrity is also jung 
, .-~ , open to others. In the Otung Yungjung refers to the ease with which the sage can do 

what is right: "following easily he hits the center of the Tao"131. Yang uses jung in this sense, 

but adds to it the meaning of "openness" or tolerance. Yang's sage has the flexibility to 

respond easily in any situation and to any SOlt of person. as he describes below. 

A man must be able to expand [his horizons], and thereafter he will be open [0 others .... 
Ot'en Shu-ku ~i..i!.. \~ (944-1002)132 once said, "The chiin-tzu should be open [0 

others, not [expect] others to be open [0 him." (KSC 11:9a) 

"Openness" in Yang's usage means more than making allowances; it means adjusting one's 

responses. Thus it is also the opposite of narrow-mindedness, for one with integrity perceives 

and responds to the full gamut of possibilities in the world. Such an attitude is possible only 

after one understands the Tao. 

Te 

Along with jung, integrity engenders teo the power to engender right response in others. 

Yang says. "[Yen Hui] in study fulfilled his ten [KSC 10:18a]. What Li Ao ~ ~~ (fl. 798) 

tenned "sharing the powers of Heaven and Earth" 133, Yang defines as "the way in which a 

131. Chung Yung XX:18. 
132. Sung politician. 
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great man [sage] surpasses other men" [KSC 12:Sb]. It is the force of integrity which enables 

the sage to compel Wlenlightened others to follow the Tao. For Yang, te is more thanjust, in 

Han Yu's words, "that [state of being] forwhichjen and righteousness are already sufficient" 

[KSC 17:8b], althoughjen and righteousness are components ofte. 

"The purport of integrity is precisely heavenly ten [KSC 11:19bJ. I would like to suggest 

that the character yi, usually ttanslated "purpose" or "intention", here implies activation, so that 

the whole sentence means something like "Te is integrity in action,,134. Further evidence of 

Yang's viewing te as the enacting of integrity is found in his explanation of the passage "Our 

Master gets there by being cordial, upright, coUrteOus, temperate, deferential"13S. Yang 

explains that 

"Cordiality" means not allow.ng a fiery, rough temper to be displayed in one's person. 
"Uprightness" means being good. One is so from birth, and does not need to look outside 
to gain that [quality]. It is the "uprighmess" of "upright knowledge" and "upright ability". 
Only the chiin-tzu is able to achieve il If one is "cowteous", he will not be bullied; if 
one is "temperate", he will not be robbed. If one is "deferential", he will not be 
challenged. How could an ingratiating tone of voice or obsequious face express these five 
te? Amass harmony and accordance, and clearly this will be manifested outwardly for all 
to see. "Cordiality", "uprightness", "counesy", "temperateness" and "deference" all 
constitute immutable teo ..• Most people trivialize the practice of these five]. and do not 
bother with them, and so [I say they] do not know the value of immutable teo •.. Thus 
the Book ofDocumems says, "When these qualities are displayed with constancy, have 
we not the good oflicer?"l36. This is what it means. (KSC S:9a-b) 

Te is the source of tile sage's leadership abilities. Having integrity, he has the power (te) to 

avoid confrontation wiih his administrative superiors, to elicit the cooperation of his peers, to 

command the respect of his subordinates, and at every level to stimulate those responses which 

134. I am ~Iy shying away from using rbe tc:nns MfunctionM IIId Msubftmc:eM, sinee Yang himself did not 
approve of sueh terms IDd ~ly used tbem. 

135. ~ 1;10; trInSl. in Arthur Waley, The Analects of Confucius (New York: Vuuage Books. 1938), p. 86. 
(TJ'IIISl. modified.) 

136. MKao-yaoM. 



will best carry on the development of the Tao, all without recourse to force. 

·lbe te force of a sage persists even after the sage's death. Sagehood is the ideal which 

srudents strive to attain in themselves. Of the sages of old, Yang says that 

... their [tel flows down through later generations and influences them, and so even after 
one hundred generations. those who hear of them are inspired in this manner. (KSC 
8:18a) 

'This is immortality of a son. and while the scholar does not aspire to fame or immortality as a 

goal in itself, the sage's moral force is a very real thing, virrually independent of the sage's 

existence. 

Spontaneity 

Te, openness and the ability to tang shih come to the sage easily and naturally. Once he 

has attained integrity, self-discipline is no longer necessary. Confucius, in the last years of his 

life, "could follow the dictates ofhis own mind-and-hean. for what [he] spontaneously desired 

to do always followed the Tao";137 the Chung Yung says, "He woo is integrated is one who 

hits upon what is right without effort and apprehends without thinking"138. Yang says. 

If one's studies attain the perfection of the sage, one no longer needs to bold fast, but 
always has it Yang Hsiung said, "If one is always able to mId fast and preserve it, isn't 
he then and only then a sage?" 'This is not knowing what sagehood is. (KSC 11: lOa) 

'This is the effonlessness with which the sage follows the Tao. Yang Shih's criticism of Yang 

Hsiung is that the latter appears to think that not even the sage can afford to relax his self-

control In Yang's view, once one has integrity, conscientiously "holding fast" is no longer 

necessary - one spontaneously "has it". This is similar to the Neo-Taoist view as aIticulated by 

137.~II:4. 

138. Chung Yung XX:18. 
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Kuo Hsiang. 

He who has no deliberate mind of his own is silenIly haImonized with things and is never 
opposed to the world. This is the way to occupy the central position and to be in union 
with the profoundly mysterious Ultimate in order to respond with things from any 
direction they may come139• 

The spontaneity which accompanies ch'eng is a key element in Yang Shih's philosophy, for it 

is a charaeteristic of the true sage. 

To move things deliberately, it is necessary to respond in a narrow-minded fashion. Only 
if one [acts] natUrally [can one] act on things. Thus one will never lack response [to one's 
actions]. . .. For this reason, Confucius said, "What need has natUre of thought or care?" 
140 • • •• The mind-and-hean is like a mirror. Place it, and creatures themselves all come 
as images [in it]. That which it reflects is vast. [But] if we grasp a mirror and peer in to 
examine, how many will we see? .... TIle Book of Change thought. Thus it feels and 
penetrates the world. (KSC IO:IOb-Ila) 

Oearly, Yang Shih is not alone in his association of spontaneity with sageliness. Yet the 

above passage from the Kuei-shan Chi differs in one important respect from the neo-Taoist and 

earlier Confucian descriptions: it thoroughly and explicitly explains both the source an~ the 

operation of that spontaneity. Yang's carefully crafted statement explains what spontaneity is, 

why the sage has achieved it, and the manner in which it occurs, thus clarifying and 

demystifying the concepL Yang explains that the sage responds naturally and without 

preconceptions, and because he is integrated (and has te), his easy behavior stimulates 

appropriate response in others. The world functions in the same manner, without 

premeditation, as the quotation from the Book of Change indicates. To attempt to provoke 

response in others by deliberation or force is to act on preconceived notions of what should be 

done, and Yang Shih calls this being "narrow-minded", the opposite of jung. Just so, the 

139. Kuo Hsiang, Commentmy on the Chuang-tzu, uansl. in Chan. Sourcebook • 329. 
140. Wilhelm. Book of Chges (Gteat Treatise), 338. 
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mirror's surface will readily reflect the myriad things in the world; but if a man thrusts his face 

into it to try to see a particular thing. his face will fill it and he will see only a very limited field 

reflected. 

TIle reason that deliberate action clouds the mirror is that it involves preconceptions. which 

prevent one from "marching the times". 

No [foregone] conclusions" 141 means having no personal ambitions to force things]. 
When one's intention is to integrate. one must not have them. (KSC 11:8a) 

Assuming without first measuring for the center, he who deliberately acts to force something 

will only succeed by chance; more often, he will fail. This is because he has presumed the 

center to be elsewhere than it really is. A generation later, Lu Hsiang-shan shocked many with 

his apparent arrogance in claiming that 

My learning is different from that of others in the fact thaI with me every word comes 
spontaneously. Although I have uttered tens of thousands of words, they all are 
expressions of what is within me, and nothing more has been added. 142 

Yet Lu's point was not that he was more brilliant than most people. but that he had found the 

Tao within and no longer needed to concemrate in order to determine the right course of 

action. This is precisely Yang's meaning. 

In discoursing on life and literaIure, Yang is quite concerned with the difference between 

spontaneity and deliberation. At first glance, this has led some to find Taoist in1Iuence on 

Yang Shih's metaphysics 143, Viewing it from the perspective of his metaphysical theories, 

however, it is difficult to discover any such elements beyond that in the incipient Ii·hsiieh of 

141.~II:4. 

142. ~ 34:Sa; trms. in Chan, Sourcebook. 582-
143. For eumple., Julia Ching's biography of Ymg Shih in Herben Franke. SUIlS Biographies (W'JeSbIdal: Franze 

Steiner Verlag. 1976), 1227-8. 



Chou Tun-yi and Chang Tsai, upon which the Ch'eng brothers and Yang Shih built 144. In 

fact, the seeds of this distinction between spontaneity and deliberation, intuitive and calculated 

behavior can be found in the Analects' treaanent of the u:lity of cultivation and practice. Yang 

describes this: "In intuitivejen, there is no distinction between the root and its extension" 

[KSC 1O:7b]. There is an unbroken continuity from the inner cultivation of the sage to his 

manifestation of it in outward behavior, reminiscent of the relationship of a tree's root to its 

branches, a popular Confucian image. A spontaneous action springs from the sage's inner 

awareness of the cosmos and is automatically manifested in behavior befitting the situation. In 

a deliberate act, there is a discontinuity between inner and outer, so that even if the action is 

the most appropriate, it is still unconnected to any true understanding of its fimess or 

ramifications. 

Recognizing ming is simply knowing that everything follows heavenly principle. If you 
follow heavenly principle, then there is nothing that will need to be [deliberately] done. 
(KSC 12:21a) 

The sage recognizes ming through knowing his own hsing, and responds spontaneously to it 

To recognize ming means seeing the pattern in all things. Yang describes this awareness by 

analogy. 

If one truly knows ming, one believes in it For example, we say that water and fire 
cannot be walked upon. People must take this on faith, and know it (without testing it 
out] .... I take [most people's] understanding of ming to be not as clear as their 
understanding of treading on water and fire. (KSC 16: 13a) 

This intuitive grasp of ming is a gut-level understanding, rather than something which must be 

carefully reasoned out each time there is a call for it One who still needs to consider before 

acting has not achieved this awareness; he has not yet fully assimilated the patterns along 

144. See for example. Chan. Sourcebook. 469. As has been noted above. the Nee-Taoist position lacks the 
ethical component crucial to Yang's system. 
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which the world operates. and thus his behavior is never completely natural. 

The Question of Intent 

We have now seen that. on the one hand. the sage is distinguished from the common man 

by his conscious awareness of the Tao and yet on the other. his every action is spontaneous 

and devoid of consideration or calculation. It may be expressed slightly differently as the 

question of intent: the sage differs from Kuan Chung in that he knows the Tao and has acted in 

order to further it, but at the same time. the sage's actions lack conscious deliberation. To put 

it still another way. if all truly right actions are spontaneous. in what sense can the Tao be 

considered an ethical as well as an ontological entity? From the Western perspective, this is a 

problem which must be addressed. despite the fact that from the Chinese perspective no such 

problem exists. 

In discussing this matter. it is useful to avoid the tenns "prescriptive" and "descriptive". as 

the former implies an independem. transcendent agent as its origin. Because such an agent is 

lacking in the Chinese case, it is more appropriate to speak of "moral comem". For similar 

reasons, which Munro has noted, the term "free will" is not applicable 145. I will instead focus 

on "commitment", which conveys a sense of intentionality while not necessarily involving a 

particular faculty. 

Man. according to Yang. exists within the Tao. Within its bounds, there is yet an infinite 

or at least exceedingly large nmnber of possible responses one may make to any given 

situation. only one of which is the truly right one. To find that one right response is to "hit the 

145. Munro. ~ 269-70. 
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center" or tang shih (match the times). even though the precise center is itself situational. Only 

the sage is able always to hit the center. and he does this effoItlessly and spontaneously. 

Because the sage is one who has fully recognized the Tao within himself and found himself 

within the Tao. as far as action is concerned he is not an independent executor but an 

embodiment of the Tao. For the sage there is no epistemological distinction between the 

moral content of the Tao and its existential substance; there is also. therefore. no question of 

choice or intent. because the sage spontaneously makes the right response without having to 

think about it 

Yang Shih is not. however. a Calvinist It is not that one is either born a sage or not, but 

that one must make the c~:ious decision to pursue sagely knowledge. This commitment of 

the scholar is the closest Yang comes to the Western notion of "free will". 1be Tao is inherent 

in man as hsing. but obscured. When one becomes aware of the beclouding of one's original 

nature, one may choose to make the commitment to clearing it 

TIle term Yang employs is ching ~ and it is one of the factors which detennine a 

student's ultimate achievement or failure in his goal of sagely knowledge. 

Students who do not make the commitment [ching] have no real diligence. Going toward 
one thing is what is called commitment Not getting side-tracked is what is called single
mindedness. (KSC 13:18b) 

Ching, or "commitment" 146. is usually translated as "single-mindedness" but its meaning is 

perhaps better expressed by the word "tenacity". In keeping with the ttadition of the Analects , 

while tile teacher provides the inspiration. the student must himself supply the motivation. 

committing himself not only to seeking inner apprehension of the Tao, but also to the attempt 

146. I prefer not ID IrIDSlare cbJDg as "seriousness" or "reverence" becaI1se of the Buddh:st ove:ncnes it engenders. 
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to hit the center in his responses to external circumstances. The student must be unwaveringly 

mindful of this purpose. Yang maintains that commitment is a necessary but insufficient 

condition for full realization of the goal. 

Protecting single-mindedness is called commitment; not changing is called single
mindedness. Commitment is sufficient to straighten one's inner self, but that is all. [If 
you want to] manifest it outwardly, you need righteous relationships. (KSC 21 :9b) 

There is a difference between the student's committed, tenacious and active pursuit of moral 

knowledge, and the sage's natural "tendency" toward dOing the right thing. TIle former is a 

matter of individual choice; the latter is almost involuntary. It is for this reason that I prefer to 

read yi , i- as "tendency" rather than "intention", which implies a personal will or motivation 

where there is none in Yang. 

As for the sage's "not having tendencies" 147, how could that mean being as if made of 
wood or stone? [What it means] is [rather] not having selfish [or panial] tendencies. 
Integrated [c!l 'eng] tendencies [the sage] cenainly cannot lack. (KSC 21 :3a) 

One cannot really speak of "intentions" in the case of the sage; but one can characterize the 

student'S commitment as an act of intent Moral endeavor is, for Yang, at once labored and 

deliberate (on the part of the student) and instinctive and intuitive (once one attains sagely 

knowledge). Achievement oCthe latter condition is the spiritual state toward which the student 

strives. 

Conclusions 

There are both ethical and spiritual motivations for discovering the nue substance of the 

Tao. The attainment of te is the most compelling ethical (or social) reason for the scholar to 

147.~IIA:2. 
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undertake the lo.:g and arduous process of self-cultivation. The force of a sage's integrity 

brings about right response in others; this is another way of describing the sage's ability to 

tang shih. To tang shih is to maintain the development of the Tao, which is the traditional 

Confucian definition of social good. Without teo one lacks the power to be truly effective in 

worldly affairs: without integrity, one has no te; and unless one truly knows the fundamental 

nature of the Tao and the principle of Change, one is not integrated. In order to serve the state 

to the best of one's potential, then. it is necessary to delve into Lite mysteries of metaphysics. 

"If he has not first extended to the utmost his knowledge [of the Tao], then he has no sou.rce 

from which to approach ten [KSC 14:12a]. Without awareness of the fundamental strcuture of 

the Tao, then, one cannot infallibly hit the mark. and even when one does, one lacks the force 

to elicit right response in others. 

The philosophical significance of Yang's emphasis on te and tang sh!h as (partial) 

measurement of sagehood is two-fold. It irrevocably ties man to both worldly affairs (these 

characteristics of sageliness being remarkable in the sage's behavior in society), and to the 

"above-form" (hsing erb shang~ j:.) Supreme Ultimate or unmanifested Tao (the source 

of one's understanding and ability). 

Further, the idea that knowledge of the Tao results in spontaneous moral behavior provides 

justification for engaging in the practice of hsileh. As discussed in Chapter One, Peter K. Bol 

has proposed that one of me possible catalysts of Sung metaphysics was the disintegration of 

the landed gentry and the subsequent search for a social identity among the shih class. Yang 

Shih's contention that truly moral behavior is possi~e only by 1alowledge of tbe Tao. 

knowledge which can be acquired dlrough a process of (usually supervised) study. offers just 

such a raison d' etre. 



The fulfillment of one's spiritual potential is an equally compelling reason for self-

cultivation, however. Perhaps inspired by the spirit of Chang Tsai's "Western Inscription", 

Yang exclaims, 

Mencius' "The myriad phenomena are all present in me" 148 and ''Look into yourself and 
become integrated" 149: there is surely no greater joy than this! If you know that the 
myriad phenomena are all present within you, then no matter how numerous they are, if 
you but introspect and seek them within yourself, you can find them all! (KSC 21:12b) 

Full awareness of one's ontological connection with all things and the Tao is not only 

prerequisite to moral conduct. but is also of personal, spiriOlal value to the individual. The 

story of Ch'eng Hao's refusal to cut the grass covering his library steps, and more especially 

his pleasure at watching the fish in his pond ISO hint at something rather like the spirit of the 

above passage of Yang's (although it should be noted that there is no evidence to suggest that 

Yang subscribed to Ch'eng H2O'S related notion of shen ~f or "psyChicity" lSI. 

Beyond positing this transcendent state of awareness, however. Yang does not really 

address the issue of personal spirituality. There are at least three reasons for this. The first is 

Yang's practicality - his preoccup2J:ion with political and educational matters. The bulk of 

Yang's writings concern methods of government and teaching. and in these discussions one 

can perceive his deep compassion for the common people and a genuine patriotism. To dwell 

overlong on the personal gratification of contemplation and introspection would be 

incongruous in such a committed public servanL 

148. Mencius VIlA:I. 

149. ibid. 

ISO. SYHA 5:3S. 
lSI. cf. Graham, Two Chinese Philosophers. 111-11S. 
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The second reason reason is that the joy of such spiritual awareness is evoked every time 

the sage assesses a situation and does what is most righL The assessment is itself a re

examination of the principle of change operating in the world; the sage's response is thus a 

reaffinnation of his integration with the Tao, and so not entirely separable from action. 
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The third reason is rather different from the first two, and less easily reconciled with 

traditional Confucianism. ~t is that the spiritual element of c.':'eng is ineffable, and as such, 

something which cannot be taught (or learned) but only recognized once one has become 

ch'eng. The evidence for this is indirect. having to do more with Yang's teaching style than 

with any straightforward statements to that effecL This issue will be investigated in the 

following chapter on pedagogy. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

HOW IS CH'ENG ACHIEVED? YANG SHIH'S PEDAGOGICAL THEORY 

If one is human and yet does not study, he loses his original mind-and-hean and is no 
longer sufficient to be called "human". (KSC 16:10b) 

The goal of study, according to Yang's metaphysical schema, is to attain ch'eng, integrity 

or integration. Integrity is attained through conscious perception of the operation of the 

principle of change as grounded in the changeless Supreme Ultimate. While Yang maintains 

that this goal is attainable, it is a goal toward which one must consciously strive. Self-

cultivation, the way to integrity, is the subject of this chapter. 

There are four aspects of the process of self-cultivation which must be examined, although 

Yang does not directly address all of them. The relationship between teacher and student, an 

issue revived by Han Yu's "Discourse On Teachers", fonos the basis for Sung explorations of 

orthodoxy and tradition, culminating in Cbu Hsi' s tao-t 'ung or "transmission of the true 

teaching". Northern SWlg philosophers are not, in general, panicularly interested in 

establishing lines of transmissionlS2 Nevertheless, perhaps in part because of an unexpressed 

oeed to justify the existence of a shih class, there is an awareness of the special connection 

between master and disciple during the Northern Sung. Yang Shih makes this explicit in bis 

exploration of the nature of this relationship. His emphasis is 00 the philosophical basis for 
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152. According to Birdwhiste!l. the Ch'eng brothers were very concerned with the mixing of heterodox ideas into 
Confucianism ( Transition 202-3). This is. however. still one step away from the attempt to establish an orthodox 
line of transmission. 
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pedagogy. 

Secondly, there is the acrual method of study. Following in the footsteps of the Ch'eng 

brothers, Yang's method consists in the alternation of investigation of phenomena 

(ko-wu# ~) and introspection. His description of the process is notable not so much for its 

essential content, which varies little from that of the Ch' engs, as for his desire to specify those 

elementS which were rather vague in the Ch'engs' teachings and clarify the underlying 

epistemological and metaphysical reasons for such an alternation. 

The third aspect of Yang's pedagogy will be considered in some length. This is his view of 

wen as an actual subject of investigation and introspection. Yang's approach incorporates 

elementS from the philosophies of Ch 'eng Yi, Shao Yung, Ch'en Kuan and others; again, what 

is interesting is his concern with the metaphysical basis for his approach and the way in which 

he supplements the Ch'eng's position with details from otherpbilcsophical schools. 

Fmally, we will examine Yang's position on various educational institutions and issues of 

debate in the late Northern Sung. It is viItually impossible to separate these completely from 

the political conflicts in which Yang is embroiled. but most of his actual arguments are 

philosophical in nature, and it would be rather cynical to assume that his interest is purely 

political in nature, merely couched in pious rhetoric. 

The Teacher and the Student 

In his "Discourse on Teachers", Han Yu says, 

Students of ancient times all bad their teachers, for it is only through the teacher that the 
tao is transmitted, lemning imparted, and doubts dispelled. • •• What I seck from my 
teacher is the tao. . •. The teacher has simply learned tOO tao before others, and has 
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specialized in the an of instruction 153 • 

There are two interesting ideas in this passage which are relevant to Yang Shih's view of the 

master/disciple relationship. The first is Han's insistence that a teacher's guidance is 

absolutely vital to the student's pursuit of knowledge. This implies that one cannot reach 

sagehood through intuition alone, but that something external to oneself is required. The 

second is the concept of the teacher who makes a career of professional teaching,leaming the 

"an of instruction" out of a sincere desire to teach. This contrasts with the scholar who, failing 

the examinations and running out of funds, consents to do a little tutoring as a stop-gap 

measure. Both of these ideas are to be found in Yang's pedagogical theory. 

In a letter to Ch 'eng Hao, requesting permission to become his student, Yang Shih 

expresses his view of the teacher/disciple relationship. 

Nowadays, if [a student] doesn't go too far, then he falls shon. How could it be that 
[today's students'] abilities are less than the abilities of ancient scholars? It is, rather, that 
they lack teachers to lead them, and so do not know how to moderate [their study] .•.. 
Since the declining ages, myriad schools and heresies have sprung up. Right and wrong 
are mixed and confused, and there is no way to seek a standard. The beginning scholar is 
as if standing at a crossroads: he doesn't know where to go - whether to follow the 
diagonal, the crosswise, or go around the bend - and he becomes dizzy. He has no guide 
in front of him, and for his whole life he goes on without yet having seen where to go. 
Alas! It has been long since the way of the teacher was lost, and scholars of later 
generations cannot hope to see even one ten-thousandth of what the ancients saw. (KSC 
16:2a) 

The bewildering array of approaches to and SUbjects of study renders it virtually impossible for 

a student to make any headway in his education without someone to guide him through the 

first steps. There are more raw facts than anyone person can hope to learn in a life-time, and 

more texts than anyone can hope to master during the course of one's studies. The most 

153. Han Yu. ·Shih Shoo·, in T'ans·Sun; pa ta-c:hia wen·hsuan (I'aipei: Kuo-yu Jipao, 1978). TransL in deBary, 
Sources 429·30. 



effective and efficient program of study is far better determined by a mentor than by the rank 

beginner, who has little idea of direction. 

In ancient times, those who were good at studying had first to know where to stop; once 
they knew where to stop, then they could gradually progress. [Otherwise] it would have 
been aimless wandering without knowing where to go. (KSC 16:10b) 

Start from perfecting wisdom and proceed to considering and then receiving. Tnis is the 
proper sequence for progressing in teo For example, it is like going in one of the four 
directions: when you don't know where to go, then you must ask from where to stan out 
on the road. This is perfecting wisdom. (KSC 21:7b-8a) 

Flitting from one school of thought to another and choosing SUbjects of study according to 

whim amounts to nothiIig more than "aimless wandering", which offers the student little 

chance of eventually reaching his goal. This aimlessness is the opposite of yi - , tenacity or 

singleness of purpose, which is a hallmarlc of the successful student. The Confucian teacher 

provides a carefully-prescribed course of :;rudy which enables the serious and committed 

student to progress steadily toward the ultimate goal of sagehood. 

For Yang, the teacher acts as a sort of standard-bearer, leading the way, keeping the 

student's efforts focussed, and providing some measure by which the student can evaluate 
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what he encounters. In battle, soldiers look to the standard-bearer to determine the progress of 

the struggle and where their next attack should be, as well as for comfort and inspiration from 

the symbol of their affiliation. The teacher holds up another standard as well - that by which 

one measures to chung, find the center and hit the mark. This second analogy is one Yang 

himself suggests. 

Scholars of old took the sages as their teachers. [The subject which] they studied was 
i!:exhaustible, and nattlrally they fell short of the sages' attairunents. wnen men view 
sagehood, they find it difficult to attain. So if a scholar takes sagehood as a reachable 
goal, others consider him mad [presumptuous] and ridicule him behind his back. 
Certainly, becoming a sage is most difficult But if we give up sagehood as goal and [try 
to] study, what model shall we choose? To take the sages as teachers is like studying 
archery and setting up a target In this manner, a target is set up vis-a-vis; only then can 
the archer gaze at it and seek the bull's-eye. Whether he hits the bull's-eye or not, that 



lies in him. But ifhe sets up no target at all, then what can he take as guide?lS4 (KSC 
10:2a) 

1bis goal-directedness selVes a dual function in Yang Shih's methodology. It keeps the 

student's efforts focussed, in the shott run, on the path laid out by his teacher, steering clear of 

otherwise tantalizing tangents. At the same time, it emphasizes the purpose of the endeavor, 

which is to reach ch'eng and thus in all things respond fittingly. Difficult as it may appear to 
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be to attain, the very act of posing the goal is what enables the student to achieve it "To know 

where to stop" - to know the ultimate goal - is to have full realization of the fact of st"oldy as a 

means to an end, not as a process of value in itself. 

Yang Shih's concept of the ideal teacher is summed up in a description of one of his own 

teachers, Ch'eng Yi. "He greatly understood [everything] .... When he lectured on the 

classics, he opened doors [for others)" [KSC 13:17b]. The two most important qualifications 

of the teacher are that he has himself reached ch'eng, and that he has the ability to guide others 

toward that goal. Yang expresses this also in an explanation of Mencius VA:7: 

Yi Yin said, "I am one of heaven's people who have earlier apprehended." The common 
people only can dream, and ha"e not begun to apprehend yet But Yi Yin used this 
method to wake up the commoners. He did not seek the method outside himself, 
borrowing and transmitting another way to do it for the people [different from his own]. 
It's just that he completely apprehended it (KSC 8:17b-18a) 

It is the teacher's duty to inspire (to "wake up") his disciples as well as to lead them. He 

cannot do it on his student's behalf, nor can he employ any artificial techniques beyond those 

methods by which he himself came to enllg.'lter.ment. Here we see some of the almost 

154. cr. ~ XIV:5. Munro notes a rather different attitude expressed in ClUJ Hsi's Reftcaions on Things 
at Hand. Chu's concern is that the JDCtice of goal-setting is liable to distract the student from the subject of 
immediate scrutiny, causing him to wony more about his final goal of attaining sagehood than about the necessary 
process by which he would do so. cr. Munro, Images 172 



evangelical fervour with which Yang approaches what he considers to be his most imponant 

task. that of educating others. This sense of mission - and. more rarely, of mission 

accomplished - pervades his letters and poems to his favorite pupils, among them the above 

passage to Yang Clung-yuan admonishing him that "to study for oneself is like, when hungry 

and thirsty, eating and drinking" nr..sC 16:102]. In another letter to Yang Clung-yua. .. 

lamenting the upheaval of the times, Yang Shih says, 

[The empire] has moved the people and officers out to the southeast. and the yoke is 
heavy. But [having you as a student] is like sleeping in the shade, resting one's feet. 
suddenly feeling a cool breeze. (KSC 16:9b-l0a) 

His kindly urging is often exp!'eSSed in such letters, as when he urges Chung-yuan "Don't be 

ashamed to send me anything you have written. even tbough I am busy and cannot examine it 

all" [KSC 16:10aJ or encourages Otien Hui~~SS, 

Considering your true determination and diligent studies, Olih-fu. you mUst have 
progressed immeasurably. Be diligent and finish it; it should not be difficult [for you]. 
(KSC 21:13a) 

The gentle intimacy ofhis style when writing to these favored students is joined by a fervour 

for teaching in his poem. "Seeing Cheng Chi-ch 'ang lj! t ~ 156 off on his way to the 

university" • 

We drive the cart through the western gate afme city, 
And with fond words you and I separate. 

Northward. I look back as you get to the crossroads. 
And ask what route you will take. 

A good horse can ford the Wu and the Wa. 
And in the end drink from the Jade Spring1S7• 

T'be roads of the capitol are nine chariots wide; 
They cannot be crossed in a single leap. 

ISS. Early in his career. Chi.~:-::.1Udied with Ch'eq YL 
156. Chmg Chi~'ang appeClS JRquenlly in Y IDS'S vii-In but his id=Iity is eIc:ivc. 

157. The llde Spring is the home of the Queen of the w~ 
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The dust obscures one's sight like brambles: 
If it sunounds you. you will often lose your way. 

The great wind battles the aurumn trees, 
The dew soaks men's clothes, 

But the branches of the green pine do not change. 
I wish you light. clear, frosty weather! (KSC 38:9a) 

There is a paternal solicitude in Yang's anxiety for his student's welfare. He foresees 

difficulties for Cheng, not only on the road under poor travel conditions but also in the capitol 

where even an excellent scholar may be overcome by poverty, politicking or distractions. 

Yang's parting benediction. "I wish you light. clear, frosty weather!" expresses a longing and 

dedication which testify to the spiritual aspect of his vocation ots a teache •• 

Yang Shih has no rigidly prescribed course of study; such an approacb is not in keeping 

with his emphasis on the sage's flexibility. Each Student has different needs, according to his 

Style ofleaming and the progress be has already made. The teacher tailors his method to the 

individual student's abilities rather than forcing all Stude • .ts to fit an inflexible agenda Yang 

traces this methcd back to the Analects on which much of his pedagogical theory is based. 

Fan [Cb'i-mei]! e ~ t. IS8 asked, "Which of Confucius' explanations of jen most hits 
the m2Ik?" Yang said, "They all do. But the points to which his disciples reached 
differed. and so his answers to them differed accordingly." (KSC lO:37a) 

The mark of the sage-teacher is his ability to evaluate a student's needs and respond to them 
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appropriately; this is yet another instance ofleaming to meas-.ue and chung, hit the center, and 

of being jlDlg, open to and accomodating of others. Yang cites as his prime example of Ibis 

the difference between Confucius' articulation of his teachings to Tseng-tzu and Tseng-tzu's 

subsequent paraphrasing of it to his juniorslS9• 

158. Fan's miDI has been lost. He IppCCScmly dIis anc:e in Ymg's writings. Fan was one of the editors and c:ol1:1ors 
of the wrilings ofWmg AD·shih which Yang Shih hid bcIned. 

159. Cf. KSC 14:S.·b. Yang gives mather eump1e of Ibis. A student asks about ~ XIV:46, in which 
Confucius hils ruan-tsmg ISl the ankle wiIh • staff for having a diitespc:ctfal aaiaJde. Yang explains thaI, 
although Confucius did not hit any of his olher &iends. this behavior was not iDconsisrt:nt. 1Wher, Confucius' 
action WIS suited ID Ydan-uang's persanality md level of maturity. 
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Those who taught in ancient times matched [their students'] abilities in discussing [with 
them]. Confucius told Tseng-tzu, "My doctrine is that of an all-pervading unity"l60, 
because that matched Tseng-tzu's abilities. But Tseng-tzu's disciples had not yet gotten to 
the point of understanding [that kind of] speech. and therefore he explained to them using 
[the example virtues of] loyalty and reciprocity in order to show them the method of 
entering te, and caused them to know whence to begin to seek it (KSC 21:7a) 

While loyalty andjen do not exhaustively descn"be the Tao, they are not far from it. and 
one begins from them to seek it So that is why [Tseng-tzu] didn't tell them verbatim 
what Confucius had said to him. (KSC 14:8a) 

Tseng-tzu was able to understand the full import of Confucius' words, but the other disciples 

were not yet far enough along in their studies to grasp the meaning. Tseng-tzu accordingly 

gave them, not an imperfect version of the Tao, but the starting-point from which they might 

eventually reach it themselves. It is not that the teacher. in such a case, holds back information 

from the snxdent. only that he fears to mislead. A student, missing the point ofMencius' 

comparison of Yen Hui (who lived all his life in obscure seclusion) to Yu and Hou Chi (whose 

deeds seem more heroic and dramatic), asks ifMencius were being deliberately confusing or 

obscure. Yang answers that "'There must be something of integrity in [his words]; he was not 

covering [anything] up" [KSC 18:5b]. He cites a further exa:nplc from the Analects: 

As for those [of Confucius' disciples] whose speech seems [in the Analects as if they had 
not yet heard, how could Confucius have hidden anything from them? (KSC 17: 12a) 

Should the student grasp only incompletely the meaning of a particular lesson, his 

misunderstanding could well lead him further from his goal. Yang holds the teacher 

responsible for avoiding this pitfall by determining in advance what approach best suits the 

student: 

How could Confucius and Mencius have been holding [something] back? It was only that 
they dared not go too far .•.. Tne chun-tzu, in speaking, must always first consider the 
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result. and in his actions be wary of error. (KSC 16:6b) 

Yang Shih's concern to demonstrate that the true Confucian teacher does not hold anything 

back from his students is two-fold. FIrst, he intends to demystify the path to enlightenment 

Unlike the Buddhists and Taoists, who seem to delight in setting semantic snares for their 

students with "circuitous examples and lengthy p2..."ables" [¥.sC 10:3a], making their topic 

sound "difficult and deep, vast and complex" [KSC 11:7b], Yang's teacher speaks simply and 

of "commonplace affairs" [KSC 10:3a]. Nothing is deliberately obscured from the srudent; it 

is just that he has not yet apprehended. 

The second reason for Yang's insistence is his conviction that it is the teacher's duty to 

ensure that the student has all he can work with at a given time. It is not sufficient merely to 

point out to a student that the Tao is within him; he needs some more specific guidance to 

begin to know how to find it 

The Chung Yung says, "The Tao is not far from men. When men try to pursue a course 
which is far from the common indications of consciousness, this course cannot be 
considered the Tao." Of course it cannot be considered [the whole of] the Tao; but if you 
do not tell them the method of entering te, that would be a sage's expecting others [to do 
something they can't] without allowing them to progress in study. (KSC 21:9b-lOa) 

The teacher directs the student toward his goal, giving lengthier and more explicit instructions 

to those who are farthest from it 

Perhaps the clearest example of Yang's insistence upon the teacher's responsibility is to be 

found in his correspondence with Ch'eng Yi on the "Western Inscription". It illustrates the 

difference in focus between Yang and Ch'eng Yi; Yang's primary orientation is toward 

teaching. Yang's first letter to Ch' eng Yi: 

Those who asked Confucius aboutjen were many. Although [even his favorite disciples] 
Yen Yuan and Chung-kung [Jan Yung] were ones whom he answered, Confucius did not 
go farther than [discussing] the method of seeking jen. When it came to the substance of 
jen, he didn't discuss it161• Yet in exhaustively explainingjen, none have come closer 
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than [Confucius'] most intimate passages. [Olan Tsai's"'Western Inscription" does not 
speak of both original substance and [its] function. [but only the substance alone]. How 
could Confucius and Mencius have been holding back [by not disCl!ssing the substance]? 
It was only that they dared not go too far. . .. 'The ciJun-tzu in speaking must always 
first consider the result. and in his actions be wary of error. . .. "The Western Inscription" 
reveals the depth of the implications in the ancient sages' [writings], drawing out [their 
implied views of] substance, but does not go so far as to discuss function. I fear that the 
influence [of "The Western Inscription"] may lead [some to believe in] the doctrine of 
"universal love" . . .. I hope to obtain [from you] an explanation of function so that I may 
join [substance] with practice, and teach my students ... not to act randomly [without 
distinctions between types of relationships]. (KSC 16:6a-b) 

In this first letter, Yang seems to suggest that. wbilejen in substance arises from the hsing, its 

function. yi t ,ariSC:S from whatever it is that is different from person to person. Jen 

focusses on that which all creatures share; by describing its substance as springing from heaven 

and earth. identical to that of every other creature in the universe, Chang Tsai emphasizes the 

oneness of all beings. Yang fears that. by not going further to explain how jen is put into 

practice (i.e. by making distinctions among the myriad creatures), Chang Tsai may mislead 

some students into thinking that jen means precisely !!Q! making distinctions. 

Ol'eng Yi's response misses Yang's point. Focussing on the phrase "the principle is one, 

its manifestations diverse", Ch'eng indignantly disputes what he sees as Yang's allegation of 

Mohism in the "Western Inscription". He argues that Clang's subscribing to the secood haIfof 

the formula ("the manifestations are diverse") distinguishes his stance from that ofMo Tzu, 

who admitted DO such fundamental diversity. Ol'eng then explains that anyone who truly 

understands the phrase and interprets it correctly will have DO difficulty responding 

appropriately: 

161. ~ VIA: 11. 
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Overemphasizing the diversity of the manifestations is to be selfish and partial Not 
grasping the full meaning of their diversity is tantamount to "universal love" and 
unrighteousness. EstabliShing degrees while yet extending the one principle [to them all] 
in order to prevent the spread of selfishness [and "universal love"], this is the method of 
jen. (KSC 16:7a) 

Replying to Ch'eng's answer, Yang rephrases Ch'eng's explanation above and thanking him 

profusely for the clarification. But Yang tries once more to express his real concern with the 

style of Chang Tsai's discourse, which Ch'eng Yi seems not to have understood. 
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We discussed the simple meaning of "The Western Inscription": clearly as the dawn [l 
now understand it, thanks to you]! It is as if we sit at the same desk, you leading me 
slowly and intimately. When I followed [Ch'eng] Ming-tao, he gave me "The Western 
Inscription" and bade me read it I read it over carefully every day. From this I learned 
the greatness of study. I will respect it my whole life. How could I dare suspect it of 
faults? As for my comparing it to Mo Tzu, what I was referring to was the [actual text] 
which says, "Take all people as your fellows; treat as elderly their elders, as young their 
youth; take orphans, widows and widowers as your brothers if they have no one else to 
whom they can appeal." This is the bright principle of oneness. But the fault [of the text] 
lies in its not mentioning any relational distinctions. How could any who are not 
[already] wise really understand the meaning behind the words "the principle is one, its 
manifestations diverse"? It is for this reason that I fear [this text's] influence may lead 
[some to believe in] "universal love" . [l did not intend] either to call "The Western 
Inscription" a statement of "universal love" or to place [Chang Tsai] on a par with Mo 
Tzu. (KSC 16:8a-9a) 

Yang's first and foremost concern, even in his relative youth (this exchange took place when 

he was in his early forties, before he devotes himself to teaching), is for proper teaching 

methods and clear, unambiguous '..!~ts. Ch'eng Yi, in contrast, concentrates fully on accurate, 

personal perception of metaphysical truths. From a later comment of Ch 'eng Yi's on this 

sequence ofletters, it is sadly apparent that Ch'eng did not truly understand his fonner 

student's viewpoint: 

Yi-ch'uan answered Yang Chung-li's discusssion of "The Western Inscription". Chung-li 
wrote back to him and said, "Now I am clear beyond doubt" Yi-ch 'uan said, "Yang Shih 
is not completely clear on this yet ,,162 
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That Yang comprehends Ch'eng Yi's explanation, however, is clear in his later writings. In 

his yu-Iu we find several of tis lessons with students which go into this issue. In 1106, about 

ten years after the above correspondence, one of Yang's students records: 

Yang asked, "It is like the child falling into a well. TIle peiSOn who sees it must have the 
feeling of commiseration. But the sickness and pain are not in his own body, so why does 
he feel thus?" . . .. I followed and asked, "The myriad phenomena and I are all one. Is 
that the substance ofjen?" Yang said, "It is." (KSC 11:1a-b) 

In this case, Yang does not hesitate to discuss the substance of jen without going into making 

distinctions in practicing iL This is because he is speaking directly to a student whom he 

knows has come far enough in his studies not to be misled or take the doctrine of "the one 

principle" too far. Yang's grasp of Ch'eng Yi's teaching is evidenced in a passage from the 

same period in which Yang explains Ch 'eng Yi's discussion of "The Western Inscription". 

Chuang Chou, in discussing the relationship between man and heaven, said, "Halter a 
horse's head and pierce an ox's nose. This is what man calls heaven's [Tao]. If you 
halter an ox's head or pierce a horse's nose, this is wrong. This is because ofheaven"l63. 
Speaking of "The Western Inscription", Mr. He-nan [Ch'eng Yi] said, "Principle is one, 
its manifestations diverse." If we know its principle is one, then we know whatjen is. If 
we know that the manifestations are diverse, we know what righteousness is. These 
manifestations are like Mencius' saying, "He is affectionate to his parents, and lovingly 
disposed toward people generally. He is lovingly disposed toward people generally, and 
kind to creatures"I64. Its manifestations are not the same. Therefore, behavior must make 
distinctions. Someone said, Then [you mean that] substance and function are truly 
separate and two distinct] things?" Yang said, Function is never separated from 
substance. We can use a body to see thisl6S

• The four limbs and hundred bones all 
belong to the body, but [have different] functions. Straw sandals cannot be worn on the 
head, a hat cannot be worn on the feeL This is just like the body's limbs and the 
relationships among them. 
(KSC 11:10a-b) 

For Yang, who subscribes as much as his teacher, Ch'eng Yi, to the doctrine of "one principle 

162. KSYL. hou/2. 
163. ChuangTzuch. 17. 
164. ~ VllB:4S. 

165. cr. Ch'eng. Yi-shu 2A:2a-b. 
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with diverse manifestations", it is equally imponant to establish both the fundamental oneness 

of all creatures with the cosmos, and the diversity of those individual creatures and their 

interrelationships. This avoids the two extremes of partiality and universal love. It is not that 

Yang does not understand either the "Western Inscription" or Ol'eng Yi's explication of it. but 

that he feels its articulation of the relationship between jen and the righteous distinctions is not 

as clear as it should be. 

On the other hand, if the student cannot grasp any of the instructions at an. neither can the 

teacPer hand it to him on a platter. 

Lii Hui-ch'ingg -I.IjIJl, T. Chi-fu ~ i (1031-1111)166 discussed [with Yang] the 
meaning of the Cassie of Filial PietY [He interpreted] the first chapter [to mean that] 
Tseng-tzu asked questions because he was lacking in ability, and believed that] Confucius 
viewed him as not Wlderstanding and therefore exhaustively told him everything. Yang 
said. How could someone not understand at all and yet [his teacher be able to] 
exhaustively explain everything? ..•. Were someone to lack sufficient strength to 
understand things, and someone told him everything exhaustively, this would be losing 
the intent of Confucius' words while [at the same time] it would be ofno use to Tseng
tzu. How could this have been the way the sages taught their students?! Confucius said, 
"Shen [Tseng-tzu] is dull." So from the beginning he gradually ~w him step-by-step 
through it. while Tseng-tzu silently fonowed. thus eventually gaining it deeply. • •• If we 
consider Mencius' source of transmission [i.e. Tseng-tzu], how could he have been dull 
his whole life long? 
(KSC lO:38a-b) 

It's like a master-carpenter who can teach others to use the ruler, but cannot give them his 
skill. Therefore. the speaking is my responsibility, but [a student's] listening or not is his 
own responsibility. Even a sage cannot cause someone else to progress who bas not 
gotten to that point yet. (KSC 17:12a) 

To attempt to explain to a dullard the entire metaphysical system at once would be futile. The 

teacher would end up frustrated, and the student would gain nothing thereby. The fact that. 

166. An official in Vag's JWive ~ of Fukien. in 1069 Lu was le!ec~ fO!' .. post by W~§ An·sIUh. A devious 
politicim. Lu laer beuayed Wag's IrUSt by sbowiDg the emperor an ~ l=:r of Wang's. His 
mmjpoIation of Wang's reform plan ID his own ends included piuing ODe fiction against another. 



despite being labelled initially as "dull" by Confucius, Tseng-tzu was able to progress as far as 

he did, testifies to the skill with which Confucius guaged his student's abilities and readiness 

each step of the way with realistic expectations. 

Enthusiastic as he may be about the topic of his lessons, the Confucian teacher does not 

spoon-feed his disciples. In Yang's case, this is less from a sense of discipline than out of the 

simple belief that it is pointless. Funher, if the student simply lacks the ability to learn, the 

teacher cannot provide any effective means of transmitting knowledge to him: 

Knowing where to go, then you know where to sto!). . .. Knowing where to stop, then 
you will arrive. It lies in the sttIdem's own strength and that is all. It is not that the 
teacher can make the student reach iL (KSC 21 :7b-8a) 

The teacher can direct his student along the right path. but the studem mUst make the journey 

himself. Only when one arrives at the realization of the full significance of what one is 

sttIdying can one "know where to stop". Thus it is not something the teacher can do for the 

swdem. This is because, as we shall discuss below, integration involves self-discovery. 

Those who understand this right and wrong, difference and similarity should see it 
themselves. It is not [something] that can be reached through words and discussion. 
(KSC21:4a) 

The limitations oflanguage and the independent nature of enlightenment are both important 

tenets of Ch'an Buddhist philOSOPly. While certain elements of Yang's pedagogy do indeed 

bear a resemblance to Ch'an methods, Yang's insistence upon straightforward answers and 

clear explanations sharply distinguishes him from his Ch'an coruemporaries, panicularly in 

their use of the kung-an ~ t . 

At the heart of Yang's insistence that the teacher is only a guide is his understanding of 

self-cultivation as something which cannot be forced. In this, too, his position resembles the 

OJ. 'anist. JUst what it means to "cultivate" oneself, and precisely what is cultivated, is a vital 
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question. Yang speaks of "nourishing the hsing" [KSC 8:21b] and "nourishing the ch'i" [KSC 

8:15b, 21:2b]. but in each of these passages his focus is on an issue other than that of 

cultivation. Indeed. he seems to be adopting the conventional manner of speaking. When 

Yang specifically addresses the question of cultivation. however, his remarks are based on the 

proposition that the nature cannot be directly affected by man. It is. therefore, the "material 

endowment". the embodiment of ch'i. which is the object of cultivation and development 

Yang says that the classics don't say to cultivate the nature. This. he claims, was Yang 

Hsiung's mistake. 

[The six classics] do not talk of cultivating the nature; only Yang Hsiung spoke of that .. 
. Namre cannot be cultivated. Therefore, the Book of Change stops with cleansing the 
mind-and-heart and fulfilling the nature; the Shih Chi speaks onlY of rectifying the mind
and-heart and revering moral nature; Mencius said to preserve the mind-and-heart and 
nourish the nature. (KSC 10:2b) 

Compare this comment by the Ch'an monk Ta-hui. whose connections with Yang Shih are 

discussed more extensively below. 

Yang Hsiung talks about "cultivating the nature". but the nature can't be cultivated; only 
following. opposing, wisdom and stupidity can be cultivated. 167 

Fulfilling, revering and nourishing Yang sees as no more than preventing the nature from being 

obscured. The nature, which is also the Tao. has nothing further that can be developed. The 

nature cannot be added to, subtracted from, harmed or improved. 

On "Let not the mind forget its work. but let there be no assisting the growth of that 
naturenl68: •••• Follow the nature, and follow [the method of] nourishing that is without 
addition [to] or subtraction [from the nature], and then you will avoid these two banns. 
(KSC 8:15b) 

Yang Hsiung said, "Study is for the purpose of cultivating the hsing. n Most things spoil 

167. Levering, "Ch'anEnlightenment". 92-3. 

168. ~ IIA:2. 
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or go bad. But, as to cultivating the hsing, it cannot spoil. How could one cultivate it? It 
needs nothing added to it This is why the Chung Yung only speaks of following hsing, . 
. • Mencius only speaks of nourishing it. and Confucius only speaks of fulfilling it (KSC 
12:16a) 

Human nature is self-sufficient, at root lacking nothing. If we want to complete the Tao, 
all we need is this narure. (KSC 13:24a) 

Cultivation is something one does only to things which are prone to spoilage or which are not 

essentially whole. Thus it is a process which does not apply to the nature. TIle nature can be 

either realized or obscured to the point where the individual can no longer perceive it 

sufficiently to fulfill it, but cannot be harmed or assisted. 

It is the material endowment, then. which must be developed or purified in order to allow 

the nature to be realized and fulfilled. Because self- cultivation is the process of uncovering 

one's pure, original narure, it must be done narurally and gently, and cannot be fon:ed either 

externally (by the teacher) orintemally (by the srudent himself). Alluding to Mencius' 

analogy of the farmer who tugs on the rice-sprouts and thereby kills them 169, Yang warns 

Those who are good at nourishing the ch'i •.. do not harm it, that is all. TIlat is "being 
straight". If you deliberately set about trying to nourish it, that will be just like "forcing 
the sprouts". That is "being crooked". (KSC 20:2b) 

Yang finds in the Buddhist description of the four mistakes in cultivating the mind a useful 

analogy to Mencius' story of growing the rice. 

The Sutra of Perfect Enlightenment says, "Effon, cessation of menta! operation, laissez
faire and the annil>jlation of desire are the four ailments 170. "Effort" is [Mencius'] 
"assisting the growth". Cessation of menta! operation" is his "not weeding the com". 
"I.aissez-faire" and the "annihilation of desire" are "not having the task in mind and 
sticking with it". (KSC 13:17b) 

We should not, by the way, be misled by Yang's equation of a Buddhist doctrine with a 

169. Cf. Mcncius 2A:2. 
170. Cf. Soothill. A Dictionary of Chinese Buddhist Terms (London: Kegan Paul. Trench. Trubner and Co~ Ltd.). 178. 
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Mencian one, or by the similarities of Yang's pedagogy to Ch 'an into believing him a 

"crypto-Buddhist". In Yang's opinion, Buddhists are just as likely as (if not more so than) 

Confucians to fall into such enors; he gives one such example in an answer to one of his 

studeItts, who seems from his name to be a Buddhist monk himself. 

[The student asked], "You, sir, once told your disciples that "Of all those in the world who 
are busy, none are as busy as monks and businessmen. Although [the businessman] ~ 
to earn money, still he should have some [times of rest]. As for the monks' doing, 
stopping, sitting and sleeping, nO!le of these is ever outside the Tao. They preserve their 
intent of never being outside the Tao [and always concentrate on it]. This is what is 
meant by always being busy.' I, Fo-hsien, humbly ask, Is this related to Mencius' saying 
that one must have constant vigilance without the intention of cultivating the mind, not 
forgetting the task but not forcing [its growth]? It seems that both [having the constant 
intention of] rectifying and forcing are being busy' •.•. " Yang said, As for preserving 
one's concentration always upon the Tao, this cettainly is forcing the growth. In C!'.e's 
studies, one cenainly must constantly practice, but one should also know that to fon:e the 
growth is wrong. (KSC l4:16a-b) 

To Yang it seems urmatural and fon:ed to live one's life concentrating hard upon the Tao. The 

harder one looks for it, the fanher it recedes from view. Yet, as Mencius warned, it is 

impottant not to forget or ignore the goal. Yang elaborates on this in a letter to a student, 

urging a precise understanding of the issue: 

When you spoke of the way of nourishing the ch'i, you likened it to Mencius' examples 
of] growing sprouts: if you ignore and don't weed, then there will be too many injurious 
weeds; if you force its growth, you will pull up the sprouts themselves and cause them to 
wither. So far you are correct But what if we don't ignore it and do weed it? Then what 
can you say about that? Is there any difference between tending it and fon:ing its growth? 
These two alternatives closely resemble one another. You must understand the difference, 
and only then can you carefully select which you will do. (KSC 16:11a) 

Yang is not being pedantic, but precise. Mencius' distinction between constant practice and 

forced growth is a subtle one, and Yang's interpretation of it can only be fully understood with 

reference to certain other of Yang's propositions. There is a difference between forcing oneself 

to concentrate on the Tao at all times, which is counter- productive, and being ching, or 

committed. To attempt to force a change of any kind is to respond inappropriately to one's 



circumstances. When discussing change in general, Yang insists upon its being gradual and 

smooth, not abrupt: "Even heaven cannot do i~ precipitously" [KSC 19:123]. S:milarly, c~ge 

cannot be forced on one's consciousness abruptly. Awareness must come gradually. Speaking 

of students who are impatient for enlightenment, Yang recalls the example of Confucius 

himself. 

Confucius said, "At fifty I knew the decrees of heaven"171. How could later generations 
of students all be as accomplished as Confucius to reach wisdom at even younger ages]?! 
Surely they at least have to reach fifty and then sometime thereafter knowledge. What 
Confucius understood was precisely that he had not reached this point. Think about it. 
(KSC 16:13a-b) 

If Confucius himself could not reach sagehood even by the age of fifty, how could later 

students expect to achieve it with ease and speed? Such wisdom cannot be seized whole, but 

(as illustrated by the rest of the Analects passage) comes gradually. Even the recognition that 

the process is slow and gradual does not occur in a moment of sudden enlightenment. Taking 

sagehood as one's goal and steadily working toward its attainment (ching), on the other hand, 

is like patiently tending the rice shoots, weeding where necessary, knowing that the harvest 

will eventually come if one does not interfere. 

The Three-Fold Path of Study 

Change cannot initially be directly apprehended by most people, but only through the 

intennediary of external signs. Thus even at the epistemological level Yang asserts the need 

for an external aid to the quest for enlightenment. 

The Book of Change says, "In the heavens phenomena take form; on eanh shapes take 
form. In this way change and transformation become manifest"172. Change and 

171. Analects n:4. 

172. WIlhelm, Book of Changes 280. 
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transfOImation are the worldngs of the gods. How can we follow and see them? In their 
being manifest as phenomena in heaven. as shapes on earth. as a result the changes and 
transformations can be detected. (KSC 13:15b) 

The myriad forms and their permutations function as the medium through which the principle 

of change may be recognized. The Zen mc:llc. Nan-ch 'uan P'u-yuan, disciple of Ma-tsu, notes 

that 

During the kalpa of emptiness, there are no names. Since Buddha's appearance in the 
world, there are names. Humans comprehend on the basis of external signs. 173 

Yang Shih's point is the same as Nan-ch'uanP'u-yuan's, despite their differences over 

cosmology. The constant principles of the universe are revealed through their operation in the 

phenomenal realm. 

This need for attention to the details of the world around us in order to perceive the 

fundamental principles of the cosmos is the basis of Yang Shih's appropriation of the Ch 'eng 

brothers' pedagogical method, ko-wu, the investigation of things. To be unaware of these 

individual, substantive manifestations of the Supreme Ultimate is to fail to apprehend change 

and thus to be ignorant of the Tao itself. 

As has been discussed in Chapler Two, change is not random, but operates according to 

certain patterns. These patterns, which are expressed most clearly in the Book of Change are 
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mutually implicit. The k'un transformation contains within it all the other sixty-three, and the 

shifting from one state to another is a smooth, gradual process, not an abrupt dislocation. The 

full perception of this process within a given phenomenon includes perceiving not only its 

present transformative state, but its subsequent transformations as well: all &-e part of the 

173. Translated in Dumoulin. Zen 164. 



"principle" of the phenomenon. Speaking of the hexagram k'un, Yang says, " ... in the end, 

the solidity of the ice is a cenainty of principle ..•• Few reach this full an understanding" 

[KSC 19:10b]. Temperab.lre fluctuations bring about transformations in liquids, solids and 

gases, and these transformations are ceItain, dependable and knowable before the fact. The 

person who achieves such insight through ko-WI! sees all the natural transformative 

possibilities at once: 

As for the sages' wisdom, [it is} like Chuang Tzu's [butcher} seeing a whole cow already 
cut up. The myriad [individual} principles are [thus} opened up. (KSC 13:2Sa) 

Once again, we should note that Yang's use of a Taoist example is not especially remarkable 

or indicative of Taoist tendencies in Yang's thought The characterization of principle (Ii) as a 

perceptible network of interconnections is found in the writings of the Ch 'eng brothers, and 
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Shao Yung's view of the potential transformations inherent within all things has been 

described in previOUS chapters. 

Yang pairs this extemally-orientated examination of the transformations of phenomena to 

an internal recognition that "change is within me" [KSC 13:14b}. Having perceived the 

transformations inherent in each phenomenon (and in oneself). one comes to the ultimate 

realization of the Tao and finds that. just as all its possible nansformations are implicit within 

a single phenomenon, so all the possible manifestations of the Supreme l.ntimate are inherent 

within oneself. "Introspection," Yang says, 

... is turning inward to search within, and [finding, as Mencius said,} the myriad things 
all present in me. It is not that I can get to this ~tion} from the cutside; I must only 
look within myself. If through inuospection I [can} arrive at integration, then profit is not 
worth talking about (KSC 16:1 la-b) 

The clear implication here is that true moral knowledge is innate, and the srudent need only 

investigate phenomena in order to discover it The acquisition of true knowledge, for Yang, is 



a process of matching extemally-perceived facts with the internally-realized principles 

governing those facts 174. 

Unlike that of the Ch.'eng brothers, Yang's pedagogical approach is firmly rooted in his 

emphasis on the goal of integration. which in rum is based on his metaphysical schema In 

terms of pedagogy, being integrated means perceiving the source of all things in the Supreme 

Ultimate and the principle of change underlying all things. Since the state of integration 

cannot be either partial or gradual (one is either integrated or not), Yang adds another 

fundamental element to ko-wu and introsp:ction: yi, doubting or questioning. Yang believ~ 

that. until one fully understands the reasons for the principle of a given thing, one cannot 

assimilate il The srudent must recognize when he does not exhau..'1ively grasp his teacher's 

lesson. and ask questions until he does; Yang's unspoken injunction is "if you do not ask. you 
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will not find out". There is a deeper dimension to this style of srudying, however, beyond the 

acquisition of knowledge. The very process of evaluating one's incomplete understanding and 

formulating questions develops self-awareness in the srudenl He learns what he needs to ask 

about and how best to frame the questions. Thus Yang Shih views the lack of ability to 

question as the single greatest factor in the decline of srudents' progress since ancient times. 

While ko-wu and self-examination are the foundation of Yang's curriculum. questioning forms 

the foundation of his teacher-srudent intercourse. 

The goal of ch'eng is reached through. on the one hand. discerning the principle of change 

as it operates in individual things, and on the other, realizing the universal principle of change 

174. Munro has described a similar tendc;-.c:y in the thought of Chu Hsi. although Chu gives a far more detailed account 
of the epistemological process of the mind's making these connections. Cf. Munro. Images 30-1. 
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as it governs the very manifestation of the myriad creatures (including·oneself). The latter may 

be apprehended as the most fundamental common denominator shared by all. "Arrival" (chih 

i ), then. is the recognition and acceptance of this cosmic integrity, the intellectual and 

spiritual integration of oneself into the Tao. 

Why is ch'eng the goal of Yang Shih's study? In metaphysical terms, it is because the 

operation of the Tao depends upon response. Responding appropriately requires integrity. 

Shao Yung says, 

If one is a man yet does not learn. he will not be able to illuminate the principles [of 
phenomena). Ifhe cannot illuminate principles, ther. he will hold fast to [individual) 
phenomena without being able to interconnect them. 175 

Echoing Shao, Yang Shih makes his strongest case for engaging in the practice of study. In 

human terms, the quest for integrity is that by which one's humanity is fulfilled. It is the 

human condition. 

To study for yourself is just like when hungry and thirsty, eating and drinking. There is 
nothing to look for outside of iL Because if you do not drink or eat. then the illness of 
being hungry and thirsty will inevitably lead to death. If you are a man and yet do not 
study, then you lose your original mind-and-heart. and are no longer sufficiem to be called 
aman. (KSC 16:1Ob) 

The Investigation of Phenomena 

The stUdy of things external to the self76 provides the necessary focus and framework for 

introspection. enabling the student to know what to look for, so to speak. as he looks into the 

175. SMa, Hnmg-chi Oring-shih 8B:38b. . 
176. Ch'eng Yi iDc:ludes Ihe c:lassics IS ODe of !be objecu ofto-wu.lDd Ymg Shih does DOt seem IX) deviate from this. 

Ch' eng says, "'I'bere ce many ways of e:xbmsring die priDciples - the study of books, IJId explmation of the moral 
principles in than; cfismssinn of pruminalt figures. put mel present. IX) disQnguish what is right IJId wroag in their 
actions; experimce of pl'IClical affairs meiof dealiDg willl cbem 1Ppl'OPriIIely". (Ch'ezJi H.o IDd Ch'eng Y"lo 
He-nan Ch'eng-shih yi-sbu, 209:7-10). TrIllS. in A.C. <mhIm. Two ChiDeIe Pbibopbers, 76-7. 



depths ofhis inner being. While these two practices are carried on simultaneously, it is clear 

that Yang, departing from Ch'eng Yi's teacbing177, finds the former the more fundamental 

step. 

The primary functions of ko-wu and reading the classics, in Yang's system, are to guide 

introspection and to form a basis from which the student can ask educated questions. The 

justification for this practice goes beyond discipline and direction. however. Although Yang 

Shih himself does not discuss this in any systematic way, we can reconstruct an argument for 

the sigilificance of ko-wu, follOwing especially three passages from a letter to Hu An-kuo. 

We have already established Yang's contention that every phenomenon partakes of or 

participates in the Tao, and similarly, that every action, no matter how mundane, is 

circumscnDed by the Tao: 

When cold, putting on clothes, when hungry eating, when the sun rises, going to worlc, 
when it sets, resting, the ears and eyes hearing and seeing, and hands and feet raising up 
and stepping fonh: none of these is not the Tao. (KSC 20:2a) 

Full recognition of this, however, is not so simple. It lies in discerning the proper responses 

each phenomenon makes when acting naturally; this, in tum, one accomplishes through 

apprehending the ways in which the principle of change operates in each thing. Yang says, 
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The Shu Ching says, "Be discriminating, be undivided, that you may with integrity grasp 
the center" 178 .... If even one phenomenon is not included [in your understanding), then 
[yourundeIStanding] will be partial. (KSC 20:lb) 

Careful, conscious examination of the principle of change as it wolks in each of many 

177.1 am indebted to Professor PelCr Bol for pointing out Ch'eng Yi's altitude toward the classics, viz., that they 
c:annot be fully understood until one has first internalized the values c:ontajnM therein. Yaug Shih seems to hold 
that this is true of certain texts (those which are obscure or unlc:ear, the histories, and othcs). but never makes such 
a claim about the six classics. 

178. Shu Ching, "Counsels of the Great Yu". 
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phenomena reveals the variations amongst those phenomena. These variations in phenomena 

are the result of the principle of change as it operateS within the parameters of the Supreme 

Ultimate. A.C. Graham translates the Ch'eng brothers as teaching that "wu ~ means 

'activities'" 179. The essential meaning is the same as "phenomenon"; wu includes both the 

thing and its transformative activities, but the laner are the real Object of study. Perception of 

the states of change in enough individual phenomena brings about the realization of the 

universal principle of change which operates in every phenomenon in the world, including 

oneself. Until one has mastered a sufficient number of individual phenomena to realize this, 

they seem but a confusing jumble of disparate, unconnected faCts. 

To perfect wisdom one should do the utmost to exhaust the principles of individual] 
things. If there is some one principle not yet exhaustively [known], then the [myriad] 
phenomena of the world will be enough to confOlmd the underst3Dding. (KSC 2O:1b) 

Once one has come to the realization of the universality of the principle of change, however, 

Yang says one sees that 

The phenomena of the world are all of the same principle, but their manifestations are 
diverse. If we know that the principle is one, then we can call itjen. If we know that its 
manifestations are diverse, then we can call that the righteousness of relationships. 
(KSC20:2a) 

Thus Yang adds to the Ol'eng brothers' teaching Ii yi fen shu his insistence that all things are 

the Tao. This is the justification for the practice of k~W11 in his pedagogical method. 

Tbe goal ofko-wu, in Yang Shih's view, is not to learn as many faCts as possible in a life-

time, but to learn as many of the interconnections between them as is necessary in order to 

recognize the unitary principle whose manifestations a"e diverse. From a practical point of 

179. A.C. Graham. Two Chinese Pbilosopb5rs , 13. 
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view, there is no way any lifetime is long enough to learn every fact about every entity, so such 

an exercise would be both futile and inefficient 

Phenomena have many names - there are as many as ten-thousand. Therefore, there is no 
way for us to know them all. If! introspect and achieve integrity, then all the world's 
phenomena are in me ... Categorize the sympathies of the myriad phenomena; panake of 
the changes of heaven and earth; and then their principles will not be far off. (KSC 
18:7b) 

Examine into phenomena and one's knowledge will reach the highest point Once one's 
knowledge reaches the highest point, one knows that this is where to stop [examining 
facts]. This is the order. If the examination of phenomena is for the purpose of perfecting 
knowledge, then when through investigating phenomena one reaches the point of [all] 
phenomena being [thoroughly] investigated, he who knows them will have arrived. 
(KSC21:4a) 

Yang describes the sequence ofleaming as the reverse of the process by which Fu Hsi drew up 

the trigrams. From the first, Fu Hsi perceived the patterns in which the principle of change is 

manifested, and then found them operating in phenomena The student, on the other hand, 

begins with transformations of phenomena and eventually grasps the fundamental principle. 

[Confucius wrote in] the Chih-tz'u, "When Fu Hsi began to make the eight trigrams, he 
penetrated the te of the gods, and understood the classes of the myriad phenomena" Yet 
the essence of the myriad phenomena is more than just speaking of their classes •.•. 
Begin with each manifestation. Present-day srudents of the Book of Change should 
extrapolate from one class to another. He who made the Book of Change "looked upward 
and contemplated the images in the heavens; looked downward and contemplated the 
patterns of earth. He contemplated the markings of birds and beasts, and their adaptations 
to the regior.s [where they lived]. He proceeded directly from himself and indirectly from 
phenomena" (KSC 13:3I>-4a) 

The author of the Book of Change sought out relationships in drawing it up, not only 

classifying certain entities together in groups, but understanding their essential 

interconnectedness. His explanation of change was based directly on his self-realization (of 

containing the principle of change in its entirety inherent in himself) and indirectly on his 

recognition of the ramification of change in other creatures and objects. Students, who have 

not yet arrived at the sagely perception of the author of the Book of Change, proceed the other 



way: indirectly through other phenomena, first classifying them and then "extrapolating from 

one class to another", "categorizing the sympathies of the myriad phenomena", and finally 

directly through finding it in themselves and "partaking of the changes of heaven and earth" 

[KSC 18:7b]. 

Yang Shih thus builds on the fonnula expressed in the Great Learning , but his 

understanding of "goodness" involves the fundamental relationship of human nature to the 

Supreme Ultimate; his c.oncept of the nature of knowledge is founded on the teachings of 

Ch'eng Yi; and his use of the method ofko-wu to reach that knowledge is based on his 

epistemological and metaphysical theories about the role of change in the cosmos. 

We must first understand goodness, then we can understand why [the sages] effected the 
Tao. Understanding goodness lies in !he peIfection of knowledge; the perfection of 
knowledge lies in ko-wu. (KSC 18:7b) 

Introspection 

Introspection is equal in importance to ko-wu. FiISt, it is the only way to deal with the 

vast quantity of things to examine. 

There is no way for us to know them all. So we tum inwards, introspect and reach 
integrity, and then [know that] all phenomena in the world lie within ourselves. (KSC 
18:7b) 

Having come to the conclusion that "the principle is one and its manifestations diverse", one 

can deduce any individual principle therefrom. This is a far more efficient approach to the 

problem of quantity, and avoids the confusion that will otherwise arise from trying to 

assimilate too many discrete bits of infonnation. The information acquired from external 

sources becomes centered in oneself, after which one may work "directly from oneself" to 

discover anything funher about phenomena. Just as ko-wu provides a guide to focus one's 

effons at self- examination. so introspection can guide one's funher study of external things. 
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Second, and more important, introspection is necessary for integration. One must look 

within to find that "all things in the world lie within". It is not until this is apprehended that 

one may truly begin to integrate into the very fiber of one's being those truths discovered 

through external study; and what are discovered through external study only become truths as 

they are integrated. Thus Yang urges his students to "introspect and integrate" [KSC 16:11a-

b). Shao Yung explains that 

Now, what is meant by investigating phenomena is not using the eye to investigate them. 
It is not investigating them with the eye but investigating them with the mind. It is not 
investigating them with the mind but investigating them with principle. 180 

Shao's explanation of the investigation of phenomena is quite close to the sequence of Yang's 

study, culminating in integration. (There is no evidence, however, of Yang's accepting the 

final step in Shao's system: the use of number to express the Tao and all it contains.) 

Ko-wu and introspection are inextricable from each other, and neither is prior to the other. 

What one learns through ko-wu has no relevance until one has integtated it and transformed it 

from mere relational facts into true moral knowledge; on the other hand, until one has 

examined and discerned a sufficient number of phenomena (presumably this number varies 
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from person to person), one has nothing to assimilate or integrate, and so there is no material to 

guide introspection. One examines, reflects upon it, and then returns to examination until one 

reaches the state of integrity. 

Yet it would seem that Yang advocates beginning with the investigation of things, and 

enlarging the cunicu1um to include introspection only after one comprehends some 

180. Shao. Huang-chi Ching·shih, 6:2680 (183) 
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interrelationships among the facts examined This is implied in the passage above, where he 

begins with the problem that there are too many phenomena for one to know them all 

exhaustively, and then poses the solution: "nun inwards". 

We can return to the epistemological dictum 181 "the principle is one, its manifestations 

diverse" in this new context. As it pertains to ko-wo, we have seen that this refers to the 

apprehension of the interrelatedness of seemingly distinct entities or states of entities. In tenns 

of i."U:rOspection, the realization is self-centered. Man discovers that he is himself one of the 

myriad diverse phenomena of the world, and perceives the ways in which he differs from the 

rest ("its manifestation is diverse"). Likewise comes his apprehension of all of the myriad 

possible manifestations inherent within the individual as the universal principle of change ("the 

principle is one"). 

Unfortunately, nothing in Yang's extant writings gives even a clue to precisely what he 

means by "introspection". He does not speak of meditation, but this does not necessarily mean 

that he and his students did not practice iL (Indeed, the friendships and study relationships he 

fonned with Buddhists may indicate that he could have practiced some fonn of meditation.) It 

is possible that Yang was merely following Confucian tradition, as exemplified in Analects 

II:4, internalizing the values one has learned so that ultimately "[one] can follow the dictates oi 

[one's] own hean, for what [one] desires no longer oversteps the boundaries of right". More 

probably, the truth lies somewhere between these two. What for Yang is a truth is not so until 

it has been integrated; apart from the network of change which connects all phenomena as one, 

181. As the Ch'eng brothers formulated it, of course, U yf ren shu is fust and foremost an ontological swemenL For 
Yang Shih's purposes. however, it is of no Jelevance unless perceived. Hence I refer to its epistemological aspect. 



it is valueless. Yet Yang gives no indication that he meditates, and rarely even uses words 

often associated in Buddhist and Taoist texts with the practice of meditation, such as 

"tranquility" or "quiescence" 182. The one relevant example of such a reference is found in his 

yu-Iu , which renders it somewhat suspect 

Yang told Clung-su [Lo Ts'ung-yen] 183, I have a few sentences to teach the method of 
study. !fin tranquilitY and silence you understand within, then patently outward 
meanings and symbols will clearly manifest (KSC 12:28b) [emphasis added] 

There could be many reasons for Yang's silence on this subject: censorship by later editors 

(which may well account for the disappearance of all of his writings on Taoist texts), or a 

reluctance to admit to influence by Taoists (though this seems uncharacteristic of Yang, and 

presumably ifhe had regularly practiced meditation with many of his students, one at least 

would have recorded as much). But then neither, it must be remembered, does Yang delineate 

a specifiC curriculum for the student's process of ko-wu (apart from feeling certain texts to 

have been particularly useful to him in his early studies). Introspection may be as open to the 

teacher's modifications to fit each student's own needs as ko-wu and indeed the entirety of 

Yang's teaching method seem to be. In any case, we must be content with what we have. 
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Yang is far more fonhcoming on the subject of the student's analysis and assimilation of what 

he encounters in his studies. 

182. It is quite regrettable that Yang's explanations of the Chuang Tzu , the ~ and the lieh Tzu are no longer 
extant. His approach to them might have shed some light on his general view of various Taoist theories and 
practices. 

183. Pcrl1aps Yang Shih's most famous and influential studenI. Lo was the teacher ofLi T'lD1g. who in tum passed on 
to Chu Hsi the teachings of Yang Shih. 1.0 also came from Fukien. His writiDgs are collected in the 
1.0 Yu-chang hsien-sheng chi. 
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Analysis, Doubt and Self-Confidence 

How does the student synthesize what he finds in his ObseIVatiOns of external phenomena, 

in order to perceive the interconnections amongst them? According to Yang Shih, through 

"checking" (chai.f ), "penetrating with the mind-and-bean" (hsin-t'ung 'r.;.ji, ), and, above 

all, by "questioning" (yiLt..). He contrasts this with wrote memorization. blind adherence to 

traditional models of wisdom, and shillow comprehension of individual words. Questioning 

forms the basis of Yang Shih's pedagogical method. It also shapes his written and oral 

dialogues with students, as he often forces them through his own silence to keep asking 

questions or to answer their own. There is classical precedent for such It.'! approach: Confucius 

says "If I hold up one comer and a man cannot come back to me with the other three, I do not 

continue the lesson" 184. Yet. while Confucius speaks of talent and effort. Yang's primary 

concern is for the process of questioning itself, beyond what it may demonstrate of the 

student's eagerness or ability. 

Yang Shih is not the tim to discuss the role of doubt in learning, but he attributes to it a 

positive character where in the earlier Confucian and Ch 'anist traditions it is a only an 

impediment to the student's progress. In the "Discourse on Teachers", Han Yu says, 

Unless all men were bom with knowledge, who among them could be free from doubts? 
And if one bas DO teacher to take his doubts to, they will never be solved. ISS 

"Doubt" plays no pedagogical role whatsoever in the Four Books. Han Yu's use of the term is 

not far different; he simply stresseS the need for a teacher in order to answer students' 

184. ~ VII:8. 
185. Han Yii, -Shih Simo-, trmsL deBary, ~,429. Note that the cbIrIr:Ier Han uses for -doubt- is bao, not yI. 



questions. 

In the Buddhist Lin-chi school, doubt is simila:iy portrayed. Doubts are obstacles to the 

understanding. But the monk Ta-hui tsung-kao.;t.. ~.:~ ;t (1089-1163) 186 finds doubt a 

useful mechanism for bringing about enlightenment: "a great doubt must be followed by a 

great enlightenment" IS? He formulates hua-t'ou!~.i., a type of kung-an, around doubt, 

urging students to focus all their energies on the doubt until it is suddenly dispelled 188. Yet 

for Ta-hui doubt is still predominantly negative. 

For Yang Shih, doubt is not a lack of faith in the religious sense, although it implies a 

certain healthy skepticism even toward the classics. Instead, it is an attirude of critical analysis 

whereby the stUdent discovers moral truth for himself rather than through absorbing what 

others tell him. 

Yang's approach is also in contrast to the Socratic method. The preferred mode of 

discourse in Yang's vii-Iu is for the students to ask and himself to answer ever more specific 

questions. Yang rarely poses questions, instead attempting to draw out answers from his 

studemsl89• 1bere is something in the questioning itself which Yang deems of great value. 

[Yang Shih] was speaking wit.'1 [Cheng] Oli-ch'ang, [saying that] students need [first] to 
question 190 and then they can progress in teo But they also must stUdy deeply; then and 
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186. T.-hui began bis fcr.mal sUJdy of Ch'm in 1106. travelling in 1107 to ML Lu (fourteen years after the death of 
Ch'IIIg Tsung). He IDd Ymg Shih hid some disciples in c:ommcm. most mtai:lly Chang Chi-ch'eng. but also 
inc:ludins Iii Pen-c:Jnms. Li KucIg. two other well-kmwn figures of the Southe:m Sung. Many ofT.-hui's stUdents 
had been raupt by the Ch'eng brotben, Hsieh L.img-uo. You Tso IDd other of Ymg's philosophic:! =lleagues. 
Cf. Levering. "Ch'm Ezilightmmmr", 76ff. 

187. Yanagida Seizm. Clmgoku u:nshushi , 100; in D.T. Suzuki IDd K.N. NIsbitaDi. eds., Zen no reiicishi , voL 3 
(Tokyo:1974). Cited in Dumoulin. Zen, 2SS. 

188. Cf. Dumoulin. ~,2S7-8; alIo Levering. "Ch'm Enlighu:rnnt:nr", 297-303. 
189. W"Jth the ~on of his tz'a-wm, the D&t1n of which is differal1 frcm the other reccrds of his inlez'a:tion with 

szude:lus, being • set of questions ID wtUch he expecu:d IZISwezJ in the fom1 of writt.eD ess.ys. 

190. Ch'ez!8 Yisays. '"I'heslUdentmustfimknow hcwlDdoubt" (Ch'eng Y"J,~ 11:2b). TrmsL in deBary, 
The Liberal Tm:fuion in China (Hong Kong: The Chinese Univmity Press. 1983). 62. 
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only then can they question. Today's intellectuaIs take book-learning to be studying, and 
because of this take themselves to have no questions to ask; therefore, their studies do not 
match [those of ancient students]. Although Confucius' students questioned, in every 
case later generations of students think it unnecessary to ask questions. "Tzu-kung asked 
about government The Master said, Sufficient food, sufficient weapons, and the 
confidence of the common people. Tzu-kung said, Suppose you had no choice but to 
dispense with one of these three, which would you forgo? The Master said, Weapons" 191. 

[Tzu-kung] still was uncertain about it, and therefore was able to continue asking to the 
point where Confucius explained "a people that no longer trusts its rulers is lost indeed" 
[ibid.]. When people today ask about government, [and] I tell them "Sufficient food and 
weapons", do they question any further [for the reason]? "Fan Ch'ih asked about the good 
[ruler]. The Master said, He loves men. He asked about the wise [ruler]. The Master said, 
He knows men" 192. This surely is very clear! Yet Ch'ih funher said he did not 
undeIStand. So Confucius told him, "By raising the straight and putting them over the 
crooked, he can make the crooked straight" 193. Teaching begins in this and follows from 
this. . .. If we were to cause students today to get the [full] answer on their first asking, 
then they certainly would have no funher questions. So we often call the ancients those 
who had questions, and today's students those who do not know how to ask. How can 
their study progress?! [Cheng] Chi-ch'ang said, "In my lifetime of study, I often feel 
myself to be without uncertainty. Today as I hear ~·cur words, I finally know what the 
ancients' study [really] was." (KSC l1:5b-6b) 

"Teaching begins and follows from" asking questions or, more specifically, from determining 

what questions to ask. This involves constant evaluation of one's own grasp of a phenomenon 

to discover where one is weakest, subsequently pinpointing the problem with an educated 

question. NaruraIly, one cannot ask educated questions until one has studied to a certain 

extent. There is precedent for this in the Analects as well, when Confucius explains the nature 

of knowledge. 

Yu, shall I teach you what knowledge is'? When you know a thing, to recognize that you 
know it, and when you do not know a thing, to recognize that you do not know it That is 
knowledgel94 • 

The process of formulating educated questions cettainly ensures that students will less 

191. Analects XII:7. 

192. Analects XII:22. 
193. ibid. 

194. Analects n:17. 
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frequently misunderstand or understand incompletely what they observe, read and hear from 

their teachers. It also, however, facilitates the intema1ization and integration of extema1Iy-

gained insights through constant self-examination and active participation in the learning 

process, what Dumoulin calls "the experiential dimension Oftruth"l9S. Yang emphasizes that 

the questions must be the ones most calculated to evoke the information the student needs; he 

does not advocate random or careless questioning. "Students need to question ... bllt they 

must also study deeply; then and only then can they question" [KSC 11:5b]. Occasionally, 

Yang does not answer questions at all, deeming them inappropriate or unproductive. Once 

Yang even chides his students for asking a question they should not have had to ask, but 

should have been able to have figured out for themselves with a little thought: 

Someone asked, "Mr. Cheng-shu said, 'Shao Yao-fu's book of numerology of the 
Book of Change today is not transmitted.' At that time, why didn't Cheng-shu's students 
ask him what he thought of that?" Yang replied, "Suppose you were in their position, 
would you have dared to ask?" (KSC 13:21b) 

Confucius' students also recognized the value of questioning, and indeed, Yang notes, were 

so hungry for true knowledge that they could not refrain from asking questions even when they 

knew what they asked was shameful. Risking the harsh words of his teac.lter did not keep Tsai 

Yu silent when he could not understand the need for the mourning-period to be so long. 

Someone asked, "'Tsai Yu asked abo!.}! t.l!e w.ree years' !!!D!l..1"!!ing, and said he thought a 
year would be quite enough' 196. Why?" Yang Shih answered, Because he wasTsai Yu. 
Confucius' students all desired thorough study until they could be completely without 
questions, and only then [would they] stop [asking]. The three years' mourning was 
something that other people would not dare to cut shott. Tsai Yu hoped to cut it shon, 
and therefore he had to ask the sage. Although he was deeply upbraided, he still could 
not avoid [asking]. (KSC 11:7a-b) 

Tsai Yu asked about the three years' mourning; it was not [because] he did not know [the 

195. Dumoulin, Zen. 75. 
196. Analects XVII:21. 



extent of] his own meanness. It was only that he had doubts, and did not dare to hide 
them from Confucius. It was only that he did not have secrets [from his teacher]; this is 
cenainly the kind of thing a sage does. (KSC 11: lla) 

Again, Yang finds precedent in the Analects for his approach; yet he seems to have added a 
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depth to Confucius' original meaning that was not explicitly expressed as such anywhere in the 

Analects. However one might judge Tsai Yu's reluctance to extend the period ofmouming for 

the full three years, his openness with Confucius and his self-knowledge are, in Yang Shih's 

view, invaluable tools for the student. 

Another way that Yang expresses the method of gaining full understanding of external 

things is "penetration with the miod-and-heart", as opposed to familiarity with superficial 

aspects. Speaking of Wang An-shih's interpretation of the Book of Change Yang says, 

Change is within everyone, [but most people] do not know to seek [it] in themselves. 
They only search [for it] in writings; they work diligently, but what is the point? •.• 
Ching-kung's [Wang An-shih] understanding of the Book of Change was only ofits 
literal meaning. He never penetrated it with his mind-and-heart. If one does not penetrate 
with the mind-and-heart, then to u.~derstand [the literal meaning] thoroughly is of no use . 
. " Pitiful! His whole life he worked diligently, but he never got it right. 
(KSC 13:14a-b) 

This contrast between memorization of the literal meaning and true penetration of the 

underlying meaning points to the necessity for introspection as well as ko-wu in order to make 

meaningful what one has learned from external things. Ch' eng Yi called the former "men not 

seeking within themselves but outside themselves and engaging in . .. effortful memorization" 

197, and declared that "If, after having studied [the Analects ], one is still the same person as 

before, he has not really studied it"198. Such superficial attempts at study leave the student 

197. Ch 'eng Y"l. Yi-ch 'uan wcn-chi ,4:1b-2a. Trans. in deBary, Liberal Tradition, 49. 

198. Ch'cng Hao and Ch'eng Y"l. Yi-shu, 19: 11 a. Trans. in deBary, Liberal Tradition, 61. 
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with a very shaky foundation on which to build subsequent arguments, and they "borrow 

explanations without understanding them, in order to discuss [other issues]" [KSC 13:10a]. 

Nowhere is this consequence so poignantly brought home as in Yang's warning to 1.0 Ts'ung-

yen. 

[Yang Shih] told 1.0 Chung-su, Those who study today just do not know the method of 
studying, nor do they know the reason for studying. The subject is great. One must have 
learned diligence [before one can] know that it is not easy. Students study that which the 
sages and wonhies did. If one wishes to do that which the sages and wonhies did, one 
must first heed the Tao which the sages and worthies achieved. They wanted to know 
everything past and present and put it into their writing, loyally and with trustwonhiness, 
and were determined to be the type of] intellectual who does not do anything which is not 
just. Up to now, this type of man has not been scarce. But one can't call him the kind 
who truly knows the Tao. It's like at the decline of the Eas"..em Han. when common 
scholars, hermits and intellectuals with great reputations, known in their time, were 
numerous. We see that they took as their responsibility [canying out] the Tao of the 
ancient sages and wonbies; yet they did not resemble [the ancients] the tiniest biL This is 
because, from the very beginning, they did not understand the Tao. Those who study 
today often say "I s.1}ould do t.1tat wtojch the ancients did", but as soon as something [out of 
the ordinary] comes up they are at a loss as to how to handle iL Therefore, their method 
of study is to take everything past and present and put it into writing, and they are loyal 
and trustwonhy and sincerely determined to be intellectuals who do not do anything 
unjust. But they do not know that they must inquire into the Tao [itself] .... If we look 
at study from this [perspective], if one does not inquire into the Tao, it is tantamount to 
not studying at all. (KSC 12:24~25a) 

"Inquiring into the Tao itself' is more than simply learning what sages in the past did, due to 

the operation of the principle of change in the world. What the sages did often was not the 

same, because the situations to which they reacted differed. 1be greatest lesson to learn from 

the sages is that they were able to tang shih, match their times and circumstances and respond 

appropriately. Thus memorizing the laws of the Chou court pertaining to taxation is pointless 

in Yang Shih's time - but uncierstanding why they were the right laws during the Chou is of 

very great use, and when supplemented by a grasp of the manner in which the situation has 

since changed to make those laws obsolete or unwieldy in one's own time, such information 

reveals the principles underlying the formulation of laws. This is essentially the same 



technique when applied to the observation of external objects other than written texts. One 

learns first the way in which a given thing differs from all others, the ways in which it changes 

in time, and evenrually patterns emerge which are the principles of change. This in tum allows 

one to recognize the principle in oneself. No matter how eager a student is to be the best 

administrator or scholar possible, no matter how loyally he adheres to the letter of the sagely 

law, no matter how diligently he gatl1ers data about u'le world around him, if he never 

penetrates below the swface enough to recognize when to ask questions so that he can truly 

assimilate what he learns, he will never succeed in reaching integrity, and thus will have no 

hope of being able to tang shih. 

So Yang Shih says, "Practicing without checking into things amounts to not practicing at 

all" [KSC 11 :8a], referring to the very intimate process of e~.aming a text or phenomenon 

from inside and out One who truly has penetrated what he has studied is like Ch'eng Yi's 

peasant who, having once been wounded by a tiger, reacts emotionally to the news of a tiger's 

menace, whereas those who have not had such an experience react only intellectually 199. 
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Yang is especially concerned with the application of doubt to textual study. This is 

probably in part because of the controversy during most of the Nonhem Sung over which texts 

were most efficacious, reliable and worthy of inclusion in both the state school cuniculum and 

the national examinations. Wang An-shih was, of course, a central figure in these debates, and 

from what can be seen of Yang's antipathy toward Wang, this is a likely issue for Yang to 

address at least tangentially. 

Holding books on philosophers, without being able to judge [their merit] for oneself to 

199. cr. Ch'eng. Yi-shu 2A:2b-3a. 
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see and clearly understand in what ways they are right or wrong about the ancients, this is 
why one greatly loses [the true meaning]. (KSC 10:38b) 
Even though these are Mencius' words, those who SbJdy the sages should look for 
themselves. If they do not look for themselves but [blindly] take Mencius' words, what 
can they have to do with me? (KSC 10:13b) 

We should recall at this juncture that what with Chu Hsi's work, has since become the 

"Confucian canon" was not codified till almost two generations after Yang's lifetime. Thus, 

questioning the Validity ofMencius' arguments (or those of any of the other so-called 

"classics") is not the radical step it may at first seem200. Yet it is significant in light of Yang 

Shih's complete pedagogical, metaphysical and epistemological theories. Because change is 

the fundamental principle of the cosmos, relationships between things and events (the principle 

of change operating in both time and space) form the fundamental corps of knowledge. So 

Yang Shih can say with conviction that his approach to whatever he studies is to "skip through 

and choose [whatever gives insight inIo the Tao]" [KSC 12:28b], for it is the principles of the 

phenomenon studied, and not the thing itself, which reveal what one truly must know2Ol• 

Chung-su asked how to study the Book of Odes. Yang said, The Odes are the most 
difficult [of the classics]. But in the end, he explained, the majority of them require 
sympathetic understanding. Do not search for the literal meaning. [What] in the mind
and-heart is will, is manifested in words as poetry. Feeling in the mind-and-heart is 
manifested in words. . .. If today you wish to examine the words of these odes, first you 
must find their feelings. If you don't know their feelings, then although you may sea .. ·c.~ 
through every detail of the litera! meaning, it cannot be called understanding the ode .... 
What is sympathetic understanding? For example, take the ode "Kuan cry the ospreys". 
The poet encourages the empress aDd consorts to be virtuous, and so [writes] in this way. 
One must understand the image of the ospreys, why that particular creature [was chosen 
for the ode]: the osprey is steadfast and in this way different from other birds. You should 
know the meaning of the sound "kuan kuan", that the sound is peaceful and [evocative of] 
marital bliss. You should understand the image of the riverside location, which is dark 
and quiet and far from people. Then you will know why that kind ofbird. that kind of 
sound, and a dark and isolated location are understood to be like the virtue of the empress 

200. Cf. Graham, Two Chinese Philosophers, 45; deBa!)', Liberal Tradition, 62-
201. The furtherrmnifications of this for Yang's view of classical texIS will be examined below. 



and consons. This is what is meant by "sympathetic understanding". Only through 
sympathetic understa.'lding can one taste the flavor of the Odes. And then the 
Odes are personally useful. (KSC l2:2Sa-26a) [emphasis added] 
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This passage clearly illustrates Yang's method of examining things, ruming inward to find the 

right questions, returning to the examined object and finally integrating the infonnation into 

oneself. 

Arising from integration is utter faith in oneself and in the truth of one's knowledge. The 

sage's spontaneity of response is dependent upon the confidence he has in his integrity with the 

Tao. 

Most men are lacking in self-confidence, and so they are ineffectual. The sages knew 
their [own] effectiveness - it must be rooted in this. (KSC:l1:17a) 

Yang calls this "special faith". 

Studems of today all speak of ming, [yet] their special faith is insufficient; I think that 
their knowledge has not yet been perfected. If they [truly] knew, they would believe in it 
Now I say to them, Water and fire cannot be trodden upon. People must believe this by 
faith: that is [the only way to] know it I tell them, Riches and wealth are up to Heaven. 
One cannot seek them for oneself. TIley inevitably respond "Yes", but those whose faith 
is yet insufficient still seek them. I take their understanding of it not to be as clear as their 
understanding of] treading on water or fire. Mencius said. That which is done without 
men's doing is from Heaven; that which happens without men's causing it is the 
ordinance of Heaven" (204). He also said, "In regard to obtaining or not obtaining office, 
that is as ordered [by ming]"202. (KSC 13a) 

Yang's "special faith" sounds strikingly like that of the T'ang monk Lin- chi !:~:*(ca.810-

867)'JI1J. In his yii-lu, Lin-cbi says, 

Studenrs today who srudy the Buddha-dhaIma must seek true insighL .. Students today 
can't get anywbe~: what ails you? Lack of faith in yourself is what ails you. If you lack 
faith in yowseJ.f, you 'll ~ tumbling along, bewilderingly follOwing after all kinds of 
circumstanccs, be taken by these myriad circumstances through transformation after 

202.~VA:6. 

203.~VA:8. 



ttansfoIIDation. and never be yourself. . •• Since you students lack faith in yourse!ves, 
you IUD around seeking something outside2D4

• 

Faith, for both Lin-chi and Yang, arises from the certainty that the Buddha-dharma (m Lin-

chi's case) or the Tao (m Yang's) is centered ~ one's very being. Recognizing this, one may 

have absolute confidence in what Yang calls "the certainty of principle" [KSC 19:10b], 

whether it be the elemental properties of water and fire or man's inability to alter his mingo 

Wen 

Because internalization of values is the objective of study, the phenomena investigated 
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become in Yang's thought a means to an end rather than objects of intrinsic value. This colors 

Yang's attitude toward wen. His use of wen, like his epistemological and pedagogical 

theories, is based on the role of change and response to change (tang shih) as envisioned in his 

metaphysics. To apprehend clearly the principle of change, grounded in the Supreme 

illtimate, as the highest-order metaphysical concept, is to recognize that the individual 

transformations of situations and phenomena are pan of the laIger network of change. These 

situations and phenomena which are subject to change, then, are appropriate only to their own 

time and place. Literature, law, method, ritual - indeed, all social institutions are subject to 

both temporal change and spatial variation. Yet even legal methods which no longer fit current 

needs may be sources of real knowledge and guides to contemporary techniques. If we are to 

understand-Yang Shih's contention that consta.'1t truths may be found in the cultural COli5tIUcts 

which themselves are subject to change (and enor), we must examine the conceptual hierarchy 

204_ The founder of the Lin-chi (1. Rinu.i) sect of Buddhism. he c:ombined the teachings of Ta.yu and Huang.po in 
fcmnulating his pedagogical method. Cf. Dumoulin. Zen • 180ft 
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ofhis system. 

The principle of change works continuously throughout the cosmos, perpetuating the Tao 

and maintaining the gradual process of the sixty-four transfonnations. These transformations 

do not alter. nor is anyone distinct from the others. Grounded in the Supreme Ultimate, 

change is the highest-order concept in Yang's schema. 

The sage's awareness of change allows him to express it throughjen, righteous distinction, 

openness, penetration and hitting the center. These are the media through which one responds 

appropriately to each change. While these sagely qualities do not in themselves clmnge, the 

way in which they are implemented varies according to what is most fitting (for example, the 

center at which one aims is different in different situations). These are unchanging principles 

which in manifestation differ widely. 

FmaIly, there is the realm. of historical change, the lowest-order concept in the hierarchy. 

Cultural constructs - what here are called wen 20S - such as social and political i:=tutions, 

literature, and the sagely tradition are all continuously affected by the principle of change. It is 

this realm in which the sage responds directJy to the consequences of change through his 

application of jen, righteous distinction, and the rest of the sagely qualities. The sage reacts 

appropriately to each individual transformation, aware of the highest-order principle which 

governs these changes. 

This hoicis true for the creation of cultural constructs as well. In order to create literature. or 

205. I include as WeD the various cultural c:onstrudS such as the sagely tradition, litmllUre and the classics. ritual and 
law. Cf. Peter K. Bol. "Culture and the Way in Eleventh Century China" (dissenaIion. Princeton University. 1982). 
128. 
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formulate legal structures, one must understand the relation of each of these "realms" to the 

others. While the new forms must fit the current situation, they are at the same time products 

of that sinwion, and are to be judged accordingly. A work's value is largely a function ofits 

author's vision; thus even if the specific approach it takes is outdated and no longer applicable, 

the principles according to which it was designed remain valid and worthy of careful scrutiny. 

Understanding the basis of the emthor's work, one may learn hew to hit the center in one's own 

time and place. 

It is useful to explore the ramifications of Yang's approach for the validation of the 

tradition of the sages, literature, the classics, rite and legal theory. These are, in Yang Shih's 

view, cultural artifacts SUbject to transformation which yet may ~ valuable wisdom and 

insights despite thdr limitations. 

The Sagely Tradition 

The sages are "those who know the taste" [KSC 18:7b], apprehending the Tao and carrying 

it out in their daily lives. Participating in the dynamic process of cosmic transformation and 

response often involves the sage' s creation of wen as literature, just laws. ritual reform, and the 

like. In order to evaluate their work. as well as to discover the reason for the flaws in the 

writings and actions of others, it is useful to examine first the tradition of sagehood as Yang 

Shih sees iL 

The sage is conscious of the Tao on both the cosmic and mundane levels. His vision of the 

Tao as a whole enables him to examine individual phenomena and und::~...:md them fully. His 

knowledge of wen, then, springs from his own integrity rather than from any source external to 
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him. 

Only the ancient sages were able to refiect in themselves and seek it They did not need to 
seek it outside themselves, and yet the rites were in their midst. (KSC 5:11b) 

This is the foundation from which the sage creates wen. The sage's conscious creation of wen 

is one aspect of tang shih; far from being merely an expression of his emotions or personality, 

it is pan of his duty, even when circumstances prevent the full realization of his intentions. 

Arising spontaneously from his desire to respond, there is an impulse to work toward the 

ultimate temporal goal of "straightening the world": 

If one does not straighten [wrongs], the Tao will not be seen [in the world]. Although I 
want to straighten [it], it is something not even Mencius could do. (KSC 17:3a) 

The concept of sagehood is itself an aspect of wen. It is an ideal toward which Yang urges 

students to strive, and the sages themselves are models for one's own deportment Yang Shih 

seems to present sagehood as an unrealizable goal, noting that "scholars of old took the sages 

as teachers, and [so] what they studied was thaL which could never be exhaustively [mastered]" 

[KSC lO:2a]. Such a state would appear to be near perfection, yet Yang maintains that 

sagehood does not necessarily entail perfection. 

Someone asked, "Po Yi was a sage, yet he was narrow-minded. How could this be?" 
Yang said, "This is because natural endowments differ. Ifwe look at the hundred 
generations succeeding him, and ask about their feelings [about him], stupid men and 
cowards understand clearly that he was strong-willed. TIlis is great power!" (KSC 
l1:l1a) 

Again, we are confronted with the problem of natural endowments, according to which 

individuals vary. Yang Shih discusses Po Yi and other sages' sagehood and the ways in which 

each fell shon of romplete perfection in numerous I!!:!!! passages, but he makes it clear that 

despite their failings, they were sages. 

The above passage is relevant to the question of sagehood in another way as well. Po Yi's 

strength of character may be emulated even though his narrow-mindedness was a serious flaw. 

--- --- ---
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Yang evaluates Po Yi's power as a sage-model on the basis of his influence overlater 

generations. Po's insight into the Tao does not exempt him from the influence of the principle 

of change. neither in his daily life and the circumstances ofhis ming nor in his very make-up. 

His error of n.mow-mindedness !S a product of his individual "natural endowment". Some of 

his methods may be flawed. but as an example of one who could tang shih. Po Yi still has 

palpable force to move others. And his personal "style". unique to himself, retains its 

inspirational qualities centuries later. 

Yang's clearest fc:mulation of sagehood is found in the last chuan of his yO-Iu where he 

makes a distinction between intelligence and wisdom. 

As for sageliness, it is both jen and wisdom. But discovering the proper Tao is the work. 
of wisdom; the sage, ieaching it, does not necessarily hit it exactly. . •• It is like Yi Yin, 
Po Yi and Liu Hsia-hui through purity. responsibility and harmony [respectively] finding 
the Tao differently . . .• Their intelligence. perhaPS. was not perfect. yet they were sages. 
(KSC l3:2Sa-b) 

The sages differ in their "material endowmem" • personal style. and particular failings. but all 

share the ability to hit the center of each situation with which they are confromed. In their 

individual characteristics, they are imperfect In their understanding of the Tao. however. 

they most assuredly are perfect The sagely tradition thus bears out the dictum "the principle is 

one and its manifestations diverse". 

Wen as CulwraI Construct 

Yang Shih's view of wen is somewhat :l!Ilbiguous. Judging from his prose writings alone. 

it would seem that he held to the standard H-hsueh emphasis on didacticism. Certainly this is 

consistem with his overriding preoccupation with pedagogy. Only rarely and indirectly does 

Yang discuss poetry in his prose writings. yet an examination ofhis poetry shows a distinct 
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tendency toward wen as a spontaneous act of creativity, the upwelling of irrepressIole 

emotions. On such example will suffice here, the poem "Seeing a hunt pass by". 

Wearing mink, riding a white horse - of whose house is this the son? Grasping a spear, on 
his back a bow and a quiver of arrows, His wIUergarments iiy [in the wind as if they ] 
desire to compete with the birds; And where his horse's feet touch down, the dust rises in 
clouds, scattering in all four directions. [With] a long rope, he urges a gallop, pursuing 
foxes and rabbits in their fright A proud hawk is fastened to his ann, its eyes shifting 
back and forth. From the] flying, scattered clouds, [I] hear thunder and see sparks of 
lightning; In :l moment, the grass is bereft of all living things. The stomach of a bird of 
prey requires fresh-killed meat; Only after it looks back eagerly [for meat] does it discern 
its master's will. [The rider] only desires that the cooking pots and stands be piled high to 
excess; What gourmet would have pity for the kind of creatures who are killed? The 
w.arm air is [suddenly] returned to cold autumn, The season filled with the crying of 
turtle-doves. Hearing in the forest hundreds of birds calling, lusty and abundant, I want to 
strike him with my fists, but I know I am unreasonable. (KSC 39:9b-lOa) 

This and others of Yang Shih's poems display a serious attraction to poetic composition 

beyond its didactic function and also beyond the Obligatory, rather cliche practice traditionally 

required of every scholar. 

Naturally. different fonns of wen have different purposes. Ritual, as we shall see below, 

affects moods and psychological states; prose is for teaching (m various senses of the word): 

law functions as a harmonizer. It would not be inconsistent. then, that the writing of poetry 

provide an outlet for the emotions, although Yang rarely addresses the question from the 

perspective of the poet 

TIlere is a deeper level at which we can understand the role of wen, or cultural constructs, 

in Yang's philosophy, based on the cosmic dynamic of response. All wen, for Yang, is 

response of one kind or another. It is nalllral, spontaneous, irrepressible and often emotional. 

As response, wen is also situational. It is response to a particular time and place. Often it does 

not hit the center and so does not fit the situation. 



The way to evaluate any wen is to understand it as a product of its own time and place. 

Even a poem. not specifically created to instruct, can teach insights: to penetrate the poet's 

reason for writing. one examines that to which he was responding GIld judges the 

appropriateness of that response. Thus the original reason for wen is not necessarily didactic. 

yet its use by others is primarily so. 

Just as the important aspect of a phenomenon examined \ly ko-wu is its principle of 

transformation, so the element in wen which one must discover is the principle according to 

whic;h-it was created. One studies the spirit rather than the letter of wen. 

As for the policies which came from the ancient [sage-kings] Wen and Wu. where are 
they now? As for the sages' work, they only wanted what was right in everything. If the 
principle is right. then even the policy of [the tyrant] Chou should not be changed. If it is 
wrong. even Wen and Wu's policy should be altered. What were the sages thinking of? 
In the right time to follow the right pri.ncip!e. (KSC 12:11a) [emphasis added] 

So. for example. one should Sbldy not merely the fiscal policies of the sage-kings but the 

reasoning behind them. Understanding why such policies were appropriate during the time of 

the Chou Kuan one can then extend the principle through time and space to determine the 

policy which would best fit the new situation. If one knows only what the Chou Kuan says 

and not why. that is not true or useful knowledge. 
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We should examine the way that the former [sage-]kings managed their funds. It was not 
like taking all the wealth of the world and caging it for themselves. We should take in 
[taxes] according to a method. and use them according to limitations. This is called each 
according with righteousness. If in taking in [taxes]. it is not done according to the proper 
way. or in using it is not according to limitations. then that does not match righteousness. 
and therefore is against reason. This is why the Chou Kuan used the nine offices to 
govern it, and afterwards used the nine taxes to take it in. It was ... according to a 
method. (KSC 20:10b-11a) 

This is why Yang Shih majntains that the purpose of Sbldying wen is to find guidance. Some 

wen. because of their flaws. can mislead students. The six classics are clearest and most 

helpful to the beginning student 



The six classics can point the direction and that is all. Depending upon where they point, 
we go. . .. If followers exhaust or waste their energies on [individual] lines and words, 
that is only getting the branches. (KSC 20:4a) 
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The reason for creating wen, then, is to respond to changing situations. The reason for using it 

is to discover the spirit and principles according to which it was created. 

Language and Composition 

In his commentS on the writing of prose, Yang Shih clearly stresses the functional aspect 

of the work. Most literature is written, he feels, in order to teach through persuasion or 

example. Because of this, as we have seen, clarity and simplicity are crucial. This is all the 

more true since the medium itself is limited; Yang occasionally warns his students that real 

knowledge cannot be exhaustively imparted through language, but must be intuited. 

Those who understand this right and wrong, difference and similarity, should see it 
themselves. It is not [something] that can be reached through words and discussion. 
(KSC21:4a) 

Yang's attitude toward language is not as extreme as that of the Taoists or Ch'anists 206. He 

sees it as, at best, inadequate to express the most fundamental spiritual truths, and at worst as 

dangerously misleading unless used cautiously. Just as the good teacher, beyond a certain 

point, cannot explain the Tao in full to his student, the Tao in all its vastness cannot be 

exhaustively described in any manner that would fully communicate its every faceL Complete 

understanding can only come after introspection and integration, and is on a level deeperthan 

that of words. Thus the writing of litera lUre must be carried out with great attention to clarity 

206. For the Buddhist, the process of language involves making distinctions among phenomena. Such distinctior.s 
being artificial, language is su.~ Cf. Dumoulin. Zen 54-5. On the probable origins of the Taoist mistrust of 
language, cf. Birdwhistell. Transition 12-13. 
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and simplicity in order to minimize confusion. 

A writer must also approach his worle in the proper spirit. Yang values the power of gentle 

persuasion over harsh criticism and biting wit. and indeed his personal correspondence and 

memorials to the throne bear this out. Yang himself rarely resons to outright anger, and never 

to sarcasm or irony, simply because he sees such techniques as ineffective, perhaps allowing 

the author to vent his spleen but accomplishing little. 

The composition of literature requires an air of gentleness. warmth, empathy and 
integrity. Toward rulers, in one's speech and even in writing, the qualities of gentleness 

. and empathy are particularly indispensable. (KSC 10:4b) 

One who has reached the state of integrity can. naturally, use language most effectively, 

guaging precisely how be should meet each situation most appropriately. Empathy enables 

him to see how best to appeal to his reader; his warmth and gentless will move the reader's 

sympathies. Discordant writing produces the opposite result 

Looking at the writings of Wang Fung-yuanIa iJ. [Wang Ling.l: ~ , 1032-1059] 
"1m, Yang said, This is a man who does a lot of angry complaining. Anotherday, Yang 
said, This man. [although] his talent is great. does not see the Tao. (KSC 12:22b) 

Wang Fung-yuan's talem was great and his opinions far-sighted. but be could not yet 
perceive the Tao. His writings therefore greatly addressed complaints and slander; he 
was that type of person. What can be done with him? (KSC 10: lOa) 

Not perceiving the Tao, Wang has not reached integrity; not having reached integrity, he has 

no empathy. The tone of Wang's writings, in Yang Shih's view, is calculated to insult rather 

than convert the reader, and will therefore not have the desired effect 

Another hallmaIk of the sage's writing skill is the ease and naturallness with which the 

2Ifl. From Chimg-su province. Wq Ling was grcady Idmircd by Wang An-shih. Wang Ling 9!I'Ote a historical work 
in sixteen cb6aD. emitled AbstrKIs &om !he Sevaueen Hisrcries Chosen by Mr. WanS to Answer the Demands 
ofIgnonnts. 



words flow. 

As for the poems ofT'ao Yiian-mingjl}) :JHI *l [T'ao Ch'ienpi} ~~ ,372-427] 208, they 
cannot be equalled. Broad-mindedness, penetrating thought and purity of concentration 
come forth from them naturally. If one has studied with effort, then one will know that 
effort had no pan in [the composition of] Yuan-ming's poems. (KSC 10:4b) 

This is an outgrowth of the spontaneity with which the imegrated peISOn responds in every 

case. Literature requires little effort of the true sage; others will of course, need to exercise a 

good deal of caution in their choice of words and tone. The sage is able to explain everything 

clearly and simply because of the comprehensiveness of his apprehension of the Tao. Yang 

citeS two classic examples of such natural. effortless expression: 
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In explaining the classics. the general idea must be understood. but the words must be 
simple. . .. "Do that which gives no trouble" 209: is that not also easy? "My way has one 
[:bread] that runs right through it"210: is that not also simple? . . .. It is just a natural 
principle. (KSC 13:17b-18a) 

The "natural principle" comes through in these words because the sage's grasp of it is 

complete. 

In sum. Yang contends that the "decoration" of literature to make it more aesthetically 

pleasing is sometimes of value, but not in itself sufficient. One must know the Tao in order to 

be able to communicate it effectively through language without catching the reader in a tangle 

of words. Ultimately. literature (like the spoken word) can only transmit pieces of the Tao. just 

as individual pbenomena do not exhaust iL Yang Shih's view of the relationship of language to 

truth is clearly e~ below. 

If ODe takes and embroiders on manner and speech. that is not careful reticence. [But] if 

208. The poet was known both as Yuan-ming and as "Mr. Five Willows·. Ymg Shih gready admired his poeuy. 
209. ~IVB:26. 
210.~IV:lS. 



one embroiders and yet retains [the original] moral force. then even some fine words and 
insinuating appearances are not transgressions ... words and appea."'3nce a.-e not 
completely irrelevant to jen, only seldom relevant (KSC S:3b) 

Oassics 

Yang Shih views the classics as individual expressions of the sages' integration with the 

Tao. The educational value of a work is the function of the depth of its author's perception, 

and in the case of the classics it is unusually great. Nevertheless, even a sage is not perfect in 

every way, and further, his responses to specific situations may not fit others. Thus it is vital 

that the student question and analyze, doubt and, if necessary, correct the classics. Where one 

classic, because of its particular orientation, does not give complete or satisfactory answers, 

they must be compared with others in order to piece together a more comprehensive picture. 

Mr. Po-shun [Ch'eng Hao] once said, In looking at the Spring and AUbJIDn Annals 
if the classic is not understood, then one should search for it in the Tso Chuan. 
If the Tso Chuan is not understood, one should search for it in the Spring and 
Autumn Annals. 
(KSC 13:19a) 

For one who has already apprehended the principle of change operating in all things, it is easy 

to discover it in any of the classics. A beginner, however, may find it quite difficult to fathom 

a single classic without comparing it to others. Yang Shih implies that the classics are not 

fully understood individually until one has grasped the principle underlying them all 211. 

ISS 

People say the Spring and Autumn Annals is difficult to know. In fact, it is as clear as the 
sun and stars. Confucius, in the five classics, spoke of their principle; in the 
Spring and Autumn Annals he expresses effecting affairs. If students understand the 
principle of the five classics. the Spring and Autumn Annals will cenainly not be difficult 
to know. (KSC 13:19a) 

As the basic technique with which one approaches the classics is the same as that with which 

211. Once again. an idea for which I am indebted to Professor BoL 
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one approaches any other phenomenon (namely, ko-wu, introspection and questioning), a 

parallel may be drawn between the nature of a given classic and that of any other phenomenon. 

Although the classics may be better guides than most phenomena. they are still subject to the 

principle of change, and there are great variations amongst them, due to such factors as the 

style and purpose of the author and the time and siruation during which they were written. 

Yang Shih comments on the distinguishing orientations of some of the classics: 

The Spring and Aurumn Annals is as illuminating as the sun and stars; but those who 
analyze it are not objective, and there are differing opinions. Once this point is clear, the 
Armals is not difficult to understand. (KSC 10: lOa) 

The Spring and Aurumn Annals is the place where the sage treated events. 'The other 
classics speak of the [events'] principles, while the Annals clarifies the function. Once 
the principle is understood, its operation is not difficult to know. (KSC 11 :9b) 

In writing poetry, if one does not know the spirit of the Feng and Ya 
[of the Book of Odes J, one cannot write it. (KSC 10:30b) 

What in the mind-and-hean is will, is manifested in words as the Odes. 
(KSC 12:2Sb). -

"The Westem Inscription" simply explains the reason for serving heaven. Those who 
serve heaven follow heavenly principle and that is all. 
(KSC l2:26a) 212 

The reason for which the author of each of the classics wrote the classic must be understood in 

order to grasp the principle of that classic. This is because writing 3S itself a responsive act. 

All attempts at writing are responses; what sets the classics apart is the accuracy of the sages' 

responses, arising from the sages' perception of the Tao. 

Before one can appreciate the accuracy of the classics, however, one must first understand 

their different modes of discourse as well as their different purposes. It may be usell.Jl to quote 

here two illustrations of Yang's method of analysis as applied specifically to the classics. 

212. I include Chang Tsai's "Western Jnsciption" as a classic because it is clear &om Yang's remarks on it that he 
himself viewed it as such. 
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Duke Huan ofCh'i [Prince Lu] defended against the barbarians and enfeoffed Wei; 
without [first] having asked permission of the Son of Heaven. he went ahead himself and 
enfeoffed iL Therefore. the Spring and Autumn Annals records his making the city of 
Chu-ch'iu, but not his enfeoffing Wei, for this reason. The ode "Mu Kua" praises Duke 
Huan, yet Confucius chose [to include] iL Yang Shih said, As for the ode 'Mu Kua', Wei 
was destroyed by the barbarians and Duke Huan saved iL How could they forget such a 
debt? From the standpoint of Wei, they could not help but praise him. [Confucius'] 
choosing it was because it was [right from] the standpoint of Wei, that's all, whereas the 
Spring and Autumn Annals judged to show the world just actions, and thus did not 
choose [to record] iL (KSC 11:5a) 

Someone asked. "As for the affair of Hsieh An breaking open his shoe 213, some do not 
believe iL Is it nue or not?" Yang said, It is not necessarily utterly without foundation. 
But history [texts] don't analyze iL How could we know for certain that it did not 
happen? Since he was rejoicing over winning a victory, what is there to marvel at in his 

. actions? But his shoes didn't necessarily actually break open in his hurry. (KSC IO:32a) 

The first example is one of many in Yang's writings, from his personal letters to his yu-Iu in 

which he attempts to reconcile seemingly contradictory aspects of the classics. His analysis in 

this case shows that there is no inconsistency in Confucius' on the one hand including the ode 

"Mu !ella" in his collection while on the other refusing to mention the events which it 

describes. On the contrary, Confucius operated on precisely the same principle in both cases. 

From the standpoint of the duke's relationship to his sovereign, Duke Huan's action deserved 

censure, but from the standpoint of the duke's relationship to the people he liberated, he 

deserved gratitude. 

TIle second case is representative of Yang Shih's practical approach to literature. Perhaps, 

he suggests, the breaking apart of the shoes is merely a figure of speech. In any event, 

knowing whether or not the shoes actually broke is less important than tmderstanding the 

motivation for Hsieh An's haste. The histories are useful because of their insights into the 

213. Of the later Han dynasty. In his joy at the news of the enemy's defeat, Hsieh reputedly stamped his feet so haIti 
that he broke open his shoe-straps. 
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reasoning of the sages. Although Yang does not address the metaphysical basis for this 

directly, his colleague Ch'en Kuan does. 

The affairs of the world are changing and therefore lack constancy. Only in examining 
[individuaij afraID; can we unoersiand why [each] Dad w crumge [in me manner in whlch 
it did]. Mr. Wang [An-shih] wanted to get rid of the histories [as textbooks for the official 
curriculum], and to suck and chew on [his own] useless words. In this he was no different 
at all from the [Eastern] Ch'in [rulers]. The result had to be chaos214

• 

To deprive the people of the opportunity to see the process of change and response through 

history, Ch'en implies, is to ensure that chaos will ensue, because no one will have a clear 

understanding of the patterns of change or how to respond. 

The reason for starting one's studies with the classics, then. is that it is easier to divine the 

principle according to which they were written than with other literature, simply because the 

principle is not cluttered and occluded by lesser author's failures to tang shih. Once one 

apprehends clearly the principle of the classics and understands precisely why they were the 

most fitting responses to their situations, it is possible for the chun-tzu to analyze more flawed 

works and select which aspectS of them are accura1e and which nol 

The Book of Change 

Yang Shih agrees with Shao Yung (and, indeed, many others of the Sung) that the 

Book of Change is utterly distinct from the other classics in that it is an utterly accurate 

representation of the strucrure of the Tao 215. For one thing, it is not a simple, straight-forward 

text appropriate for beginning students. Yang Shih himself is uncomfonable about making 

214. SYHA ch. 35, 694. 

215. Cf. Kidder Smith, Peter K. BoL Josqil A Adler and Don J. Wyatt, Sung Oynas;y Uses of the I Chlng 
Princ:e!on: Princeton University Press. 1990. 



off-hand remarks concerning its meaning and says, "I do not dare discuss it carelessly" [KSC 

11:2b]. Aside from references in personal correspondence and his vii-Iu , Yang's writings 

(unlike Shao's) do not include any explanations of the Book of Change, indicating his own 

reluctance to presume to discourse upon iL Yang maintains that the contents of the 

Book of Change are a priori; they existed before Fu Hsi perceived and transCribed them. This 

book, unlike all others, is not situation-bound, but portrays the perpetual process of change 

through time and space. He describes it thusly: 

The [eight trigrams] are the accumulated essence of the world; how could one man alone 
be able to create them out of his own intellect? (K,SC 19:13a). 

The Book of Change contains all possible transformative states in their potential forms. By 

contrast, the other classics illustrate the principle of cha.,ge as manifest in various phenomena. 

The Book of Change leaves out the intermediary of phenomena and directly addresses the 

principle alone. Cenainly, as a book it is itself an intermediary, but through depicting the 
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principles rather than their operation the Book of Change deals only with timeless, unchanging 

principle. This quality also renders it far less accessible to those students who still have need 

of phenomena as examples of the principle's operation. 

The Book of Change is hard to discuss. . .. In exploring only one stroke the ancients yet 
found five layers of meaning therein, and after that had it all. As for those who now 
[attempt] interpretations, in looking at other hexagrams are they able to understand this 
clearly? If not, then the meaning of one stroke can only be used to represent one affair. 
The Book of Change contains three hundred eighty-four strokes; if each indicates one 
thing, then its usefulness only goes as far as three hundred eighty-four things. • .. If three 
hundred eighty-four things do not exhaust [all the world], then the function of each stroke 
must not end with representing only one thing. . .. This is why I say that to discuss the 
Book 
of Change, one must have the tendency of the sages; then and only then should one take 
up pen and write. This is why I do not dare to discuss the Book of Change carelessly. 
(KSC 11:2a-b) 

The complexity of the book arises from its universal applicability. Each stroke in the sixty-

four hexagrams represents an aspect of one transformation; but the manner in which that 
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transformation is manifested varies among the myriad phenomena To find a single aspect of 

one ttansformation after eAaIDining numerous phenomena in which it appears differently is 

difficult enough. The Book of Change, however, requires the reverse of this process, the 

perception of the myriad possible manifestations of such an aspect in differing phenomena 

Yang concludes that "'The Book of Change is not like the other classics. One must first 

penetrate it with the mind- and-heart" [KSC l3:14b). Only after one has reached integrity can 

one do this; it is a book in which even a very advanced srudent may be lost 

Commentaries 

TIle question of the value of commentaries takes shape in the SoutJtem Sung, after Yang's 

death. Chu Hsi has great faith in their efficacy, and de- emphasizes "self-discovery". 

Generally speaking, when you read texts you should probe their meaning and savor them 
according to the explanation of the early Confucians, causing it to penetrate right into 
your mind, so you perceive the ideas and their beauty. If you find old explanations to be 
incorrect. and by chance come up with some other inteIpretations, then it is no obstacle. 
But if you must persist in wanting to seek some so-called self-discovery beyond the 
traditional inteIpretation and focus on a new explanation, then maybe you were not able to 
understand thoroughly the explanation of the early Confucians and lost i~16. 

Lu Hsiang-shan, in conttast, insists that commentaries merely confuse srudents, and that 

understanding the texts of the classics themselves is the only key to enlightenment 

When I read, I merely look at ancient annotations, and the words of the sages are clear of 
themselves. . .• What is the need for commentaries? SbJdents have exhausted their 
energies in them and therefore their burden has become even heavier217. 

The issue is raised, however, as early as Ou-yang Hsiu's time, and Lu Hsiang-shan's 

epistemological explanation of his view of commentaries is but the final step in a trend 

216. Chu Hsi. Chu-tzu Wen-dU 39:7b. Transl. in Munro, Images 164. 
217. Lu Hsiang-shan, Hsiang-shan ch 'uan-chi 35:7b-8a. Trans. in Chan. Sourcebook 584. 
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beginning with Ou-yang Hsiu. Ou-yang notes that 

Having had no master to guide me. I have gained by self-education the boldness to stand 
on my own and hold with conviction the conclusions I myself anive at. This is possible 
because the classics left by the sages are available for direct confrontation and 
verification218• I cannot believe it possible for any scholar to propose an interpretation 
without having looked at the theories proposed by scholars in the ages inteIVeoing 
between the ancient times and the present. Unless after exhaustive research these theories 
are found to be inconsistent. unless when subjected to the sayings of the sages they appear 
very much contraIy to reason and to the texts of the classics themselves. unless there is no 
alternative but to replace them. what justification could one possibly have in bringing up 
yet another different interpretation. which would merely cause more disputes? ••. Far be 
it from me to be fond of asserting variant Opini0ns219• 

Yang Shih's position on contemporary commentaries is vague and elusive. On the one 

hand. his own works include a number of commentaries on classical Confucian as well as 

classical Taoist texts. This would tend to indicate some belief on his pan in the usefulness of 

textual exigesis. On the other hand. his emphasis on doubting and personal analysis (over 

reliance on the words of others) implies at least a devaluation of th.: educational wonh of 

contemporary commentaries. There are two possible explanations for his ambivalence. 1be 

first is his very definite rejection of all of Wang An-shih's commentaries and new editions of 

the classics. Perhaps Yang feels he must issue his own as corrections to Wang's. The second 

is that Yang may have found the writing of commentaries itself a useful step in his own 

studies. but does not intend them as reading matter for his students. 

Ritual 

Yang Shih's concern with the role of the classics and literature in general is in part 

218. Qu-yang Hsiu, Qu-yang Yung-shu Chi 9:62 Trans. in James T.e. Lillo Qu-yang Hsiu An 
Eleventh-Centmy Neo-Confucianist (Stanford: Stanford UnivC'Sity Press. 1967).90. 

219. ibid., 5:50-52 Trans. in Lillo Qu-yang Hsiu 91. 



characteristic of his time. There was less debate during the Sung over the validity of the rites, 

either as repositories of the sagely tradition or as displays of piety. Yet the few passages in 

which Yang addresses the issue shed funher light on his view of wen as a whole. 

Rites, according to Yang, are decorative only. As Mencius maintained, they are the 

outgrowth of the four beginnings - the branches and tips. In a typical paraphrasing of 

conventional Confucian dogma, Yang says, 

Rite is the adornment of the original substance [of the four viItues] and nothing more. It 
does not add anything [to it]. Therefore, if rites are carried out, the Tao of the ruler, 
minister, father and son will be obtained. If even for one day we depatt from rite, the 
world will fall into chaos. • .. Because we cannot depan from the four beginnings, 
[which are the root ofritualJ ...• (KSC 10:35~) 

The operative phrase is "it does not add anything". Ritual bas no : :ltrinsiC value of its own. It 

is aesthetically pleasing (to the gods as well as to men) precisely because of its grounding in 

integrity. 
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"The ablution has been made, but not yet the offering,,220. In the beginning having no 
material conditions and yet having an appropriate manner, [they have not] yet been 
presented and that is all. "Full of trust he looks up to them" 221 is the reason why man 
contacts the gods, so that they will be present [when he sacrifices]. It also says, In rite, 
nothing is more important than sacrifice; in the sacrifice, nothing is more important lhan 
intention "222. Therefore, when we look for ghosts and spirits in secluded places, if we do 
not decorate our search] but yet can deeply and with integrity understand, ghosts and 
spirits then will still do what is asked and come. An appropriate manner is wonh 
observing. If one does not understand the substance, and decorates greatly, how can that 
be wor".h observing? This is why Confucius once said, "At the great sacrifice, after the 
pouring out of the libation, I have no wish to look on"223. He was sighing about the 
times. . .. ['The Book of Change says, "One may use two small bowls for the sacrifice" 
224, [meaning that] it does not value the materials, but rather values the integrity therein .. 
.• [The Li Chi says, "When it is bright, one has rite and music. When dark, one has 

220. Wilhelm, Book of Changes 486. 
221. ibid. 

222. ibid. 

223. AnalectS Ill:IO. 
224. Wilhelm. Book of Changes 590. 
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ghosts and spirits. Darkness and brightness are originally one principle"22S. Therefore, 
those who are moved also use this single principle. The sages used the way of ghosts and 
spirits to educate men and subdue the world. The so-called way of ghosts and spirits is 
nothing more than integrity ofpwpose. which is the same as heavenly teo 
(KSC 11:l9a-b) 

Yang's agreement with Cmfucius that the rites are of no use without integrity leads him to an 

interesting interpretation of the Lao Tzu one which was likely rather unpopular with Taoists 

and Confucians alike: 

If one uses rites without integrity, but only pays attention to the details of decoration, it is 
nothing more than artifice. 'Ibis is why Lao Tzu rejected the srudy of rites and said, "The 
thinness ofloyalty and trustworthiness is the way of chaOS,,226. (KSC 11:19b) 

Yang implies here that it was not the rites ~ to which Lao Tzu objected, but rather their 

abuse in the hands of those who merely put them on for show. His stance is somewhere 

midway between the Taoist rejection of all ritual as having no foundation in reality and the 

Confucian insistence on rite as a vital necessity and the tradition of the sages. Yang sees the 

rites as cultural constructs which may often be ofuse educationally, psychologically and 

aesthetically, but which are to a cenain extent situation-specific. There are some rites the 

details of which must cha.'1ge with the times (Yang particularly addresses the question of ritual 

apparel in his yU-Iu. The poi.."lt is to discern the principles behind each aspect of ritual and 

accord with them, even when it means altering the form of the rimal. The spirit behi.'ld the 

ritual arises naturally from within human nature. and can best be understood through appeal to 

the feelings. 

Chief Minister Hsieh invited his employees to a tea party, saying, "How could rites come 
from man's heart? Like this affair, originally it was not something people wanted to do. 
but they had no way around it Lao Tzu said. 'The rites are the wearing thin of loyalty 

225. Li Chi "Yao" 2. 

226. Lao Tzu 38. TIlUIS. in D.C. Lau. Tao Te Ching (New York: Viking Penguin, Jnc~ 1963).99. 
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and good faith.' Hsun Tzu said. 'Rites came from the artifice of the sages.' zn It is 
certainly as they said." Yang Shih thereupon asked Hsieh, "Then why do you ask people 
to come drink tea with you now?" Hsieh said, "Always the custom has been thus. These 
last days I have been very busy, and have been a bit distant with all of you. I feel bad 
about it, so I invited you here." Yang replied, "If the custom of gathering has always been 
like this, and in your heart you felt bad about [not seeing more of us], how could [such a 
rite] come from outside [the hean]?! It is like [Mencius'] saying, 'The feeling of modesty 
and complaisance is the principle of rite ,228. It is just that this feeling is somewhat not at 
peace. Therefore you should be modest and complaisant. It is only this. Rite is not an 
artificial construct. " 
(KSC 13:13a-b) 

Perhaps Yang's argument above is somewhat facile. His point, however, is that while the form 

of ritual is a cultural consttuct, the principles according to which it was designed are the 

constant principles of right response, and as such are rooted in the very depths of man's being. 

Ritual serves an impottant psychological function. The most powerful rittJal, the funeral 

for a parent, provides the opportunity for the full expression of the son's love and respect. But 

it also Gets as a psychic reminder which is necessary to most people, given the realities of daily 

life. 

When one is young, one knows what it is to love one's parents, and so while they are 
living one is generous to them. When one becomes conscious of,,'le attractions of beauty, 
one's desire is for young and beautiful women; when one comes to have a wife and child, 
one's desire is towards them; when one ob:ains office, one's thoughts are toward one's 
sovereign. So one does not for one's whole life yearn for one's parents, because other 
things tum one aside. wren it comes to the point of funeral rites for parents, one must be 
careful and not forget anything, and then one will know what it is to yearn for them 
throughout one's whole life .•.. Mencius said, "In the great Shun, I see the case of one 
whose desire for his parents at fifty years of age was still as great. Shun, from the time he 
ascended the throne at age thiny had all these three things [beauty, family and position] 
and yet they were not enough to rum him away from his sorrow for his parents[' attitude 
toward him]. That could only be changed by getting them to accord with him" 229. 

(KSC S:8a-b) 

2Z7.ef. HsunTzusec.19. 
228. ~IiA:6. 
229.~3A:l. 
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The demands and pleasures of everyday life distract all but the most filial from their feelings 

for their parents. Even the son who carries out all his physical duties to his parents may often 

lack the time to concentrate on his reason for performing those duties. The funeral rites and 

period of mourning provide a quiet time in which he may contemplate his feelings for his 

parents, in the same sense that a communion or a meditation ceremony in other traditions 

provides time for quiet concemration on a subject of great spiritual depth. 

Although Yang claims that the Book of Change "does not value the materials, but only the 

integrity therein" [KSC 11: I 9a-b] , he counsels respect for ritual artifacts. The anifacts are not 

of value except symbolically, and (he implies) may be dispensed with; but if they are used, 

they must be used properly and with respect 

Liu YUan-yung said, "Hsiang Tzu.iS T LFen$ Chi If *lJ 1033-11001 230 was always 
reverent. He hung an image of Cheng-wut-.i\ 231 in his tent From this we can see 
that even in his own room he was respectful." Yang Shih said, Hsiang Tzu's 'even in his 
own room being respectful' we can certainly take as a model [for our behaviour]. But to 
hang the image in his tent I call ignorance. The student asked, "How can you say that?" 
Yang re~ed, If there is such a god as Cheng-wu, then one s.~uld respect and put him at a 
distance . That would be wisdom. The sleeping-quaners of one's tent is the most 
sacrilegious place. so how could one hang the god's image there? (KSC 13:20a-b) 

The anifacts of other ritual traditions. even if one does not use them oneself. should also be 

treated reverentially. 

n Lin went with Mr. Oleng-shu [Ch'eng Yi]. On the road one night they stayed at a 
monastery. n sat down with his back to the Buddha's statue; his master onlered him to 
tum around and sit facing it n asked, "Is it that, because the monk respectS it, we also 
should respect it?" Cheng-shu answered, "The fact that it has the form of a man is enough 
reason not to be rude." As for respecting these words. Confucius said, "Was he not 
without posterity who first made wooden images [to bury with the dead? So he said}. 

230. SS 32:7b; SYHA 19:9b. From N'mg-p·o. Fang lChieved lbc cbID~ in 1059. mel led In iDllSIrious career which 
included beading a missiorl of peKe ID Korea. 

231.A TlOistctiredional~. 

232. ~ VI:2O. 
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because that man made the semblances of men. and used them [for that purpose]"233. So 
as for making] stattles and using them, in the end it is like using people. The chun-tzu 
must in both cases use them with respect. . •• If one is rude to statues and treats them 
lightly, this type [of attitude] evemually extends to taking people lightly. (KSC 12:17b-
18a) 

Yang is at pains here to establish that it is that which the artifact symbolizes for which we 

respect it, and not its value to another person. Thus it is more than a matter of courtesy to other 

traditions. The link between an artifact and that which it represents transcends temporal and 

cultural barriers. Ritual, as any form of wen, reflects its creator's perception of the Tao. Its 

value is a reflection of the accuracy of that perception. 

Law 

Law is the third form of cultural construct with which Yang Shih concerns himself. Unlike 

some in the reform faction, Yang does not discount law as a source of maintaining an ethical 

SOCiety. 

Today,the world does not follow the emperor's orders, and officials themselves do not 
uphold the law. If we look at the officials' carrying out orders, they carry them out only 
because they are the orders of the court [and not for the sake of the law itselfl. If they all 
upheld the law, then the law itself would naturally be enough to rule with. (KSC 12:19b-
20a) 

A just and reasonable law, if upheld correctly by the government, is both ethical and effective. 

It is not, however, the most important goal to keep in mind in government: "Law, although it 

cannot completely be dispensed with, is not first in priorities" [KSC 11: 18a]. The most 

important thing is the spirit and principle of the law and, as with all wen, this is a matter of 

integrity and the ability to tang shih. Laws mUst be adjusted to each time and location ("One 

233. Mc:ncius 1A:4. 
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should not use military law. As for [using] military law in the world, every place has its 

unique characteristics" [KSC 12:19a}). 

A law is not fitting if it is unreasonable or difficult for the people to execute or, conversely, 

if it is unenforceable. Yang warns that, "Once law passes the point of being un-doable, people 

will instead do whateverthey want" [Y~C 12:2Cb], and su~-ests to a srudent ii'Jai 

I think that if you order someone to go out and do something, you should make sure that 
it can in fact be done, and that they won't go against it. If you want them not to go against 
your orders, you must be careful from the very beginning. If you aren't careful in the 
beginning, then even though you try to prevent them going against you, you won't 
socceed. (KSC 20:20b) 234 

That a law must be easy both to follow and to enforce is reminiscent of Yang's emphasis on 

"doing nothing that gives trouble". Such a law is natural and unforced, and people respond to 

it easily and comfonably. The other side of the coin is t.iat, to make the law work, one must 

punish infractions of it. 

In establishing laws, they must be easy for people to follow and hard to go against. If 
people do [wrong]. one must be unforgiving. This is the way to carry out law. Today's 
laws are 100 strict and picky. They bind t.'le people into immobility. and so are easy to 
rebel against, and we must use indirect methods against criminals. How can the law be 
carned out [under such circumstances]? (KSC 12:20a) 

[Someone said], "Today, those who kill and are beheaded for it, on the point of death say 
'It is only because I killed a man that I have come to this.' At this, anyone who is 
humane must surely pity them and set them free." Yang said, ... If we say one should 
decide [on the basis of] repentance, and do not mention the transgressions, what if he 
repents and then commits another crime? The sages ruled with forgiveness, and we 
shouid commend them for it. But if we take repentance to be the operative factor and do 
not inquire into whether or not he has truly changed, then there will be many recidivists 
indeed! When the chun-tzu chooses men [to pity], he chooses on the basis of whether or 
not they have changed, and not on words of repentance alone. When a murderer comes to 
be beheaded and confesses his crime, it is because of his sonow at dying under bad 
circumstances. Ifmurclerers were not inevitably [sentenced to be] beheaded, would they 
truly repent? (KSC IO:7a-b) 

234. This is reminiscent of Yang's injunction against waiting too late to try to cut shan a tendency toward wrongdoing. 



Yang's attitude seems to be that such wen as rites and laws is not absolutely necessary, being 

only secondary off-shoots of the principles lDlderlying them; but if one does choose to employ 

them, one should do it properly. Ignorant, improper use of laws, rites and ritual artifacts 

renders them meaningless. In order to use them purposefully, one must understand what their 

connection to the Tao. 
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The distinction between real knowledge and mere fact, coupled with the dynamic process 

of change and response, provide the material for Yang Shih's explanation of how the sage can 

produce wen which accurately reflects certain aspects of the Tao. The classics, and other 

works which Yang considers sagely (like the "Western Inscription"), are the clearest such 

reflections because their authors understand the Tao in its entirety and are able to find the 

simplest, most effective language in which to transmit their understanding. Once one has 

mastered the classics and can discern the principles underlying them, one may profitably move 

on to the contemplation of other, lesser works. 

Yang's view of other works, such as Buddhist and Taoist texts, stems from his conviction 

that everything participates in the Tao in some sense. Even a work containing many el10rs may 

nevertheless shine light on the Tao if one can grasp the reasons why it errs. Conversely, even 

the great classics contain a few el1Ors, and one must not believe them simply because they are 

the writings of sages. Thus Yang is convinced one may "skip through and choose" from 

among many works of literature in the search for complete lDlderstanding. 

Similarly, ritual and law are types of wen with their own uses and limitations. As with 

literature, however, Yang stresses that the fundamental element in rites and laws is the 

principle according to which they were fonnulated. While the strucnue of a ritual may require 

modification in various circumstances, the reasons for it are changeless. This parallels Yang's 



contention that even though the Spring and Autumn Annals was written for one purpose and 

the Odes edited for another, resulting in some apparent discrepancies and inconsistencies, yet 

at root they contain precisely the same wisdom. 

Wen is an imperfect vehicle for the transmission of the Tao. This is in pan because of the 

imperfections of its authors; but it is also a function of the medium of language itself. 

Nevenheless, wen is an indispensable tool for that transmission. As response, wen carries on 

the dynamic process of the Tao and has the potential for stimulating appropriate response in 

others: It is for this reason that Yang Shih approaches literature and the classics, rittlal, law, 

and composition with mingled reverence and caution, aware of both the necessity for and 

limitations of wen. 

Yang Shih on the Educational Institutions of the Sung 

It is useful here to discuss briefiy the ways in which Yang Shih's pedagogical theories 

affected (or were influenced by) his view of the educational institutions of his time. Yang was 

directly affected by two of the three major reform movements of the Sung, and by two 

accounts at least wielded some power in the anti-reform movement later in bis life (although 

the evidence for this is somewhat suspect). The fact that the first movement was initiated by 

Wang An-shih and the second in an attempt to restore Wang's program served to fuel funher 

the sense of mission in Yang's attacks on both reforms. 

As early as the beginning of the Sung. the state of the education system was a cause for 

grave concern among scholars who felt they had fought their wa.y up through it. Various 

schools in the Confucian tradition. particularly. argued that the goal of education was spiritual 

as well as practical. and that the current system inhibited such progress. Yang's evaluation of 
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the situation is typical of his time: 

As for today's scholars, at the age of foutteen or fifteen they can patch together essays 
[using others' wortls], so how could they be motivated to learn more for their own sakes? 
When we take an unleQined man and suddenly give him a post to fill [without preparing 
him], of course his effectiveness will not be up to that of the ancients. And so those today 
who choose to make a career of government are for the most pan common and low-class, 
and not worth bothering with. (KSC 13:Sa) 

'What later came to be known as the "reform" and "anti-reform" movements both sprang from 

this general dissatisfaction, and in fact. many of the reforms made by the fonner were 

acceptable to the latter (239). Thus the issue became an especially interesting one to 

Confucian scholars, and the means by which the system was to be ameliorated a hot topic 

indeed. 

TIle first reform, in the 1070s under Emperor Shen-tsung, was mapped out in 1080, just 

four years after Yang Shih had successfully achieved the chin-shih degree. The second was 

drawn up by the controversial prime minister, Ts'ai Ching (with whom Yang had several 

conflicts), under Emperor Shen-tsung. In both cases, most of the reforms involved increasing 

allocations of funds to the national university and expanding its campus, but one point in 

particular sruck in Yang's craw: annual and monthly testing for the purpose of grading the 

students. As these grade reports were subsequently drawn upon for later recommendations for 

promotion, they were of vita! interest to the srudents 235. 

Yang said, As for the university and provincial schools using grades to evaluate the 
progress of srudents' studies, it makes [the students] concentrate day on night on the 
benefit or harm [to themselves]. If this [is all there is to] being a man. what is the point? 
(KSC 13:4b-Sa) 

The anti-reform movement saw such a practice as distracting students from the main intent of 

235. ibid., 65. 
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their studies. Yet another bone of contention, although none of Yang's extant writings directly 

address it, was Lhe attempt to appoint the best state-school students directly to office without 

requiring them to take the examinations, on the basis of their grades and academic reports. 

The initial intention of the measure was to hold teacheIs responsible for the moral, as well as 

academic progress of their studenrs236• Unfommately, it raked up the old issue of protection 

privilege vs. examination success as the best means of getting ethical, qualified officials into 

office. In the second reform, Ts'ai Ching pushed for the re-institution of this measure, with 

only pan!~ success '137. 

The protection privilege esse!'.!!:illy permitted high-ranking officials to arrange official rank 

and positions for their family members. One of the strongest advocates of this method was 

Chang Tsai, because it was an honor conferred by the emperor, who deemed a given scholar 

worthy and ~ab1e of instilling in his children and family a deep sense of moral values. 

Funher, he argued, it is an honor for a son to accept a position through privilege, as it reflects 

on his father's wonh 238. Such a method of appointment was somewhat at odds with the 

examination system, partly because it was not in keeping with the notion that anyone could 

become a scholar and be recognized by the state, but primarily because it threatened the 

authority and control of the university and examination officials. 

Yang's position on this debate is rather pragmatic. His main concern is that good people 

be appointed to offices they can manage well. Recognizing that each student learns in his own 

236. John W. Chaffee, The Thorny Gates of Learning in Sung China (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1985). 
184. 

237. Lee. Government Education and Examinations. 103. 

238. Chaffee. Thorny Gates .47-8. 



fashion and at his own rate, Yang finds either method acceptable, provided the applicant's 

abilities are truly evaluated. Sadly enough, most people, no matter which way they rise, are 

not really fit for office, and each route has its own hazards. 

Discussing (X)Or scholars suddenly getting posts [when they were unprepared], Yang said, 
Either they don"t in fact understand how to do things, or they are stupid. The majority of 
those who pass the exam can't be used. When sometimes a good person is selected for a 
post. then it's always the case that he was originally already of heroic proportions, and 
through the exam happened to be advanced in position. Someone asked, Li Te-jung 
t ~-~ 239 said, "As for nobles and great lords, their sons can be used in govemmenL 
But those advanced through the chin-shih exam cannot all be used." Was his speech 
biased [because of his own situation], or not? Yang answered, As for Te-jung's saying 
this, people today think he was biased. [But] in his time, people judged on the basis of] 
Te-jung's choice of the protection privilege raIherthan the exams to advance himself. 
This is most wrong. As for Te-jung's talent, if he had agreed to take the exams of the 
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T' ang, it would have been easy for him; it's just that he chose not to. What is the 
difference betwe:n using the protection privilege to gain office and using the chin-shih to 
gain office? If we take the chin-shih to be better and the protection privilege to be 
insufficient, that is merely the [jealous] argument of the hoy-polloy. It makes men 
ashamed to receive the favors due their fathers and ancestors. and renders their 
willingness to work a pointless exercise. Further, it [makes privileged sons] compete with 
orphaned and (X)Or scholars in the examjnation hall. • .. Poor scholars who apply to take 
the exam must get a salary [from it); they depend on [the exam) to advance themselves. If 
one already has a means of support, what is the point in applying to take the exam? .... 
For those who apply to take the exam to get office. if they study, it is right to encourage 
them. [Unfommately], others who study only apply to take the exam in omer iO gain 
office, and then they stop. How could they truly study the T20? .•. One should not, 
merely because he bas no de~, waste his talent for adminjstration. • .. It is like the 
case ofWu T'an-ch'iu't. 1!!;f: fWu Shih-jen~ g;.1::.] 240. During the shao-sheng 
reign period, he was refused the position of po-shib because he had no degree and was a 
commoner. The court, because of his learning and wisdom, gave him a noble title. It got 
to the point when he really should have been made po-shih, but because he had no 
degree. he was deprived of the post. What is the point of this? Protection privilege and 
the exam both produce good men. If they are good men. use them. (KSC 13:1Ob-12a) 

Yang sees the prim:t~ function of the examination system as offering the opportunity for 

239. A lang swcsman who cbosc to be eleYaIed to office through the privilege system and was • critic of the 
enmjn"iml system IS • way to select adminisu'aIms. Cr. KSC 13: 1()b.12a 

240. SS 347:5: SYHA 6:3. Wu was diligesn in his smdies. severely disciplined and d.ermniDecL He hailed from 
Chim-t'ang. Wu ICokDO govemmempost umillm6, whm he beccne Direc:torofthe NIIional University. 
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advancement to those whose forebears did not merit the protection privilege. In general, to 

Yang the examinations are an wmecessary and somewhat distateful step for any who already 

qualify for a post through hereditary privilege. Young men lacking neither funds nor 

opportunity simply increase the odds against mose who are less fottunate when they take the 

exams; they waste their time; and they are disrespectful to their forebears. The bottom line, 

however, is functional and by-passes the debate entirely: "If they are good men, use them." 

As far as Yang Shih's active role in the anti-refo!!!! movement, there is some divergence of 

opinion. The more traditional, laudatory accounts of Yang's contributions during the 1125 

riots (over the demotion of the militant General Li Kang) attribute Yang's success in soothing 

the students and smoothing over university-coun relations to his gentle, non-partisan and 

rather paternalistic nature. According to the Sung Shih, for example, Emperor Hui-tsung 

chose Yang Shih to take over the directorship because he felt Yang could gain the confidence 

of the students and calm them easily 241. Yang took the srudents on picniCS and trips to various 

temples around the countryside, presumably to redirect their energies and put things back in 

perspective for them. 

1bomas H.C. Lee and Wang Chien-ch'iu, on the other hand, see Yang's activities with the 

srudents as attempts to subven them, whip up their militaristic fervor (Yang was, in fact, in 

sympathy with the srudents' anger over the coun's long history of capitulation to the nonhem 

tribes) and subtly manipulate them into spreading his own doctrines. Lee points to "a very 

strong Nee-Confucian dimension in the rhetoric and practice of student activism" 242. Most 

241. SS ell. 428. 

242. Lee.. Gove:mmem Education and Examinations, 195. 
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university teachers, Lee argues, were of this tradition, and so in a good position from which to 

shape their students' political views. He contends that Yang was one of those who used their 

roles as academic and spiritual leaders of the youth to incite them to rebel, with the aim of 

influencing not only educational policy but in fact military and civil as well. Wang Chien-

ch'iu points to Yang's relationship with Ts'ai Yu, the rebellious eldest son ofTs'ai Ching, as 

one example of his oppornmism, intimating that Yang prejudiced the younger Ts'ai against his 

father's policies in order to get revenge on Ts'ai ChingW. 

"1bese accusations against Yang Shih seem extreme. For one thing, there is liOle evidence 

that Yang's relationship with Ts'ai Yu was either particularly close or influential. For another, 

the rioting over Li Kang's demotion began several months before Yang Shih was appointed 

director, while Yang was a palace librarian, a post from which he was not likely to encounter 

studems often. Oddly enough, none of the accounts of this period in Yang's life, either 

complimentary or accusatory, mentions the close mentor-disciple relationship Yang had with 

Li Kang earlier; only Yang's letters to Li, which display a sincere regard and personal fondness 

for the young student, remain as testimony. It is highly likely that Y c-"'1g Shih, long a harsh 

critic of capitulation and the one-time teacher ofLi Kang, was himself outraged by the coun's 

treatment of Li. There is, however, no evidence that he either instigated, manipulated or 

intended to profit politically from the student riots. 

Two funher points should be made concerning Yang's view of the proper literature to be 

included in the state curriculum. Which classics, indeed, which ~ of classics were most 

243. Chien~h'iu Wang, Sung-tai t'ai-hsueh yu t'ai-hsueh-sheng {Taipei: Taiwan Shangwu Y"m-shu Kuan, 1965).249-
50. 



instructive was also a topic of some con1lict between refonners and anti-refonners. While 

Yang seems to have steered clear of this for the most pan, he is very particular on one point 

The texts chosen for educating the sttldent must be perfectly clear and unambiguous. He faults 

writers, from Buddhists and Taoists to Wang An-shih and even Chang Tsai, for not stating 

their points as simply as possible. Unclear writings " •.• muddy the essential distinctions 

bci.'Wa:ii right ana wrong. It is a monal wound to the type who are good, blinding and 

deafening ... " [KSC 5:4a]. As we have seen in the previOUS chapter, Yang even accuses 

Chang Tsai of not ~ving chosen his words carefully enough, and says, "I fear that the 

influence of ["The Western Inscription"] may lead srudents to [believe in the doctrine of] 

universal love." [KSC 16:6b]. lust as the teacher is responsible for determining what his 

srudent is capable of grasping, so he must be especially fearful of misleading. A true guide 

does not send his followers off in the wrong direction. So Yang cautions, "The world now is 

ignorant; to be careless, using words that are meaningless and blind, will be to blind and 

confuse students." [KSC 19:18b). 
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Second, while Yang does not set out a specific reading-list or syllabus of topics which must 

be covered 244, we can glean from his own practice as a teacher some of his views on works 

and topics he finds particularly useful. One of the curriculum debates centered on the efficacy 

of minute study of the dynastic histories. 

Y2Ilg answered someone, speaking of the affairs after the Ch'in and Han, saying, This 
everyone must understand completely and clearly. If we want to understand it, we must 
pay attention to the six classics. 1be six classics arc not easy to read. Today, many 
people say that if one wants to WOIK for the government, one must read history. 
Certainly, history cannot be ignored. But the six classics contain the footsteps of the first 

244. This is in rather striking contrast to Chu Hsi's curriculum, which features a much more rigidly-structu:red program 
of study. cr. Munro. ~ , 20-1. 
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kings. This [in itself] is enough to use [in government]. If one must panicularly look at 
the histories, as for the time before history was recorded, what can one depend on [for 
information]? Therefore, Confucius did not write history, but wrote the Spring and 
Autumn Annals; the [purpose of the] Spring and Autumn Annals is to correct mistakes in 
history. Today people do not pay attention to the six classics, and therefore look to the 
histories for reason. Thus the more one studies, the fanher [pen:eption of] the Tao 
recedes. If the method of the classics is to be clear[ly understood], one will have no time 
to read the histories! If one [later] has time to read the histories, and then randomly picks 
a topic [after having mastered the classics], then one will be able to judge and treat it 
pro~rly. (KSC 12:29a-b) 

Yang's point is that individual events are, in and of themselves, of no educational value. Only 

after learning how to judge "the rights and wrongs" in history, and the ways in which one's 

own age and contemporaries differ, can one learn anything from the histories. Yang displays 

elsewhere in his writings a great deal of knowledge of history, and he does not discount it 

entirely as ur.-vonhy of study. It does not, however, playa major role in his curriculum. 

Yang has only one comment on the suitability of a specific text for study, and that concerns 

the Great Learning. 

As for the Great Learning , those studying at the doors of the sages c.l:!ocse it as the best 
way. 'Therefore, the Ch'eng brothers always gave it to their beginning students to read. 
(KSC 11:14b) 

Yang himself was one of their beginning students. It is somewhat odd that he does not 

mention the Chung Yung in connection with study, as so many sources indicate it was his 

favorite classic. 

'The other source of information on Yang's curriculum is chOan 15 of his collected works, 

the lz'u-wen, assignments and questions he posed to students whom he was trying to prepare 

for the examinations. Out of founeen assignments, six deal with economics, three with the 

education system, three with the classics, two with historical issues, two with military 

management and strategy, one with a comparison between Yang Hsiung and Wang T'ung, and 

one with the metaphysical basis for the standardization of weights, measures and laws. (Some 



assignments deal with more than one of the issues.) From various of his letters to srudents, it 

is clear that Yang giv~ a great deal of weigltt to practical knowledge, sometimes lecturing on 

teelmical details of economics, engineering, and agriculture. It is not surprising, therefore, that 

so much of this choan is concerned with such matters. How much the current content of the 

examinations (and so the students' demands for preparation in tt'1ose particular areas) 

infiuenced the topics chosen here for consideration, however, is not clear. 

Conclusions 

The principle of change, as we have seen, is the fundamental cosmic operator, and because 

all things paItake of the Tao, all are governed by this principle. Thus it is the conscious 

perception of relationships (both spatial and temporal) which is the immediate goal of study, 

and such perception, when complete, results in ch'eng, the integration (spiritual as well as 

intellectual) of oneself with the Tao. 

In this schema, phenomena become the media through which one may apprehend the 

principle of change in its many forms. In this sense, the term "phenomena" includes not only 

things but the contents of written works, events and the actions of other people. Some 

phenomena, Yang implies, are more readily interpreted by the beginning srudent; they are 

simpler, clearer and the operation of change is more apparent in them than in others. The 

teacher must choose the most suitable phenomena for each student's examination, depending 

on the individual's abilities and level of progress. The student searches for relationships 

among phenomena as well as within each particular phenomenon. 
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Yang's view of the necessity for engaging in hsueh and his perpetuation of the mystique of 

the master/disciple relationship argue an affirmation of the validity ofhsueh &:i .a pursuit. 



Having demonstrated the power of the sage to carry the Tao forward, Yang presents a 

compelling reason for self-cultivation. 
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The process ofko-wu is based on Yang's assertion that the proper object of study, broadly 

speaking, is change and variation in phenomena Imrospection is its complemenL 

Relationships are of no value until they have brought insight into the Tao, more specifically 

into how one relates to the Tao. Yang Shih offers yi, questioning. as the bridge between 

external investigation and introspective self-examination: after beginning with ko-wu, the 

student turns inward and attempts to discover what he still does not fully Wlderstand in what he 

has studied, formulates questions calculated to remedy the deficiency, and returns to the 

practice of ko-wu for the answers. The process of questioning is in itself a useful one, for it 

helps to make the connection between external and internal efforts. 

The implications of Yang's claim that moral knowledge is innate but only recognized 

through the examination of external phenomena are threefold. First and foremost. it posits the 

Tao-within-man as the most essential aspect of man, that which forms the basis for engaging 

in study in order to participate in the movement of the Tao. This should not be mistaken for 

intuitionism: Yang does not advocate relying solely on intuition until after one has achieved 

integrity. Nevertheless, Yang's position on human nature is somewhat sil'Onger than Mencius' 

"seeds". 

Secondly, in Yang there is not (as there is in Chu Hsi) a "polarity" between innate true 

knowledge and the external authority of texts 245, because for Yang there is no objective, 

245. cr. Munro, ~ .115 
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external authority. The classics may be considered external evidence, some of them more 

accessible to the novice than others, but nowhere in his writings does Yang indicate an 

unwavering faith in any text's ability to express the entire, authoritative truth 246. Rather, he 

advocates constant re~valuation and critical examination of any and all texts. Further, Yang's 

insistence that one must discover the history of the text's creation indicates ~. cettain lack of 

faith in the authoritativeness of the subject of study. 

FInally, the innateness of morallmowledge and the need for study in order to Wlcover it, 

coupled with the understanding of everything being part of the Tao, opens up the field of 

acceptable textual materials to study: "If their books are useful and do not oppose [the 

teachings of] the sages, then what harm is there [in them)" [KSC 15:2a]. For Yang, while 

many Confucian texts are clearer expressions of facets of the Tao, it is reasonable to examine 

Taoist and Buddhist texts as well, for they do contain fragments of insight This open

mindedness toward so-called "heterodox texts" does not extend as far as the writings of Wang 

An-shih, but this is as much a personal matter as a pedagogical one. 

Yang's dissatisfaction with the current state of the education system derives primarily from 

his insistence on, first, the responsibility of the teacher to determine each srudent' s needs and 

address them individually, and second, the absolute necessity for the process of questioning. 

Yang has no quarrel with the idea of practical training, and indeed even his ~ and letters 

contain a goodly number of discussions of economic management, hydraulic engineering 

methods, and legal theory. Yet he dislikes the reforms which seem to undennine the ultimate 

personal goal of study. 

246. With the exception. of course. of the Book of Change. as noted above. 
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Cenainly. Yang Shih is typical among his contemporaries in stressing the personal aspect 

of scholarship (rather than the public-service aspect). IDs emphasis on practical training and 

intelligence, however, coupled with his metaphysics. go beyond the dichotomy usually drawn 

between personal. spiritual enlightenment and preparation for benevolent rule. The "spirirUal 

imperative" (self-cultivation) and the "ethical imperative" (jen and public service) arejoined in 

Yang's thought through the principle of change and response to change. One's immediate 

goals are to apprehend the Tao and learn to chung and tang shih. Hearkening back, however, 

to Yang's concept of response as the dynamic of the Tao, that which "develops the Tao in t.~e 

world" [KSC 2l:3a), we see that there is a "metaphysical imperative" as well. One strives for 

integrity so as to be able to chung; but to chung is to carry the Tao forward and preserve it 

from stagnation. Response is man's creative participation in the dynamic process of the Tao. 

Perception of the Tao through ko-wu and introspection, then. is perception of the ontological 

union of oneself with the Tao. 
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CHAPI'ER FIVE 

WANG AN-SHIH AS CATALYST 

... he never understood the heavenly Tao. (KSC 6:8a) 

By nature, near together; by practice. far apatt. (Confucius, Analects XVll:2) 

The philosophy of Yang Shih has been set fonh in the previous three chapters as a 

systematic whole, regardless of chronology. There are few enough philosophical 

inconsistencies in the Kuei-shan Chi to justify such an approach. In the present chapter, 

how~ver, our focus will shift to the development of Yang's system of thought. I have argued 

at some length in the introductory chapter that Yang Shih's concern with metaphysics per se 

may be seen to have grown out of his earlier reaction, on socio-economic and moral grounds, 

to the work of the educator-statesman Wang An-shih. An examination of the chronology of 

Yang Shih's collected writings reveals a clear progression from political, social and ethical 

issues in his earlier years, to a preoccupation with the philosophy and methods of teaching in 

his middle years, and finally to a more probing analysis of the metaphysical principles inherent 

in various philosophical ttaciitions. This progression culminates in the last of Yang Shih's 

major works, his annotations of the Analects, the Mencius and the Book of Documents, and 

his pien of Wang An-shih's Tzu-shuo and Coun Record of Emperor Shen-tsung, both of 

which Yang completed late in 1133, two years before his death241
• It is ~gnificaut Lhai both of 

these very different sets of commentaries were written at about the same time, demonstrating 

as it does Yang's overriding concern for sening fonh the metaphysics he sees inherent in the 

247. Nic:n-p'u A. 1133. 
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classics as well as the errors inherent in the metaphysical underpinnings of Wang An-shih's 

philosophy. 

Yang Shih's attitude towan!- indeed, crusade against - Wang An-shih is complex in origin. 

Like his teachers (and many other literati of their generation who fled to Loyang during 

Wang An-shih's tenure in office248,), Yang is in sharp disagreement with Wang An-shih's 

political and economic policies. His earliest extant writings, most notably certain letters to his 

colleagues but also his "Answers to Students" and "Questions for Students", are full of 

arguments against Wang's reforms. A few of these are, naturally, mere pro forma comments, 

probably parroting the Ch'eng brothers' objections. Most, however, are serious, sophisticated 

challenges to Wang's political theories. Yet Wang An-shih fell from power in 1076, when 

Yang Shih was only twenty-three yems old, and the impact of his reforms, so quickly revoked 

by his opponerus after 1076, cannot have been so severe for Yang personally as to have 

provoked a lifelong ire. Yang took the chin-shih degree under Wang's reformed education 

system, so he may have borne some personal resentment against Wang on that score. 

A more personal connection between Yang and Wang An-shih made its presence felt 

somewhat later in Yang's life when the corrupt Ts'ai Ching, protege of Wang An-shih and 

brother-in-law to Wang's second daughter2"9, became prime minister in 1106. Not only did 

Yang Shih disagree violently with mar.y ofTs'ai's attempts to reinstate Wang's reforms, but 

he and his colleague Ch' en Kuan jeopardized their own careers in clashes with Ts' ai over local 

248. Ann D. Birdwhistell. Trmsition to Neo-ConfiJcianis Shao Yung on Knowledge and Symbols 
of Reality (StanfOId: Sumford University Press, 1989). 37). 

249. H.R. Williamson, Wang An Shih: A Chinese Statesman and Educati~t of the Sung Dynasty 
(Westport: Hyperion Press, Inc., 1973),ll:251. 



affairs2S°. Yang Shih outlasted Ts'ai by nine years (Ts'ai died in 1126), but suffered 

demotion, banishment and poveny as a result or his outspokenness against Ts'ai's conupt 

management of Wang An-shih's policies. 

Yet another aspect of Yang's distaste for Wang An-shih is Wang's Buddhist leanings. 

True, from childhood on, Wang visited many Buddhist temples and associated with a ::lumber 

of Buddhist monks 251. Yet Yang Shih also lived in a Ch 'an monastery while studying for the 

examinations, and numbered among his friends several Buddhist monks and laymen. 
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Buddhism, particularly Ch'an, was an integral pan of the Sung literati discourse 252, and this is 

demonstrated in the writings of both Yang Shih and Wang An-shih. Although Yang himself 

advocated the usefulness of studying Buddhist texts, studied with the Ch'an monk Ch'ang 

Tsung, and was happily married to a devout lay Buddhist 2S3, Yang stopped shon of formal 

affiliation with Buddhist institutions. On the other hand, Yang charges, 

Mr. Wang [An-shih] worshipped Buddhism, even to the point cf giving over his home to 
be made into a Buddhist temple; those of his students who wished to become monks he 
encouraged in their goal, writing poems to that effect. It almost seems as ifhe admired 
[their purpose] but yet could not quite reach [that far] himself. As for Confucianism and 
Buddhism, they cannot long co-exist . . .. Mr. Wang did not understand the rights and 
wrongs, di~IDr"£d a."ld correct a.,-pects of Buddhism, and yet admired Buddhist 
practitioners and took them to be his teachers of the Tao. (KSC 17:4a-b) 

Yang elsewhere attacks Wang for donating Shen-tsung's gift of money to the monastery at ML 

Chiang (KSC 13:1a-b); such a gift, he maintains, if truly earned should be treasured, and if 

250. Cf. Appendix A. 

251. James T.C. Liu, Reform in SUIlg China. Wang An-shih 0021-1086) and his New Policies 
(Cammidge: Harvard University Press, 1959), 35. 

252. Roben M. Gimello, "Marga IIJId Culture: Learning. Leaers and Liberation in Nonhem SlUlg Ch'an-, in Roben E. 
Buswelllr. IIJId Robert M. GimeDo. eds .• Paths ID Liberation: The Mmga I!I1d its Transformations 
in Buddhist Thought (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press. forthcoming). 

253. Cf. Appendix A. 
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undeserved should be declined. Yang himself, far from encouraging his friend Lu Ssu-chung, 

implores him not to enier the Buddhist religious community (KSC 18:2a). Yang's third 

dispute with Wang's Buddhistn, that Wang did not ttuly understand Buddhistn, is the most 

interesting. There is some evidence (both in his letters to Lu Hui- ch'ing and in his poetry) 

that Wang An-shih had a fairly sophisticated understanding of Buddhistn. Indeed, Wang's 

espousal of the Boddhisattva ideal is readily apparent in his life: although he believed in the 

ultimate emptiness of human relationships, yet he chose to devote his efforts to public 

se~ce 254. Herein lies Wang's ability to combine Buddhism and Confucianism as compatible 

personal philosophies. 

Wang certainly held some Buddho-Confucian beliefs in common with Yang, most notably 

the conviction that the principle of change is constant. Although he does not use the teno tang 

shih, Wang's view of the concept is vimlaily identical to Yang's. 

The ancients took this as [their] ritual; but if we today follow it to the letter, that is not 
necessarily according with the ancients' ritual. The ancients took this as [their] 
righteousness; but if we today follow it to the letter, that is not necessarily according with 
the ancients' righteousness. In changing, bow could the affairs of the world remain the 
same? Therefore, the footprints are the same but the result different. Today, people take 
pains to attempt to accord with the [ancients'] foo~, but do not undemand the 
variability of change and time [ch'uan sbih chih yi+t{, ~ J •••• The ancients 
greaIly valued measuring change through time. 255 

Had the way of tile ancients been universally applicable, why would the sages have 
needed to draw up laws and rules according to it? '!bat they needed to make them shows 
clearly that the ancient way was insufficient For people to try to lead others back to [the 
sages'laws] is like casting off [the manners ot] birds and beasts and then reverting to 
them again. How can this method help the progression of culture? My feeling is that 
those officials [who wish to] bring order to chaos should talk of bow to [cause] our culture 
to progress; speaking of returning to anciem methods is either stupid or misled2S6. 

254. cr. Liu. ~,36-7. 
255. Wang An-sbih, "Fei Ii chih Ii-, in Wang Wen-bmg wm-chi (Sbmahai: Sbagbai P=ple's Press. 1974). eh. 28. p. 

323. 
256. Wing An-sbih. -raj !Cu-, in Wang Wen-bmg wen-<:bi • 28:332. 
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Yang Shih also discusses ch'uan, or measuring, in this context. Yang Shih and Wang An

shih's shared conviction is two-fold. Fll'St, they hold the Confucian belief in progress; second, 

the Buddhist belief in the constancy of change. Both have applied elements of Buddhism to a 

Confucian setting. Yet Yang's interpretations of cenain other Buddhist concepts are at 

variance with Wang's. Yang leans more toward Confucianism, Wang toward Buddhism, bUE 

both understand the subtleties of Buddhist doctrines. 

In this chapter, I will attempt to examine in reverse the process of Yang's philosophical 

development After a detailed discussion of Yang Shih's latest writings, the two pien against 

Wang An-shih, I will present a possible scenari!) for thf"!! origination in Yang's charges against 

Wang's reforms. It is difficult to deal with Yang's attacks on Wang An-shih in a 

straightforward manner. Fll'St, as outlined above, many factors contribute to Yang's dispute 

with Wang - political, educational, socia-religious (i.e. Wang's Buddhism), and personal (as 

experienced under Ts'ai Ching) in addition to metaphysical. Thus it is easier to begin with the 

most fundamental metaphysical differences despite the fact t.'lat Yang formulated these last. 

Secondly, Yang's pien of the Tzu-shuo contains many abbreviated passages which appear 

to touch on substantial philosophical issues but which, lacking their contexts, resist immediate 

interpretation. As most of the Tzo-shuo has been lost. it is not possible to compare texts in 

order to understand precisely what Wang intended and what Yang disputes. In order to 

reconstruct these arguments, I will rely primarily on four texts: Yang's Tzu-shuo pien (KSC 

choan 7); Yang's Shen-tsung Jib-Iu pien (KSC ea'1ua., 6); certain relevant essays from the 

Wang Wen-kungwen-chi not directly quoted by Yang; and Li P'ing-shan's commentary on 

Yang's sayings regarding Buddhism, as found in Li's Ming-tao chi shuo. In addition, I will 

draw on Yang's explanations of the classics (contemporary with his pien of Wang) as well as 



passages from the Kuei-shan au which illuminate Yang's position2S7. 

Wang An-shih worked on the Tzu-shuo throughout most of his retirement, completing it 

just before his death in 1086. Only a year later it was banned by the anti-refonn faction. The 

ban was lifted in 1095 and the text enjoyed almost thirty years of popularity among students 

preparing for the examinations, despite the opinion shared by most scholars that it was a piece 

of very poor scholarship. In 1126, largely as a result of Yang's efforts, the Tzu-shuo was 

burned and all printing plates destroyed2S8• Yang argued 

Wang An-shih's writings [are] wrong teaching. They cover and block up with mud the 
ears and eyes of students, banning their studies. I beg to have his image removed from 
the Confucian temple2S9• 

The following year, Yang Shih was successful in having Wang An-shih's tablet removed from 

the Confucian temple. 

Wang's Tzu-shuo was intended to replace the earlier dictionaries of Hsu Shen and K'ang 

Hsi, which Wang claimed were unreliable and full of errors. As such, the scope of Wang's 

work was quite broad, including the vocabularies of biology, physics, astronomy and 

medicme260. Of these, the entries selected by Yang Shih for his pien are primarily Confucian 

and Buddhist tenns of Yang's choosing ("emptiness", "center"), but a few others ("crickets", 

"child", "winter") are given metaphysical significance by Wang, lending further credence to 

Winston 1.0 's already convincing argument for the philosophical (rather than philological) 
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m.It should be noted that, due to the limitations of this dissertation. I will focus on the significance of Yang Shih's 
inIe%pretation of Wang An·shih's thought rather than on Wang's thought itself. 

------ --

258. Fragments of the Tzu-slmo JRSerVed in later texts, including Yang's Tzu·simo picn , Li Shih-chen's 
Pen·miao Kang-mu ,Chu Yi's Chi-chueh Tsai tsa-chi and Yeh Ta-chicn's K'ao-ku chih-vi ,have been collected by 
K'e Ch'ang-yi in his Wang An-shih p'ing-chuan (Shanghai: Shanghai Press. 1933),241-7. 

259. Nicn-p'u A. 1126. 
260. Winston W. Lo, -Wang An-shih and the Confucian ideal of 'inner sageliness'", Philosophy East and West, voL 

26 no. 1 (1976),50. 
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nature of the Tzu-shuo 261. It is therefore difficult to tell what percentage of the original entries 

were purely etymological in nature. 

From the unanimity with which the scholarship of the Tzu-shuo was condemned, there is 

little doubt that most Sung thinkers viewed it as an etymological worle. From this standpoint, 

the Tzu-shuo is indeed flawed. Wang's explanations of most of the entries selected by Yang 

rely solely on their ideographic components, ignoring phonological elements entirely. Some 

of the explanations seem intentionally amusing, combining masterful puns with a blatant 

disregaro for traditionally-accepted etymologies, suggesting that Wang intended it to double as 

a mnemonic aid for students cramming for the civil service examinations. Yet Wang's 

scholarship had, prior to the publication of the Tzu-shuo , never been called into question by 

his contempo~';es, even his opponents, such as the Ch 'eng brothers, considering him learned 

and well-read262• 

TIlis has led to 1..0 's reevaluation of the Tzu-shuo as a systematized compendium of Wang 

An-shih's philosophy, an attempt to unite knowledge which had become fragmented. Wang's 

preface to the Tzu-shuo is a clear statement of such an endeavor. 

The emergence of [the characters'] sounds ..• and forms ..• is always significant Their 
roots lie in nature [itself]. It is not the case that man alone could have created them .... 
Who knows that it may not be Heaven's will to bring about a revival of cuIrure in our 
time, making me its spearhead? 263 

261. Cf. Lo, "Wang An-shih". 

262. Yang himself says, in a letter to Wu Kuo-hua in which he attacks Wang strongly, "Mr. Wang's borad knowledge 
of things and slUdy was great" (KSC 17:Sb). In Yang's yu-Iu he records Ch'eng H2O'S praise of Wang, "An-shih is 
broadly educated and deeply leamed" (KSC 12:21a). 

263. Wang An-shih, Wang Lin-ch'uan hsien-sheng chi 84:534 (SPI'K). Translation following Lo, "Wang An-shih and 
the Confucim ide2! of 'inner sagelincss'", 47. 
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Wang's purpose, according to Lo, was to provide students with a compendium of all 

imowledge related to the tao of the ancients. Rather than being concemed with the characters 

in and of themselves, Lo maintains, Wang's effons were concentrated on the ideas expressed 

by the characters. For this reason, Lo argues, the Tzu-shuo should be eT.amined on the basis of 

its philosophical meriL From the ihrust of Yang Shih's criticisms ofit. it is clear that Yang, at 

least. does so. Vinually every comment of Yang's on the Tzu-shuo entries is philosophical in 

nature. 

The scope of Yang's critique of the Court Record of Emperor Shen-tsung is as broad as 

that of the Record itself. Yang does not limit himself to attacking Wang's philosophical 

lectures to the emperor, although it is these which are most relevant to the present study. As 

Wang advised emperor Shen-tsung on matters of economic, military and social policy, so 

Yang criticizes Wang on all those groun~. 

264. The hislOJy of the Court Record of Emeeror Shen-tsung is c:omplicaIed.. In the first year of Shen-tsung's reign 
(1086). several of the mti-Wang faction we:e commissioned to compile the record. They relied heavily on the 
writings of Ssu-ma Kuang. leader -::: the anti-reform group. The resultan1 history was, undcmandably, heavily 
biased against Wang An-shih. who had been Shen-tsung's prime ministe:. In 1094, when the reform party regained 
power, the emperor appointed Wang An-shih's son-in-law (Ts'ai Ching's brother) Ts'ai Picn, as editor-in-chief of 
the revision of Shen-tsung's court hislOJy. Comparing Wmg An-shih's petSOtUIl dimy to the 1086 account, Ts'ai 
Pien conducted his massive re-editing in vennillion ink. When it was completed, it became known as the 
Vermillion Ink Record to distinguish it from the original record. 
In Hui-tsung's lime, however, it was decided that both histories were highly partisan representations of the period. 
A third edition (delayed by the removal of the court to southern China) was completed in 1134 under Emperor 
Kao-tsung. and later formed the major $0= on Shen-tsung's reign for the compilers of the Sung Shih . The 
editor of this third edition was the son of the editor of the 1086 edition. He shamelessly slandered Wmg An-shih 
and even burned both Wang's diary lind the Vennillion Ink Record • neither of which now exists. 
The third edition was not compiled until the year after Yang's pieD was writtc:n. Yang Shih's Jib lu pien probably 
draws on the second edition. the Vermillion Ink Record of 1094, as it is a criticism of the record as well as of Wang 
An-shih personally. The selections included in the Kuei-shan chi lack the fragmentmy, disjointed qua1ity of other, 
more slanderous accomtts of Wang's tenure in office. The rille Jib Iu ¢en , further, may indicate an emphasis on 
Wang's personal diary as the object of scrutiny. 
Cf. Williamson. Wang An-shih, U:64-8 for a fuller account of the histoty of this texL Williamson suggests that the 
pieD of Yang and others followed the publication of this third edition, but the evidence for this chronology is 
inconclusive. 



The essays examined here are from the Wang Wen-kung wen-chi , chuan 26-32, the 

"miscellaneous discussions". Yang Shih does not refer to these by name, yet they are still 

useful to clarify points in the Tzu-shuo pien as well as to establish the philosophical 

background of the Yang/Wang c:spute26S. 

FInally, my use of the Ming-tao chi shuo of Li P'ing-shan merits a brief explanation. The 

Chu-ju ming-tao chi or "Collection of Paeans to the Tao by various Confucians", was 

compiled by the early thirteenth century. This massive compendium includes the works of 

scholars of many schools. Tne Buddhist layman and scholar Li P'ing-shan ~ t ~ (1175-

1231), serving the Chin coun. excerpted those sayings of Confucians which argued against 

Buddhism and Taoism, and rebutted them. Among the works so addressed are ten passages 

from the writings of Yang Shih (mcluding three passages which were since lost from his 

wen-chi and survive now only in the Ming-tao chi) 266. Li's comments on some ofY2Ilg 

Shih's sayings are useful here, as they clarify those areas in which Yang was not fully 

conversant with Buddhism and highlight his acceptance of the Validity of cenain other 

Buddhist concepts. Because several of the Tzu-shuo entries with which Yang takes issue 
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265. Many of these essays have been IrInSWed by WilliImson. A few of the essays expc1d on points made in the 
Tzu-shuo : of these. the IJlOIt notable Ire the essays on Mencius. Yang Hsiung me! Mo Tzu. Others shed light on 
Wang's view of me miDd-md-beIn, buman nmzre and -marching die times-. Outside his Tzu-shuo pien, Yang 
S~ ~.~ -:nt.~ ?~.,~ fr.:.-rn W~e'! f"J.~y P.tld ro!li!~ em them. W~ finds no evidence that 
Wmg ever ~ = vpiiiions ~ in iheie essays, despi:;: ~ reiciYeiy earl} dale of most of them 
(WiIljllD""!" Wmg An-shih ,11:316-7), mel indeed they Ire quire ccmsisr.em with what remains of his Tzu-shuo . 
Furtherma!e. it is recotded !hat Yang Shih IUIdied dIese essays with Ch'eug Yi (KSYUbou I). 

266. Li anrmpcrd to symbesize Confucian I:Id Buddhist docuines through Ibis exercise. sometimes correc:ting. 
sometimeI approving mel explaiDing the sayings of Ihese Confucians. The lODe is often seve:ely critical. Where Li 
points out enors in ConfuciIm' imerprewions of B\lddhist ~ be anribut.es them to ConfuciIllS ignormce. 
Li is ~ more of. Buddhist .logist than • ErUe S)'DCZ'eIist. 
Cf. Y"uan-bua 1m. "Li P'ing-shm me! his Refutation ofNeo-Ccmfuc:im Criticisms ofBuddhi!m-, in Roy C. Amore, 
DeveJopnents in Buddhist 1'hought: Can.adim ConIributions to BuddlUst Studies- (Wau:rloo, arumo: Corporation 
Caufienne des ScieDCeI Rdigiemes, 1979), 162-93; abo Ch'en Lai. "Liieh-t'o Cm-ju ming-rao chi -, 
loumal of Peking University no. 1 (1986).~. 
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involve Buddhist terminology, it is necessary to explore more deeply Yang's views of these 

particular terms and concepts in order to understand his criticisms of Wang. As Li's 

annotations futther illuminate these questions, I shall draw on the Ming-tao chi shuo . 

ThePien 

Three levels of inquiry can be distinguished in Yang's dispute with Wang An-shih, each of 

which is represented by a particular topic. On the most fundamental level, Yang Shih attacks 

Wang's interpretation of the Buddhist concept of "emptiness". At issue here are both the 

nature of reality and the Validity of Buddhist doctrine. At the personal level. Yang takes 

exception to Wang's view of innate human nature and the rectification of one's inner being. 

As the basis for all spiritual and social effort, Wang's concept of hsing and rectification is 

crucial to his socia- political methods. Finally. at the level of implementation. Yang accuses 

Wang of relying too heavily on force as a means of rectifying the people and the state. This 

last is, for Yang Sbil .... me most direct link between Wang's philosophy and his reform policies. 

'The Tzu-shuo pien opens with a discussion of the meaning of the term "emptiness". 

"Emptiness" 
If there be a hollow consisting in an absence of earth, then it is empty [in the sense of 
being] formless. If it was not hollowed out by a workman, then it is empty [in the sense 
of being] unmade. If it be formless and unmade. then the word "emptiness" has no 
foundation [in any referent]267. 

267. Wang's image of the uncreated, fonnless cavity pobably c:omes from the following passage in the 
SUnuigama SUtta: 

Ananda. since your mind is deluded and you remain unaware of the real (identity of) the four elements in the 
Tathagata store, you should look into space and see whelb::r or not it comes or goes, or neither c:omes nor 
goes. You do not know that in the Tathagata store Bodhi and (its opposite) the void arise from the self-nature 
and are identical with each other, because the element of space is fundamentally pure and clean, embraces all 
and manifests because the minds of living beings know and distinguish (between things). The ten quarters, 
Ananda. are lilce an empty pit filled with space which in acxordance with the laws of karma has no given place 
nor direction. Ignorant worldlings atlribme this to cause, condition and the state of the self as such because 
their consciousnesses differentiate and d.isc::riminate without knowing that the language they use has no 
meaning. (Taish5 19:28b; ttans!ated in Charles LuJc, Siirmigama SUtta (Leng Yen Ching) (London: Rider and 
Co.), 77-8.] • 
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[Yang]: The terms "tso" (made) and "hsiang" (mark) are from the Buddhists; we 
Confucians don't have them. In the words of the Buddha it is said, "Emptiness is just 
formlessness and fonnlessness is just uncreatedness." Thus, the term "emptiness" is not 
established as "fonned" or "made". To speak of "emptiness" as something "hollowed out 
by a workman" is to illumine emptiness by eradicating material form. nus is what the 
Buddhists take to be nihilistic emptiness, not true emptiness. The emptiness of the great 
sky, how could that by anything which a "workman could hollow out"? As regards the 
"emptiness of form", we Confucians basical1y do not speak of any such thing. Both the 
Confucians and the Buddhists have lost its meaning. (KSC7:1a-b) 

The term wu-hsiang, often a ttanslation of the Sanskrit words animitta or al~ 

(fonnless), means "lacking distinguishing characteristics". That a thing is "uncreated" 

(Sanskrit akarmaka) means that it is not the effect of:! cause. Wang de1i.rtes emptiness, then, 

as that which is devoid of any distinguishing maIts and which is not the product of some 

force. He likens it to a hole in the ground: it is a narurally-occurring absence of distinguishing 

marks. The literal reading of his entry relies on the construction of the character k'ung ~ 

("emptiness") itself, which is made up of the characters for "cavity" 'it and "labor".I. , 

ignoring the primarily phonetic contribution of the latter to the character's formation. 

Yang Shih approaches the problem by suggesting two Ici."lds of "empdness".The first is 

nihilistic, as in the case of an artificially-fonned cavity; in this case, form (SaksJait riipa) - the 

earth - has been "extinguished", leaving an empty space where the form used to be. Buddhists, 

Yang rightly asserts, do not consider this to be true emptiness; rather, they cal1 it tuan-k'ung, 

the false emptiness ofnihiJism. On this point Yang and Wang are in agreement: ifit has been 

created, it is not ultimate emptiness. 

Levering. in Enlightenment (p. 128), DOtes :hat the equaIion of !em wiIh emptiDess is foUDd in the opezUng passage 
of the "Heart- SUIrL 



The second type of emptiness. true emptiness. is implied by the term "formlessness". 

There is a difference between lacking distinguishing maIks and being insubstantial or unreal. 

That Buddhist emptiness meant the latter was a charge traditionally made by Confucians 

ridiculing Buddhist doctrine. Yet the Buddhist "formlessness" does not imply a lack of reality 

but rather a lack of independent essence. To maintain. as Wang does. that "emptiness is a 

word which ~ no referent" appears dangerously close to the nihilist interpretation of the 

word. ~~ere ultima:: emptiness means unreality. 

Yang Shih rejects the nihilistic interpretation of emptiness on the basis of the dictum "Ii yi 

fen shu". 

It is said in the Book of Odes. "Heaven produces the teeming masses; where there is a 
phenomenon. there is a principle." 268. As regards all the shapes and colors with which 
we are endowed. there is none which is not a phenomenon. and so each has a rule 
appropriate to it (KSC 18:7a) 

Yang's insistence on the reality of individual phenomena ("forms and colors") is a direct 

refutation of nihilistic emptiness. As we have already seen. Yang's Tao is a real. ~'"Ptible 

entity; each particular manifestation thereof. he maintains. is as real as the Tao itself. The 

notion that phenomena arise from emptiness or from a vacuwn undermines their Validity; 

converseiy. to say that phenomena lack reality implies that the very ground of being is nothing 

more than an elaborate illusion. 

The Book of Change says. "In the heavens phenomena take form; on earth shapes take 
form. In this way change and transformation become manifest"269. Change and 
transformation an- the workings of spirit How can we fellow and see them? It is only 
because of their being manifest as phenomena in heaven. as shapes on earth that 
transformation can be apprehended. [The student] asked. "In the past, you gave this 

268. Mencius VIA:6.8. 
269. WIlhelm. Book of Change. 280. This passage is used to assert that the creation of phenomena is not random. 
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explanation: 'Without phenomena and shapes, the workings of spirit would be hidden.' .. 
. Is this [what you meam]? As ch'ien and k'un's destruction would mean our not 
perceiving change, then change must not be subsumed by 'nonbeing' [wo ~ ]." Yang 
said, Change certainly is not "nonbeing". [The student asked again], "Chang Heng-ch'u 
utterly rejected Lao-tzu's discussion ofyu and wo. Is it for this reason or not?" Yang 
said, Yes. As soon as one speaks of non being, one implies annihjlation. It is like the 
Buddhists: as soon as they say "emptiness" they also say "non-emptiness". In the end it is 
just a waste of effort. The sages spoke only of change. (KSC 13:1Sb) 

To Yang, change is not a nihilistic concept but a generative one. Yang hen: equates the 

Buddhist doctrine of emptiness with the Taoist view of nonbeing, but in this case he is 

referring to nihilistic emptiness. The Lao Tzu says, "The myriad phenomena arise from being 

[yo iJ.1 ], but being itself arises from nonbeing [wo]~ .. "%70. 

Early Nco-Taoists gave the term wo nihilistic connotations, as the ultimate nothingness which 

gives binh to phenomena. Kuo Hsiang refined the concept by explaining that phenomena are 

self -creating, rather than the products of an external agency2'l. In this conteXt. nonbeing is not 

the opposite of being, but prior to it; therefore, whenever the Buddhist says "emptiness" he 

must speak of "non-emptiness" to avoid nihi1ism272• 

The reason it is so confusing, says Yang, is that Confucians rely on transformations in 

phenomena in older to perceive the fundamental principle of change. Taoists and Buddhists, 

on the other hand, attempt direct expression of ineffabilities such as "emptiness" and 

"nonbeing". Their mistakes, therefore. are less readily apparent and so more serious. 

270. ~ cbapcer40. 

271. Cf. Wolfpug Bluer. -rile Hiddm Hero: CzeaDon mel ~ of the Ideal of EremitiIm-. in Donald I. 
Mumo. eeL, Individualism aDd Holism: SbJdiea in Ccnfucian m:l T.oist Values (AmIArbar: Cezu.cr for Chinese 
Studies. die UniversilyofMichigm. 1985) 168. 

mer. Ymg.shih Yd. "Individualism and the Neo-TlOist Movement in Wei.Qlin China-, in Mumo. eeL, 
Individualism and Holism. 134-5. 
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The second type of "emptiness" is most clearly described in a letter to Yang Chung-yiian, 

again with reference to Taoist being and nonbeing. 

The Taoist terms "being" and "nonbeing", the Buddhist terms "form" and "emptiness", are 
to explain the highest level of concept It is not a distinction [penaining to] people and 
phenomena. Lao-tzu took being as born in nonbeing, and so also said "being and 
nonbeing are mutually generative"273. This is not knowing that being and nonbeing are 
[fundamentally] inseparable. The "Cheng Meng" says thaI the myriad phenomena are 
what is visible in the Great Vacuity. You said thaI this is wrong, because phenomena and 
emptiness do not suppon each other, and that in the end [Chang Tsai] sinks into me 
Buddhist belief that mountains, rivers and the great earth are all illusions. [But I say in 
response that] as for mountains, rivers and the great earth: this is just speaking 
analogically of it [i.e. of the ineffable Great Vacuity]. Ifwe ~adm.it that] we are speaking 
analogically, that is cenainly permissible. So the Buddhist theory of false vision isn't 
worth trying to criticize [because it is only analogy]. (KSC 16:11b-12a). 

Once again, Yang Shih maintains thaI the focus c~Buddhist and Taoist philosophical 

exposition is the most abstract level of reality, that which does not "penain to people and 

phenomena". In the above letter, Yang argues that form and emptiness are not states of 

phenomena ("form" meaning existence, "emptiness" nonexistence) in the same way thaI being 

and nonbeing do not denote the production and annihilation of phenomena for Taoists. 

Because Buddhist and Taoist writings are too ttanscendental, unwary readers fall into this 

misinterpretation of their doctrines. Yet Yang Shih has no quarrel with the practice of making 

analogies for the purpose of clarifying transcendental concepts - indeed, this is a technique 

which Yang advocates. Yang Chung-yuan has missed the poirn214. 

273. Lao Tzu , chapter 2-
274. This discussion is reminisce.nt of one of Wang An·shih's criticisms of the Siirmigama Siitra in which he claims 

that. Zlumgshan with its motmtain and the river is but one town in which there are about one thousand people. 
How em those one thousand people share the same outer milieu in their minds? If one of the thousand people 
suddenly dies, do the mountain and the river ever perish along with him? [Obviously} people will go but the 
enviromnent remains. What the SUtra says about the appearance of mountains, rivers and lands does not concur 
(with my observation). How em we make this out to be consonant with Buddha's true thought? [Hui-hong. 
Lin-chian lu , in HTC 148:~7b. Translated in Tomoaki Tsuchida. "Mind and Reality: A Study of the 
Shoulengyanjing", (PhD dissertation, Harva:tl University, 1986), 190.} 



The assumption that form and emptiness are qualities of phenomena is inherently 

contradictory. since a phenomenon which has ceased to exist is no longer a phenomenon and 

therefore there cannot be said to be any "empty phenomena". It is this fallacious reasoning 

which seems to have led to Yang Chung-yiian's claim that "phenomena and emptiness do not 

support each other". Such an inteIpretation relies on the nihilistic definition of emptiness. 

This is a misreading of the "Cheng Meng". for Chang Tsai insists that the Great Vacuity is 

neither the Taoists' nonbeing nor the Buddhists' emptiness. but the original substance of all 

maaeiZ1s. In the "Cheng Meng". Chang maintains that the return of phenomena to the Great 

Vacuity is merely their transformation. according to the operation of change. It is not 

annihilation. 

Recognizing that his student has also completely misunderstood the Buddhist concept of 

emptiness, Yang returns to Confucian discourse (concrete examples) to unravel Chung-yiian's 

confusion. rather than attempting to address the Buddhist issue directly. "Speaking 

analogically" is acceptable as long as one recognizes the underlying principle manifest in 

phenomena. In other words. when we speak of "mountains. rivers and fr.e great earth" as 

illusions. we are speaking allegorically through more intellectually-accessible images. 

True emptiness, for Yang Shih as well as Buddhists, is a relational concept tied to the 

principle of change. Again, he complains that Buddhist teachings are too subtle and esoteric 

and therefore easily misunderstood. Yang sets about explaining Buddhist emptiness through 

Confucian examples. 

275. Chang Tsai. "Cheng Mc:ng", in Ch'an, Sourcebook, 501. 
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On "Shapes and colors belong to our heaven-conferred nature"276 
Shapes and colors are precisely heavenly nature. Therefore. to accord with shape is to 
exhaust heavenly nature. Only the sages were able to do it The theory of shapes and 
colors is one with the Buddhist theory of form and emptiness. Our sages take natural 
principle. using ordinary situations from daily life in order to explain it So their words 
are familiar and those who hear them are not overawed by them. Heretical teachings. 
however. start with the essential subtleties to discuss it. and so even with their countless 
words they cannot explain plumb its meaning. and so studer-.ts do not know which one to 
follow. and depan ever farther from [an understanding of] the Tao. This is the distinction 
between Confucianism and Buddhism. (KSC 8:23b) 

"Shapes and colors belong to our heaven-conferred nature". Everything has its principle .. 
.. Accord is [possible] because of the nature of the body. So body and functions must 
have that because of which they are body and functions. This is the sage's accord. 
Calling shape and color "heavenly nature" is also like [the Buddhists'] saying "the 
phenomenal is precisely empty". (KSC 13:20a) 

To fulfill one's nature is to become integrated with the Tao, recognizing the one soun:e from 

which all phenomena arise. Variation among phenomena is due to the operation of change. not 

to their having independent existence separate from the Tao. All "distinguishing marks" 

(Iak~) are products of change. and as such as are ultimately not truly distinct from one 

another. Each of the myriad phenomena has as its "heavenly nature" the same principle which 

runs through all phenomena; thus. the individuality of its nature is illusory, a mere convention 

by which we describe the operation of change in the Tao. This is what Yang (and the 

Buddhists) mean by emptiness. 

To return to the passage from the Tzu-shuo pien. Yang's quarrel with Wang An-shih lies 

mainly in Wang's definition of emptiness as being like the ahsence of eanh in a hole. In 

Yang's view. emptiness is notlack ofform (m the sense of there being nothing in the hole), 

but lack of any identity independent of the rest of the cosmos. To say that emptiness has no 

referent is to impan to it a nihilism which Confucians and Buddhists alike reject. 

276. Mencius VIIA:38. 
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Another passage from the Tzu-shuo pien approaches the problem in tenns of unity rather 

than vacuity, highlighting the relational character of emptiness. Because of the complexity of 

the pun in Chinese, rendering this entry into English is quite awkward. It is imponant to grasp 

simultaneously the mOIphological pun and the less literal reading of the passage, however, 

precisely because the two seem antithetical. 

The pun is based on the fact that both characteIS are preceded by the ninth (man 1 ) 

radical. "Faruity"f~ consists of the character "emptiness" 't with the man radical 1 ; 

"ob~"11il of the character "unity" I~ with the man radical -{ . Wang argues that 

removing the man radical from "faruity" results in the character "emptiness" and removing the 

man radical from "obtuseness" results in the character "unity". Yet the less literal reading . 

implies that the confusion ofuue emptiness with non-existence arises from human fatuity and 

obruseness. 

"Fanrlty" 
As for "uue emptiness", remove man [or the man radical] from it; "fatuity" diffm 
therefrom and is just hitting upon what is not the case. As for "great unity", remove man 
[or the man radical] from it: "obtuseness" diffeIS therefrom and the difference consists just 
in [the notion of] incompetenee. 

[Yang]: "As for 'ttue emptiness, removing man from it': this speaks of the emptiness 
which is apalt from matter, not the emptiness identical to itm. It is not ttue emptiness. 
"As for 'great unity, removing man from it': if there is something transcendental about it, 
then it is not ttue unity. The Lieh Tzu says, "Hmnony is great unity with phenomena". 
But the five tastes aJe not all one and the same. We perceive them in relation to one 
anomer and afterwards unite them. If there is separation. then that is not [ttue] unity. The 
myriad phenomena certainly are not all of the same one type. If we unite with each other 
only those 1bings in the same category, then what is joined will not be comprehensive. 

271. Ymg is sppm:mIy aD!lding ha'e ro die H~-yen f&<hid! kum-mm • or '"Mcdiwicns on the dharmadhatu 
sections of the Hua-yen s-~ -~ fim subsection of wlUch offen various appro-=bes ro the rdatiousbip between 
form mel empciDrA .-& pbrue -die empciDeIs which is IpCt from mancr is the emp1 iiie .... iz¥Ientica1ro it- is one 
of the mmy P'i!iiil.rions suggested in die Kum-men. The point of this sut.dion of die Kuan-men is dw the 
form which is idemical ro empri""l is true empci%Iess. mel dw form which is DOt idemicalro empciness is false 
=zptinas. 



Comprehensively unify them. and only afterwards has one [achieved) great unity. (KSC 
7:1b) 

Wang seems to disclaim the nihilistic interpretation of emptiness ("nothing existing - there 

cannot be such a thing"). 

Yang Shih, however. appears to read the morphological. pun backwards. interpreting 

Wang's words as proposing that "emptiness" when accompanied by "man" radical denotes 

"fatuity". and so implying that true emptiness is the opposite of phenomena. By the 
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"emptiness Identical to matter". Yang means the ultimate interconnectedness of all phenomena. 

their lack of independent reality. Similarly. if the meaning of "obtuseness" is "unity" 

accompanied by "man". then true unity must necessarily exclude one type of phenomenon (i.e. 

man). 

To illustrate both points. Yang says that we perceive tastes in relation to each other-

sweemess is relative to sourness. saltiness to blandness and so on. None is completely 

unrelated to the othe~. but neither does anyone encompass the others. Tasting them all. we 

then can judge their relative qualities as well as that which they all share. This is true for the 

myriad phenomena. They are not "one substance" (see chapter two). but neither are they 

unrelated to one another. The Great Unity involves perceiving the inIerconnectedness of all 

things. If man is considered separate from this schema, the unity is incomplete. 

In an entry from his yii-Iu • Yang suggests a Buddhist doctrine (with which he disagrees) as 

the origin ofWang's views of emptiness and unity. 

On the Tzu-shuo saying. "Prevem the great unity between heaven and man from being 
reft". and continued. I do not know if it is in unity or DOL If it is "t'amg" Ii] [the same). 
then it is never beyond man. Funher. 2S for the so-called "innate enlightenment" [hsing
chiieh'/lif) being "true emptiness. separated from man"Z78. if it is beyond man and yet 
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man should strive toward heaven. this, ttuly, is [Wang's] so-called "fatuous obruseness". 
If we understand Old Tsung's discussion of the classics. we can say that in the old-style 
of translating, the eighth of the ten consciousnesses. the amali consciousness is, in the 
T'ang-style of translation, [rendered as] "stainlessly pure". The ninth, the maya 
consciousness, is i., the T'ang-style translation "the seeds of good and evil"279. "Stainless 
purity" is the same as Mencius' theory of the goodness ofhmnan nature. The phrase "the 
goodness of human nature" one may call searching for the root, for to speak of goodness 
and evil as mixed together means good and evil already having sprouted. Wang An-shih 
cenainly did not understand this. (KSC 13:23a) 

The "unity between heaven and man", for Yang Shih, consists in man's realizing his innate 

integrity with all things. Another way of expressing this is the emptiness of phenomena 

Integrity is innate in the sense that man's nature is identical to the Tao. Yang claims that it is 

pure "vacuous ignorance" to suggest that true emptiness could be something quite distinct from 

man. 

The amali consciousness, Yang continues, is pure, indestructible hsing. It is the source of 

"innate enlightenment". The ilaya consciousness, on the other hand, contains the potential for 

accord and perversity. It is the source of that enlightenment which lJlust be cultivated280. 

Kuei-shan said, "Old Tsung said that the amaIa consciousness, in T'ang-style translation 
is [rendered as] "pure, immaculate whiteness'. This is precisely the same as Mencius' 
claim that the nature is good. As for the i1aya consciousness, in T'ang-style translation it 
is "the seeds of goodness and evil'. This is equivalent to the state in which goodness and 
evil have already sprouted." 

I, P'ing-shan, say that the consciousness of pure, immaculate whiteness lacks the 
characteristics of good and evil. Confucius' so-called "good" is precisely the 31aya 

278. Hslng-cbiieh, -inhC2'ent knowledge- of the essence of life. Cf. William Edward Soothill and Lewis Hodous, 
A Dictionary of Chinese Buddhist Terms (London: Kegan Paul, Trench. TrubnC2' and Co~ Ud.. 1934), 259. 

279. See Soothill, Dictionary, 387 and 473 on the ten c::onsciousnesses. The locus classicus for this spelling of amali 
in Chinese is the early Vajra·samidhj Siitra. According roO the t"tbitagprbha tradition, the core of the heart is 
completely pure. but the rest must be purified in order 10 achieve Buddhahood. (Cf. Dumoulin, Zen ,534). This 
tradition was particularly popular in China because of its similarity to Me:ncius' d.octrine of the goodness of Inunan 
nature. 
The T'ang theories 10 which Yang refC2'S are most likely those of the Consciousness-Only school of Buddhism. 
Their discussion of the pure and impure -seeds- of the ilaya consciousness closely parallels the yi- ra (already 
manifested) and wei-fa (not yet manifested) in Chu Hsi's theory of the mind-and-heart. Munro, Images, 121-2-

280. Soothill, Dictionary , 320. 



Li P'ing-shan's point is that the amali' consciousness is so pure as to be beyond good/evil 

distinctions. As has been demonstrated earlier. this is Yang's belief, too. The "goodness" of 

the amali consciousness is not the opposite of evil. but philosophically prior to iL Yang 

contends that Wang An-shih must not have recognized the distinction between the aJaya and 

amaJi consciousnesses, else he would not have spoken of true unity as separate from man. 

There is another reason why Yang Shih considers Wang's definition dangerous. however. 

It seems to posit an Otherworld which bears no relation to the realm of man. 

Kuei-shan said. "Duke Ching's Tzu-shuo says. 'The true emptiness and the oodili 
[enlightenment] that come from the Buddha-nature [hsingi'ijZ82 - that view is distant 
from man.' If we treat them as a heaven beyond man. thaI is false emptiness." 
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I, P'ing-shan. say, Duke Ching takes "true emptiness" to be the truth that is separate from 
falseness. Kuei-shan laes "zroe emptiness" to mean that which is identical to falseness. I 
don't agree with either of them! True emptiness is neither identical to it nor different 
from it. neither false nor true, neither empty nor non-empry283. 

Wang denies true emptiness any transcendental quality. Whether Yang Shih missed Wang's 

allusion to the Siirailgama Sutta , certainly Li P'ing-shan must have caught iL Yet Li 

interpretS Wang's statement very much the way Yang does. Both ~ Wang as holding 

that emptiness (or unity) transcends falsity, just as (m the first TZI .• -shuo passage) Yang 

interprets him as implying thaI empc:iness has no this-worldly referent. For Yang, emptiness is 

281. Li P'iDg-sbm. Ming-tm c:hi-shuo, 174. 
282. A CODCiIe I1ZIDJDCY of die eaential point of die apx:rypbal S-uraDgana S-utra or Shou-hmg-yen , whkh rook a 

tI j y.m.1jst auimde toWard eM",''''''''''' W"Jdely rem chJrins the Sung bec:aIJse of ill eJoquem prose (even 
Om lUi admired ill Sl}'Jisbc merit). the suaa ~ die focus or CoJJfuc::im-Buddhist c:omzoversy. Confucians 
used it to dc:moIIsIrIIic the tI j it "tal nat'lIe of Buddhism. but tbcre was great diversity of opinion among 
Buddhists tbemsclves teprdiDg ill :qnsenmion of the docuiDe of fJ q • ell. Some BuddbisI:s viewed die SIltI'a 

u a kiDd of ftindnisric heresy p"'t'lI'ring • kiDd of eIemIl.."Jjgbrenect soul; Ch'mists in pcticular poinlcd to it as 
an eumple of !he perils of pezsuasive prose. 

283. Li. Ming-tm c:hi-shuo. 174-5. 
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merely another appellation for the fundamental truth of the Tao. Li's disputation of Yang's 

"truth" seems to be on the same grounds as his his quibbling with Yang's use of the term 

"goodness"; again, there are two senses of the word, one an ultimate definitive, the other one of 

a pair of opposites. 

Yang's aversion to Buddhist and Taoist discourse, which he claims deals with the most 

abstract aspects of the Tao, is in part a reaction to their apparently divorcing the realm. of 

principle from the realm of man. 

Kuei-shan said, "What the sages took as ordinary matters, Chuang-chou spoke of in 
exaggerated terms. This is the same son of thing as the Ch'anists' "scolding the Buddha 
and reviling the Patriarchs'284. Thus does the "Going rambling without a tJestination' 
chapter of the Chuang Tzu mean no more than Tzu-ssu's remark about the chiin-tzu 
being self- possessed in any situation he ente~. The chapter "What matters in 
nurturing life" contains no more profound a meaning than Mencius' "doing that which 
offers no resistance .286. Forced metaphors and inflated similes - these are mere 
elaborations on the [Confucian sages'] teachings." 

I, P'ing-shan, say that Mr. Yang's insights are lofty indeed! He knew that the Ch 'anists 
take power from the Buddha just as Chuang Tzu took power from the [Confucian] sages. 
But [to call it] "forced metaphors and inflated similes' is overkill [typical of] 
Confucimg287 . 

Li's defense of Buddhist and Taoist discourse misses Yang's poinL y;mg is not so concerned 

with others' using the Confucian classics as he is with what he sees as their deliberate and 

unnecessary "esotericization" of the truth contained in those classics. Such an approach 

suggests a barrier between man and the Tao where none actually exists. 

As we shall see, however, Wang An-shih's notion of "unity" is neither otherworldly nor 

284. The point of this Ch' an Jizrase is that truth is to be fOl!lld in daily life, not in !!:e heavenly realm. 

285. Chung YWg. 

286. ~IVB:26 
w. Li, Millg-tao Chi-shuo, 172. 
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separate from the human reaim. His views are far more clea..-Iy chp:-ss.od 1.'1 r.:s """'ay "On the 

Attainment of Unity" than in the Tzu-shuo entry. 

Of the myriad phenomena, there are none who lack the ultimate principle. If one is quite 
conversant with their ultimate principle. he is a sage. The way to become conversant with 
!heir ultimate principle lies in reaching that which unites them. Having reached that 
[principle] which unites them, person288. 

It is clear from this essay that Wang's "unity" is indeed inherent in the human sphere. This 

description of unity is strikingly close to Yang's concept of ch'eng, integrity, particularly in 

Wang's affirmation of the intimate relationship of the myriad phenomena to the self. 

" Attaining Unto the unity" appears in this text to mean the act of iJ'ltegrating oneself into the 

Tao and its manifestations. It is highly significant that Wang An-shih should believe this, as 

the inextricable link between the self and others calls (m the Confucian world) for acti .... e 

participation in shaping society. This is strong evidence of Wang's Confucianism. 

Yet, when Wang is asked to define ch'eng itself, he gives it peculiarly Buddhist overtones. 

The emperor asked, nClfit is ch'eng, then it is clear. If it is clear, then it is ch'eng,289. 
What does this mean? I, Wang, say, Being able to avoid binding one's mind-and-hean up 
with external things is integrity. If one is integrated, then one's understanding is not 
darkened by phenomena Not being darkened by phenomena, then one's understanding is 
clear. Being able to study the way of the fOn;iler kings in order to explain away the 
darlcness of one's understanding is clarity. J1 it is clear, then external things cannot bind 
up one's mind-and-hean. If external things cannot bind up one's mind-and-heart, that is 
being integrated. The reason a man's understanding is not clear is that he has confused it 
with thoughts of profit and desire. Ifhe is not able to confuse it with thoughts of profit 
and desire, then it will never be unclear. Carity is that which the hsing has. 

[Yang]: Integrity is heavenly 'fao. It cannot be exhaustively descn"bed as the ability to 
avoid having one's mind-and-heart bound up with external phenomena Take Kao-tzu's 
nwunoving mind-and-heart" 290. How could thoughts of profit and desire confuse it? Yet 

288. Wang An·shih. MOn the Attainment of UnityM, in Wang Wen-kung wen~hi , 29:33940. Transl. following 
Williamson. Wang An-shih, n:344. 

289. Chung Yung ch. 21. 
290. ~llA:2. 



he did not ever understand the righteous distinctions. Not understanding the righteous 
distinctions is not being clear! Therefore, as forcIarity, how can we compare it to [the 
state of] phenomena not having been investigated or knowledge not having been 
extended to its utmost? Duke Ching himself said it is because of "being able to avoid 
external things binding up one's mind-and-heart". His theory every time takes this to be 
arrival. It is because he never understood heavenly Tao. (KSC 6:8b-9a) 
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Wang here draws on the Buddhist theory of mind to explain the state of integrity. In Buddhist 

doctrine, the mind lacks any tendency toward involvement with external phenomena as 

separate objects of contemplation. It has a natural propensity for recognizing the inherent 

emptiness (or "unity", or "one principle") of all things. When the mind beoomes preoccupied 

with the illusion that the forms of phenomena are immutable, however, it is "bound up" wi~ 

external things and loses clear insight into reality. 

This is not such a far cry from Yang Shih's own stress on recognizing the principle of 

change operating in all things. The difference is in the attitude toward external phenomena 

prescribed by the two traditions. In Yang's view, Wang's Buddhism implies a fundamental 

distrust of phenomena in its emphasis on the distinction between "internal" (mind) and 

"external" (phenomena). According to Yang, if the mind is truly integrated, it cannot be 

adversely affected by phenomena because such negative feelings as profit and desire simply no 

longer occur. An understanding of the principle of change and its ramifications precludes one 

from experiencing any inappropriate feelings. There is thus no danger from external things. 

On the other hand, it is only through external phenomena that the novice may begin to perceive 

the principle of change. This is why Yang insists that Wang "did not ever understand the 

righteous distinctions". Had he understood the righteous distinctions, Wang would not have 

taken such an adversarial approach to phenomena Thus, while Wang and Yang are in 

Agreement as to the nature of phenomena, their attitudes toward contemplation thereof are quite 

different 
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The question of "uniting the inner and the outer" arises in another entry from the 

Tzu-shuo pien. this time in reference to the mind-and-hean itself. 

"Loyalty" 
There is an inner hean and an outer heart. The so-called "loyalty" is the iIUler bean. 

[Yang]: The heart is not divided into inner and outer [pans]. Taking loyalty to be the 
inner hean makes no sense. The Li Chi says, "When rite places value on the many, that is 
its outer heart; when it places value on the few, that is its inner hean"291. Therefore, in 
using one's heart there is an inner/outerdistinction. but it is not that the hean itseIfis 
divided. (KSC 7:3a) 

When rectified, seriousness and the fulfillment of duty are fundamentally not two 
[separate] things. When seriousness is the goal, then the fulfillment of duty naturally 
arises therefrom. Therefore, there is a distinction between the inner and the outer, but in 
actuality fulfillment of duty is identical to seriousness. (KSC 11 :6b-7a) 

Once again, Wang relies on the individual components of the character to provide its 

etymology. "Loyalty", he explains, consists of the characters for "center" and "hean". It 

therefore means the innennost pan of the mind-and-hean. Yang argues that the distinction 

between inner and outer is one of direction, not of substance. One's heart-and-mind is 

sometimes directed inwards, sometimes outwards, but this does not mean that there are two 

parts of the organ itself. 

This brings up another facet of the subject of emptiness: emptying the mind-and-heart in 

order to perceive the ultimate truths of the universe. The phrase "empty the mind-and-hean" is 

used, during the Sung dynasty, by philosophers of many schools besides the Buddhists. Shao 

Yungsays, 

If the mind-and-heart is one and undivided, it can respond [appropriately] to the myriad 
phenomena. This is why the chiin-tzu empties his mind-and- heart and is thus 
unmoved292. 

291.LiChi, "LiCh'i" chapter, 17. 
292. Shao Yung, Huang-c.'U c.,l..:ng-shih 83.29a. Perllaps the clearest example in Buddhist texts of "emptying the mind" 

is the Platform Sun of the Sixth Patriarch , which distinguishes between "making the mind empty" and "not 
thinking". It explains no-thought as "not to think even when involved in thought" (sec. 17). Dmnoulin cl:aws a 
parallel between Buddhist emptiness (suDyati) and no- thought (mt!.."'e!!). both of which involve ii simultaneous 
distancing of oneself from other phenomena and an intimate connection therewith - as does Chang Tw's II yl fen 
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In the Tzu-s..lluo pien, we read Wang An-shih's own version of this and Yang's rebuttal. 

"Thought" 
If [at the momem of] producing thought one is not [yet] thinking, then thought comes 
from no-thought If this is so, then the mind-and-hean has never moved to produce. Thus 
the mind-and-heaIt remains within. 

[Yang]: "Integrity is heaven's way. To think how to become integrated is man's way"293. 
Thought's reaching the point of no-thought is heaven's way. Therefore, if you think, you 
will get it If you do not think, you will not get it To say that "if [at the moment of] 
producing thought one is not [yet] thinking, then thought emerges from no-thought" 
makes no sense. It is different from [Chuang Tzu's phrase] "If [at the beginning of] anger 
one is not [yet] angry, then anger comes from non-anger"294. (KSC 7:7a) 

Yang ~hih defends the usefulness and validity of thought against what he perceives to be 

Wang An-shih's quietism. it is difficult to make a definitive case for how Wang reads the 

Chuang Tzu passage. Yang's interpretation of the passage. however, becomes clear when we 

compare the rest of the Chung Yung text he quotes with the full Oluang Tzu passage: 

Integrity is heaven's way. To think how to be integrated is man's way. He who has 
integrity is one who hits :lyon what is rig.'::.t without effort a.."ld Appre..'icuds without 
thinking. He is naturally and easily in harmony with the Tao. Such a man is a sage. He 
who tries to be integrated is one who chooses the good and holds fast to it29s. 

If [at the moment of] producing anger, one is not [yet] angry, then anger comes from 
non-anger. If [at the momem of] initiating action, one is not acting. then action arises 
from non-action296. 

Passion and action, argues the Chung Yung, originate in t:r'aIlq.lility. TIle state of tranquility 

(as non-anger or non- action) is not mere inenia but potential. Both the Chung Yung and 

Chuang Tzu passages address this harmonic state in which the sage may act spontaneously for 

shu. He notes that no-thought is associaled W:.Ih the discovery of one's original nature. insight into all phenomena. 
and !he achievement ofBuddhahood. (Cf. Dmnoulin, Zen, 1414). 

293. Chung Yung 20:18. 
294. Chuang Tzu , c:haptc' 23. 
295. Chung Yung 20:18: following ttanslalion in Ch'an, Sourcebook, 107. 
296. Chuang Tzu , chapccr 23. 
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the good. Neither position advocates utter thoughtlessness rm the sense of stupidity) as a route 

to enlightenment, nor utter inaction (in the sense of doing nothing at all) as a patter of 

behavior. In Yang's view, Wang's claim that "the mind-and-heart has never moved to 

produce" implies just such a static quietism. 

The diffi~ty seems to arise over the question ofttanquility. Yang's student is confused 

by the apparently contradictory Buddhist language into believing that Buddhism advocates not 

thinking while Confucianism stresses iL 

[Student's] question: As for "having no depraved lhoughIs"297 when one thinks, then one 
collects [these thoughts]; after collecting, they begin to overflow; when they overflow, 
they spill forth. The three-hundred sections of the Odes are, for Lite most part, the 
spilling-foM of thoughts. To think. without deprnvity, how could the Odes not be like 
this? But someone else [Le. Buddhists] says that where there is thought, there is 
depravity. But to be without thought would be like earth and trees. As for having no 
depraved thoughts, is that merely having consciousness without thinking? This Buddhist 
speech, because it confuses my concentration, puts me in disorder .... [Yang's answer]: 
[The Shu Cling ] says, "Thoughts are wisdom; wisdom leads to sageIiness" 298. 
Confucius said, "The chiin-tzu has nine things which are subjects of thoughtful 
consideration"299. IfL~oughts can lead to sageIiness, then in deportment, speech, what 
one looks at and what one heeds, one must consider. And so can one say that all thoughts 
are depraved? The Book of Change says, "The chcinges have no consciousness, no action; 
they are quiescent and do not move. But if they are stimulated, they penetrate all 
situations under heaven. If they were not the most divine thing on earth, how could they 
do this?,,300. From "most divine" on [in the rest of the passage not quoted], we see that 
they could not possibly be without consideration [wu ssu]; with no deliberate 
consciousness, yet sufficient to penettate all situations under heaven, then can we say that 
being without deliberate consciousness is like being earth or a tree? . .. The three 
hundred Odes come from the histories of the individual states. Naturally they cannot be 
without any consideration. They all reside in rite and righteousness, which is why their 
consideration is without depravity. (KSC 14:1b-2b) 

Certainly, Buddhism (particularly the more intellecruany-active traditions such as Ch'an) does 

297. Analects n:2. 
298. Book of Documents , "Great Plan". 
299.JUuUects~lO. 

300. Wilhelm. Book of Change. 315. 
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not suggest stupidity and ignorance as the way of enlightenment Nor does Confucianism view 

as most sagely the man who laboriously thinks everything out. "With no deh1>erate 

consciousness" does not mean lacking thought but lacking personal, preconceived plans. Yang 

accepts the Book of Change (by muruaI response), however, it mov~ all phenomena It is 

without any fon:eful intent, but that does not preclude measured response. In fact, it relies on 

responsive action to stimulate it. Unlike Wang An-shih's "thc:lght-1ess" mind-and-bean, 

Yang's mind-and-heart is ine~cable from the external phenomena which stimulate it. 

That Yang Shih does not misinteIpret the Buddhist "no-thought" is demonstrated in an 

early passage from his vu-Iu , in which he uses the Mencius to explain the "four ailments". 

The "Siim of Complete Enlightenment" 301 says, Effort, cessation of mental operation, 
laissez-faire and the annihilation of de..~ are the "four ailments". "Effon" is [Mencius'] 
so-called "assisting the growth". "Cessation" is his so-called "not weeding". "Laissez
faire" and "the annihilation of desire" are not "having the task in mind and sticking with 
it". (KSC 13:17b) 

Yang does not accuse Buddhism of countenancing laziness or ignorance. Rather, he sees 

Buddhism and Confucianism as having in common the concept of sagely spontaneity. Wang 

An-shih himself explicitly addres~es the issue of spontaneity in connection with sagehood. 

When I have jen, then before beginning to act I [need] not deliberate, before beginning to 
speak I [need] not select [my words with care], and what I do displays nothing which is 
inappropriate to jen. This is doing jen. If I do not yet have jen, but know how others 
effectjen, then before acting I deliberate, and before speaking I select [my words with 
care], and so what I do displays nothing which is inappropriate to jen. This is wisdom. 
Therefore t'le reasons [in these two cases] for doing jen are different, but their effecting 
jen is the same302. When one achieves the one principle [of all phenomena], then the 
phenomena of the 

301. Cf. Soothill. Dictionary 397. 

302. Wang An-shih, "Jen and Wisdom". in Wang wen-kung wc:n-dU 28:327-8. 
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world can be perceived without deliberate thought [wu ssu~ :~~ J •... When one is like 
this, then without thought and without action [one] mysteriously [puts things into effect]. 
Although the affairs of the world cenainly require thought and action, yet how can one 
fail to grasp the reason for this? This is why the sage also values capabilities and 
kills303 s . 

In these essays, Wang contrasts the deliberateness of the common man's behavior with the 

natural spontaneity of the sage. There are worldly matters which require the sage's attention 

and consideration, and it is fit that he deliberate upon them provided he recognizes why they 

demand thought while more ethereal matters do nut. 'While C:Z!'eeing with Wang's view of 

spontaneity. Yang maintains that the sage responds even to worldly affairs in a spontaneous. 

unforced manner. Wang's further argument. in "Jen and Wisdom". that it does not matter 

whether one merely knows how to effeajen or acrually has it in his person implies a 

detachment of man from external phenooena which Yang cannot accept. One's relationship to 

phenomena is subtly altered when one does not embody jen: not embodying jen. one does not 

have moral force; lacking moral force. one cannot stimulate appropriate change in phenomena. 

Thejen man's ability to stimulate appropriate change in phenometl2 stems from his 

recognition of his intimate kinship with all things. At issue here is the s,m,~ ~ of personal 

involvement. not the ssu of rational thought. 

At this most fimdamentallevel of Yang's dispute with Wang. then, there are three related 

topics. On the first. the nature of "emptiness". Yang and Wang are essentially in agreement. 

True emptiness is not the negation of being but the absence of absolute. independem existence. 

It is formless in that it has no characteristics by which it may be distinguished; it is uncreated 

in the sense that it is not the result of destruction. 

303. W mg An-shih. -On the Aaaimnem of Unity-. 
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Wang's rather cryptic suggestion that emptiness has no referent. however. as well as his 

definition of true emptiness and true unity as being somehow "separated from man", imply a 

tendency toward distancing the worldly realm from the ultimate. Yang Shih's position is 

clearly opposed to any hints of the otherworldliness of, as he calls it. "the highest level of 

concept". Although the Tzu-shuo entries do imply a certain otherworldliness. Wang's essay on 

unity posits an intimate connection between man and all phenomena. 

It is in Wang An-shih's discussion of ch'eng that we may discover his primary concern: 

m~'s entanglement in phenomena. Where Yang Shih emphasizes the inseparability of man 

from phenomena, Wang cautions against too close an identification of self with objects 

contemplated. Perhaps Wang sees man's separation from true unity and emptiness as a result 

of this entanglement; because the Tzu-shuo and Wang's diary have been lost. we can never 

know whether Yang has misquoted or only panially-quoted Wang, or whether he somehow 

expected that his meaning was clear and obvious and needed no funher explanations. 

Fmally, both Wang An-shih and Yang Shih are in agreement that rational thought is 

necessary in certain situations and that its total absence is mere stupidity. Both men agree that 

the sage has no need for belabored, rational analysis. spomaneously meeting each situation as 

is most appropriate. But for Wang, there is a distinction between "worldly affairs" [t'ien-hsia 

chih shih~ r i.j ] and philosophical points such that the former requires deliberation 

even from the sage. Yang Shih posits no such distinction. Secondly, Wang suggests that 

thought arises in the mind-and-heart of its own accon1, while Yang maintains that the mind

and-heart moves outward toward phenomena as well as inward toward itself. Wang develops 

this further in his insistence that there i!; no functional difference between the man who 

sk:iIlfully effectsjen and the man who does so spontaneOusly. 
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TIle second facet of Yang's dispute with Wang centers on human nature and its outward 

manifestations. In the rIb-Iu pien , Yang Shih argues that Wang did not understand Moh Tzu's 

and Yang Chu's doctrines on this issue. 

Lu;~ [Wen Yen-p'oit~ -rl ,1005-1097]304 spoke of men, saying, "(T"neyj often 
speak of jen and the righteous distinctions, but are rarely able to carry them OUL" The 
emperor said, "Those who truly are able to speak of jen and the righteous distinctions do 
not often effect the reality of jen and the righteous distinctions. I myself have a bani time 
understanding." I say, Yang Chu did mt know the righteous distinctions, and Moh Tzu 
did not know jen. Only Mencius knew them both. 

[Yang]: Mr. Yang Chu's "for oneself' is not knowingjen. Mr. Mo's "universal love" is 
not knowing the righteous distinctions, the implications of wbich lead to there being no 

. father and no master. It is their implications, not their roots, [which are at fault]. As for 
jen and the righteous distinctions really being bani to know, do you believe it? (KSC 
6:32b-33a) 

Yang makes two points here. The first is one he has mentioned elsewhere in his writings, 

namely, that Moh Tzu and Yang Chu were not themselves i.'l error. Their explanations, 

however, were unclear, and subsequently led many people into believing in the doctrines of 

"universal love" and "for oneself', respectively. Yang's second point is that Wang does not 

really understand these two doctrines. To believe in universal love, Yang Shih maintains, is to 

ignore the righteous distinctions which exist among the myriad phenomena. To talre the 

attitude that everything is farone's own benefit is to ignorejen,:h= sense of one's ir.timate 

connections with the myriad phenomena. 

304. He IIWDr:d !be ddJHhIb degree during die reign of Jc:n-tsung. In IOSI WaI. along with Ssu·ma Kumg. first 
lC4U en" d Wmg foraposl, CId for several yaD contjmvod to be Well'S polliical mc:utor mel benefactor. Wen 
appcUed Ibe !be emperor to pmmore Wmg wilhaat 80iDI through !be UIUIl c:bcmrls mejntDnjng that Wmg WIS 

"modest mel reIiriD8-, a claim which must Iller have come bIck to h.mm him. When Wmg promulgated his 
refOnn POlicies. bowcvCZ'. Wen arp:d suongly against diem. sepe:arcdly iDsistiD& !hat die way to rule the $We was 
through moral example rather Ibm suengtheuing !be milituy aDd !be crasury. Wen ended up bitterly disliked by 
Wang An·shih, mi during Wang's tenure was demoted several times, finally takiDg refuge in Loyang. He died in 
exile in 1097. Tbe alnec:tion Lu Kung chi c:omains III his extIIlt wri1iDgs. 
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Yet here Yang misreads Wang's meaning. Wang's differentiation between Moh Tzu and 

Yang Chu is much more subtle, as his essay "On Yang Chu and Moh Tzu" illustrates. 

Take the illustration of the great Yu, and his attitude toward his fellows. In a period of 
nine years he passed the door of his home three times, and even though he heard the 
crying of his own child, refraine::! from entering or saying a word to him. He surely is 
deserving of the merit of "living for his fellows". Think again of Yen Hui and his attitude 
to himself, how he used the meanest vessels and consumed the coarsest food, living a 
lonely life in the lowliest of humble lanes, utterly disregarding the disorederly state of the 
country. He surely is wonhy of the epithet of "living for oneself". Why is it then that in 
respect of living for others and living for oneselfMo Ti and Yang Chu are said to offend 
against the teachings of the sages? Because as has been said above, while their teachings 
agree with those of the sages in one respect, they are at variance with them in a hundred 
others. So that those who follow Yang Chu's doctrines are regarded as unrighteous, and 
those who follow Mo Ti's doctrines are deemed non- benevolent. •.. The main tenet of 
Yang Chu's teachings is "self-interest". Eut "self-interest" is but the first principle of the 
Confucian doctrine. The summum bonum of Mo Ti's teachings is "altruism". But 
"altruism" in the Confucian system is only of secondary importance .•.• But as regards 
the Object of Mo Tzu, although he aimed at living for others, I am convinced that he could 
not attain to iL Alas. alas! that Yang Chu who knew the importance of living for himself. 
fell shon of the way of the great Yu, so that he is deemed to be imperfectly enlightened .. 
. . They are both different from Confucianism. but distinctions should be made between 
them in regard to the reason why they offend the Confucians3°S. 

Implicit in Wang's discussion of the issue is the assumption thatjen and the righteous 

distinctions are two sides of one coin, inseparable though yet distincL The follower of the 

doctrine of universal love, precisely because of his ignorance of the righteous distinctions. 

perceives only the ways in which other phenomena are related to him. and thus does not fully 

grasp the true meaning of jen. Likewise, he who believes in the "for oneself' philosophy. 

because of his rejection of jen sees only the difference between himself and all others. 1bat is 

not the same as the righteous distinctions. and so Wang deems him ignorant of them. Such an 

argument is within the classical Confucian tradition of the rectification of names. It is similar 

305. Wang An·shib. "On Yang Chu and Moh Tzu". in Wang Wen-kung wen-chi • 26:308-9. Trans. in Williamson, 
Wang An-shih .ll:382-3. 
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to Mencius' "I have not yet heard of an instance of regicide". If one fails to embody jen, by 

definition one cenainly cannot perceive clearly the righteous distinctions, and vice versa. 

It is useful here to examine briefly Wang An-shih's own view of human nature and mingo 

On many points, he and Yang Shih are in agreement. Yet on one crucial point they are not, and 

it is there that the third level of the dispute, the Legalist argument, has its origin. 

Like Yang Shih, Wang An-shih sees that there are two ways to interpret the word "good" 

(as in "human nature is good"); he posits two ways of interpreting the term ming as well. In 

an effort to reconcile the doctrines of Yang Hsiung with those of Mencius. Wang says, 

The cause for a good man's becoming good and for an evil man's becoming evil is to be 
found in his nature. The fact that a good man is honored with good position and length of 
days, and that an evil man experiences poverty, difficulties, and death, is due to such 
being ming .... Mencius said, "The nature of man is good", while Yang Tzu said, "The 
nature of man is a composite of both good and evil." Mencius said of ming that 
"everything is ming", while Yang Tzu said, "1bose occurrences which are not the direct 
outcome of what men do or do not do are mingo These two philosophers really hold 
similar ideas on these subjects, for their statements amount to the same thing ..•. 
Mencius in his discussion of the nature of man was referring to "nature" in its ideal aspect 
[cheng], i.e. human nature as it ought to be, wheras Yang Tzu in his definition of the 
nature of man includes, not only the ideal aspect, but also the non-ideal aspect [pu cheng] 
of iL Again, Yang Tzu in his remarks about ming refers only to the "orthodox" 
interpretation of that term, while Mencius in his definition includes not only that, but also 
the "non-orthodox" aspect ofii306• 

"Orthodox" ming inciudes those events over which man has no control; "non-orthodox' ming 

mig.'lt best be ttal'!Slated by the English word "inevitability". A good man may suffer hardship 

because it is his ming to live under an evil ruler; an evil man may flourish because it is his 

ming to live under a weak ruler. This "onhodox" ming is situational. The "non-onhodox" 

interpretation ofming focusses on one's actions rather than one's situation. Setting off a 

306. Wang An-shih, "On Yang Hsilmg and Mencius·, in Wang Wen-kung wen-chi ,27:313-4. Trans. in Williamson, 
Wang An-shih, 11:329-32. 
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particular chain of events, the inevitability of the outcome is a result of the initial catalyst 

(under a just ruler, the corrupt offici:li who is dismissed from office or the diligent scribe who 

is promoted). The "ideal" aspect of nature is Good in the sense in which Ch'angTsung used it; 

the "non-ideal" is good in the sense of its being the opposite of evil. The seeds of evil 

contained in human nature can be overcome by the inherent Good which (by definition) is the 

nature. 

In explaining the flaw in Yang Hsiung's theory of the mixture of good and evil in the 

nature, however, Wang departs from Confucian tradition. Even Mencius, Wang claims, erred 

in supposing that practice is inseparable from substance. 

[Mencius, Hsun Tzu, Han Yu and Yang Hsiung] make no mention of the feelings; all 
their talk is of "practice", which is not the same as hsing. Although the view of Yang Tzu 
seems to be fairly correct, yet even he regards the nature as being inseparably connected 
with acrual practice. . .. It is only when one's feelings of pleasure, anger, love, hate and 
desire are directed towa."'ds a good end that they may be defined as vinuous or right, and 
when they are directed to ends that are not good that they may be tenned evil and wrong .. 
.. My statement agrees with that of Confucius, viz. "Men by nature are very much alike, 
but in practice they become differenL "3ff1 

The traditional Confucian interpretation of the Analects passage above does little to explain the 

source of wrong-doing. Wang's explanation addresses this issue more fully, but at the cost of 

the fundamental Confucian belief in the unity of being and action. It is this element in Wang's 

theory of human nature with which Yang is in disagreemenL For Yang, perhaps more sttongly 

than for many Confucians of his time, substance and function cannot be separated. Such a 

distinction, as we shall see, undermines any Confucian objections to hegemony and tyranny. 

The entirety of Wang's political philosophy unfolds from this starting-poinL 

307. WlII1g An-shih, MOn the Original NatureM, in Wang Wen-kung wcn-dti, 27:316-7. Trans. in Williamson. 
WlII1g An·shih, n:319-22. 
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Wang's robbery analogy clarifies the first step of his argument. 

Take an illustration of a man who has been robbed of some of his money. After a lapse of 
time he recovers the money. But people say, "'Ibis is not his money, for it was taken 
from him by a thief." Is that statement reasonable? Certainly not Then, if it is 
unreasonahie to say that wealth once lost and later regained is not the owner's rightful 
possession. C2Il it be reasonable to say that virttle, which belongs by right to man's 
original nature, once lost and later restored is not the achievement of his original nature? 
308 

According to Wang, the ultimate Goodness of the nature can restore itself even after it has 

been sullied. TIlis restoration is a function of the actions of its "owner", however; it is by his 

deeds, not his sean:hing for inner integrity, that he regains it 

What did Confucius mean by his statements, "Only to men of superior capacity may 
higher things be communicated, for to men of inferior capacity higher things cannot be 
communicated" and "It is impossible for a man of higher imelligence to be transformed 
into a base and stupid fellow, and vice versa"? I think he meant that the ma.ll of higher or 
superior imelligence was one who had become accustomed to good habits, and by the 
expression "base and stupid" he meant one who had become innured to evil habits .•.. 
Chu and Chun became evil because of their evil conduct. and Sung and Yu, although sons 
of evil fathers, became good through their good practices309. 

I believe that an evil man, if he desires to do good, and proceeds to de :;0, may become 
good, but ta'lat an inherently stupid man !ntellectualiy cannot even by great effon become 

·--~10 
WISe""' • 

The notion that a bad man. by "borrowing" goodness, can ev~y transform himself is 

not entirely unheard of in the Confucian classics. Yang Shih himself subscribes to this idea to a 

cenain extent 

If one falsely assumes the manner of the chiin·tzu, one will [eventually] have his manner 
••• "311. If one embroiders on manners and speech. that is different from careful 
reticence. [But] if one embroiders and yet retains its [original] moral force, then even 

3()8. WlII1g An·shih. NOn Repenting TnmsgressionsN, in WlII1g Wen.lamg wc:n-chi 32:370-1. Trans. in Williamson, 
Wag An-shih ll:327-8. 

309. WlII1g An-shih. "Discussion of Human NaturcN
, in WlII1g Wen-Iamg wc:n-chi , 27:317-8. Tnns. in Williamson, 

W III1g An-shih, 322-325. 
310. Wang An·shih. NOn the Original NatmeN• 

311. Li Chi, ch. 26. 



"fine wonis and an insinuating appearance"312 are not transgressions .... Wonis and 
appearance are not always totally unrelated to jen, only seldom. (KSC 5:3b-4a) 

Yet, as we have seen in his discussion ofKuan Chung. Yang does not accept appropriate 
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behavior (goodness, kindiiess, administr"ative competence) 2S :he sole measure of a D'lan's inner 

wonh. The most ftmdament4l aspect of t.'le sage, he maintains, is his integrity, not his efforts 

on behalf of others. 

As for the idea that being a sage is [for the purpose of] saving the world from errors, its is 
simply inational. (KSC 10:12b) 

To say that bad men become bad purely because of getting into bad habits, and Lltat good men 

are good because they do good things, has two faults from Yang's point of view. It fails to 

take into account the importance of true knowledge; and it portrays action as causing inner 

goodness or evil rather than as a reflection of the inner state. We have already seen the reasons 

for Yang's position. One who lacks integrity cannot be assured of always dOing precisely the 

right thing, nor does he have the power of te to evoke the appropriate response from others. 

Even someone as accomplished :md effective as Kuan Chung, whose actions are beneficial to 

all of society, will eventually fail to unify and pacify the world, because he lacks the 

foundation of integrity. In the end, his only recourse becomes coercion. 

Growing out of this division between a man's inner (spiritual) state and his actions is the 

third level on which Yang criticizes Wang's philosophy: Wang's use oflaw and force to bring 

about change. The entry on "unity" in the Tzu-shuo Pien exemplifies the issue. 

"Unity" 
The other unites [yi - , "makes one"] right ~ wrong; this also unites right and wrong. 
As for the reason why phenomena differ, [the character] ch'ilmg n contains "one" -

312. Cf. Analects 1:3. 
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and "mouth" Q ; therefore, right and wrong are the same. 

[Yang]: As for "the other unites right and wrong; this also unites right and wrong" - it is 
not the case that the "one mouth" inside ch'iung can force them to be the same. 
Suppressing the people's opinions is worse than damming up rivers. Only the chun·tzu 
is able to penetrate the will of the world a.~ 2CCC!IDng!y u:-.!te t.'1em. The tciWS 
"sameness" and "difference" are not identical in meaning to "right" and "wrong". It is just 
that music and governance unite the rites, distinctions and differences unite the people. 
As for the different kinds of people, how could [some] be right and [some] wrong? (KSC 
7:2a) 

It is difficult to unravel the meaning of Wang's abbreviated definition, but Yang's 

interpretation ofit is clear even if Wang's original meaning is indecipherable. Yang argues 

that Wang uses the "one mouth" inside the character ch'iung to indicate unanimity of opinion, 

and that Wang presents this as justification for censorship. Uniting the people can omy be 

done by someone who can "penetrate their wills" - in other words, who has integrity and can 

understand them thoroughly. It is not something which can be accomplished by suppression. 

Wang An-shih's many policies attempted the unification of everything in the state, from 

accounting to scholarship. His opponents saw this as an anificial, imposed unity which did not 

reflect the Tao but only one man's personal ambitions. Yang credits Wang with proper 

motives but faults the philosophy behind his methods. 

Mencius said, 'There are those who are great men; they rectify themselves, and others are 
rectified"313. But Duke Ching said, "To rectify yourself and yet not expect to rectify 
others, this is unrighteous. If you rectify yourself and definitely expect to rectify others, 
that is going against ming." I say, If that were what he had meant, then Mencius would 
have said, "Rectify yourself and others will be rectified". "Others being rectified" means 
others [spontaneously] rectify themselves. The great man is only able to rectify himself. 
As for the rectification of others, how could Mencius have required that of us? Because 
the great man is able to rectify himself, others naturally rectify themselves. This is 
because they are sincerely respectful of one. And then the world has the intent to be 
pacified. Duke Ching's studies certainly missed this. (KSC l3:22a-b) 

313. Mc:ncius '!IIA:19. 
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As depicted in the above passage, Wang's intentions are honorable: he takes it to be his 

respcnsibility to rectify others. Yang Shih insists that this is wrong. The way to rectify others 

is through one's inspirational example and one's overpowering teo The sage does not set out to 

rectify others, but allows them to respond naturally to his moral force and personal example. 

At an even deeper level, Yang maintains, Wang An-shih misunderstands the very source of 

sagehood - bsing and mingo 

DiscusSing Duke Ching>s saying that "Heaven's causing me to exist is called hsing; ming 
[manifested] in me is called hsing." This is not knowing the principles of hsing and 
mingo Causing my [existence] is really actualizing potential. But can that cause be 
tenned ming? If we say that hsing is ming [manifested] in me, natUrally ming [would 
be] distinct [from hsing] .... [I] say, rather, that hsing and ming originally were not two 
principles, [but one which] gradually developed differences. (KSC 12:1Sb) 

In differentiating hsing from ming, Wang imbues the latter with ovettones of causality. Thls 

suggests an active Heaven somewh3t closer to the Shang-ti of the ancients tt ..... w u'ic Heaven 

which is but one of several metaphysical compone'1ts in the cosmology of OIang Tsai 

(subscribed to by the Ch'eng Chu school). Cenainly Yang is uncomfonable ascribing to the 

cosmos quite such an active, dominating power as causation; funher, it is not consonant with 

Yang's emphasis on the dynamic of response. 

Because Wang is not entirely recitified, he must tum to law to compel others to be good. 

If [one} is not a sage, there are cenainly some ways in which [one] is not [completely] 
rectified. But if [one] has the intention of this, then in if not as clear and effective as a 
sage. If we look at the school of Wang An- shih, it is cenainlynot built upon this 
[principle]. His ruling of the world depends on law and system. Had he rectified and 
purified himself, it would have been enough to teach the people. . .. It is because he 
lacked sufficient integrity. (KSC 11:17b-18a) 

Cheng Chi-ch'ang ... spoke of the way of nourishing scholars, beginning by making their 
minds-and-beans good. Today we have really lost this tendency. We do not know the 
method of making them good. Yang said, With today's methods, were the very sages 
[themselves] the teachers, they cenainly could not make other men good. [Cheng] asked, 
"Should Duke Ching do it. who knows what be could accomplish. What do you think?" 
Yang said, While Duke Ching was prime minister, his methods were accordingly 
practice.d .juring t.ftose yeors. Today's methods are [still] Duke Ching's. [Yet] even he 



himself could not force goodness [on others]. (KSC 11:5a-b) 

I spoke with [Cheng] Chi-ch'ang, saying that Mr. Wang An-shih used only law and 
punishment to rule the world. The concept of "if they be led by virtue, and uniformity 
sought to be given them by the rules ofpropriety"314 was entirely lacking [in his rule]. 
(KSC 13:6a) 

The charge of Legalism levelled against Wang by his opponents is not without some 

foundation. It must be tempered, however, by the recognition of Yang Shih's own views 

regarding the necessity for law, as examined in the previous chapter. and with further 

investigation into Wa.'lg An-shih's philosophical remarks concerning law. Wang accepts the 

Confucian ideal of the moral ruler in his essay on education. 
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The method of the skilled educator is to see to it that he himself becomes righteous and 
loyal, the result being that each ruler and minister in the empire becomes righteous and 
loyal .... The ultimate result of this is LJuit all rulers behave as rulers should, all ministers 
behavt; as ministers should, every father, son, brother, and husband, every wife likewise, 
ali behave as they should behave the one to the other. This is the outcome of instruction 
by personal example31S. 

Tae fact remains, however, that Wang instituted a number of refonns designed to impose order 

and confonnity throughout the empire. It is to Wang's essay "On Rites" that we must tum for 

his justification of the use oflaw. 

True knowledge of the rites lies in giving chief regard to the purpose for which they were 
formulated. But Hsun-tzu thinks mostly of the regulations and distinctions which are 
connected with the rites, and commends that aspect of them. . .. The making of 
implements from the tree and the training of a horse for the shafts are not only the 
outcome of natural capacity. The wood has to be cut out with the axe, marked out with 
ink and line, and shaped by the compass and square. The pieces have to be connected by 
joints, and glue and varnish have to be applied before the implement can be said to be 
ready for use. In the case of the horse, the restraint of the bridle and bit have to be 
imposed, the whip has to be brought into piay to frighten the beast, speed and pacing have 
to be regulated so as to make it serve the will of man, and make it suitable for riding or 
pulling. From this it would appear that everything is dependent upon external coercion 

314. Analects n:3. 
315. Wang, MOn TeachingM, in Wang Wen.kung wen-clti ,32:370. Transl following Williamson. Wang An·shih , 

ll:372-4. 



and compulsion. But the sages' teaching implies that the original tree is essential to the 
making of the implement. and that you must first have the horse before you can train it to 
serve you. That these results are possible if because nature makes available the material 
for men's use. 
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A man at birth is endowed with respect for his father and love for his mother. The sages 
de0~ cer-..ai."l regulations in accordance wiil'1 il'1ese natural desires. So that while these 
regulations seem to imply a measure of compulsion or coercion, they are at the same time 
in true accordance with a man's narurai desires. if the sages had not devised the canons of 
human relationships, then the probability is that men would have come to despise their 
fathers and hate their mothers, which may be said to be the equivalent of losing that with 
which they were naturally endowed. If it is to be tenned "factitious" to fulfill the 
[obligations of one's] nature, can it be termed "true to nature" to lose what originally 
belongs to one's nature? .. If it is true that something which is absent from the original 
nature can be produced factitiously by the influence of education. then jt should be 
possible tc make the monkey observe the canons ofproprie~16. 

Although Wang is here speaking of rite, his treatment of the subject and his use of tenos such 

as "regulation" and "fear of punishment" indicate that he includes laws as part of the canon of 

rites. 

A careful examination of this text is in order. Wang begins by rejecting Hsun-tzu's 

assenion that the ancient sages' rites were artificial, having nothing to do with human nature. 

One should focus on the reasons according to which the rites were designed, he argues, rather 

than being caught up in their minute details. Wang concedes Hs-.JD-tzu's point that a tree must 

be carved, a horse trained and, by extension. a man educated in the rites in order for any of the 

three to be ofuse to society. Nevertheless, the essential nature of each of these three is a 

necessary starting-point The skilled craftsman carves the tree according to its inherent 

qualities, trains the horse according to its capabilities, and teaches man rites which are 

consonant with his original nature. Thus the rites (and laws) which confono to human nature 

do not coerce, but rather channel, man's actions in those directions in which it is natural for 

316. Wang, "On Rite", in Wang Wen·kung wen-chi, 29:337-8. Trans. following Williamson. Wang An·shih. 
ll:33S-8. 
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him to go. Fwther, Wang maintains, without these necessary rites, people would no ll)nger 

give proper expression to their natural tendencies, and would as a result soon lose those 

tendencies. 

In other words, rite an\! law originate in human nature and are vital to maintaining 

goodness in human nature. Wang legitimizes the use of law by grounding it in human nature, 

and justifies the promulgation of (good) law by demoD..c:trating their indispensability to the 

nature. 

According to Yang, Wang An-shih uses law and punishment far more extensively than 

necessary, simply because it is the only tool available to him, because he is unenlightened. 

Yang Shih admits the efficacy of and need for law tempered with subjective compassion. 

To have a hean of jen and a reputation for jen, but not to effect the way of the fonner 
kings, this is called merely being good. Mere goodness is not sufficient for rule. [On the 
other hand,] to use the policies of the fonner kings and yet lack the hean of jen and the 
reputation for jen, this is called merely using law. Mere law is not sufficient to enable 
you to effect the Tao. These two are inextricably linked. (KSC 8:9h) 

Yang's view of the origin of good law and its role in society is probably very close to Wang's. 

The primary differences in their philosophies is Wang's conviction that it is his responsibility 

to compel rectification in everyone, stemming from his belief that a man's conduct is the 

independent cause of his becoming good or evil. If "good habits" and evil deeds detennine the 

state of one's nature, the ruler is duty-bound to compel proper behavior in every subject. 

Conclusions 

Perhaps the most striking difference between the philosophies of Wang An-shih and Yang 

Shih, on all three levels presented above, may be articulated in tenns of separation. Where 

Wang is concerned to establish distance (of action from substance, the mind-and-heart from 
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objects. and man from ultimate emptiness). Yang emphasizes involvement. This 

generalization should not be applied to their personal lives: both men were heavily involved in 

affairs of state for most of their lives. If we examine Yang' s objections to the philosophical 

underpinnings ofWang's political theories. however. a pattern begins to emerge. 

Wang An-shih was frequently accused by his contemporaries cf iP-creasing the wealth of 

the state treasury at the expense of the common man. Some claimed he did this out of a desire 

to profit the state. and in fact Wang did not hesitate to use the unpopular word "profit" in a 

positive sense. Others claimed he did not intend to cause difficulties for the people. but that h~ 

was completely out of touch with the realities of peasant life. Neither of these charges is 

entirely without merit. but they exaggerate Wang's federalist and idealist rendencies. 

The truth of the maner was that by the time Wang carne to power. the Chinese empire was 

on the brink of military and financial ruin. Wang. anticipating crises in the making. believed 

that unless certain reforms were instiruted immediately. the dynasty would not survive. He 

was genuinely troubled about the fare of the peasantry should tile economy fail. despite tt'le fact 

that some of his reforms called for initial sacrifices from the lower classes. Wang An-shih's 

primary motivation was not the aggrandizement of the coun. but the strengthening of the 

country. 

Furthennore. Wang himself had served as a local official in several different regions, and 

had seen the suffering of the peasantry first-hand. From Chin-hsien in 1048, for example. 

Wang wrote outspokenly of the inappropriateness of an exua district tax. which he claimed 

was wringing the people dry. He railed against those petty officials who insisted upon carrying 

out the lener of the law with no concern for its effect on the people317
• TIlis picture of Wang 
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An-shih as an empathetic, benevolent public servant is a far cry from Cheng Hsieh's An-shang 

Gate sketch~18. The reality probably lies between the two extremes, although because the 

refoIIDs were rescinded before they could begin to reshape the economy and the military, it is 

impossible to say what the outcome would have been had Wang carried his program through to 

completion. 

Yang Shih's earliest criticisms of Wang An-shih resemble the accusations of profiteering, 

likening Wang to King Hoi's "How can I profit my state?" (KSC 1O:23b) and dreamy idealism, 

suggeSting that Wang does not recognize the realities of the marketplace (KSC 12:16b). He 

moves from this, however, to more specific discussions of Wang's policies, most particularly 

the "green sprouts" agricultural loan policy, the transponation and customs fee schedules, and 

the government-owned salt monopoly. The original two accusations are still present, but 

eclipsP...d by Yang's concern about the results of the policies. A sampling of them will illustrate 

the nature of these criticisms. 

Wang An-shih's "green sprouts" policy, a program of shon-teIID agricultural loans, was 

intended to assist farmers who would otherwise have to pay the exhoIbitant interest rates 

charged by private moneylenders. It was intended to be self-supporting, which was why Wang 

charged a two-percem interest on the loans. Yang complained that it was not a voluntary loan 

program, but required all fanners 10 accept loans. It also failed to take imo account, he 

claimed, the expenses involved in uavelling to the nearest government office to cont!'act the 

loan agreement. 

317. Williamson. Wang An-shih. 1:21. 
318. cr. ibid.. 1:280-1. 
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The Chou Kuan says, "Bestow equally the swplus stores [of grain]". [Wang An-shih] 
said [this meant] not to inquire [of the farmers] whether they desired it or not, but just to 
give it all out regardless. In the spring [the government] apportioned it out; when autumn 
came, [the] government gathered it back in and required interest on it [Wang argued 
that] if no interest were charged, then there would be nowhere from which to [regain] the 
costs of boating and carting, loss due to rats and birds, and the salaries of officials [in 
charge of the program], and that therefore, [the government] had no choice but to do it 

. this way. I say this is mere sophistry! (KSC 10:2Sa-b) 

Once [the interest] enters government [coffers], [since] those who were hired with this 
money all came from the metropolitan areas, [the money] never reaches the countty folk. 
The people only gave and gave and never received any [oenefit] back themselves. This is 
why the countty folk were SCi poor. The two percent interest on the "green sprouts" 
[loans] may seem light, but one can find no profit to the people [in it]. Why? The 
minimum interest rate among private-sector moneylenders was five to seven percent, and 
the maximum perhaps double that. . .. The people only saw that the interest was light 
and the [loans] easy to get from the government Men follow the profit before their eyes, 
and do not perceive the sorrow [that will result] later. TIley are eager to apply for [loans] . 
. .. Now, although the "green sprouts' rate was only two percent in theory, in actuality it 
was no different from private-sector loans. . •. Suppose one asks for one thousand cash. 
He must go to the city [to apply]; while there, he meets a relative or an old friend, and so 
he must spring for a meal and wine. Or if not, he must purchase some other unnecessary 
things. So this causes the t'wO hundred cash in interest to approach the four percent of the 
private sector. Further, when applying for the loan, in orner to gain entty to the 
government office [where he must apply], he must pay entty bribes of at least one 
hundred cash each. And t..'1en, t.'1e~ ::.~ !he ~fficials running around and yelling at him for 
the trouble he is causing them [by applying for money], so he must pay them something, 
too. The deadline for repayment of government loans was sooner than that for the 
private-sector, and the people feared the power of the law. So they always ended up 
liquidating some of their own produce in orner to payoff the loans. This is why it was a 
hannful, not a beneficial [policy] ..•. Treating the people like this is bullying them rather 
than serving them. (KSC 12:16a-17b) 

There was also, Yang notes, no "triclde-down" effect Wang maintained that the long-term 

result of many of his reforms would be the strengthening of the ecoP-~\ly, and that ultimately 

the common people would benefit from this. But the costs involved in floating the loans all 

originated in the cities, so that when the interest came back to pay for these costs, it remained 

in the cities rather than appearing in the village- and farm-economies in the form of trade and 

purchases. As far as Yang is concerned, the "green sprouts" policy is an example of Wang 

An-shih's attempts to force economic and social change through the promulgation of specific 
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laws. 

Although the state monopolies on salt, tea and wine were panicularly profitable, Wang had 

serious doubts as to the ethics of such monopolieg319. Each district was required to buy (and 

then resell to the people) at least as much salt as it had the previous time, which seems to be 

the basis for Yang's contention that people's names were taken down the fim time they bought 

salt and the record subsequently used to force them to buy that much more. 

To entice people to buy [something], there must be a malicet for it. [The government 
under] Wang An-shih ordered the people to buy salt. Right from the beginning, when 
they were enticed into buying. their names were recorded. Later, the people had no way 
to escape [being forced to buy more]. How could a parent of the people even once cheat 
them and harm them? (KSC l2:7b-8a) 

The law [allowing customs'] confiscation of [smuggled] salt [means that] all [the 
revenues] from transponing salt belong to the Monopoly Tax Commission. Not one of 
the districts gets any of it. So the cost of transport is harder and harder to meet. Since we 
can't afford to be deficient in our fiscal expenditures, if [the remainder needed to pay 
transport] does not come \)ut of the pockets of the Transpon Intendants, then it comes out 
of the pockets of the people. Both officials and the people are harmed by this. (KSC 
20: l2b-l 3a) 

Related to the monopoly question was the issue of transportation. Large land-owners who 

mined salt or grew tea sold all their produce to the state; the state then sent it out to the 

districts. All this transportation was hardly economical or efficient. and since the p~ds 

from the sales went directly to the capitol, transport officials along the way had to make up 

from their own personal funds any costs not covered in their budgets. This in tum caused price 

increases. Wang's reorganization of the customs and transport systems did nothing to alleviate 

this problem. Nevenbeless, it seems unreasonable to blame Wang for the monopoly system 

with which he himself was uneasy and which was not of his making. Again, Yang sees this as 

319. ibid.. 11:184. 
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evidence of Wang's use offoree. requiring the people to participate iT} an economic scheme 

which is detrimental to their welfare without greatly enhancing the overall economy. Yang 

finds such an approach unnatural and contrived. 

Some of Yang's relatively early criticisms of Wang's policies include references to his use 

of the Olou Kuan to buttress his arguments. Yang bimselfhas no serious objections to the 

Olou Kuan , as other of his comments on its usefulness attest (cf. KSC lO:6a-7a). Indeed, one 

of the works mentioned in Yang's nien-p'u (both A and B) is a study of the Olou Kuan , 

which has unfommately been lost Although there is no evidence that Yang was particularly 

partial to the Chou Kuan as a repository of knowledge, Yang takes issue with Wang's 

interpretation of Olou Kuan passages, such as the one quoted above in his discussion of the 

"green sprouts" policy. Wang gives the Chou Kuan a much more literal, legalist reading than 

does Yang, and Yang attributes this to Wang's underlying philosophical assumptions. 

Likewise, Wang's interpretations of other classics, especially the Mencius , differ greatly from 

the more traditional views to which Yang holdg320. Examining Wang's explanations of the 

various classics, Yang Shih seems to conclude that Wang An-shih's sometimes strained 

interpretations arise out of fundamental errors Wang makes about the TaG, pt.nciple, human 

nature and self-rectification. It is this which leads Yang to investigate Wang's personal 

philosophy in order to understand the origin of Wang's political philosophy. 

320. cr. Wang's essays MHuman Nature and DispositionM (Wang wen-kung wen-chi 27:315), MOn Original NatureM 

(ibid.. 27:316). and especially "Discussion of the Views of Yang Hsiung and Mencius on Human Nature md 
DestinyM (ibid., 27:313). in which Wang develops his theoty of human nature as a mixllJre of good and evil. Wang 
attempts to reconcile the positions of Mencius and Yang Hsiung by stressing Mencius' emphasis on the importance 
ornurturing the nature and Yang Hsiung's insistence that the tWUre is mixed. 
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In this chapter we have seen the results of Yang's investigation. Wang does indeed use law 

and regulation to a greater extent than Yang can accepL Wang defends his use oflaw to bring 

about change on three counts. In t.1te first place, he claims, good laws and rituals originate in 

human nature. They are reasonable and do not offend against the goodness inherent in all men. 

Secondly, although human nature is ultimately good, it contains the potential for evil. The way 

to avoid evil is to be guided by rules and regulations which steer man clear of moral pitfalls. 

Finally, one's deeds are of as much account as one's moral fiber. Thus forcing a man to do 

good is justifiable even if his inner state is not rectified. Further, it is the deeds themselves 

which will eventually transform one's inner being, so that if a man is required to be good for a 

long enough period of time, and ifhis is not a deviant nature to begin with, he will become 

good. The ruler is thus morally obligated to forcibly re...'"tify others. 

These are the i~ediate arguments for Wang's approach. The philosophical basis for 

these arguments is more abstract, and founded as much in discourse as in philosophy itself. 

According to Wang, one's actions may be judged independently of one's spiritual state. Yang 

admits to no such separation of the two; in his view, one's actions can only be infallibly 

correct if one has reached the state of integrity. Moreover, Yang deems study and 

introspection necessary to reaching integrity, while Wang implies that good actJ01".S alone may 

bring it abouL In other words, Wang does not believe that one must have a thorough, 

penetrating insight into the Tao in order to fulfill one's role in the cosmic scheme. This 

difference over the priority of metaphysics is one of the most striking distinctions between 

Yang Shih and Wang An-shih. 

Wang also advocates distancing oneself from all phenomena one contemplates, defining 

integrity as that state in which one is able to avoid entanglement with phenomena. Here, 
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however, his position is somewhat less different from Yang's. Wang places great value on 

man's intimate relationship to all phenomena, just as does Yang. The difference in this case is 

one of emphasis in discourse - where Yang, in the spirit of the "Western Inscription", 

emphasizes the intimacy, Wang, with a mistrust of man's ability to remain objective 

characteristic of Buddhism, stresses the need for separation. 

FInally, we come to Wang's concept of ultimate spiritual reality: emptiness and unity. On 

this level, Wang and Yang are philosophically very close. Both subscribe; to the notion of the 

emptiness of all relationships, which is another way of describing the operation of change in 

the all-encompassing Tao. Yet Wang, in maintaining that emptiness "has ne referent" and thaf 

man is separated from true emptiness and true unity, tends again toward separation, positing a 

distance between man and the Tao which Yang cannot credit. Again, this is partly a matter of 

discourse. Yang insists on speaking in concrete examples which make obvious the immediate 

relevance of his metaphysics to daily life. Wang, on the other hand, addresses abstract notions 

directly. At this most fundamental level, the distinction between Wang's and Yang's positions 

is subtle, for they both subscribe to Buddhist as well as Confucian doctrines. Yet Wang's 

slight leaning toward Buddl>Jst and Yang's favoring of Confucian discourse, while at base only 

a small difference, in application to literature, society and politics widens into an unbridgeable 

gulf. 



CHAPI'ERSIX 

LATER ASSESSMENTS 

The Ch'engs' disciples such as Hsieh Liang-tso, Yu Tmg-fu, Yang Kuei-shan and their 
fellows, were diminished by entering Ch'an stwiieg321. 

We have thus far examined Yang Shih's metaphysics, the manner in which it has shaped 

the rest of his philosophy, and its origins in (and application to) a critical analysis of the 

philosophical foundation of Wang An-shih's political theory. Such a study would not be 

complete. however. without some attempt to place Yang in the larger context of premodern 

Chinese philosophy. This final chapter will address the questions of Yang's historical and 

philosophical significa.,ce - that is, his contribution to the dissemination of Confucian 

teachings. and later generations· evaluations and classifications of him. respectively. 

Perhaps the most obvious marie of Yang's influence on the modem Confucian tradition is 
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the "Eastern Grove", where he delivered his public lecrures between 1115 and 1125 during his 

exile at P'i-ling (now Wu-chin. Kiangsu). A lecture hall. which may not have been established 

until after Yang's death. was maintained on the Tung-lin lecrure site for many years, and in 

1230 the Kuei-shan Academy was erected in its stead. headed by a government-appointed 

director. Although it declined during the Yuan dynasty, the academy was revived again during 

the late Ming and flourished for several centuries. Known as the Tung-lin (or "Eastern Grove") 

Academy. it became the major center of Confucian studies in southern China. According to the 

official record of the academy. as well as Wang Yang-ming's history of !t, the school looked to 

tlte teachings of Yang Shih as its foundation322• As the first to establish the school of the 

321. Ch'ien, Chu-tzu hsin-hstieh an 3:165. 

322. TlDlg-1in shu-wan chill, 1:1Ob mid Wang Yang-mingo Wang Wen-ch'eng kung chi (Shanghai: Shanghai Shangwu 
Press), 23:684~685a. 
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Ch'eng brothers in southern China. Yang's conoibution to Confucian education in the south 

was substantial and lasting. 

Sung 

Yet another measure of Yang Shih's impact in his own era is the large number of students 

and disciples who sought his instruction. According to the Sung Shih, over one thousand 

students flocked to his doors during his years in Ching-chou, Yu-hang and Chien-shan (1101-

1111) and then during his exile in p'i_ling323. The table of Yang's philosophical affiliations in 

the Sung-yuan hsueh-an lists ninety-one disciples spanning three generations in addi::on to 

many well-known associateg324. Records such as the History of the Tung-1m .A.C2dewy cu"'lG the 

Chiang-Io regional history list other disciples not appearing in the Sung-yuan hsueh-an table, 

and still other names are to be found in Yang's ~ and personalleners. Perhaps the best-

known of his disciples is Lo Ts'ung-yen, who in tum taught Chu Hsi's fah'ler, Chu Sung, and 

his teacher, Li T'ung. Equally interesting, however, are students StAch as Li Kang, the brilliant 

genera! under ~mperors Hui-tsung, Ch'in-tsung and Kao-tsung. and the disciples Lu Pen-Chung 

and Chang Chiu-ch'eng, the supervision of whose education Yang shared with the Buddhist 

syncretist Ta-hui. While detailed study of Yang's philosophical influence on his many 

students is beyond the scope of this dissenation. two of his most notable disciples merit brief 

individual attention. 

323. SS 428:187. 
32A. Huang Tsung-hsi. SYHA (Taipei: World Book Store. 1983). 25:543-547. 
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Lo Ts'ung-yen (1072-1135), a native of Nan -chien in Fukien province, came to Yang Shih 

in Chien-shan late in 1112, at the age of foIty. Although he never took the civil service 

examinations, Lo obtained a position in Kuang- tung province, where he heard about Yang 

from his reacher, Wu Yi ':t %, T. Kuo-hua ~ .. (d. 1107)325 in Yen-p'ing. A mild-

mannered, retiring fellow, Lo reportedly was drenched in 3weat for three days before he 

gathered the courage to present himself to Yang, and claimed that, "If I miss this opportunity, 

the rest of my life will be empty"326. According to the Sung Shih, Yang considered Lo 

outstanding among his thousand-odd studemg327; Otu Hsijudged Lo to be the only one of 

Yang's many students who equalled Yang in diligence, responsibility and intellecr328. Most of 

the few discussions between Yang and Lo which are recorded in the Kuei-shan Chi centeron 

the Book of Change, but no fum conclusions ca."} be drawn from this - Lo appears quite 

infrequently in the Kuei-shan Chi considering how close he and Yang are reputed to have been. 

This may stem in pan from the fact that Lo did not meet Yang until the very end of the period 

during which the conversations recorded in Yang's ~ took place. Twenty years Yang's 

junior, La nevertheless died within a few months of his teacher. 

Li T'ung (tzu Yen-p'ing, 1093-1163), also from southern Fukien, began his study under Lo 

Ts'ung-yen when he was twenty-four years old. Much of Li's study with La consisted of the 

teachings of Yang Shih, most notably Yang's injunction to examine the state in which the 

beginnings of happiness, anger, grief and pleasure have not yet been aroused329• It was toward 

32S. SYHA 39:1 (m 1.0 Ts'ung-yen c:mprcr). From Chien-p'u. He exdlI:npi seve:llleaers wiIh Yang Shih. whom 
he respected greatly. These leaers o=:nemioned Wang AD-shih, Wu defencting him to Yang. 1.0 Ts'ung-yen 
studied briefiy with Wu, who rew ,..,W him to Yang Shih IS • likely ~ 

326. Chians-Io timg-chih , 1586 (Taipei: NatioDal Palace Museuc Ran: Books Co1lec:tion No. 3742), 9:2Sb. 
3rr. SS 428:187 
328. Chiang-lo timg-chih 9:2Sb mel Sung Shih 428:187. 
329. SYHA 39:728. 
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the end ofLi's life, during three visits in 1158, 1160 and 1162 (each of several months' 

duration) that Chu Hsi studied with him. While Chu Hsi rejected and reviled both Yang Shih 

and Lo Ts'ung-yen, he was never able to bring himself entirely to repudiate his own teacher. 

Chu Hsi'sjl!dgment on Yang Shih and Yang's school 

The first clues to Olu Hsi's evaluation of Yang Shih as philosopher are Yang's inclusion in 

the 1-10 Wan-yUan lu of 1173 and exclusion from the Chin-ssu lu of 1175. The first text, an 

anthology of biographical texts concerning forty-six philosophers, is an attempt to delineate 

the historical transmission of the tao330• Out offouneen chuan, the entirety of the (brief) tenth 

is taken up with Yang Shih. It includes his funerary memorial, written by Hu An-kuo, and 

Olu Hsi's comments on it (addressing Chu's quarrels with Hu himself more than any with 

Yang); an essay by Ch'en Yuan on Yang Shih's attitude toward professional commerce; an 

outline of Yang's political career by Lu Pen-chung; and Chu's own "biographical highlights", 

which focusses on Yang's studies with the Ch'eng brothers and their favorable assessments of 

his academic achievements. The 1-10 yUan-yUan lu account of Yang Shih does not address his 

philosophy at all, but treats him as a historical link. 

The Chin-ssu lu , by contrast. was designed as an introduction to modem Confucian 

doctrine for beginning studerus331 • Where the 1-10 yUan-yUan lu dwelt on practice, the 

Chin-ssu lu confined itself to dogma. It was intended, above all, to help students cope with the 

multiplicity of (in Om's opinion) heterodox schools, providing a solid philosophical 

330. Thomas A. Wilson. "Genealogy of the Way: Representing the Confucian Tradition in Neo-Confucian 
Philosophical Anthologies" (University of Chicago: PhD. dissertation. 1988), 195. 

331. ibid., 143. 



foundation from which to dstinguish right teaching from wrong. As a consequence, the 

Chin-ssu lu omitted the slightest mention of anyone whom Chu considered even remotely 

questionable, going so far as to leave out Ch 'eng Hao's essay "Understanding Jen" for fear its 

more abstract approach might misdirect the novice toward Buddhist notions332• Yang Shih 

appears only once in this text. in the famous story of the two disciples (Yang and Yu) who 

stood in attendance over the dozing Ch 'eng Yi. The text neither praises nor repudiates Yang's 

philosophy, !'.is emission from the disc"ussion a tacit dismissal of his relevance to core 

Confucian doctrine. 

Most of Chu's comments on Yang Shih are, therefore, to be found in the Chu-tzu yii-iei . 

Here criticisms of Yang's personality and temperament are balanced by glowing praise for his 

intellectual accomplishments. On the one hand, Chu maintained that Yang was indolent to the 

point of rudeness, once even leaving a guest to sit unattended in the parlor for an extended 

period of time when aoother visitor came to call333; on the other hand, Chu proclaimed that 

Yang "really thoroughly penetrated Wang An-shih's 'new studies'" and was an excellent 

student of the classicg334. One passage in particular seems to summarize Chu's personal 

feelings toward Yang: 

All Kuei-shanllked to do was relax, but at least he studied. Yin Tun! A~(107I-
1142)335 didn't even study336. 

332. ibid.. 224. 

333. Ch'ic:n Mu, Chu·tzu hsin-bsUeh m (Taipei: Sm·min shu-<:hu, 1971), voL 3: 181. 
334. KSYL. appendix A. 
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335. A student of Ch'eng Yi. Y"m is listed by some texts IS the fourth oftbe "Fou: Masters" (along with Yang Shih. 
Hsieh Liang-tso aDd Yu Tso), but more often the fourth is Ui Ta-lin. 

336. Ch'ic:n, Chu-au hsin-hsiieh m, 3: 184. 
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Although Chujudge..1 Yang's grasp of Wang An-shih's philosophy to be complete, he was 

by no means satisfied with Yang's writings en that subject. The Tzu-shuo , Chu complained, 

filled many lengthy volumes, yet Yang's Tzu-shuo Dien "selected only thirty-some [entries] for 

discussion"; why was Yang Shih not more thorough? 337. Why indeed? None of the 

surviving critiques of Wang's dictionaJ)' is very lengthy, a reflection perhaps of the genera! 

belief that the work was so ludicrous as to require little effort to discredit iL It is possible that 

Yang concentrated on those entries he believed to be philosophically most damaging to 

srudents. Far less likely is Chu's implication that sheer laxity could account for the brevity of 

the Tzu-shuo pien. considering the extremes to which Yang exerted himself in his efforts to 

have Wang's spirit-tablet removed from the Confucian temple and the printing tablets for his 

books destroyed. 

Many of OIU'S other charges against Yang Shih were rather vague and he rarely bolstered 

his arguments with illustrations. Chu called Yang's explanations of the classics "insub

stantial" 338, and said further that 

Yang's yii-Iu does not compare with his personal writings. In his writing ... at the 
beginning he says one thing, but later reverses it entirely. 339 

Yet Chu did not cite any examples. 

More significant is Chu's rejection of Yang's definition of the Tao. We recall that Yang 

Shih viewed the Tao as an all-encompassing entity. Because everything is part of the Tao, 

even the most trivial acts take on cosmic significance. The Tao is entirely immanent, not a 

337. ibid., 3: 181. 
338. ibid., 3: 176. 
339. ibid., 3: 167. 
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transcendental concept to be contemplated but a reality which we experience even if we are 

ignorant of iL To follow the Tao meant for Yang doing what is most fitting i.'l every situation. 

Someone asked about Kuei-shan's saying that ''''hen hungry eating, when thirsty 
drinking, grasping with the hands and stepping with the feet are all the Tao'; Chu said, It 
is not so. Chieh and Chou also could grasp with their hands and step with their feet, see 
with their eyes and hear with their ears: how is this 'effecting the Tao'? If I were to 
cha.-acterize the Tao, it would be 'the desire to effect .t'.:ncip!c' .340 

Chu's reading of the .above passage from the Kuei-shan Chi focussed on only one facet of its 

meaning to the exclusion of the others. In Chu's view, Yang's definition did not address the 

questions of the role of motivation in moral behavior, the distinction between good and evil, or 

the characteristics of sagehood. Chu cited Yang's approval of Layman P'ang's "fetching water 

and carrying firewood" as funher evidence that Yang neither distinguished between tbis-

worldly affairs and the spiritual realm nor between the sage and the common man, and 

concluded that 

In my humble opinion, this language is not faultless. In effect, according to Buddhist 
doctrine, the simple fact of being capable of carrying firewood and fetchi."!g water 
constitutes supernatural power and mysterious activity. 341 

That "the desire to effect principle" adequately defined the Tao for Chu implies an orientation 

toward a more intemally-oriented version of Confucian goals and standards than is expressed 

in Yang's writings - a topic of itself wonhy of an entire dissertation. 

Yet not all of Chu's specific remarks on Yang were negative. In chOan 110 of the 

Chu-tzu vii-lei Chu is repeatedly recorded as attacking Hu An-kuo's view of the desires, which 

he traced to Hu's misunderstanding of Yang Shih's teaching. 

340. ibid., 3: 178. 
341. Chu Wen.lamg wen-c:hih 59:29b-30b. in Galen Sargent, 'Tchou Hi Cantre Ie Bouddhisme" (University of Paris: 

PhD. dissena1ion. 1955).40-1. 
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Someone asked, "[Is it true, as Hu An-kuo says, that] heavenly principle and human 
desires are one substance with different functions, one in acting but different in feeling?" 
Chu answered, "Mr. Hu's mistake lies in the theory that hsing is not [differentiated into] 
goodness and perversity. Substance has only heavenly principle and does not include 
human desires, and so calling them the saute substance is wrong. As for being the same 
in acting but different in feelings, it is like the mouth's tasting, the eyes' sights, the ears' 
sounds, the nose's scents, a.'1d the stretching of ll'le four limbs. Both sages and common 
men all have these same actions. But the sage's feelings do not tempt him to them, so 
they differ from the common man's ..•. Kuei-shan said, 'Heavenly ming is called hsing; 
human desires is not hsing.' Mr. Hu did not agree with his pronouncement, but took 
human desires to be part of human nature. This was his most serious mistake. . .. This 
came from Kuei-shan's saying, 'I asked Old Ts'ung, and he answered: As for [this] 
goodness, it is fundamentally not that which is opposed to perversity.' To say [it is] 
fundamentally so is appropriate. 342 

Apparently mistaking Yang's meaning, Hu interpreted Ol'ang-tsung's transcendant Goodness 

as implying that the nature is entirely without deficiency, and that desire, as pm of the narure, 

is identical to heavenly principle. Chu did not, however, fault Yang for this, and noted that 

Yang attempted to teach Hu that the original nature does not include desire. In the series of 

passages of which the above is but one, Olu consistently praised Yang's insight into the 

identity of nature with principle and absolved him of responsibility for Hu's radical doctrine. 

It was Chu's charge of Buddhist tendencies, however, which shaped subsequent 

assessments ofYa."lg's thought, a.."ld which must be most thoroughly ~ddressed in this stu~y. 

According to Munro, Chu's primary concern about Buddhism was that it divorced the mind-

and-hean from phenomena343• Chu maintained that what was necessary to self-cultivation was 

intimate knowledge of and affection for phenomena rather than alienation therefrom. For Yang 

Shih, the Ol'eng brothers' phrase Ii yi fen shu was sufficient to explain both the Confucian 

and the Buddhist positions, and through this Yang was able to reconcile those aspects of the 

342. Chu Hsi. Chu·tzu yil.lei (Taipei: National Central Library i("!reBooks Collection), 1l0:1Ob-lla. 

343. Munro. Images 78. 
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two teachings which he felt were in agreement In Yang's view, as far as the relationship of 

self to phenomena (or observer to Object) was concerned, the difference between Buddhism 

and Confucianism was one of emphasis and mode of discourse, not of content But for Chu 

Hsi, Ii yi fen shu was not an explicit enough expression of the relationship of wo (self) to wu 

(phenomena) to avoid confusion and certainly inapplicable to Buddhist doctrine. Let us 

examine some of Chu's comments on Yang's Buddhism before embarking on an investigation 

of Yang's stance on Buddhist philosophy. 

Cliu Hsi was not Lite first to ascribe traces of Buddhism in Yang's thought to his early 

studies. Ch'eng Yi said that nyu Tso and Yang Shih are quite familiar with the study of 

Ch 'an. • • . I am afraid they will not change,,344. Characteristic of many of Chu Hsi's attacks 

on Yang and his colleagues is the follOwing passage, in which Chu maintained that early 

forays into heterodox studies colored their subsequent philosophical effom. 

The three disciples Yu [Tso], Yang [Shih] and Hsieh [Liang-tso] all in the beginning 
studied Ch'an, and later what they practiced resembled it as well. Therefore their students 
in tum frequently fell into Ch'2Il. Yu Tmg-fu in particular was a Ch'anist 34S 

Chu consistently judged Yu Ting-fu the most sympathetic to Buddhist ideas of Llte three. Most 

of Chu's allegations of crypto-Buddhism against Yang took this form, with few serious 

attempts to address specific arguments or to cite illustrations. There are some exceptions to 

this general rule which indiCate that Chu Hsi's accusations were more than jUst a knee-jerk 

reaction to Yang's occasional use of Buddhist terms. 

Kuei-shan's personality was peaceful, his discussions pure and correct; in speaking of the 
classics his points cut right through, and in speaking of people and phenomena he was 

344. SYHA 26:575. NOie, however, that Ch 'eng Yi exclaimed, on returning from exile in Szechuan around 1101. that 
"all [my students] have joined the [BUddhist] barbarians. Only Yang and Hsieh have advanced." (ibid.,25:548.) 

345. Ch'ic:n. ~u-tzu hsin-hsiieh an, 3:165. 



awesome. He may be used to instruct ten-thousand generations. . .• But in his later 
years, the boundaries [of his pbilosophyj slipped into Buddhism, such as when he spoke 
of Ch 'ang-tsung's discussion of the amali consciousness. . .. 346 

This is one of the few examples of Chu's addressing a particular point in Yang's writings, 
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namely, Yang's acceptance of the notion that the Buddhist concept of original, pure essence of 

a person is the equivalent of Mencius' "good hsing". Pemaps Ch'u's perception of the 

Buddhist distinction among the ten types of consciousnesses was the reason he took exception 

to the theory. This passage is even more interesting, however, in light of Chu's praise, 

elsewhere in the Chu-tzu yii-Iei of Ch'ang-tsung's theory of the meaning of "Goodness" as 

applied to human nature, and his generally high opinion oftbe monk's intellect 

Tung-lin Ch'ang-tsung was most intelligent and had deeply peneuated Buddhist 
scriptures. He was of a high moral caliber. 347 

Although Chu pointedly noted that Yang often visited Ch'ang-tsung when the latter was in 

charge of the Tung-lin monastery on Mt Lu, citing it as evidence of Yang's Buddhist leanings, 

he did not dismiss Ch'ang-tsung's theories outright simply because they were the views of a 

Buddhist monk. 

Another unusual aspect of the passage in question is its implication that Yang came late to 

Buddhism. Chu more often expressed the opinion that Yang was corrupted early, suggesting 

that Ch'eng Hao was in part responsible for this. 

The Ch'eng disciples such as Hsieh Liang-tso, Yu Ting-fu, Yang Kuei-shan and their 
fellows, were diminished by entering Ch 'an studies. TIlis must be because Mr. Ch 'eng 
from the beginning spoke too loftily. 348 

346. ibid.. 3:193. 

347. ibid.. 3:178. 
348. ibid.. 3:165. 
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Olu'S contention that Ch'eng Hao's more abstract teachings misled his students is reminiscent 

of Yang's own obsession with the nature of pedagogical discourse: that it be clear and down-

to-earth, dealh,g with objects of immediate relevance to the smdent 349. Later intellectual 

historians, including Huang Tsung-hsi and Albert Forlee, have also remarked on this, and Forke 

concludes that Chang Tsai and Ch 'eng Hao are to be held more responsible for traces of 

Buddhism and Taoism in Yang's thought than is his youthful study of Buddhist and Taoist 

mtimately, Chu was in complete disagreement with Yang as to the relationship of 

Buddhism to Confucianism. In Chu's exclusionism, differences manifested at the socia-

religious level were proof of more fundamental philosophical differences. 

Kuei-shan said, 'The differences between our Confucianism and Buddhism are only in 
subtle traces." I say if there are subtle traces, truly it is [because] from the beginning they 
are definitely not the same3S1• 

To Yang, on the contrary, these surface conflicts arose primarily out of differences in 

orientation and discourse, for in his view, colored as it was by his concept of the Tao, 

Buddhism shared many of the most basic truths of Confucianism. 

Yang Shih's uneasy relationship with Buddhism 

Yang Shih's attitude toward Buddhism has been addressed indirectly in previous chapters 

as it related to various specific philosophical concepts. Perhaps this is the most appropriate 

approach to the SUbject, given that Yang, unlike many ofhis predecessors, did not devote much 

349. Chu·tzu vii-lei • 101:4a-b. 

350. Albert Forte, Geschichte der neueren chinesischen Philosophie (Hamburg: Kommissionsverlag L. Friederichsen 
und Co., 1927). 110. 

351. Ch'ic:n. Chu-tzu hsin-hsiieh an, 3: 177. 
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energy to decrying Buddhism, but dealt with it primarily as it impacted on other issues of 

greater personal impon. Nevenheless, Chu Hsi's labelling of Yang as a crypto-Buddhist has 

been so widely and uncritically accepted that a brief investigation into its applicability to Yang 

is certam1y warranted. 

Rarely are Yang's adverse criticisms of Buddhism cited, yet they are as numerous as his 

relatively favorable comments. Yang objects to the Buddhist mode of discourse, which, as has 

been discussed in chapters four and five, Yang portrays as fOCUSsing too much on the most 

abstract level of metaphysics and not enough on more intellectually-accessible (and equally 

enlightening) examples. Yang also rejects most of the socio-religious aspects of Buddhism, on 

the grounds that the Buddhists' otherworldly focus is selfish and renders them useless to 

society. 

If you seek the "fields of blessedness" 352 for your own interests, how does that differ 
from taking office out of the desire for fame and profit? ...• There is not one thing that 
the Buddhists do that is right to do. (KSC 18:2b) 

[On the doctrine of conserving good karma] Yang said, It is all still taking personal 
profit [as goal]. (KSC 11:1b-2a) 

Today's so-called "people of clear perception" 353 all compare themselves to the Buddha, 
but if we give them the affairs of the world to conduct. I don't know that they can equal 
Yu or Chi. Confucius said. "His wisdom embraces all things. and his way brings order 
into the whole world; therefore, he does not err,,3S4. Ifhis way is insufficient to bring 
order into the whole world. then in every case he must err. (KSC 18:6a) 

All of these are fairly standard anti-Buddhist arguments of the type found in the writings of 

Han Yu and the Ch'eng brothers. Yet coming from Yang Shih they take on added significance 

in light of his acceptance of philosophical Buddhism. 

352. Soolhill. Dictionary. 426. 
353. ibid., 337. 

354. WUhe=. Book of Ciuon<;es 295. 
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We find indications of personal involvement in Buddhist spirituality throughout most of 

Yang's life. One is Yang's three-year sojourn at the Cold Cloud Temple, begun after he failed 

the entrance examination for the national academy. Another is the enduring r:!ationship he 

seems to have had with the Ch'an master Ch'ang-tsung. It is quite likely that the "Eastern 

Grove" near P'i-ling, in which Yang Shih delivered public lectUreS, was named for the 

"Eastern Grove Temple" (Tung-lin Ssu) on ML Lu 355 Further indication is Yang's second 

marriage to a devout lay- BuddhisL 

Such instances, however, were quite common among Yang's generation of literati. Yu 

~ ~~'T:~
Tso, for example, was in close contact with the Ch'an master K'ai-fu Tac-ninglfiI T~ l!. f 

(1053-1113) 356. As we have noted in chapter five, intellectual relationships between 

Buddhists and Confucians in the Nonhern Sung were not unusual. 

Moreover, other of Yang's colleagues took similar approaches to Buddhism as a 

philosophy. Yu Tso, for example, ecOOed Yang's conviction that one cannot effectively 

combat Buddhism unless one truly understands its most fundamental points. Yang said that 

The various [heterodox] schools cut short the sages. As for discussing Confucianism and 
Buddhism, if we get to their highest points, then the differm:es are tiny and subtle. 
[Buddhism]'s meaning is difficult to know, and furthermore its good points are hidden. 
[Disputing Buddhism] is not like picking up your sword and entering the room; it is not 
easy to attack. Even Heng-ch'u, in his broad analyses and accurate depth. still was not 
able to subdue iL How much [less] any other man? To ignore it and not discuss it at all is 
permissible; the most imponam thing is that you should approach the study and get to it 
yowself, and then you will perceive the differences very clearly. (KSC 16: 13b-14a) 

355. Yang's three poems "On WIDdering the Paths of T\UI8-lin- (KSC 42:13a), which !he Tung-lin shu-yiim clUh 
claims were writren U:Iout die T\UI8-lin near P'i-ling (as opposed to !he one OIl Mt. Lu) c:ontain m allusion 10 
Ch 'ang.tsung and speak of -wandering in search of the Tao amidst the IZ'ees of the forest-, pezbap& refcning to Ihe 
monk's guidanee of Y 1118'S studies. 

356. K'ai-fu Tao-Ding (1053-1113) was a disciple of Wu-tsu Fa-yen of the Ymg-c:h'i line of toanSmission. (Cr. 
Dumoulin. Zen , 271.) 
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Yu, forbis pan. reacted to Ch'eng Yi's rejection of the very root of Buddhism. maintained that 

Generations of Confucians have failed to examine deeply into Buddhist scriptures. Once, 
I heard Yi-ch'uan say, "What I attack in Buddhism are traces [not its fundamental 
points}." But where do these traces originate? One cannot truly distinguish the 
similarities and differences in these two teachings unless one has entered into their 
discourse. 357 

Hsieh Liang-tso, by contrast with Yu, acr...epts O!'eng Yi's teaching that the surface differences 

between Confucianism and Buddhism originate in their fundamentals, accusing Buddhism of a 

peIVerse refusal to investigate principles fully. Yet Hsieh does draw parallels between 

important Confucian and Buddhist concepts (such as the Confucianjen and Buddhist 

consciousness). 

A closer examination of Yang's own observatiollS of this type reveals that Yang was not 

satisfied with textual compariso:,,s. Every parallel Yang drew between Buddhist and Confucian 

concepts was funher evidence of bis conviction that the Buddhist teachings provided a 

pariially-coJTeCt picture of reality. In all Yang's favorable comparisons of Buddhism to 

Confucianism, it is notable that he never found a Buddhist idea to be superior to its Confucian 

counterpart. In a letter to Ch'en Kuan 358, Yang argues that the Hua-yen Siitra contains 

nothing original: 

You wrote to me about the great subject ofHua-yen. Your analysis of its meaning was 
essential and awesome. and some of the things you said I had not heard before. It was 
very good! But the book itself I have read befu~. Although I do not entirely understand 
everything, I can see the main outline. It discusses giving alms to the point of cleansing 
one's mind-and-hean, scraping out one's marrow and not holding back. This is its great 
intention. In the last letter of yours, you said, "In almsgiving don't be narrow, in aid, 
don't be mean" - how could one quarrel with that? But every time I study the book of 

357. SYHA 26-.575; trans. following Levering. NCh 'an EnlighlcmnCItN, 13l. 

358. Ch'en Kuan, on the other hand. engaged in a practice akin to Yang's of ~licating Confucian texIS with Buddhist 
conceplS and vice versa. See, for example. SYHA 35:694, in which Ch 'en equates the cbueb of the Diamond Sutra 
with the cb'eug of the Chung Yung. 



Mencius, when it gets to his discussion of Moh-tzu [I note that he says] if something 
would benefit the world, then even though it wore his body smooth from head to foot, he 
would do it. [Mencius] always sympathized wiiiJ. [Moh-tzu] as a person. If we search his 
mind-and-hean. what ether meaning could there be? So he, also, in almsgiving was not 
narrow, nor mean in aid. (KSC 19:7a-b) 

According to Yang, the main thrust of the sutta had been aniculated over one thousand years 

earlier by Mencius. If we view the rest of Yang's ecr.:ations of Buddhist with Confucian 

concepts in this light, they become neither attempts at Buddho-Confucian syncretism nor 

Buddhist apologia, but reflections of Yang's belief that the best aspects of Buddhism have 

already been more clearly expressed by Confucian sages. 
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The Siitta of Complete Enlightenment says, "Effort, cessation of mental operation, 
laissez-faire, and annihilation of desire are the four ailments". "Effort" is [Mencius'] so
called "assisting the growth"; "stopping" is [his] "not weeding the sprouts"; "laissez-faire" 
and the "annihilation of desire" are not having the task in mind and sticking to it (KSC 
13:17b) 

Similarly, Yang's likening the amala consciousness to Mencius' "good nature" and the alaya 

to the "seeds of good and evil" suggested both that this aspect of Buddhist doctrine was 

subsumed by the Confucian teaching of the mind-and-heart, and that the other eight 

consciousnesses, which had no Confucian parallel, did noi. really exist One of the most 

succinct expressions of Yang's position OCCUIS at the beginning of his yii-Iu where he 

explained precisely why the Buddhist scriptures were inferior to the Confucian classics. 

The six classics do not speak of being without desire; only the Buddhists talk of it They 
also do not speak of cultivating the nature; only Yang Hsiung spoke of it Desire cannot 
be denied; nature cannot be deliberately cultivated ..•. The Buddhists are in accord with 
the Tao and therefore understand some of the meaning of morality; but of heavenly 
principle and the righteous distinctions they have none yet (KSC 1O:2b-3a) 

It must be pointed out that originality was not traditionally valued in Chinese thought 

Thus Yang Shih's argument that Buddhism contained nothing new did not have the impact in 

dynastic China of a similar accusation in modem Western philosophy. Nevertheless, the Sung 



dynasty was a time of rapid philosophical growth and change, and the enthusiasm of the 

O1'engbrothers and their contemporaries for such diverse works as Shao Yung's 
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Huang-chi ching~shih and Chang Tsai's "Western Inscription" indicates a certain degree of 

excitement over new ways of expressing (and expanding upon) cla.~cal visions of the 

Confucian world. From this standpoint, Yang's insistence that Buddhist scriptures are a poor 

expression cf ideas already articulated by the Confucian sages was indeed significant. It is my 

conviction that Yang's intention was not to provide Budd.'liS! ideas with precedents in the 

Confucian classics, but to attack them on a far more subtle and reasoned level than had been 

attempted before his time. 

There lis no denying that Yang Shih did examine Buddhist scriptures and contemporary 

Ch 'an teaching carefully and thoroughly, nor that he incorporated certain Buddhist notions into 

his own philosophy. His emphasis on tang shih, as noted in chapters two and five, was one 

instance of this. FUIther, Yang's characterization of Buddhist doctrine as incomplete rather 

than entirely wrong lent some credence to O1u's charges. Yet the vast majority of Yang's 

discussions of Buddhism highlight what Yang saw as its partiality rather than its strength. 

Fmally, Yang's overwhelmingly negative response to the socia-religious trappings of 

Buddhism, largely an echo of his teachers' arguments, arose from his vision of the all

encompassing Tao. At root, Yang believed, Buddhism and Confucianism were both 

participants in the one Tao. Buddhists, however, chose to focus on the abstraCt, otherworldly 

aspectS of the Tao, and their teachings were consequently difficult and unclear. Confucians, on 

the other hand, emphasized the immediate, concrete aspects of the Tao, only achieving an 

understanding of metaphysical truth quite late in the process of self-cultivation. As a result, 

students of Buddhism did not fully comprehe.'ld the Tao, and were misled into the vain pursuit 
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of eternal release (from the inescapable Tao) or practicing the denial rather than the fulfillment 

of cenain aspects of human nature. 

The primary difference between Chu Hsi's and Yang Shih's approaches to Buddhism, then. 

was that Olu'S was exclusionary and intended to establish an onbodoxy in which he himself 

held a prominent place, whereas Yang was first and foremost a pedagogue, viewing the Tao as 

all-inclusive. To Yang, even the Buddhist vision was partially valid, if only by accident. 

Levering is correct in her judgment that Yang brought to his study of Buddhism the same 

questions which concerned him in his Confucian studi~S9. She notes that Ta-hui Tsung-kao 

believed,like Yang, that Confucian and Buddhist language referred to the same thing~. Yet, 

while maintaining that many of the differences between the two schools were linguistic, Yang 

concluded that Buddhist discourse was distinctly inferior to its Confucian counterpart. His 

emphasis on pedagogy took him a step further than Ta-hui, into the reasons for these 

differences; his view of the Tao took him beyond his teacher Ch'eng Yi's insistence that 

differences on the surface necessarily indicate radical fundamental differences. 

Buddhist traces in the disciples of Yang Shih 

A teacher's significance is measured in large part by his students' achievements. Chu Hsi 

held Yang accountable for the Buddhistic tendencies ofLo TS'ung-yen and Li T'ung. Others 

of Yang's students corresponded with the Buddhist syncretist Ta-hui Tsung-kao. While this 

cannot be considered conclusive evidence of Yang Shih's own stance, the fact that so many of 

his best students felt comfortable exploring Buddhist doctrines attests to a cenain flexibility 

359. Levering, "Cb'an Enlightenment", 127. 
360. ibid., summary. 



both in Yang's teaching and in the southern Sung milieu in general. 

Lo Ts'ung-yen did not, in faCt, address many Buddhist issues. In the few passages in 

which he did, he seems generally to have misunderstood aspects of Buddhism which Yang 

Shih saw clearly. For example, Lo charges Buddhists with advocating thoughtlessness and 

nihilism, two topics on which we have already examined Yang's more sophisticated analyses. 

Lo said, 

Our way requires that one have no doubts about [the reality of] phenomena361
• In 

studying the Tao, thinking is most impoItan1. Mencius says, "To ti".e mind-and-heart 
belongs the office of thinking" 362 •••• Buddhists tum this upside-down363

• 

On the other hand, Lo followed the Buddhist injunction against the desires, couching it in a 

Confucian formula. 

The sages are wi:!lout desires. The chun-tzu has few desires. TIle vast majority of men 
have many desrres364• 

The Kuei-shan Chi contains virtually no remarlcs concerning the desires, although elsewhere 

Chu Hsi quoted Yang as saying that hsing does not include the de~. 

Li, on th~ other hand, went so far as to teach the Ch 'an practice of sitting in meditation366• 

Dumoulin claims that this was in keeping with what he terms the Ch'eng school's 'love of 
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meditation" 367, but there is little hard evidence of this. It is more likely that Li learned "quiet-

361. SYHA 39:726. 
362. Mencius VIA:lS. Explaining why some men achieve greames5 while others do not, Mencius says, 

Those who follow that pan of themselves which is great are great men ...• The senses of hearing and seeing 
do not think, and are obscured by [external] things. When one thing comes into contact with another. as a 
maIler of course it leads it away. To the mind belongs the office of thinlcing. By thinking, it gets [the right 
view of things]; by neglecting to think, nfails 10 do this. (trans. Legge 41S) 

The implication is that thought is more of greater value than the senses. 

363. SYHA 39:726. 

364. ibid., 39:725. 

365. Chu-tzu vii-lei llO:10b-lla. 

366. Chan. Sourcebook. 602. 

367. Dumoulin. Zen • 271. 
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sining" from one of his Buddhist instructors, although it is possible that Yang himself may 

have practiced meditation. 

Levering list...s several firs!- and second-generation disciples of Yang's who corresponded or 

studied with Ta-hui Tsung_kao368
• It is even possible that Chu Hsi himself may have known 

Ta-hui, although this is not substantiated by anything more than a reference to an exchange of 

letters between the two369• Most of the students of Yang Shih who also studied with Ta-hui 

ultimately suffered demotion, exile or execution because of their opposition to Ch'in Kuei, 

supposedly encouraged by Ta-hui himselF7o. Ta-hui numbered among his COnfucian-educated 

students Tseng-t'ien. Hsiang Tzu-yin, Wang Tsao and Wang Ying-ch'en. Tseng-t'ien who 

also studied with Hsieh Liang-tso, Ch'en Kuan and Liu An-shih~J ~ ~ (1048-1125)371, was 

the recorder of Hsieh's yii-Iu. Hsiang TZU-yin (l085-11152), a friend of Hu An-kuo, also 

studied under Liu. Wang Tsao and Wang Ying-ch'en were second-generation disciples of 

Yang's. The two outstanding pupils shared by Yang and Ta-hui, however, were Lu Pen-Chung 

and Chang Q>Ju-ch'en.;n. 

Chang Chiu-ch'eng, T. Tzu-shao, came from K'ai-feng. Chang became Yang's student 

during Yang's brief court career. He achieved the chin-shih degree in 1132, ranking first in 

the field of candidates, and rose quickly in ministry positions. The Sung Shih account of his 

life notes that. although Chang studied the classics, 

... from his youth he had many contacts with Ch 'anists, and therefore his discussions [of 

368. cr. Levering. -Ch'an Enlig!ucmnent-, 76-81. 
369. Dumoulin. Zen, Z72. 
370. Cf. Levering. -Ch 'an Enlighte:nmem-, 48-5l. 
371. A student of Ssu-ma Kuang. 
372. SS 374:133. 



the Confucian classics] are greatly biased. 373 

Lu Pen-chung (1084-1145) was a member of the illustrious Lu family of Shannmg. The 

Lus had a "family leammg" (chia-hsiieh), and Lu Pen- chung continued the tradition. His 

grandfather, Lu Hsi-che, was a minor disciple of the Ch 'eng brothers, so it was natural that 
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Pen-chung should study not only with Yang Shih, but also with Yu Tso, Yin HO-Ching and Liu 

An-shih. Lu's subsequent study with the Ch 'an syncretist Ta-hui Tsung-kao was not without 

family precedent, either, for the Lii family teaching was broad in scope, eclectic rather than 

exclusiv~74. Thus we find Lu Pen- chung comparing the Buddhist theory of self-cultivation 

to the Confucian: the Confucian process begins by knowing where to stop, reaches tranquility 

and then arrives, while the Buddhist begins with vinaya precepts, achieves samadhi and 

finally reaches prajiia 375. Following Ta-hui, Lii also viewed enlightenment as a sudden 

moment, unlike Yang Shih's insistence that it was a gradual process. It was for such 

comments as these that Chu Hsi attacked Lu Pen-chung in his "Critique ofMixe~ 

Leaming,,376. 

Although several of Yang's disciples studied Buddhism, those who were most heavily 

influenced by it studied also under other Confucian teachers besides Yang. It is difficult to 

hold Yang responsible for his students' forays into heterodoxy beyond his initial openness to 

it, particularly when his colleagues (Yu Tso in particular) also had a hand in shaping their 

studies. Yang's disciples' Buddhist tendencies must be viewed against the dynamic backdrop 

373. SS 374:133. 
374. Ari Bartell. "Lii Pen-chung's 'Explanation or the Great Learning' : an Unorthodox Approach 10 Learning and 

Knowledge" (paper presented at the Harvard Workshop on Sung Neo-Confucianism. November. 1988). 12. 
375. Levering, "Cb'an Enlightemnent", 161-2. 
376. cr. Borrell. "LU Pen-chung". 



of the late-nonhern and early-southern Sung philosophical scene. 

Subsequent Classifications of Yang Shih: 

The Ming dynasty anthologies 

Thomas WIlson has characterized Sung and Ming philosophical anthologies as being 

"filiative" and "affiliative", respectively. While Chu Hsi compiled two separate anthologies to 

deal with the historical and philosophical transmission of Confucian teachings, the Ming 

amhologists combined the two, thus opening up the field of inquiry to many who were at 

philosophical loggerheads yet historically connected 377. ChI! Hsi, in the late southern Sung, 

had turned his back on affairs of state and retreated to his study. But by the late Ming 

Confucian scholars had returned to politics with renewed zeal, and this may account for the 

revival of interest in the actions as well as the philosophies of various Sung and Yuan figures. 

Although an anthology necessarily reflected the goals and assumptions of its compiler(s), the 

stated purpose was to explain each philosopher's intentions rather than to judge his merit. 
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Yang Shih appeared in the three major anthologies of this period, and the Significance of 

his inclusion in each is slightly different. Chou lu-teng's Sheng-hsiieh tsung-chiian (1606), 

Sun Ch'i-feng's Li-hsiieh tsung-chiian (1666) and Huang Tsung-hsi's Sung-yiian hsiieh-an (ca. 

1690-1846) were compiled in response to a rapidly-changing intellectual environment. The 

first two in particular were attempts to legitimize supposedly heterodox branches of 

Confucianism. 

377. Wilson, MGenealogyofthe Way", 156; also 19-29. 
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Chou Ju-teng m :± '!(1547-1624) was a student of Wang Chi:! ~ (1498-1583) and 

Lo Ju-fan~' .:x jj" (1515-1599)378, both disciples of Wang Yang-mingo His Transmission 

of the Teaching of the Sages in eighteen chuan is a linear, chronological representation of the 

development of Confucianism, beginning with Fu Hsi and culminating in the school of Wang 

Yang-mingo It includes Hsun Tzu, Yang Hsiung, and Lu Hsiang-Shan (among others), who 

had not previously been considered pan of the main trunk. Chou claimed that Yang Shih, Lo 

TS'lL.1'lg-yen and Li Tung were pan of this lineage as well, "minor patriarchs" who yet were 

linked to the giants Chu Hsi and Lu Hsiang-shan379• 

Chou's ulterior motive in this text was to establish the Lu-Wang school as equal in 

historical importance and philosophical validity to the long-dominant Ch' eng-Chu school. He 

intended to put himself forward as the fourth generation of Wang Yang-ming's school, 

presumably suggesting his teachers Wang Chi and La Ju-fang as the second- and third-

generationg380. Chou's inclusion of Yang Shih in his anthology is thus quite self- serving. 

Nevertheless, it indicates the degree to which many at that time relied on Chu Hsi's opinion 

and considered Yang Shih to be outside the orthodox line ofuansmission. 

The Li-hs11eh tsung-chilan ,or "Record of the uansmission of the school of principle" , was 

compiled by Sun Ch'i-feng~ ~ft,(1S8S-167S). It. too, merges the Ch'eng-Chu and Lu-

Wang schools as equal components of the Confucian tradition. It consists of three segments: 

main figures, minor figures, and an appendix. Sun's preface to the Kuei-shan Chi, in the 

378. Disciples ofWmg Yang-ming. both Wang CId 1.0 emphasized inner enlightenment and the spiritual benefits of 
mediwion. Wang Chi identified several Confucim concepts wilh Buddhist and Tmist coumcpa:ns (for example, 
the Confucim llaDg<hIh with the Buddhist wu md Taoist bsii). 

379. Wilson. N~gyoftheWayM.150-1. 
380. ibid.. 151. 
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second segment. is fairly standard, primarily made up of direct quotations from the Sung Shih . 

Sun called Yang a "direct disciple of the Ch'eng brothers" and cited him as the source of Olu 

Hsi's philosophical beginnings 381. Like the Sheng-hsileh tsung-chiian, the Li-hsueh 

tsung-chiian concentrated on Yang's academic and political careers, not commenting on his 

philosophical merit. 

Unlike Chou Ju-teng and Sun Ch'i-feng, Huang Tsung-hsi l 't a (1610-1695) had 

no such strong personal philosophical motives. Huang accused Chou of misrepresenting Wang 

Yang-ming's doctrin~82 and determined to compile a systematic, objective collection of Sung 

and Yuan philosophers similar to his earlier Ming-iu hsiieh-an (1672). The Sung-yUan 

hsiieh-an , unfinished at Huang's death, was continued by his son. Huang Po-chia. but was not 

completed and published until 1846. 

The Sung-yUan hsUeh-an is compo5ed of sixty-two chiian. Each chiian contains a 

biographical sketch of one or more major philosophers, tables showing their affiliations (both 

historical and philosophical), excerpts from their wen-chi and ch'iian-chi, and brief 

biographies and representative quotations from figures associated with t.'lem. These 

"associations" are broadly defined. including not only teachers and disciples but also friends. 

colleagues and even opponents. It was Huang's conviction that a historical-geographical 

approach to the contexts in which these philosophers lived and worted could shed further light 

on confiicts and disagreements. As opposed to the Chin-ssu lu , which omitted everything 

cor.sidered heterodox. the Sung-yUan hsUeh-an actually focussed on controversy, highlighting 

381. SIUl Ch'i·feng, Li·hsUd: tsung-chiim, prcfa:c, IS:I.·5&. 

382. L. Carrington Goodrich. ed., Diction:ry of Ming Biognphv 1368-1644 (New York: Columbi= Unive:sity Press. 
1976). 
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the differences among its various subjeru383• While the Sheng-hsUeh tsung-chiian and the 

Li-hsUeh tsung-chiian attempted to establish docttinal unity by mainstteaming philosophers 

omitted from Chu Hsi's tao-t'ung, the Sung-yUan hsUeh-an undertook no such unification. 

Wllson ascribes Huang's orientation to a belief that the Tao cannot be exhaustively described 

by anyone school. A thorough study of the Tao, in such a case, would necessarily include a 

multiplicity of versions thereof, controversies yielding new insights into the narure of the 

Tao384• Interestingly enough, this position is quite similar to Yang Shih's own, although Yang 

judged cero.m.9} versions of the Tao to be closer to the truth than others, whereas Huang 

attempted to refrain from such judgments. 

Yet Huang's emphasis on diversity may well have led him to exaggerate controversy, 

particularly in his textual selections. Among the twenty-odd representative quotations in 

Huang's chiian on Yang Shih appear virtually every remaric sympathetic to Buddhism in the 

entirety of the Kuei-shan Chi , making the proportion of such passages to those dealing with 

other topics greatly misleading. Funhermore, the Sung-yUan hsiieh-an cites none of Yang's 

criticisms of Buddhism, nor does it reflect Yang's overriding concern with pedagogy. Huang's 

biography of Yang Shih does not explain that the reason Yang did not accept the first several 

administrative appoinanents offered him was severe illness, and gives the misleading 

impression that he did not take office until after he had studied with Ch'eng Yi. 

Despite Huang's determination to pass no judgments on his subjects, his role as editor was 

by nature subjective. The resultant portrayal of Yang Shih led to the prevalent interpretations 

383. Wilson, "Genealogy of the Way", 22-
384. ibid.. 266. 
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of Yang as a cryptD-Taoisf38S and Buddhist sympathizer or even syncre~, neither of which 

is a., accurate evaluation of Yang Shih's works. Ultimately, even the Sung-yUan hsUeh-an is as 

much a reflection of its compilers' views as of its subjects'. 

Conclusions 

TIle major source of Olu Hsi's discontent with the philosophy of Yang Shih seems to lie in 

the latter's attirude toward Buddhism (and, by extension, toward all "non-Confucian" 

learning). Olu agreed with Yang that the discourse of Buddhism was dangerously misleading, 

and neither philosopher advocated the use of Buddhist texts or terminology in teaching 

beginning students. Yet Yang Shih maintained that the differences between Buddhist and 

Confucian modes of expression reflected subtle distinctions in philosophical orientation; at 

root both teachings pa!took of the same one Tao. Olu Hsi, however, insisted that such 

differences arose from deeper, more fundamental incompatibilities in the two philosophies. 

Similarly, Olu pointed to Buddhist sympathies among some of Yang's later students as 

indicative of fundamental flaws in Yang's own teachings. It was not unusual in the early 

southern Sung for students of Confucianism to investigate Buddhism in some depth. Further, 

some of Yang's more Buddhist-leani.,g students appear to have misundenood finer aspects of 

Buddhism mastered by Yang himself. Nevenheless, there was undoubtedly something in 

Yang's instruction which allowed for serious, critical analysis of Buddhism. 

It is rather ironic that while Chu Hsi rejected Yang Shih as a sort of "closet" Buddhist, 

385. For example. Julia Ching's biography of Yq in Herbert Franke, cd.. Stmg Biographies (Wiesbaden: Franz 
Steiner Verlag GMBH. 1876). 1227 and 1228. 

386. For example. Levering. "Ch'l!!!. En!igh!=!!!:!!!". 



early Ming antholo~sts, accepting Olu'S basic assessment, emb~ed this supposed 

heterodoxy. The efforts of Chou Ju-teng and Smt Ch'i-feng were largely directed toward 

legitimizing the Lu-Wang school, hitherto judged heterodox. Huang Tsung-hsi was more 

concerned to provide a comprehensive picture of Sung and yUan Confucianism, but he, too, 

emphasized diversity in a far more broadly-defined field of Confucian thought Modem-day 

studies tend to accept this characterization of Yang Shih as heterodox, whether depending on 

Chu Hsi or on the Ming anthologists for classification, without examining the reasons for this 

classification of Yang. The unfortunate result is a heavy emphasis on the role of Buddhism in 

Yang's work to the virtual exclusion of the oveniding issues actually reflected in the 

Kuei-shan Chi (pedagogy and metaphysics). 
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CHAPI'ER SEVEN 

CONCLUSION 

... On the lake. a sudden wave rises up to the sky; Half the SI!lall "cloud-sail" boats and 
large barges are sunk. Those moored to the bank are. by happy accident, safe .•. I am now 
urgently called to a post in the capitol port ... Plunging oneself into the center of things. 
who can escape becoming a target? 

... When we were young. we made a pact to be neighbors; Toothless and bald. we are now 
old. I tl'Jnk of fanning. having a house beside the fields. Carrying a plough on my back, 
driving a team to cultivate the crops: When will that day come? (KSC 39:8b-9a; from a 
poem to Yu Tmg-fu) 

From the standpoint of intellectual history. the thought of a philosopher is less relevant than 

;Us contemporaries' and successors' perceptions of it I have nevertheless undertaken this study 

of Yang Shih for two reasons. In the first place. as the Ch'eng brothers' emissary to southern 

China. the founder of the Tung-lin Academy. and a progenitor of Chu Hsi. Yang's historical 

significance is considerable. We carmot hope to appreciate the full range of these subsequent 

developments of Yang's legacy - indeed. the transformation of Sung Confucianism in southern 

China - wit-hout some understanding of Yang Shih as the link between north and south. Ch'eng 

and Chu. 

Equally important, however. it is my belief that Yang Shih is philosophically significant in 

his own right, as I have attempted to demonstrate. I have here offered two types of framework 

within which the diverse elements of Yang Shih's thought may be analyzed: a systemic 

approach based on the centrality of metaphysics to his teachings (theoretical as well as 

methodological). on the one hand, and on the other. a comparative approach (his reaction to the 

philosophical underpinnings of Wang An-shih's political theories). Both perspectives are 

somewhat artificial; there is no evidence that Yang deliberately purposed to design an original. 

cohesive new Confucian metaphysics, nor that he himself reOected on the formative inOuence of 
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Wang's work, a generation earlier, on his own 387. Futther, these perspectives a.-e distinctly 

alien to the tradition of scholarship in which Yang Shih participated, which tradition (m its more 

conservative moments) held post-Chou philosophizing to be no more than commentary on and 

clarification of the great classics of the ancients. Yet it is often the case that such methods shed 

light on aspects of Confucian philosophy not explored within the tradition itself. While 

acknowledging the many pitfalls of my approach. therefore, I have persevered in what has 

seemed at times a most un-Confucian endeavor. 

Examining the Kuei-shan Chi within a systemic framework. we find as its cornerstone 

Yang's concept of the Tao as a palpable, all-encompassing entity. The Tao is not one of many 

possible schools of thought, for Yang, but .!he cos:nos itsell, the embodiment of truth. Thus the 

spiritual search is directed toward a comprehensive perception of its essence. TIle most 

fundamental ontoiogical, metaphysical, ethical and epistemological issues center on the 

relationship of phenomena (the individual manifestations of the Tao) to the Tao as a whole. 

Yang Shih insists that the Tao exists independently of mankind, in the sense that it co!ltinues 

even when there are no enlightened men to perceive it Man, on the other hand, is ontologically 

dependent upon the T~e. Bum man's spiritual (hsing) and his physical (ch'i) elements partake 

of the Tao; they are partial reflections of the cosmic whole. Likewise, man is inescapably linked 

to all other phenomena by way of their various manifestations of the Tao. Yet most men fail to 

recognize this organic cosmic unity, whether from ignorance or perversity. Knowing the Tao 

begins with perceiving the vast network of interrelationships within it, much in the manner 

articulated in Chang Tsai's "Western inscription". 

387. With the exception. as noted earlier. of the Book of Change 
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Perception of this network. however, is still a far cry from comprehensive penetration of the 

essence of the Tao. It is also necessary to understand how phenomena come to differentiate 

themselves from each other and from the Tao. For this, Yang draws on the principle of change 

and the dynamic of response. Olange. he maintains, is the essential, constant principle of the 

Tao. The operation of change in the Tao is readily peICeptible in individual phenomena (such 

as the transfonnation of ice into water, water into vapor). Furthennore, change is not random, 

but occurs in certain immutable patterns. Fully understanding a given phenomenon means 

knOwing why it differs from and in what ways iL resembles all other phenomena. One can then 

predict its subsequent transfonnations, which are incorporated into the essential pattern of the 

phenomenon. Yang's overriding respect for the Book of cnange lies in his conviction that all 

the patterns of transfonnation are set out therein. 

Not only do individual changes occur according to patterns, but they are causally 

interconnected. Olange begets response, which in tum elicits funher transfonnations. This is 

easily observed in the natural world, but in Yang's schema it carries over into the metaphysical 

reabn as well. There are many possible responses to change, but only one can bring about the 

most appropriate further transfonnations. When one gives tha!: response, he is said to chung. to 

"hit me center". Because change constantly transfonns the world, no two sitllatiOns are exactly 

alike, and as a result the most appropriate response varies with the circumstances. 

If one perceives all the interconnected elements of a situation and the manner in which it 

differs from previous siruations, one can be relied on to chung in every case. This infallibility is 

called tang shih, or "matching the times". Right response "develops the Tao in the world," in 

Yang's words. Man's participation in the cosmos, through tang shih, is vital to maintaining the 

Tao at its most hannonious. 1bere is thus in Yang's philosophy a "metaphysical imperative" to 



come to such a perception of the totality of the operation of the T20 that one's responses may 

always elicit the most fitting transformations in rum 
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When Yang says, therefore, that "Tao" and "hsing" are but two terms for the same entity, he 

is emphasizing the dynamic role played by man who, alone of all the myriad manifestations of 

the Tao, is capable of making good or ill choices in his actions. It is a metaphysical and an 

ethical statement as well as an ontological one. This is also the basis for the concept of ch'eng, 

spirirual consciousness of one's identity with the Tao. The sage who is ch'eng is truly 

integrated with the Tao. This permits him to respond naturally and spontaneously in the most 

fitting way in every situation. 

In the realm of ethics, Yang concentrates on the yi, the righteous distinctions among 

phenomena (most particularly, among people). The system of righteous distinctions is the 

ethical analog to the metaphysical fen shu. Here the sage uses te, the force of his integration 

with the Tao, in order to elicit right response from those around him. In this case, Yang closely 

follows the teaching of the Analects. TIle foundation for his ethics, however, is the 

metaphysical role of man in the process of change and response. 

This metaphysics pervades Yang Shih's pedagogical method as well. The immediate goal of 

sttIdy is direct perception of the Tao (m contrast to positing its existence through the indirect 

evidence ofits manifestations). Yet until one fully realizes the Tao within oneself, such direct 

experience of the Tao is not attainable. The Tao is directly verifiable, but only after sttIdy of 

phenomena. Still, the srudy of phenomena is not of itself sufficient to bring about such a 

perception. For this reason, Yang's pedagogy is a delicate balancing of three different 

techniques: ko-wu, or the inve..ctigation of individual phenomena; introspection; and doubt 
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Following in the footsteps of Ch'eng Yi, Yang pairs the external orientation of the 

investigation of phenomenal transformations to an internal recognition of the transfonnational 

patterns inherent within the self. Perceiving the universal panerns of change in all phenomena. 

ihe student may evenrually come to see that. just as all possible transformations are implicit 

within a single phenomenon, so all possible manifestations of the Tao are inherent within 

oneself. This, says Yang, is Mencius' "turning inward to search within, finding the myriad 

phenomena all present in me" [KSC 16:11a-b]. TIlls result of pairing ko- wu with introspection 

implies that true knowledge is innate, yet can only be discove:'ed through making connections 

between extemally-perceived and intemally-realized Ii (patterns of change). 

Yi, or "doubt", forms the bridge between the processes ofko-wu and introspection. In Yang 

Shih's teaching, yi denoLeS an attirude of critical analysis whereby the srudent may reach an 

understanding of moral truths for himself. The very act of formulating a question is of value, 

requiring an internal search for verification of extemally-acquired information. Ya.'lg does not 

take such questioning lightly; questions must be based on probing study, else they will no more 

than skim the surface. The dilletante memorizes the taxation laws of the Chou dynasty, while the 

serious studem investigates the reasons for those laws' obsolescence. 

This three-fold path of study has far-reaching implications for the concept of wen, the 

cultural heritage. Wen,like all other phenomena, is subject to change. It is one of many forms 

of response to the operation of change in the world, and its worth is judged, accordingly, on its 

applicability to the situation in which it was composed. Even the classics, Yang contends, are 

not iIr..mune to historical change, but must be understood within their own historical contexts. 

This does not mean. however. that Yang Shih dismisses wen as a useful subject for 

investigation. Indeed, studied properly wen provides great insight into historical change. 
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Yang's explications of passages from the Book of Odes illustrate clearly his attitude toward 

the pedagogical role of wen. The teacher must first choose a text, ritual, story or some part of the 

rich cu1tura1 tradition which is a) an appropriate expression of and reaction to the milieu in 

wmeh it was cr'"..ated, and b) particularly suited to the needs of the student ior whom he chooses 

iL The student must then examine in detail its mode of expression, stylistic techniques, 

psychological underpinnings and philosophical content within its historical contexL The goal of 

this arduous and exhaustive study is greater awareness of the period, but also of the operation of 

!he principle of change in the many aspects of wen explored. Thus even the c1assics388 are not, 

in Yang's view, timeless and universal repositories of eternally-applicable techniques and facts, 

but even quite flawed works (such as the writings of Yang Hsiung) a.re, as phenomena, 

manifestations of the Tao in which the principle of change may be perceived. The less flawed 

the wen, the more accessible it is to the beginning srudent. In Yang's opinion, only the very 

advanced should attempt to penetrate obscure works such as Buddhist sutras, although these, 

too, can teach something of value. 

As an approach secondary to the systemic one outlined above, I have suggested viewing the 

development of Yang Shill'S metaphysical foundation in the framework of}1js reaction against 

the philosophy of Wang An-shih, as revealed in his Tzu-shuo pien. This text largely concerns 

such Buddhist-Confucian controversies as emptiness, thought and the essence of the mind-and-

hean. The most fundamental difference between the philosophies of Yang and Wang is Yang's 

insistence on the interconnectedness of all phenomena and therefore the necessity for 

involvement, while Wang stresses the distance between man and his universe. In this sense, 

388. Kuan Chung was the first prominent Legalist, prime minister of the state of Ch'i whose methods were the focus of 
Confucian corurovc:rsy from the rime of Confucius onward. 
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Yang Shih's interpretation of Buddhist concepts has the holism of Chang Tsai and Ch'eng Hao. 

Wang An-shih's the pragmatism ofKuan Chung" if (d. 645) and Shen Pu-hai 'f 5-~ (d. 

337)389. 

Despite this distinction, Yang and Wang are strikingly similar in two ways. Both displayed a 

lifelong dedication to the two Confucian traditions of scholarship and public service. It is 

important to note that Wang An-shih's emphasis on separation and distance is largely confined 

to the spiritual realm; it did not preclude his vigorous involvement in human affairs. Even more 

interesting is their shared ability to discover Confucian truths in Buddhist doctrine a.,d their 

openness to other traditions. Yang's pien of Wang's Buddhism is quite different from the anti

Buddhist sloganeering of Han Yii and the Ch'eng brothers, and far subtler and more carefully 

reasoned than Chu Hsi's attacks on Yang's own "crypto-Buddhism". Originating in Yang's deep 

examination of Buddhism, the arguments of the pien concern themselves with the very nature of 

reality rather than with the issue of onhodoxy; as such, the pien constirutes a sort of one-sided 

debate between two men unaligned with any particular factions. 

On the most practical level, it is true, the philosophies of Yang Shih and Wang An-shih are 

noticeably divergent. Because of his belief that one's actions alone detennine one's inner state 

(of goodness or perversity), Wang's policies imply that the end justifies the means. Law may be 

used to force right action. Yang finds this unacceptable, because in his view one's actions can 

only be infallibly appropriate if one's inner state is already integrated with the Tao. While in 

practice these two positions are wide apart (Wang advocating the frequent use oflaw, Yang 

~,gisting on the power of te), they both arise from the same Confucian tradition in which action 

389. A p!illosoph= of ;dminisU'ative legalism of the Chou dynasty. 
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and spirirual essence are inextricable and a man's worth is judged according to his deeds. Yang 

himself, i!l selected passages of the yii-Iu , defends the benevolent use oflaw in cenain 

circumstances. 

Wang's definition of ch'eng as that sLate in which one is able to avoid entanglement with 

phenomena is not as antithetical to Yang' s as it might at first seem. In several of his essays. 

Wang does indeed discllss the intimate relationships among phenomena much in the same spirit 

as does Yang. Yet while Yang prefers to emphasize this intimacy. Wang is pessimistic about 

man's ability to ko-wu objectively. expressing in different words Shao Yung's concern for 

understanding each phenomenon as a distinct. individual manifestation of the Tao instead of 

reading into it one's own desires and interests. 

Fmally. on the most abstract level. it is quite difficult to distinguish the two philosophies. 

This is complicated by the nature of the Buddhist concept of "emptiness". which affirms tr.: 

ultimate interconnectedness of all things in language suggesting precisely the opposite. The 

issue between Yang and Wang on this level is primarily one of discourse. Wang. panicularly in 

his Tzu-shuo , tends toward the more ttanscendental modes of expression used by the BuddhiS"LS. 

Yang, on the other hand, sticks to concrete examples which make obvious the immediate 

relevance of his metaphysics to the ordinary human world 390. Thus we find that the greatest 

difference between the metaphysical theories of Yang Shih and Wang An-shih is one of 

emphasis and discourse, even though the extension of this difference to the realm of political 

theory results in a far more marlced divergence. 

390. One should note. however. the Ch'an emphasis on the mundane over the transcendanL 
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The opinions of Chu Hsi, Huang Tsung-hsi, Sun Ch'i-feng and Chou Ju-teng have frequently 

been taken as the standard by later swdents of Confucianism. Based on these, many have 

dismissed Yang Shih as paling in significance beside his predecessors and contemporaries, a 

mere transmitter of the teachings of the Ch'eng brothers to the teachers of Chu Hsi. Yet we have 

seen that Yang did not, in fact:, accept the Ch'engs' teachings whole- heanedly, and incorporated 

many elements irom other schools which greatly enriched his own thought. Measurement of the 

distance between what Yang Shih said and what subsequent generations of Confucian scholars 

interpreted him to mean may also provide some insight into the underlying motives and 

assumptions of the latter. In the continuum of Chinese philosophy, each commentator brought 

his own COriCeIilS to ;1i~ examination of his predecessors; hence the wide disparities between 

Sung and Ming assessments of Yang Shih's significance. This is the very essence of intellectual 

history. Perhaps this dissertation may be seen as contributing to such studies in future. 
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APPENDIX A 

EDmONS OF YANG SHlli'S COLLECTED WORKS 

Inextant Writings 

Commentary on the Chuang Tzu 

Commentary on the Li Chi 

Commentary on the Lieh Tzu 

Commentary on the Han Fei Tzu 

Contents of the Collected Works 

ch. 1-4 Memorials to the Emperor - concerning economic and political issues (such as 
the salt and tea monopolies and the ceding of territory to the Jurchen). 

ch. 5 Discussions of the classics - on the Shang Shu and the Analects. 

ch.6-7 Pien of Wang An-shih the first critiques Wang's Coun Record of Emperor 
Shen-tsung , the second his Tzu-shuo . 

ch. 8-9 Discussions of the classics - on the Spring and Autumn Annals , the Shih Chi , the 
Mencius a.Tld the histories. 

ch. 10-13 vii-Iu - in which Yang covers a wide variety of topics with his 
students. The emphasis is on philosoprucal issues, historical figures and the classics. 

ch. 14 Questions and answers - questions from students with Yang's answers. The 
subject -matter is similar to that of the yii-Iu. 

ch. 15 Assignments to students - Yang's writing assignments for students preparing for 
the civil service examinations. Most deal with practical economic and administrative techniques 
for use at the local level. 

ch. 16-22 Letters 
and students. 

ch. 23 Letters 
small favors. 

- from Yang to his teachers the Ch'eng brothers, colleagues 

- from Yang to acquaintances, mostly letters of thanks for 
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ch. 24 Belles-lettres random thoughts on Yang's travels. 

ch. 25 Prefaces to the several of the classics as well as to writings of his 
colleagues (eg. Ch'en Kuan's Yi-shuo . 

ch.26 . Aft.erwords to the worics of colleagues. 

ch.27 Miscellaneous sayings - on a wide variety of subjects; few on philosophy. 

ch. 28 Funerary prayers - including his famous one written on the death of Ch 'eng 
Hao. 

ch.29 Biographical sketchec:: - of contemporaries and their family members. 

ch. 30-37 Epitaphs and inscriptions - as above. 

ch. 38-42 Poems. 

The primary text used in this undenaking was the Yang Kuei-shan hsien-sheng chi in fony-

two chiian. The original collection, said to have been composed in thiny-five chilan, has been 

lost, but in 1502 a copy ofit was discovered by Ch'eng Min-cheng. Ch'eng copied from it 

selectively, and the resultant sixteen-chiian text was printed soon thereafter. At the end of the 

sixteenth-century Lin Hsi-ch'un looked for more of the original collection. and was able to 

supplement Ch'eng's edition with another twenty-six chuan, including many more letters. This 

edition was reprinted in 1650 and again in 1707 with supplements including Yang's biography 

from the Sung Shih , his Dien-p'u, and various prefaces. 

Four different editions of Yang's collected works are available. The Taiwan Commercial 

Press has recently reissued the Ssu-k'u ch'iian-shu in paperback volumes. and the Kuei-shan Chi 

is volume 114 of the series. The Kuei-shan Chi includes only the main text, with no prefaces or 

appendices. This is the text "KSC" cited in this dissenation. It has practical advantages (clear, 

full text and relative compacmess) as well as being the most complete version of Yang's 

writings. Sentences omitted from other editions of the ch 'nan chi appear in this edition. The 
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four chiian which constitute his yll-Iu , however, must be used with caution, for they contain a 

number of textual errors (repeated in most editions of the collected woIts) which, while not 

seriously affecting the meaning of the passages in question, nevenheless cause confusion. A 

more precise - but slightly less compiete - edition of the yii-Iu is the Kuei-shan yO-lu in four 

chilan (found in the Ssu-k'u ch'iian-shu tsung-mu t'i-yao IV, 156:3277). 

The Taiwan Student Bookstore published a four-volume edition of the Yang Kuei-shan 

hsien-sheng ch'iian-chi in 1974. This edition (a reprint of the 1707 collection) contali1S thirteen 

prefaces, the Sung Shih entry on Yang, a briefnien-p'u concentrating on Yang's personal 

history and family matters, Hu An-kuo's epitaph of Yang, and a brief biographical sketch 

written by Lii Pen-chung. 

A third edition (reprint of the 1650 edition) exists on microfilm only at the Taiwan National 

Central Library in their Rare Books Collection (#10375-8), the Kuei-shan hsien-sheng chi . 

Many pages have been effaced, characters are missing, and the worle is generally very difficult to 

read. Nevenheless, the appended lengthy nien-p'u is of great interest, differing widely in 

SUbject-matter from that of the Student Bookstore edition as it concerns primarily Yang's 

political career. This nien-p'u also dates many of Yang's writings, including individual poems 

and personal letters. The two nien-p'u are complementary rather than contradictory. 

A fourth, greatly-abbreviated version is the Yang Kuei-shan Chi in six chilan (found in !he 

Yeh-shu chi-ch'enghsin-p'ien, vol. 74). It was not especially useful in this project, but has 

three great advantages for initial srudy, namely, a reasonably representative sampling of Yang's 

writings, legible (if small) text, and punctuation. 
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APPENDIXB 

BIOGRAPHY OF YANG SInH 

A legend has it Lltat during the Ch'in dynastic period yi-hsi (405-419), a falling-star landed 

in the immediate vicinity of Lung-ch 'e, the capitol of Chiang-Io prefecture in southern Fukien 

province, making a large crater which men subsequently dubbed "Falling-star Crater". A 

fonune-teller declared that five-hundred years hence a great sage would be born there. 

It is said that Yang Shih's birth midmOrning on the twenty-fifth day of the eleventh month in 

1053, almost five hundred years later, fulfilled the prophecy. By the age of eight, Yang excelled 

at writing essays and poetry. By the time he was fifteen, he had travelled to the public school at 

Shao-wu to pursue his studies of the classics and the histories. In 1072, at the age of twenty, he 

was selected to participate in the entrance examinations for the National Academy, but did not 

score high enough to meet the standards set by the MiniStry of Education. and returned home to 

Chiang-Io. For three years, Yang lived and studied at the Cold Ooud Temple in Chien-chou. 

In 1076. at the age of twenty-four, Yang Shih received the chin-shih degree with honors. 

He was immediately offered the military position of household adjutant, but declined due to 

illness and once again returned home. He remained in Chiang-Io. turning down several offers of 

administrative positions due to prolonged illness. In 1080 he briefly took a post in Ting-chou (in 

Che-kiang province). but ~;c: many ~:ns attest to the extent of his overwhelming home-

sickness. 

The fall leaves have left their branches; gusts bring a spatte:ing of rain Farmers help each 
other in the reaping; in the city, they do their best to finish repairs. As for the traveller -
where could he be wanting to go? The road is both long and difficult He bows his head in 
farewell to the old farmers. I have always been wearied by way-faring. (38:13a) 

TIle follOwing year, Yang accepted an appointment to Hsil-chou (in An-wei). He travelled 
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through Henan on his way there in order to see Ch'eng Hao. While visiting Ch 'eng, Yang met 

Lil Ta-lin and Hsieh Liang-tso. He also met Yu Tso (Yu Tmg-fu) and they immediately fonned 

a close personal relationship which lasted the rest of their lives. Yu, Hsieh. Lii and Yang 

eventually came to be known as "the four scholars". Little is known of Lii Ta-lin. who died very 

young, or of the nature ofms relationship with Yang. The history of the friendship between 

Yang and Yu can be traced in Yang's many affecLi")nate letters and poems 10 Yu found in the 

Kuei-shan Chi. From the few references to Hsieh Liang-tso in the Kuei-shan Chi , however, it 

would seem that Yang's feelings toward taim were rather lukewann. It has been said that Yang 

was Ch'eng Hao's favorite student. while Hsieh was Ch'eng Yi's; a certain rivalry between the 

two is reflected also in the remarks by the author ofnien-p'u A, 10 the effect that although Hsieh 

was very honest, his intellectual capacity was far below Yang's. Yang stayed in Henan foronIy 

a few months, after which he resumed his journey to Hsii-chou. When he left, Ch 'eng Hao 

accompanied him as far as the outer gate, and declared, "My way goes South". 

Yang did not enjoy HsU-chou. Excerpts from his letters to Yu over the years reveal a lonely 

char:> ..... "ter who yet struggled to maintain his sense of humor and his patience for paper-pushing. 

How are you faring in this summer heat? I rented a boat and went along the river from 
Ch'u .... Altogether, it took fifty-two days, but we arrived ..•. We passed safely through 
the dangers of the southeastern winds and waves, and fornmately my entire family is well. 
We are all still managing. P'eng-ch'eng [in Hsii-chou] is an ancient [military] district, and 
it is very lonely. High officials and enlightened people don't come within its borders, so I 
never have to perfonn the duty of welcoming guests. As for the affairs of the people, those 
are simple, too. . .. I am never tr..:!y busy, so I have plenty of time for study. What I regret 
in my hean, however, is being so far from my parents. [By comparison], nothing else is 
worth sorrowing over. (KSC 19:1a-b) 

On the second day of the fourth month, I arrived at my office. For the first four days, I was 
[instructed in] taking over the business [from the previous person]. In P'eng-ch'eng the 
customs are original but rather crude, and very different from [those of] my hometown. 
Fommately, it is abundant in good fish, rice in the husk, quail and ringed-pheasant! And so 
a southerner can live here without doing too badly. The prefect, a Mr. Wang, is broad
minded and generous, and has a kindly, benevolent Style. Those of us working under him 
are fonunate. It will soon be half a year since I left my family, and the grief when I think 
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about my parents is overwhelming, getting worse every day. I don't know what I will do as 
even more time goes by .... I raise my head and [listen] as if! could hear you talking; not 
a day goes by without my thinking of you. I can only hope you will always write to me to 
uplift my mind. Please take care of yourself in this poisonous summer heat. (KSC 19:1b-
2a) 

For a long time, I had almost nothlng to do. Suddenly, I have a lot of work and am 
const.antly receiving people! But I shouldn't shirk my duty, and I daren't do it carelessly, 
either. When I have free time, I study the Book of Change, but i don't have friends here 
with whom [I may] study, discuss and understand iL So I hope you can help me with my 
questions. We paned ways last year, and at that time you, Ting-fu, were studying the 
Book of Change. By now you must have reached its essentials. When you have free time, 
please teach me ... , You, my friend, are currently unemployed, so you must have ma:1Y 
students and followers. Have you gotten any really promising ones, or not? . . .. The two 
Yangs from my hometown and my younger brother all wanted to go study with you. Have 
they? Please encourage them. (KSC 19:2a-3a) 

The style of Yang's many letrers to Yu is entirely different from the rest of his writings, at once 

humorous, unhappy and intimate, and these letters provide a rare glimpse into the personality of 

the man. 

Yang maintained close contact with Ch'eng Hao, sending him many questions about the 

classics. He wrote twenty-three letters to Ch'eng Hao's son, although the natu:~ of these is a 

mystery as they are no 10ngerextanL Yang was still in Hsii-chou in 1085 when word reached 

him of Ch 'eng Hao's death. Grief-stricken, Yang retired to his bedroom for several days. When 

he emerged, he set up a small aitarto Ch'eng Hao and wrote a funeral memorial to him. The 

following month, Yang's stepmother died, and he resigned from his post for the customary three 

years'mourning. It is said that Yang was deeply attached to his stepmother and assiduously 

carried out the mourning duties as ifhe had truly been her son. 

Returning to work in 1088, Yang was posted to Ch'u-chou (in Chiang-hsi), where he quickly 

gained recognition throughout the region for his clear perception and fairness. He never allowed 

himself to be swayed by the lobbying of other officials, and settled even the most difficult and 

complex cases decisively. Late in 1090, however, Yang's father died, and once more Yang 

------- ----
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donned mourning clothes. 

Most of 1093, the year that Yang returned from mourning, was taken up in travels. After 

reporting at coun in the capitol, Yang was transferred twice, each time taking advantage of the 

opportunity to travel. On his first trip, he spent several days in Loyang with Ch' eng Yi, meeting 

him for the first time. At this time, Yu Ting-fu was an official in the district, and Yang and Yu 

spent much of their time together at Ch'eng Yi's house. Halfway through 1093 Yang again 

visited Ch 'eng Yi, and stayed longer. It was daring this trip that the famous story of Yang and 

Yu's dedication to their teacher originated. One day, so the story goes, Ch'eng Yi was speaking 

with them when he nodded off. Not daring to leave until the master dismissed them, Yang and 

Yu remained standing respectfully in attendance. By the time he woke, one foot of snow had 

fallen outside. Ch'eng Yi, distressed, exclaimed, "My students, are you still here? Go lie down 

and rest a while!" This incident is still taught to Chinese school-children today as exemplifying 

the proper attitude toward teachers. 

Yang finally settled down at Liu-yang (in Hunan) in 1094, and began a lively 

correspondence with a number of people including Ch'eng Yi, Yu Ting-fu and Weng Hao-te. 

Yu was posted to the capitol as an Academician, but Yang wrote to dissuade him from going. 

"The capirol," he wrote, 

is not a cheap place to live! You have a very large family to support; can such a crowd 
afford to live in the capitol for so long? When you are responsible for a family, you must 
consider the criteria for accepting or refusing positions offered. (KSC 19:3a) 

On receiving this letter, Yu immediately petitioned to be reassigned outside the capitol. 

Yang was not happy in Liu-yang, and sent Yu several mournful poems and letters. Late in 

1094 he wrote, 

The emperor [Che-tsung] is an intuitive sage. He is promoting and degrading high-level 
ministers in order to bring about great peace .... He It.as declared that everything will be 
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renovated. But I fear that some fools will run off and do things haphazardly and so will not 
be able to carry out his orders. Who is in charge of the students [at the National Academy] 
now? Su Oli-ming was made po-shih recently; has he been given an appointment yet? 
(KSC 19:3a) 

This letter from Liu-yang illustrates the great interest Yang maintained in state politics as well as 

his frustration at being so isolated from the capitol. It was also while Yang was in Liu-yang that 

his well-known correspondence with Ch 'eng Yi concerning the "Western Insciption" was 

conducted. 

1~7 found Yang Shih. fony-five years old. still in Liu-yang despite the fact that his term 

there had expired several months earlier. Suddenly. the price of rice skyrocketed. Yang WlUte 

to tell the mettopolitan governor of the prefecture about it. begging fo. rice from the government 

granaries with which to stave off the famine threatening the people. His request was granted and 

many lives were savee. At this time. Chang Shun-min5t~ ~ (d. 1101) was the commander 

ofTan-chou (the military installation in Hu-nan). and Hu Shih-wen the Transpon Official of 

Hunan. Chang greatly respected Yang. but Hu hated them both and tried repeatedly to entrap 

Yang. Shortly before Yang was transferred. there was a sudden drought Yang notified Hu that 

he would not collect any taxes from the area due to the hardships the people were already 

experiencing. In penalty. Yang was relieved of his new post as well as of his previous one. His 

tenure in Liu-yang. Yii-hang and Olien-shan had been so just and gentle that he was long-

remembered by the people (as attested by entries in the local gazeteers of those districts). In the 

meantime. his replacement at Liu-yang forced the people to pay taxes immediately and in full. 

With Chang Shun-min's intercession. the emperorparooned Yang. and Chang tried to console 

Yang. But Yang answered. "Mr. Hu took the wealth and riches [of the state] to be his most 

urgent business. I took succouring the people to be my duty. Each of us did what he saw as his 

job. that is all. I have no regrets." In the first month of 1098 Yang returned to Oliang-Io. and 
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thatsame month his eldest son, Ti l\!, , T. TS'oo-taoJ! ~ (1082-1104), presented him with his 

first grand-son, Yoo'~ . 

For two years, Yang alternately travelled for pleasure and taught in OUang-Io. Then, during 

the first year of Emperor Wei-tsung's reign, he was recommended by Chang Shoo-min. newly 

appointed Censor. Yang was appointed to southern OUng-chou in 1101. In this year, also, 

Yang married his eldest daughter to the son of his good friend, Ch'en Kuan. Yang remained in 

Ching-nan for almost six years, during which the first conversations presented in his yii-Iu took 

place. Late in 1106, Yang was transferred to Yii-hang (in An-wei), where he continued to 

lecture and teach in addition to his administrative duties. 

It was in while Yang Shih was posted in Yii-hang that he had his first run-in with prime 

ministerTs'ai Ching~ $. , T. Yiian-changfts ~ (1046-1126). On his mother's death in 1107, 

Ts 'ai consulted a geomancer who told him to dig a deep lake and fill it with water to improve the 

geography of the gravesite. Ts'ai, trying to pass it off as a public worlcs project. ordered the 

people to begin measuring for the construction. Yang Shih went directly to the elders of the 

district for their reaction. They were very much against the project. as it would require several 

millions of laborers and a number of months to complete, to no appa.-ent benefit of the district 

Yang thereupon wrote to the emperor, saying that this business was in the worst interests of both 

the people and the state. Ts'ai's plan was frustrated. Ts'ai complained to a friend that, "This 

thing was vinually agreed upon [before Yang's meddling]!" But because public opinion was on 

Yang's side, Ts'ai did not dare harm him at this point 

In 1108, Yang was transferred to Nan-ching. Arrer only a few months, he gave up his post 

and devoted himself entirely to teaching. Although he was appointed to a new position in 

OUenshan in 1110, it was not ootil the middle of 1112 that he actually reported for duty there. 
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1..0 Ts'ung-yen came from Yen-p'ing to study under Yang, and soon the followers of Ch 'eng Yi, 

who had died in 1107, flocked to Yang's door. The next several years were busy ones for Yang; 

the Sung History says that scholars from all over China thought nothing of a trip of one

thousand Ii in order to study under him. 

For years Yang had been publicly blaming Wang An-shih for the decline of the Nonhem 

empire. Williamson ascribes this to Yang's fear of and debt to Ts 'ai Ching which precluded him 

from direct criticism ofTs'ai. Yang had privately tutored Ts'ai's son Yu 1~, but there is no 

evidence that he felt indebted to Ts'ai Ching for having employed him as tutor. Yang's 

outspokenness against Ts' ai's political actions is funher indication of his refusal to put his own 

welfare ahead of his duty. It is more likely t.'utt Yang sincerely blamed Wang An-shih for the 

problems of his day. In 1115, as a result of his criticisms ofTs'ai Ching, whose power at court 

was increasing, Yang's "exile" from court began. Yang was repeatedly transferred and demoted, 

until in 1122 he had to decline a position because he was too poor to travel Some of his friends 

anempted to help him by wangling a concurrent appointment as an industrial prefect. This last 

made him very uncomfortable, and he said, "I once discussed the wrongs of the market-place. 

How could I now tum around and commit them myseU?" He wished to avoid it, but wit.~ a large 

family to feed, he had no choice. By this time Yang had five sons (three of them grown) and 

four daUghters. 

During this time, a number of Yang's close associates suffered politically as well. Starting 

in 1094, when Ts'm Chi.,g gaiiled his first prominent poSition (as Minister of Fmance) and 

Chang Tun., -tt (1035-1101) became prime minister, there was a struggle between 

descendants of the the anti-Wang and pro-reform factions which lasted until the removal of the 

court to the south. "The two Ts'ais and the two Tuns" - Ts'ai Ching, his brother (and Wang An-
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shih's brother-in-law) Ts'ai Pienf'r ,Chang Tun and An-tun~'l't (d.l104) - waged a 

campaign against Ssu-ma Kuang, Su Che and others of their party (most of them long deceased.) 

Vvllen the four attempted to declare Ssu-ma Kuang a traitor, on the grounds that he had failed to 

uphold the laws enacted by Wang under Emperor She-tsung. Ch'en Kuan protested. In a 

strongly-worded memorial which included his famous "ship-loading" analogy, Ch'en argued that 

the Ts'ais and Tuns were promoting factionalism. For several years the dispute continued, with 

Ch'eng Yi, Lii Ta-fang and their colleagues repeatedly being demoted and banished only to be 

recalled and reinstated. Ch 'en Kuan himself was exiled to distant provinces three times to get 

him out of the capitol and away from coun, but he persevered in his championing of the anti-

Wangpany. 

Two of the greatest personal blows to Yang fell in 1123, when Yu Ting-fu and Ch'en Kuan 

died. It was around this time, too, that he lost his second wife. His poignant funeral memorial 

to her reveals another facet of his personality not otherwise in evidence, and is wonh quoting in 

full. 

Memorial to Miss Ch'en Shih-WU~! t~["Fifteenth-daughter" Ch'en] Alas, I often heard 
you say, "I myself clearly understand life and death now; I see death as a returning." You 
also said, "It is as if one's allotted span were ended and one died; !hen sm!der-ly one leaves, 
and others don't understand why." I always thought you were joking when you said that. 
Who knew that in the end you would practice your own words? That evening we drank 
wine, laughed and chatted, and after our meal I did not discern that you were experiencing 
even the slightest discomfon. We finished and returned home to sleep. But your bed had 
not even begun to wann [from your body] when suddenly you were dead. Could it be that 
indeed you were right about life and death? Was it really that you despised this world and 
so decided to leave? Or was it because your allotted span had ended and you had no choice 
but to go, to discard me and leave? Alas, alas! From binh, you were intelligent and 
discerning; as you grew older, you were knowledgeable and studied the classics, the 
histories, the one-hundred schools [of philosophy]. Although you did not have time to 
exhaust them all [before you died], you undeiS!ood their greatest points. I loved you, and 
chose to marry you, and so you gave me your whole life. We said we should like to grow 
old together. Why in the midst of your young life did you die? Alas, alas! Of your four 
daughters, one is in Chiang-hsi, the other three in our Fukien. I had no way of notifying the 
one in Chiang-hsi of your death. The ones in Fukien I sent others to notify. You probably 
know this. Alas! Your face is in my eyes as if in front of me, but I do not see your fonn. 
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Your words are in my ears, but I do not hear your voice. It's come down to these meager 
offerings I place here, but they are not enough to express my grief. I cry out to you in my 
pain, but do you hear me? Alas! I am old, and I had hoped you would send me off when I 
died. Today it is reversed and I send you off in.,."1ead. As I think of it, my gut twists as if 
ripping. Heaven is infinitely high - I call to you, but you will not hear. What crime did I 
commit to bring down this misfomme? In death, life is forever extinguished. You died, 
and I cannot follow you. If you are still aware of anything [that is happening here), you 
must know my grief. (KSC 28:10b-11a) 

Yang was still essentially in exile from coon, living in nGar-poveny in P'i-ling. He took up 

residence on Kuei-shanii J.I (fume Mountain), about seventy Ii southeast ofP'i-ling. 

Students flocked to his lectures, and he earned the honorific "Master of Kuei-shan". During the 

period from 1115 to 1125, Yang devoted his energies to teaching. One of his innovations was 

the giving of public lectures, which he did in Tung-lin, or "Eastern Grove", not far from Kuei-

shan. 

Yang's political career was about to take a rum for the better, however, for in 1124 the coun 

sent envoys to Korea. The king of KOreil hlmself had heard of Yang and inquired after his 

whereabouts and well-being. On their return to China, the envoys reponed t1'-Js to t1'ie emperor, 

and Yang was offered an appointment in the capitol. Yang declined, due to illness and age. In 

1125, however, largely because of his concerns over the lurchen threat in the nonb, Yang agreed 

to serve at coon, and took the relatively minor post of palace librarian. 

From this point on, Yang was offered more and more prestigious pvsitions in the secretariat, 

all of which he declined. He bent all his energies to urging preparations against the Jiirchens and 

to eradicating the writings of Wang An-shih. He repeatedly stressed the need formilitary 

preparedness, predicting that the JUrchen would surround the capitol after they had "devoured 

the desen" ofnonbem China. Yet his warnings were not heeded, and in 1126, very shomy after 

Yang had succeeded in having Wang's tablet removed from the Confucian temple and a number 

of the plates for Wang's books destroyed, the Jurchen did indeed cross the Yellow River and 
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sunound the capitol. Emperor Hui-tsung, while not actually abdicating, appointed a successor to 

remain in the capitol while he himself fled. ACCOrding to the Sung History, General Li Kang 

i: ~~(1083-1140), feeling the move was likely to weaken and complicate the chain of 

command, persuaded Hui-tsung to abdicate; the Sung-yUan hsiieh-an records that Yang Shih, 

also, urged abdication. It is probable that Li was at this time already a student of Yang's. The 

Jiirchen pressed hard, and finally humiliating tenns of peace were drawn up: China must cede its 

nonhem territories, pay an enOIlDOUS annual tribute, and offer up its acting emperor Cl'in-tsung 

as hostage. The rest of the coun fled !.O the south. 

In 1127. Emperor Kao-tsung took the throne. His Cousin Cl'in-tsung's captivity among the 

barbarians made Kao-tsung understandably rather timid in his dealings with the Jurchen. Yang 

Shih met frequently with the emperor to discuss the Jurchen issue, arguing strong defense under 

a single general. He insisted that border regions must be reinforced, military laws be clear but 

enforceable. and that all eunuchs be removed from military positions. Kao-tsung was very 

impressed, and offered Yang a number of other (primarily honorary) posts, all of which Yang 

declined. Instead, he pressed harder !han ever for the dismissal of those ministers who were 

calling for concession of the border territories. Kao-tsung accordingly took Yang's advice and 

ordered the aImy to attack the Jurchen, but only in self-defense. Yang, greatly disappointed, 

advocated an offensive strike, but his advice was not heeded. 

The scapegoats for the fiasco were Li Kang and Clung Shih-tao, two capable and aggressive 

generals of the "War Pany". Li Kang was a follower of Yang's, and Yang had personally 

recommended Clung Shih-tao to the emperor. When the two were relieved of their commands, 

the students of the National Academy, already incensed over the coutt's conciliatory policies, 

begal'! to demonstrate. Soon they were joined by tens of thousands of military and civillians. 
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The "anti-war" faction at coun declared it a rebellion and wanted to punish them, but Yang 

interceded on behalf of the students, arguing that the students were only expressing their loyalty 

to their country and letting off a little steam; their original intent had not been to incite a riot 

Kao-tsung thereupon appointed Yang Chancellor of the Academy and mediator between the 

srudents and the government, and within a short period of time Yang was able to calm everyone. 

Li Kang and Chung Shih-tao were reinstated. 

Unfortunately, Feng Hsieh, a censor who was a proponent of Wang An-shih's policies (and 

likewiSe a suppotter ofTs'ai Ching) presented a strong memorial against Yang. Counter

memorials were presented, and the dispute quickly degenerated into factional squabbling, from 

which Yang held himself aloof. Nevertheless, the emperor grew impatient and fired everyone in 

both parties concerned, including Yang. Begging old age, Yang requested leave to retire from 

the rest of his duties and rerum home to Chiang-lo. His petitiDns we!e !'e;""""ted!y denied, and 

other positions offered to tempt him to remain at court. Kao-tsung petulantly declared, "Mr. 

Yang's actions are pure and [his detemination] firm, his remonstrances wort.lt heeding. Yet he 

continually requests retirement!" Yang remained at court, active if reluctant, and continued to 

urge decisive action against the northern bari>arians, as well as remission of levies on tea, salt, 

transportation and trade, and a revamping of the accounting system. Through 1128, Yang 

periodically requested leave to retire, each time receiving counter-offers which he declined. At 

last, in 1129 Yang was able to return to his beloved Chiang-Io, to his small house on Kuei-shan. 

Yang spent the last few years of his life vigorously writing and teaching. He continued his 

close relationships with his favorite students, Lo Ts'ung-yen and Li Kang. His nien-p'u records 

that he had a lengthy discussion with Li Kang on the goodness of human nature the day before 

his death. 
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Yang Shih, T. Chung-Ii ~ ~, postumousIy dubbed Wen-ching Q...i.l and affectionately 

known as the Master of Kuei-shan, died in his bed on the twenty-fourth day of the fourth month, 

1135, at the age of eighty-two. He was buried on the southern plain ofT'an-chou. His forty

seven years of public service included only ninety days of official service in the capitol court, 

but his persistence, sincerity and integrity earned him fame and respect at court, honor and 

affection in the many small districts it was his duty U> govern. 

Unlike such philosophers as Lii Pen-chung, Yang Shih did not come of an illustrious, 

scholarly family. Nor did subsequent generations of his progeny rise to the level of intellectual 

and political influence which Yang himself attained. TIle eldest of Yang's five sons, Ti, was 

considered particularly promising; his teacher Ch 'er.g Yi once wrote to Yang that "Your son Ti 

is good at his studies and shows great potential". But just three years after earning the chin-shih 

degree and obtaining a minor post in Tsung-fu, Ti fell ill and died very suddenly, leaving his 

young son, Yiin, who in his own right earned a reputation for virtue and diligence. 
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GLOSSARY OF SELECTED CHINESE AND SANSKRIT TERMS 

iIaya (S'1 ~~ ~ p 
amala ~iJ.f.. ,;I 
Buddha-dharma 1~ ~ ~ 
chai ~ 
Ch'an i1:'-
cheng..:iE. 

ch'eng (completion) ~ 
ch'eng (mtegrity) ~ 
ch'i~ 
chi;f~ 

chia-hsUeh ~ Jf1-
ch'ien ft 
chih£ 

chin-shih i1L -±
ching~ 
chiieh~ 

XJ 
chung ;;r 
chiin-tzu.J1. J
hsiang~ 
hsien-t'ien 1u J::.... 
hsin"~"' 

hsin-t'ung "\j'" lit" 
hsing -I-j.. 
hsing-chueh t!t ,~ 
hsing em shang 5fJ m J:.. 
hua-t'ou it .§l 
Hua-yen ching 4: At ~ ¥ 

A I§:l .:t. ~ 
Hua-yen fa-chieh kuan-men ~ 1~:'4 "1 
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jen 1'=-
jung ~ 

kalpa ~jJ 
kao-ming ~ ~R 
ko-wu ~ ~m 
k'un :t; 
k'ung '£ 
kung-an (koan) ~ 1:. 
Ii ~.!. 

Ii yi fen shu ~~ - 5J .... ~ 
. ..A.. mmg cop 

pien 1it 
p'ien 1~ 
po-shih -I'~ ± 
prajna -%:- * 
pu cheng =5- .:iE.. 
samidhi .s It .:t ~ 

san-chiao':=" ~ 

shan~ 
shen%f1 
shih ta-iu -± *-~ 
ssu ..... '&. ., 
t' ai-chi i:::.. -*-S!
t'ai-hsii ~ ! 
tang shih ';: a~ 
taorL 

tao-bsUeh \~e \ ~~ 
tao-t'ung\@ L 
te :t~_ 
t'ien-hsia chih shih ~ r ~ ~ 
t'ung~ 
Tlmg-lin ssu l. # ~ 
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tz'u-wen ~ rJl 
vinaya fe iJjS.If ~ 
wen~ 
wen-hsUeh st. \¥ 
wo~ 
wu (non-existence) ~ 

wu (phenomenon) ~1jJ 
i£iK6> wu SSU •••• ......::.--

yi(doubt)R 

yi (ri~us d~ctions) ~ 
yi (tendency) '-&_ 
yi (unify; one) -
. " e 

Yl-hsueh 'Jj) ~ 
yang ~,~ 

yin~ 
YU~ 
yii-Iu ~ ft 
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